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Abstract.

Goethe’s early lyric poetry tends to figure in literary history for its thematic
(and often biographical) expressivity. By contrast it is the aim of this thesis to pay
particular attention to the particular linguistic achievement that makes that poetry
possible. This thesis examines the expressive means by which Goethe communicates
thoughts and experiences within poetry. I want above all to notice the conduit by which
the energies of experience, and reflections upon that experience, become articulate.
I first undertake a brief survey of philosophical ideas and linguistic
developments that form a context for the poetiy readings. I next examine the poetry of
Barthold Hinrich Brockes, and some of Herder’s writings. These disparate figures both
contextualise and prefigure the emergence of Goethe’s lyric genius - the former, because
his poetry conveys the physical appearance of nature in remarkable detail; and the latter,
because he insists on the essential complicity of language in experience. To situate my
readings within a critical context, I then chart several critical approaches, and note points
of divergence and disagreement between my readings and those of others.
The main body of the thesis offers detailed readings of several Sesenheimer
Lieder, Willkommen und Abschied, and Maifest. And I look across the period of Goethe’s
early creativity (the mid-1770’s), including both poetry and excerpts fi'om his scientific
writings of this time. The aim here is to chart issues of language, of experience, and of
poetic self This is undertaken in the belief that the range of his poetry is unified by his
characteristic sensibility, by his amazing creativity which has as its source a profound
trust in the wholeness of human experience and in the patterns and structures of the
organic living process. And finally, I look at several of Goethe’s later poems, in an
attempt to hear the consistent resonance of his poetic voice.
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Foreword.

Goethe’s lyric output has been so frequently read, and so hugely researched,
that totally original readings of his poems are unimaginable. I do not claim to offer
revolutionary readings; but I do claim to offer an intensity of reading not offered by
anyone else.
If the reading of Goethe’s early poetry in this thesis is a complex process,
then it is, I venture to suggest, one merited by the poems themselves. The poems are
instantly and urgently expressive; but at the same time they are profound, and we are
required to be constantly patient upon them. What I have sought to do is to spell out the
profundity inherent in their immediacy - and the immediacy that is omnipresent in their
profundity.
Goethe’s early lyric poetry tends to figure in literary history for its thematic (and often
biographical) expressivity; I do not dissent from this orthodoxy. But it is the aim of this
thesis to explore the particular linguistic achievement that is enshrined in this poetry. This
thesis examines the expressive means by which Goethe communicates thoughts and
experiences within poetry. I want above all to notice the linguistic particularity by which
the energies of experience, and reflections upon that experience, come fully and
dynamically into focus.
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Introduction.
Goethe’s early poetry is best understood primarily as a text.
I do not mean that it should be removed from its historical context, and
viewed as poetry of no address. Information, additional to the text itself, is required if
we are to hear its cultural resonance. The distillation of meaning from particular
forms of historical idiom, the detection of reference points, perhaps literary,
intellectual, or linguistic, and the assuming of an overall perspective - each engages
the reader in a navigational process. The cultural backdrop makes the touchstones
clear.
And yet Goethe’s early poetry contains little publicly historical content reference to particular events, say, or to commonly known historical facts. The
utterance of these works, indeed it may be said, of much lyric poetry in general, is of
the expressive poetic self, of the poetic ‘ich’. This self is the one voice we hear: all
facts, experiences, events are those registered, and presented to us, by the ‘ich’. It is
the sole sensibility of a poem, the single arbiter of experience. The experiences,
actions and reactions of other persons within the poetry are placed before us by the
poet, are mediated by this one expressive and experiential source. The poetic self is
part of the fiction of the poem, and speaks in unbroken monologue: it is in this sense
timeless, uncharted against the linear passage of historical time. And we are right to
sense an imaginative present-ness with this poetic self, that it speaks to us in a present
mode of address, and with an urgency and persuasiveness that make inaudible any
distance of time and place. And yet to say this is to capture only part of the truth; for it
is in the poetic self, the ‘ich’, that we may discern a poem’s historicity. It is in the
poet’s sense of expressive self, the nature, the kind of self that speaks to us, that
historical context is disclosed. In what way the self finds definition and expression, is
dependent upon and significant of the intellectual and linguistic fabric available.
At the same time, the sense of a poem is not to be found in the biography
of the poet - we are never able to assume that the poetic ‘ich’ is the same as the
historical character - and literary influences upon Goethe may go only so far to
explain and monitor the emergence of linguistic forms. Alongside the identification of
literary or linguistic influences, there must be the recognition of the creative act as
forming something more than the sum of its parts. It can be said of Goethe more than
of almost any other that his work was startlingly inventive. It is recognisable as such
precisely in its departure from, and its relation to, that which went before. As readers
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we involve ourselves in a dialogue with each poem; it thwarts, realises, and exceeds
our expectations. We must look at even the freshest work within its intended frame of
reference. And we should consider what kind of audience, or reader, the poem
envisages; to whom it is addressed both explicitly, and implicitly (it is written). Quite
simply, to what extent does the poem invite its public to share in its themes and
experiences? What demands does the poem make of a reader? What prior knowledge
or shared language does it assume? And perhaps most importantly, what kind of
person are we the readers expected to be, and in turn what reactions should we have?
I have sought to read Goethe’s poetry with a mindfulness of its inherent
rhetoric. It is a means of communication; it envisages and addresses a readership, if
not explicitly, then implicitly in its written form. I use the term ‘rhetoric’ to designate
the sum total of the poetry’s linguistic statement. I fully accept that one can stress (as,
for example, Anna Carrdus has done, in the spirit of the kind of argument advanced
by Brian Vickers about the longevity of systematic rhetoric) that even within the
explosive ethos of Goethe’s early Sturm und Drang aesthetics there were recognisable
links with older, more regulatory forms of rhetoric in evidence. But it is not my
purpose to trace these continuities. Rather, I am concerned to read Goethe’s poetry for
its ability to speak to us now. He was a man who wrote, who recorded and
communicated his thoughts and experiences in and through poetry. His early poetry is
the creation of intellectual, linguistic, and physical action within the poetic mode.
Goethe’s early lyric poetry tends to figure in literary history for its
thematic (and often biographical) expressivity. T. J. Reed’s comment on Goethe’s
poetry in general applies with particular force to the early period:
Damit sind die Begriffe genannt, die seit jeher zur Charakterisierung von
Goethes

lyrik

gedient

haben:

Erlebnis,

Gelegenheit,

Spontaneitat,

Unmittelbarkeit. So altvertraut sie klingen mogen, sie bleiben gleichwohl
unentbehrlich, weil sie Tatsachen bezeichnen, die fur Goethes Lyrik
konstitutiv sind und in der Lyrik-Diskussion generell nicht fehlen dürfen, erst
recht nicht aufgrund modemen skeptischen Vorurteils.^
I have no wish to dissent from Reed’s insistence on the urgency with which Goethe’s
lyric poetry speaks of the immediacy of individual experience. But my aim in this
thesis is to explore the particular linguistic achievement that makes that poetry
^Goethe Handbuch, Vol. I, (ed. Regine Otto and Bemd Witte), Gedichie, Mezlar Stuttgart, Weimar,
1996, p.3.
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possible; I want, then, to attend less to the experience as such than to the rhetoric of
that experience. In so doing, I do not,^£-course, wish to drain the poetry of its
experiential intensity. But I want above all else to notice the conduit by which that
fervour becomes articulate.
Ultimately, of course, all great poetry is the articulate expression of
experience; and as readers we feel the presence of both agencies - linguistic
technique and experiential acuity. Some four years ago two events, one literary, the
other scholarly engendered a debate about the two souls of lyric poetry. In 1998 Ted
Hughes published Birthday Letters. The poems are addressed, ostensibly, to Sylvia
Plath. Her life with Hughes, and her suicide in 1963, have established a body of
information to which the biographies, critiques, and in particular the creative output
of the couple, have each contributed. Their shared and individual lives provide the
subject for much of

both Plath’s and Hughes’ work. It would seem that the

ownership of the facts, the details, their determination, their possession, even perhaps
their creation, have passed into a public sphere. This process is one of documentation;
it is brought about in the processes of dialogue and exchange, of claim and refutation,
both between and within each of these sources of information.
Birthday Letters takes issue with, and makes public replies to, claims
made in Plath’s poetry concerning the couple’s life together. The poem Sam, for
example, refers to the runaway-horse incident described in Plath’s poem Whiteness I
Remember. Now, Hughes imagines himself as the stallion:
When I jumped a fence you strangled me...
Flung yourself off and under my feet to trip me
And tripped me and lay dead. Over in a flash.
This account throws new light on Plath’s remarks about ‘The boot in the face’ in
Daddy and the ‘crunch of my man’s boot’ in Ode for Ted. The emotional and/or
physical aggression was, each claimed, on the part of the other.^
The ‘facts’ of Hughes’ relationship with Plath have often been a source of
dispute between on the one hand Hughes himself, and on the other hand the
biographers and critics. The knowledge and sensation of a shared ownership of
personal facts and stories informs much of Birthday Letters. In 1967, Hughes wrote in
an essay that ‘the struggle truly to possess his own experience, in other words to
regain his genuine self, has been man’s principal occupation... ever since he first grew
^For a discussion of Birthday Letters see Ian Sansom, ‘I was there, I saw it’, in the London Review o f
Books, 19 February, 1998.
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this enormous surplus of brain’. Hughes’ awareness of so much speculation about his
life, and the redress of personal issues against the claims of Plath, make the poems
acts of experiential self-assertion. This poetry expressly seeks to reclaim personal
experience; it sets out to re-personalise, to re-establish, and to re-state experience and
fact within poetic self-expression.
We come, then, to a friction at the core of Birthday Letters. There is on
the one hand the apparent will to imprint the poet’s own authority and identity upon
experience, to establish personally faithful statement, and to reclaim past experience
as emotionally his and factually true. On the other hand, this work is addressed to a
wide audience, not only by virtue of its very publication, but also in its tone and
intellectual content: it envisages this audience; it addresses and counters claims. The
language of this poetry is often combative, contrary, and always emphatic. This poetry
is the desire for personalised singular experience, and is simultaneously a rebuke and
argument with others’ views of this same. It moves towards the retention of personal
experience, as it pushes aside all alternatives. Yet the poems do not achieve an
expression of singular personal memory and experience within themselves. They are
the preparation of ground, the moving towards; they are the process, and the
argument. They are a means by which Hughes establishes a platform for uninterrupted
self-expression. The tone is a shade aggressive; there is a polemical register in
evidence. This is the establishment of a personalised history, if not of untainted
personal memories.
The terms of this process, this movement towards self-assertion and
unimpeded expression, are in some respects akin to processes apparent within
Goethe’s poetry. Expression is for each a means to the possession of experience; it is
the formation of events that bear the personal stamp of (re-) interpretation. Events are
owned in this way, they become not only an event external to the self, but a part of the
poet’s experience.
The point of divergence between the two poets, however, lies also within
this process of the poetic assimilation of experience. Birthday Letters is a witness
statement, the assertion of fact in the face of contradiction. In Remission, Hughes
even sets about the task of reclaiming his children:
In a free-floating crib, an image that sneezed
And opened a gummed mouth and started to cry.
I was there, I saw it.
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As Ian Sansom comments, this last sentence might stand as epigraph to the book.
There is the tone of a man certain of himself and his experience; and we hear also the
sounds of a man threatened by those around him. This is the language of persuasion,
of validation, and above all else of protest.
The early Goethe lyric approaches experience with a similar sense of
assured self. The self is the arbiter of experience, the poem a means by which this
experience is sifted, assimilated, and given precise and singularly personal form. The
tone and pitch of such poems as Willkommen und Abschied, however, sound very
different.

The sense of certainty is there, and the powerful affirmation of fact and

sensation, from the very outset: ‘Es schlug mein Herz...’. But there is no sense of
combative outward address, no sense of others’ disbelief There is, in short, no sense
of the courtroom.
The Goethe lyric encapsulates experience within its very form. Structure,
rhythm, the repetition and modulation of words and their senses tailor a profound selfexpression. There is everywhere the search for precise appropriation of words to
events, words to sensations and impressions. But I do not feel that the Goethe lyric
approaches experience, and the manner of its poetic formation, with an explicit
rhetoric of argument and persuasion. It does not take issue with counter-statements (at
least not from outside its own verse); it does not strive to reclaim something lost. It
represents an endeavour to experience afresh the world around, to order and make
understandable the chains of event and circumstance in which the poet finds himself.
The supreme achievement of Goethe’s lyric is the momentary creation
and re-creation of emotional experience and intellectual process, enacted in linguistic
form. Indeed we may hear the poetic voice cry ‘I was there, I saw it’, and the
exultance of intense experience is persuasive to the reader. But crucially, biography
can be separated from Goethe’s poetry, and from its interpretation. There is no
undercurrent of external contradiction to the poems that appear in this thesis; there is
nowhere the sense of a life so public as to be publicly explained. Whilst bearing traits
of similarity, the poems of Hughes are very different in their initial approach to
experience, in the context and mood of its appraisal. I make no claim fully to
understand Birthday Letters, but in contrast to the Goethe lyric, I feel it highlights the
need to approach Goethe’s poetry precisely on its own terms. That is to say, Goethe’s
lyrics are most properly understood as texts that deal with the experiencing poetic
self. It is a self interrelated with the world around, in the terms of experiential and
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physical kinship and reliance, and yet it remains uninvolved in discussion apart from
the poetic realm.
********

The process of attending to the details of a text as it unfolds itself is at
times a lengthy one. It is, however, necessary if we are to establish intellectual means
of connection and discourse with the poems themselves. There are poems studied in
the course of this thesis that involve themselves, and us the readers, in complex series
of linguistic, intellectual and experiential reflections and developments; time is
needed to unravel these threads, to understand each element as part of a dynamic
expressive whole. Almost eighteen thousand words spent in the examination of
Willkommen und Abschied'. in this I ask forlWreader’s indulgence and patience. It is in
spending time with a poem, in attending to the modifications to a poem’s composite
meaning with each subsequent line, that its subtleties are revealed, and we may
appraise fully and with a sense of perspective.
Reading a poem in this manner corresponds, at least in part, to the
approach taken by Helen Vendler in her book. The Art of Shakespeare's Sonnets, and
its publication is the second - the scholarly - event which I mentioned a moment ago.
Her commentaries rest upon three premises. The first is that poetry must be read ‘as a
contraption made of “words’” . This leads Vendler to state:
I do not regard as literary criticism any set of remarks about a poem which
would be equally true of its paraphrasable propositional content.^
There is a concentration upon those linguistic elements which constitute a written
statement, and in particular a poem (rather than, say, prose writing), and the
intellectual and emotional traffic conveyed by these forms. That is to say, Vendler
concerns herself precisely with the poetic mode of expression.
The second pillar upon which Helen Vendler’s book rests is a shift of
emphasis from the opening line of a sonnet to its closing couplet. Thus the final lines
are seen as the sonnet’s very raison d’etre, the point to which everything in the poem
leads. Vendler chronicles ‘key words’, ‘couplet ties’, ‘defective key words’ (when the
key word does not occur in the couplet), and ‘couplet ties of a hidden sort’ (held
within an anagram perhaps, or within a collocation of identical letters within words).
In short, the reading of a sonnet is the accumulation of the expressive and linguistic
^Helen Vendler, The Art o f Shakespeare’s Sonnets, Harvard University Press, 1997, p. xiii.
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entirety of the piece, as it progresses towards its conclusion. Thus the sonnet is not a
listing of examples and amendments following upon an opening assertion of fact;
rather, the whole forms a series of linguistic developments, whereby the final
utterances of the closing lines are linguistically and intellectually realised.
A third tenet of Vendler's book is that ‘In speaking about the relation of
quatrain to couplet, one must distinguish the fictive speaker... from Shakespeare the
author'.She sets out to ascertain, in other words, the nature of the poetic voice, the
poetic self. However, Vendler’s intention to avoid ‘paraphrasable propositional
content' leads Dipak Nandy to see a ‘rejection of an urgent, personal voice... saying
something that we respond to'.^ Certainly, Nandy is right to feel concern at what he
sees as the omission of words' commonplace meaning fi'om Vendler's considerations.
And yet overall The Art o f Shakespeare's Sonnets would seem to adopt clear and
precise means to the interpretation of poetry, meticulous to a high degree of linguistic
detail, and freshly revealing of the poems it considers. Indeed the example of
‘personal meaning' that Nandy gives is fi'aught with complexity:
I remember sitting in the cramped apartment of a dissident poet in Moscow in
1962 when he produced an ‘underground' recording of a poetry-reading
somewhere in the Soviet Union. One of the voices on the record was that of
Boris Pasternak, reading sonnet 66 in a Russian translation, possibly his own.
His deep voice nearly cracked when he came to the line, "And art made
tongue-tied by authority". There was no scope for delight in the sound or
texture of the original, but every word was freighted with a burden of personal
meaning.^
The term ‘personal meaning', with which Nandy concludes his argument, is here not
so much that conveyed by the poem per se, but is that which is extracted by the reader
from the text, and placed within the context of what we might term ‘personal
experience'. The effect of this upon Nandy, his interpretation of the poem and its
effect upon Pasternak, add in turn to his understanding of the poem's meaning, for
himself and for others. Nandy at this point is speaking at some distance fi'om the
written text: it is interpreted and performed. He himself is in a ‘cramped apartment';
there is the knowledge that what was recorded, what is being heard, is forbidden;
there is the knowledge that this is Boris Pasternak, and that the translation may be his

'‘Helen Vendler, The Art o f Shakespeare’s Sonnets, Harvard University Press, 1997, p. 25.
^ ip a k Nandy, in the London Review o f Books, 19 February, 1998.
^ ip a k Nandy, in the London Review o f Books, 19 February, 1998.
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own. Moving back along the creative chain, so to speak, Pasternak too (we assume)
approaches the poem from a singular angle determined by the sociological pressures
he feels; and above all, he has perhaps in his translation in part created the poem he
reads.
Nandy’s point is resonant: he is concerned here with the envelope in
which all poetry is revealed to us. We bring to our reading (or indeed listening) a
wealth of expectation, and wish for statements which will in some way effect us and
speak to us of our very condition, both as individuals and as human beings. At the
same time, there is a thrust of meaning and signification to a poem that is apart from
its precise linguistic form, that is attainable even in translation from the meaningful
sense of words. Nonetheless, Nandy was, in a sense, hearing a quite different poem with linguistic structures and sequences that correspond to and communicate with the
original, but which are at the same time quite changed and separate - in both sound,
and by the nature of their secondary composition. To be fair, Nandy’s example was
intended to highlight precisely what he felt was missing from Vendler’s book, and
was not intended as a prescription for modem interpretation. Manifestly, however, it
is possible to marry elements of Nandy’s suggestion with the linguistic detailing of
Vendler.
The degree to which the experience of a poem is linked intrinsically to its
form and structures are central concerns of this thesis. I wish to chart the development
of peculiarly poetic statement and experience, whilst at the same time hearing the
associative emotional and intellectual charges of the words themselves. It is in the
precise meanings of words, in the ways in which they are employed, repeated, and
refined by the poet, and above all in the stmctural and intellectual context in which
they appear before us, that the sequences of experiential and emotional discovery and
disclosure within poetiy are understandable. It is, in other words, not only the words,
but the manner, order, tone, and references of their employment that go to form the
expressive whole of the lyric. We must attend to the letters of the text, and to their
rhetoric, their resonance within poems that are in and of themselves a form of
addressed communication.
My readings of Goethe’s poetry incorporate questions of authorship, of
linguistic traces and signatures, of the resonance and rhetoric with which he speaks,
and of the context in which a poem is designed to be read. These are concerns
apparent in Vendler’s approach to the sonnets. It is an area of enquiry shared also
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with David Wellbery in The Specular Moment. Here is a quotation from the very first
page of the book:
Modem interpretation. Carlo Ginzburg has argued in a deft essay, follows the
spoor of Morelli. Rather than focus on the grand themes that parade as center
and essence, it seeks its clues on the periphery, among the inadvertent traces
and remainders of cultural production... p shall]... begin by assuming the
basic gesture of Morelli’s method and attending to a collocation of marks
(clues, traces) that, under scmtiny, crystallize into the signature of a historical
emergence.^
Simultaneous to a close reading of the linguistic constmction of poems will be an
attempt to delineate the inherent intellectual progressions and emotional sensations.
Central to this endeavour is not only the patterned language of the poems, but also the
intellectual, emotional, and experiential fluxes this language conveys. It is this whole
that constitutes the ‘voice’ of Goethe, the poetic self that generates expression,
experience, and the assimilation of these, within and (crucially) through the linguistic
structures and patterns of poetry.
********

There are n l n t chapters to this thesis. The first seeks to establish
perspectives from which the Goethe poetry may be read - perspectives upon the
interpretation of German poetic language. These perspectives are both cognitive and
linguistic. For this purpose, I chart developments in attitudes and approaches to the
German language, as well as its passage towards a mode of poetic expression able to
accommodate the genius of Goethe. The opening chapter is therefore a directed study,
targeting the progression of German poetic language, and within this the
modifications of German intellectual stances to the issue of metaphor. I make no
claim that this chapter offers a comprehensive view of the years in question, nor of
the work of the principal characters it contains. Above all, I do not claim to be
offering newly revealing comment upon the period; I draw from established sources,
and the conclusions I reach from events are for the most part those I have understood
from these texts. The goal here is modest: to provide a brief survey and assimilation
of philosophical ideas and linguistic developments that form a context to the Goethe
poetry.
^David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p. 3.
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In the second chapter I examine the poetry of Barthold Hinrich Brockes
(1680-1747). There are two chief areas of enquiry. First: I chart the poet’s personal
reaction, both emotional and intellectual, to the natural world. Second: there is an
examination of the language this reaction assumes, of the idiom of his response. The
vastness of Brockes’ output places necessary restraints on scope. It is not my aim to
provide a representative overview of the Brockes canon; rather, I wish to draw
attention to certain elements of his language and poetic approach, which bear
relevance to the following chapters.
ChapterThree aims to examine some of Herder’s writings up to 1781, with
particular attention paid to the inter-cormected issues of thought, language, and
poetry. Lyric poetry was for Herder the most powerful of the literary arts, and the first
conceived by man.* The works of Herder contextualise and prophesy certain key
elements of Goethe’s early poetry - because of the former’s insistence on the essential
complicity of language in experience.
Chapter Four seeks to situate my readings of Goethe’s poetry within a
critical context. It charts several critical approaches that are central influences upon
this thesis, as well as noting points of divergence and disagreement between my
readings and those of others.
Chapter Rve looks at several short poems from the Sesenheimer Lieder,
establishing interpretative elements that will recur in more complex forms later on.
There is the assimilation of activity and experience within a poetic framework; there
is the movement within the poems towards a more precise allocation of vocabulary to
idea, and there is the formation of a dynamic poetic self, through which experience is
gathered, sifted, and ultimately created in poetic form.
Chapter Six examines Willkommen und Abschied. A poem of fierce
intellectual complexity, its reading forms the lengthiest chapter of the thesis. The
poem is read three times. In the first reading, I attend to the temporal structure of the
poem, to the contrast between the past narrative of events and the present mode of
reflection and commentary. The second reading suggests that these two strands merge
to give us a journey through (and into) experience. The third reading suggests that this
experiential, cognitive journey is most truly to be understood as a poetic journey. This
series of readings forms a chapter of some seventeen thousand words. This is in ordef
to unravel what is an intricate poem of intellectual and linguistic interrelations, and to
establish a means and context for the reading of the poems that follow.
®Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder’s Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.233.
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The seventh chapter approaches the poem Maifest. Again, a poem is given
more than one reading. First, I attend generally to the poem’s exclamatory force, to
the interlacing and repetition of words and phrases, and to the relationship between
nature and the poet. Second, I examine the effects of this repetition of words, and
describe the echoes and alterations of sense as these words reappear. I seek to
establish that the poem represents a dynamic relationship between the self and nature,
one that is both expressed and maintained in the use of words. The third and final
reading attempts a closer reading of the remarkable closing two lines of the poem, in
the light of conclusions reached.
Chapter Eight aims to provide an overview, to chart across a broader
sample of Goethe’s poetry the issues of language, of experience, and of poetic self
that have come to light. And so I look at the poetry of this time (the mid-1770’s), and
furthermore to several of Goethe’s later poems, in an attempt to hear the consistent
resonance of his poetic voice: there is a particular force of linguistic and intellectual
energy that percolates through lived experience in Goethe’s lyric poetry, and over so
many years.
In Chapter Nine I look across the period of Goethe’s early non-poetic
creativity, and in particular at excerpts from his scientific writings. This is undertaken
in the belief that the range of his writing is unified by his characteristic sensibility, by
his amazing creativity which has as its source a profound trust in the wholeness of
human experience and in the patterns and structures of the organic living process.
There are unifying factors at work that I seek to locate; they are within an immense
variety that mirrors the intellectual and expressive diversity of Goethe himself. It is a
fascinating and instructive exercise to look across the period of Goethe’s early
creativity: one registers that the insights vouchsafed by the Sesenheim poetry occur
elsewhere in his oeuvre at the time.
The final element of this thesis is a brief Conclusion.
**************************************

Metaphor and the Expression of Being.
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Chapter One.
Metaphor and the Expression o f Being.

In the second half of the seventeenth century, Germany was still
recovering from the hideous devastation of the Thirty Years'War. French classicism
had flowered remarkably. The model of France was held up for admiration and
emulation. A century later, some measure of stability and prosperity returned;
however Germany still lacked national unity. Small principalities and dukedoms were
the scenes of German intellectual and cultural life. And yet by 1775, German had
developed into a language of immense subtlety and infinite richness. It had emerged
as a literary language the equal of any other in Europe. This was a process completed
by Goethe. Although his achievement is one of the most startling in the whole of
European letters, not even that spectacular act of linguistic transformation and
creation came ex nihilo. It is fascinating to watch the shifts in the overall cultural
context that helped to bring about that moment of electrifying initiation. It is my aim
in this chapter briefly to chart some of these shifts.
German culture in the second half of the eighteenth century was
dominated by two manifestly different currents: the| Aufklarmg and Empfindsamkeit.
The former professed a belief in reason, in the processes of clear debate and thought
as the means to truth; the latter upheld the dignity and cognitive value of feeling.
There was, however, a unifying, or at least a common, element to these two cultural
trends: both assert the individual’s freedom from established doctrine or received
wisdom; both assert that any proposition or tenet or value is true in so far as the
individual heart or mind recognises it as true - no external authority can or should
usurp the validating role of individual experience.^

^Martin Swales, Goethe- The Sorrows o f Young Werther, Cambridge University Press, 1987, p.6.
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Such self-reliance was clearly a challenge to established authority. And
nowhere was this more keenly felt than in the sphere of religion, where the interplay
of institutional demands and personal, individual responses is distinct. The late
seventeenth century in Germany saw the beginnings of a particular form of
Protestantism-Pietism. Pietism placed great emphasis on the inner life, on selfscrutiny, as the true path to godliness. It concentrated to the point of anxiety on those
inner motions, be they despair or confident love of God, from which the individual
may deduce the state of his immortal soul. It was a religion that did not for preference
meet publicly, but privately in small groups round a charismatic personality who may
or may not have been an ordained minister. It disregarded all earthly, and especially
all ecclesiastical, differentiation of rank. Through its eager activity in the theory and
practice of education. Pietism contributed significantly to the emergence of the culture
of sentimentalism in the eighteenth century. And in its pursuit of charitable activity as
nearly as possible harmonious with the prevailing order, such a religion was ideally
suited to a state system in which all, regardless of rank, were to be equally servants of
the one purpose; and in which ecclesiastical opposition was particularly unwelcome. It
was, in short, tailor-made to flourish under state absolutism, under the new
absolutisms of Germany. Pietism became in practice the state religion of Prussia
under Frederich William I (King from 1713 to 1740).^
The increasingly prevalent cult of feeling brought profound changes in
sensibilities. It asserted the worthiness of individual psychological processes for
detailed linguistic, and therefore literary, expression. This process of unfolding
interest in, and of the literary recording of, highly considered and individuated
psychology, was connected to the complex process of secularisation. The language of
man’s inner life, and its very definition, had for many centuries been provided by the
Christian religion. The decline of religion as the central negotiator and reference for
human affairs brought an increased prominence to secular concerns and modes of
thought. To look within oneself thus became a psychological, rather than a religious,
matter. Pivotal to this process was Pietism.
Pietism was essentially a religious movement, and saw itself as such; but
its effect was to confer dignity on the inner lives not only of seekers after God and
mystics, but of ordinary people with their manifestly human promptings.^ In terms of
their language at least. Pietist writings are, to the modem reader, intensely and
^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, pp. 12-13.
^Martin Swales, Goethe- The Sorrows o f Young Werther, Cambridge University Press, 1987, p. 7.
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tenaciously religious in tone and vocabulary. It is in the broadening of religious terms
to accommodate secular sensibilities, that religious experience is made more secular,
or given a more explicitly and definitely humanly individual focus; and in turn,
secular experience is made religious, or given a religious connotation or significance.
Religious fervour is thus equated with emotional intensity, and the emotions with
religious signification. The secular and the religious, the one is drawn in the terms of
the other, almost interchangeably; and each brings a depth of resonance to the other.
Goethe’s poetry bears the traits of influence for each of the above cultural
trends. Pietism ?ind[Empfindsamkeit advocate the release of emotions from constraints
and restrictions, emotions which - in both a secular and religious terms - constitute an
experiential and linguistic currency. ^Empfmdsamkeit advocated a refinement of
feeling. At first this had ethical and religious connections; refinement of feeling was a
sign of virtue and led to ultimate reward by God. As the moral connections weakened,
the ability to feel more acutely or more deeply remained a positive quality."^ And in
Goethe this inwardness is tempered by what may be seen as an influence from the
Aufklarung: Goethe’s poetry exhibits a regard for rational argument, for clarity of
form and of discourse. Goethe’s poetic sensibility is thus compounded, it comprises a
reverence (essentially secular, but of transcendent significance) for both inward and
outward things. This undissociated sensibility was ultimately triumphant, in its
expression of the reciprocal interaction of self and world, of emotional and physical
experience, as a coherent lyric statement. This is achieved in a language that is in
turns colloquial and high-flown, casual and carefully wrought. There is everywhere
the exultant joy of self-discovery in and through feeling. And this is expressed within
poems that are the means, the discursive, emotional, intellectual, and experiential
processes that sift and make sense of the human self, and of the world.
This chapter looks first at G.W. Leibniz. Perhaps the greatest intellect in
Germany at the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, he strikingly
expressed his dissatisfaction with the German language. His discussion of the abstract
metaphysical question of the individual reconciled with a unified rational order laid
emphasis on the implications for the German social order, for state absolutism. He
was himself no Pietist, however he followed a path parallel to Pietism, in the
interpretation of individual life in terms of pure inwardness. This seemingly
'‘E.ABlackall, TTie Emergence o f German as a Literary Lan^iage, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.405.
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contradictory role of man, the autonomous individual existing within an apparent
framework of (social) interconnectedness, was resolved in the terms of the wholly
autonomous human soul, and an insistence that interrelations are illusions. Notions of
independence, of singularity, of autonomy and interconnectedness, will be crucial to
later chapters of this thesis.
This chapter looks next at the thought of J.J. Bodmer and J.J. Breitinger,
and in particular to their consideration of metaphor in poetic language. For Bodmer
and Breitinger, metaphor is a vehicle for the pictorial reality of poetry; metaphor is
also a means of imaginative leap, for the Imagination is the faculty of the mind that
recognises the likeness of an imitation in art to its original in nature. This is a blend of
rationalism and irrationalism, and leads to their reliance on the Leibnizian doctrine of
possible worlds. Imagination in poetry is brought under logical criteria, and so does
not imply any rejection of reason. This assertion of the viability of metaphor within
poetry represents an immensely important, pioneering development for German poetic
language.
********

G.W. Leibniz.
G.W. Leibniz (1646-1716) saw the relationship between the individual
and the continuum as one of the two major problems of philosophy (the other being
that of free will).^ How can a thing have an identity of its own and yet also belong to a
larger order, also be acted upon by other things, to the extent of even being or
becoming a part of them? Leibniz’s answer contains three strands.
In the first place, the ultimate constituents of the world, for Leibniz, are
not things, but forces - forces with an identity, ‘substantial forms’, or ‘monads’, and
his prime example is the human soul. It is in the nature of such a force to be always
changing its state, to be always developing. Its identity lies not in any one particular
state but in the rule of development that describes all its states, like the single
algebraical formula that describes all the positions of a point moving along a curve.
In the second place, although all the different states of a monad, such as a
human soul, may appear to involve it with the rest of the universe, that is, with other
T^or a discussion of the philosophy of Leibniz, see Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age,
Oxford University Press, 1992, pp. 13-15.

^
,
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monads, so that it appears to come into contact with them or be acted on by them,
none the less, all these changes are understandable not as the interaction of several
monads acting one upon the other, but as the autonomous development of each monad
singly, fulfilling in isolation the law of its being. All change is internal, and there are
no such things as relations. That there appear to be relations, that monads appear to
act upon one another, is the result of a ‘pre-established harmony’ which ensures that
the different rules-of-being of all the different monads fit together as perfectly as if
they acted on one another. The motions of the body do not cause the motions of the
soul, or vice versa, but the two sets of motions are so harmonised that the relation
appears to be one of cause and effect.
Thirdly, Leibniz believes that each monad reflects at every moment the
state of all other monads, though from its own point of view (and Leibniz is the first,
after Pascal, to introduce the notion of ‘point of view’ into philosophy). That is to say,
each of us reflects in himself the universal order and in his own development the
onward development of all. To be sure, our own point of view is very one-sided, and
the result is that much in the universe seems to us to be askew, but were we able to see
the world from a perfectly central perspective - say, that of God - then all would
appear to us to be in perfect order. Moreover, since the world that God sees is not a
different world from that which we see, that perfect order is already contained in what
we now see, however distorted or foreshortened. Our duty, and our nature as
developing forces, is to unfold that potential insight that we already contain, to
understand ourselves - and that means to understand the world that we reflect - ever
more clearly, and so to approach ever more closely to a divine perspective, which,
none the less, since the universe is infinite, will always, however rich and great our
understanding, remain infinitely remote.
This impressive and inspiring scheme is built on the narrowest of bases the conviction of the absolute integrity, the logically guaranteed inviolability, of
identity, that is, of the human self. The particular strength of the scheme - but also of
course the origin of its most serious ambiguity - is that it fuses this apparently
atomistic, even anarchistic, conviction with a belief in a universal order by allowing
the world of rational interconnectedness to stand as if it were real. Really, there are
only windowless monads working out their private destinies, but in appearance, and
down to the last detail, everything works as if explicable in terms of cause and effect.
Indeed the fusion is still more intimate, for each private destiny is a representation, in
miniature, and in accordance with a particular perspective rule, of the destiny of all.
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As far as Goethe’s early poetry is concerned, there are points of
correspondence with the Leibnizian notions of selfhood, and in particular with the
simultaneously corporate and subjective world-view. There is a mesh of philosophies
here, an assertion of a wholly independent self and the parallel tolerance of relations
of cause and effect. A similar alliance of rationality with subjective urgency is
apparent in Goethe’s poetry: there is for example the poetic self expressed in terms of
experiential immediacy, a self which at the same time conveys and configures
universal significance.
There is singular personal experience in Goethe’s poetry, which
establishes notions of universal harmony; and there is the personal experience from
which conclusions may be drawn. We may think of the independent monad containing
within itself a reflection of all other monads, just as we perceive in Goethe an
independent momentariness of experiential selfhood that comprises the establishment
of broad and complete human interrelations. The issues of converging (linguistic,
experiential, and philosophical) singularity and typicality are all-important.
In Goethe’s ability to create meaning from experience, to articulate that
insight which binds together moments of experience and sensation, Leibnizian theory
is combined with a consistent detachment from religious belief. Emancipated from
religious pursuit, and from the appropriation of Christian symbolism and meaning to
nature, experience, and within the creative poetic act, the monadic soul is free to
define its own sacred times, places, and actions, to mark the stages of its endless
desire. The mechanism for the construction of meaning remains in essence that of
Christianity: a life with symbolic episodes, a literature referring to that life both in
prophecy and in retrospective interpretation. But with Christ displaced, this
mechanism becomes fully available to the human soul; the soul has a meaningful life
of its own. Thus autonomy of creative and intellectual processes is afforded the soul
in so far as it is not a follower of Christ.^
The rejection of so powerful a model as Christianity for the interpretation
of experience, creates what Nicholas Boyle terms ‘a problem of objectivity’. In what
way is Goethe to establish his own confidence that the meaning he finds in secular
experience is well-founded? What validates the truth he finds, and to what extent can

Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p. 109.
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personal, singular and fleeting experience give truthful symbolism, in other words
have a resonance beyond the immediately personal sphere?
The answer to this quandary would seem to lie in Goethe’s undiminished
self-confidence in his own ability to perceive, assimilate, and to create meaningful,
coherent inter-connecting strands between moments of experience, between episodes
in his life. It is the imperative tone, the coherent and commanding presence of the
assured poet and guide, that inform us of a poet who is tireless in his gathering of
experience, and confident in its appraisal. But more than anything else, the answer is
found in the belief that desire (for enlightenment, for meaning, for reciprocal love)
can meet with fulfilment.
It is at this crucial juncture that I part company with Boyle. I sense that
creative fulfilment is sought, achieved, and acknowledged within Goethe’s lyric
poetry. T.J. Reed outlines the genesis of Boyle’s argument as follows:
Boyle’s thesis has its point of departure in the old story of Goethe’s many
escapes from the entanglements of love, the refusal of commitment through
which he preserved his freedoms as a poet. But it goes beyond these episodes
and becomes an assertion about the nature of Goethe’s creativity: that he could
only write poetry from unfulfilled desire, indeed that ‘desire’ is essential to the
live poetic sensibility, which is necessarily blunted by mere fulfilment. So
desire must dominate, and any fulfilments Goethe enjoys, or believes he has
enjoyed, were only illusions.^
And T.J. Reed goes on, rightly in my view, to highlight the interpretative limitations
set by what he sees as the flat denial^ of fulfilment as biographical phase or creative
achievement:
All value rests in the Not-yet or the No-longer. All present moments of
pleasure or insight are in danger of total exclusion. Anything that smacks of
fulfilment, of satisfaction with earthly existence, is played down, ofl;en against
what seems to me the clear evidence of the texts.^
As will be seen in the following chapters, Goethe’s poetry contains, indeed centres
itself upon, moments of rapture as well as of intense desire: they comprise not only a
^T.J. Reed, ‘Existence and Transcendence: Premisses and Judgements in Nicholas Boyle’s Goethe', in
Oxford German Studies 30, 2001, pp. 158-9.
*‘... the in every sense vital middle term of Goethe’s life and work, ‘fulfilment’, whether as
biographical phase or as creative achievement, is called in question. To be precise, it is flatly denied.’
T.J. Reed, ‘Existence and Transcendence: Premisses and Judgements in Nicholas Boyle’s Goethe', in
Oxford German Studies 30, 2001, p. 158.
^T.J. Reed, ‘Existence and Transcendence: Premisses and Judgements in Nicholas Boyle’s Goethe', in
Oxford German Studies 30, 2001, p. 159.
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journey, then, but a glimpse of arrival. But I must also stress that I do not hold Boyle
at any great distance. Contrary to Reed’s assertion that Boyle flatly denies the
presence of fulfilment in Goethe’s poetry, he (Boyle) does indeed perceive moments
of fulfilment, that are intuited, and guarantee a goal to the seemingly endless quest to
gather and decipher experience. It is within these fleeting moments of experiential
wholeness, of saturation of self in nature or in love, that the interpretative and
assimilative verse finds its reason, its purpose. For a moment, the monad can emerge
from solitude and find its identity confirmed by its meeting with another like itself.
Necessarily, these occasions of communion are of limited temporal scope; they are
fleeting, and the moment is past almost upon arrival. As Boyle notes, states of security
and stability in life can only be momentary, for the states that are glimpsed are
necessarily contradicted by the process that leads up to them and away from them.^°
And essentially this thesis will attempt to show that this process of arrival
at understanding, at truth, reciprocity, and immersion in experience, is one that is
poetic: experience is formulated, sifted, and evaluated within and through the
language and structures of verse. Through this poetic medium experience finds
expression, it is interlaced, patterned, and interrelated, so that it progresses,
inexorably, towards the moment of sensual, emotional, and intellectual fulfilment. As
is shown most fully in Willkommen und Abschied, the poetry of longing becomes one
also of meeting.
********

Bodmer and Breitinger: The Issue of Metaphor.
J.J. Bodmer (1698-1783) and J.J. Breitinger (1701-76) were critics and
philologists based in Zurich and, as we shall see, their work was crucial in creating a
terrain from which Goethe’s poetry could grow. They looked to England for effective
and secular means of communicating religious and moral truth. These they perceived
in Milton’s epics and in the Spectator, which they praised, analysed, translated, and
imitated.

Breitinger’s Von dem Einflufi und Gebrauche der Einbildungs-Kraffi; zur

Ausbesserung des Geschmackes appeared in 1727. He is here concerned above all
with poetry, the work concluding with

a paean on poetic

^°Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p. 110.
^'Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.20.

enthusiasm
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(‘Enthusiasmus’). In its consideration of imaginative descriptions, it introduces a
comparison between painting and poetry. A good description should be complete,
should be ‘bewegend und nachdrucklich’, should endeavour to find the apt word and
avoid all superfluity, and should be clear in every detail. He is against the mechanical
employment of figures of speech; a writer genuinely moved by his subject finds his
expressions and images spontaneously.^^
Bodmer and Breitinger were advocates of the ‘herzriihrende Schreibart’
whose aim was the ‘Entzückung der Phantasie’; the imaginary should have utterly
persuasive power. Given this basic aim, they set about illustrating how it could be
achieved, and in fact had been achieved by Milton. Poetry must be distinguished from
prose in every way. The opposite of the ‘herzrührende Schreibart’ is the prosaic
‘kriechende Schreibart’ that would allow no construction in poetry that would not be
allowed in prose. The poet, in contrast to the prose writer, will employ an elevated and
noble style, with bold metaphors; he will consciously deviate from normal word
order; he will express himself with emphasis and a brevity that compresses much
meaning into little space. The poet must not merely tell, he must show and thus set
‘das Gemüthe in eben diejenige Bewegung..., als die würkliche Gegenwart und das
Anschauen der Dinge erwecken würde.’ For this purpose, ‘ist die gemeine und
gewohnte Art zu reden viel zu schwach; Sein [des Dichters] gantzer Ausdruck muss
darum neu und wunderbar, d.i. viel sinnlicher, prachtiger, nachdriicklicher seyn.’^^
In their critical treatises there is a strange blend of rationalism and
irrationalism. This is due to their conception of the Imagination as that faculty of the
mind that recognises the likeness of an imitation in art to its original in nature. Hence,
although they rated the imagination higher than all else in poetry, they did not wish to
imply any rejection of reason. For the imagination was part of the reason.B odm er
could coin a phrase like ‘eine Imagination die sich wol cultiviert hat’^^ - showing his
quandary. With all his belief in the sovereign powers of poetic fancy he was unwilling
to accept an art without laws. ‘Der Enthusiasmus mag da noch so stark sein, so muB er
doch allezeit von der Vemunft geleitet werden’, said Breitinger.

Yet Bodmer found

A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.98.
^R.M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p.200. The discussion of Bodmer and Breitinger here is brought to bear upon the poetry of
Klopstock; I feel the points made are relevant nonetheless.
'"^For a discussion of the work and impact of Bodmer and Breitinger, see E.ABlackall, The Emergence
o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959, pp.276-290.
* Discourse derM ahlem, vol.l, 1721, beginning o f ‘Discours XIX’.
'breitinger, ChritischeDichtkunst, vol.l, Leipzig/Zurich, 1740, p.331.
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this concept of a well-cultivated imagination inadequate to embrace Paradise Lost.
The two men worked out their problems together and their treatises are virtually of
joint authorship. They tried to resolve the dissonance by reference to Leibniz’s
doctrine of possible worlds. The world of the poet’s fancy is a possible world; poetic
imagination does not therefore fly in the face of logic. History deals with the real
world, poetry with a possible world. The poet brings us ‘Historié aus einer andem
moglichen Welt’ and this cannot displease the philosopher:
Und Wolf, dem die Natur die WeiBheit vorgezehlet,
Kan nichts darinne sehn, das selbst sich widerspricht;
Und seine Meinung gilt nicht mehr als dein Gedicht.^^
Bodmer’s idea of poetic language, as expressed in the Discourse der Mahlern, is that
the poet ‘laBt sein Herze reden’ and since the poet is characterised by a particularly
lively imagination (an idea taken from Addison’s essay on the ‘Pleasures of the
Imagination’), this will give him lively, vigorous words.
In the first volume of his Critische Dichtkunst, Breitinger presents an
aesthetic theory of poetry. The fundamental task of poetry is to present to the mind a
picture as vivid as the visual presentation of painting. But the province of poetry is
wider, for it is not restricted to the visible, existing world. All possible worlds, not
merely the one existing real world, are open to poetic presentation:
Denn was ist Dichten anders, als sich in der Phantasie neue Begriffe und
Vorstellungen formieren, deren Originale nicht in der gegenwartigen Welt der
würcklichen Dinge, sondem in irgend einem andem moglichen Welt-Gebaude
zu suchen sind. Bin jedes wohlerfundenes Gedicht ist darum nicht anderst
anzusehen, als eine Historié aus einer andem moglichen Welt...
But the subjects of poetry should be both pleasing and instmctive. If a poetic
presentation is to please and delight, it must have something unusual, something
‘new’ about it. Nothing can be more ‘new’ (in this sense) than the marvellous, ‘das
Wunderbare’ - for this seems to contradict our normal knowledge and experience. In
this seeming contradiction lay its attraction. The contradiction is, however, only
apparent,

for the

marvellous

is

nothing

more

than

‘ein

vermummetes

Wahrscheinliches’, that is to say it belongs to the realm of the possible (not containing
within itself a logical contradiction). The following is a cmcial passage:

^^Bodmer, Character der Teutschen Gedichte, 1734, concluding lines.
‘^Breitinger, Chritische Dichtkunst, vol. I, Leipzig/Zurich, 1740, pp. 59-60.
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Die eigenthümliche Kunst des Poeten bestehet... darinnen, daB er die Sachen,
die er durch seine Vorstellung angenehm machen will, von dem Ansehen der
Wahrheit bis auf einen gewissen Grad künstlich entfeme, jedoch allezeit in
dem Maasse, daB man den Schein der Wahrheit auch in ihrer weitesten
Entfemung nicht gantzlich aus dem Gesichte verliehret. Folglich muB der Poet
das Wahre als wahrscheinlich, und das Wahrscheinliche als wunderbar
vorstellen, und hiemit hat das poetische Wahrscheinliche immer die Wahrheit,
gleichwie das Wunderbare in der Poesie die Wahrscheinlichkeit zum
Grunde.
This combination of the ‘wunderbar’ and the ‘wahrscheinlich’ is the magic of poetry
and the secret of its effect. Poetry portrays what Nature might have been in different
conditions; or if it deal with well-known, real things it must remove these somewhat
from the world of reality (‘Wahrheit’). The mainspring of the effect of poetry is
imagery: ‘Die Poesie empfangt ihre groste Starcke und Schônheit von der geschickten
Wahl der Bilder.’ These give magic - ‘ein ungewohnliches Licht und Leben’ - to
well-known phenomena of the material world. For the beauty of poetry lies between
the extremes of the too ordinary and the too extraordinary - ‘dem Gemeinen und dem
Unglaublichen’ as Breitinger puts it. The whole theory is best summarised in the
following passage:
Vor einen Poeten gehoret os magna sonaturum; er muB mehr als gemeine,
wunderbare Dinge sagen; die starkesten, zartlichsten und keinesweges
pobelhafte Ausdrücke brauchen; fremde Phantasie- oder VerstandesBildereyen erfrnden; die Reden unterflechten und unterbrechen mit Ausruffen,
mit Anreden, kurtzen Abweichungen, rmd andem affektmassigen, herrlichen
und anmuthigen Figuren; mit lebhaften Metaphoren, mit unerwarteten
Betrachtungen; er muB die lebhaftesten Abbildungen der Sitten, der Affecte,
der Handlungen und der Urtheile der Menschen machen; jedoch daB er die
Augen bestandig auf das Wahre und das Anstandige richte. Die Poesie muB
mit einem Worte den Zuhorer aufgeweckt, erfreut und entzücket behalten.^°
This is a middle-road then between the ordinary and the extraordinary, whereby the
everyday is portrayed in a newly revealing light, and descriptions of the imaginary are
conveyed as a possible reality. It is in this way that the poet’s fanciful presentation of
the world, or indeed his fanciful world, is accredited with the full value and pertinence
‘breitinger, Chritische Dichtkunst, vol. I, Leipzig/Zurich, 1740, p. 139.
^breitinger, Chritische Dichtkunst, vol. I, Leipzig/Ziirich, 1740, pp.371-2.
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of immediate, and universal, reality. With a view to Goethe’s early poetry, this sets a
precedent: this moves towards the poetic communication of singular subjective
experience, where the poetic self is the sole arbiter of reality. It is the implication of
individual imagination and experience as illustrative of general truth. In short, it seeks
to make the subjective angle on reality instructive to all, and poetry, in particular
metaphor, the means by which this becomes universally communicable.
********

We have thus arrived at conceptions of metaphor important to the study of
early Goethe poetry. The similar import of both painting and poetry leads Breitinger
to an insistence upon the pictorial reality of poetry. From the blend of rationalism and
irrationalism in the critical treatises of Bodmer and Breitinger, there arises a reliance
on the Leibnizian doctrine of possible worlds. This leads to the assertion that the
poetic imagination takes the world of the poet’s fancy as a possible world. This
conclusion sets intellectual traffic in motion: if the imagination makes reference to
any number of possible worlds, by the same token a metaphor illustrates a possible
view of the world, seen from a particular angle. A metaphor is therefore in no sense an
artistic indulgence or embelhshment. Rather, it is the establishment of alternative
perspectives onto reality. The metaphor is thus a means to tighten our grasp, our
perception of reality. Figurative language is seen as giving new powers of expression
in language, metaphor being the highest form. In metaphor the imaginative and
cognitive leap becomes possible.
There is, then, no mistrust of metaphor - its bringing under logical
criteria, and its new-founded status as medium for reality, give it respectabihty.
Bodmer and Breitinger established criteria for the employment of metaphor that both
acknowledged and advocated an increasingly personal, secular environment. The
shared public symbolism provided by Christianity was retreating; in its place was a
metaphorical language directed towards a more individual version of the
transcendental realm. This language, in turn more attuned to the individual standpoint,
is perhaps less predictable than religious discourse. This is not to say, however, that
metaphor, or indeed the reality conveyed, was necessarily more distinct to the reader.
With the gradual loss of a shared view of the transcendental realm, and with this of a
shared vocabulary and imagery, comes a more private, less public and therefore less
penetrable, view. Private myths are more difficult to share, harder to communicate
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and access. The signposts offered in poetry must be read more carefully; we may
presuppose their direction to a far lesser extent, still less their ultimate meaning.
Yet even so, that use of metaphor is anything but hermetic because it
derives from omnipresent processes of human signification. Such processes generate a
myriad of new linguistic utterances that are immediately negotiable as recognisable
instances of human creativity. Over the past few decades a number of commentators
have argued that the capacity for metaphorical and symbolic statement is the very
paradigm for the ceaselessly novel ways in which human beings use language in order
to explain themselves to themselves. One thinks, for example, of the work of Suzanne
Langer, Max Black, and Paul Ricoeur. All of them have suggested that metaphoricity
bespeaks creativity. Which is perhaps why poetry can speak to and for us all. The only
difference being that poets speak rather better to and for us all than we ourselves can.
**************************************

Barthold Hiiirich Brockes.
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Chapter Two.
Barthold Hinn’ch Brockes:
The Examination o f Nature.

Clearly, when one views Goethe’s early poetry in the context of the work
of his immediate predecessors, one is struck by a number of talents who prefigure the
emergence of Goethe’s lyric genius - Claudius, Hôlty, Klopstock. But in my view,
one poet stands out - and, perhaps surprisingly, it is none other than Barthold Hinrich
Brockes (1680-1747).
The following chapter has two chief areas of enquiry. First: I wish to chart
Brockes’ personal reaction, both emotional and intellectual, to the natural world.
Second: there is to be an examination of the language this reaction assumes, of the
idiom of his response. Clearly, this approach sets limits: in terms of the poetry’s
literary-historical perspective, my concern is only for our immediate understanding of
the ideas expressed in the poetry. I do not, for example, explicitly address the poet’s
emulation, or otherwise, of an old traditional mode of expression. Similarly, I shall
not embark upon a study of the man’s life or immediate sources of influence, save
those that appear expressly within the poetry. In addition, the vastness of Brockes’
output places necessary restraints on scope. I make no claim to provide a
representative overview of the Brockes canon; rather, I wish to| direct attention to
certain elements of his language and poetic approach which bear relevance to future
chapters of this thesis.
********
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I wish to start with an extract;
Eine Mücke legt die Eier auf das Wasser,
draus entstehn
Kleine Würmer, welche lang in gedachtem Wasser
leben.
Eh sie in die Luft sich heben;
Diese dienen nun zur Nahrung Krebsen,
Wasservogeln, Fischen,
So man uns pflegt autotischen.
1st es also fur den Menschen auch sogar, dass
Mücken sein.
Er verbindet aller Wesen, die man allenthalben
spüret;
Allé zielen auf ihn ab.
Seine (des Menschen) Gegenwart allein
1st die Stelle, wo ein Ganzes aus viel Teilen
sich formieret;
Er ist gleichsam ihre Seele. Ja es ist der Mensch
nicht nur
Der Geschôpfe Mittelpunkt, die ihn überall umringen,
Gleichsam ein getreuer Dolmetch. Wenn sie Gott ihr
Opfer bringen,
Der sie ihm (=sich) zur Ehr’ gemacht, wenn sie ihrem
Herm lobsingen,
Schallet es durch seinen Mund...
(Dt. Nat-Lit. 39,371)’
This extract makes apparent the overridingly purposive design ascribed by Brockes to
the natural world: verbs such as ‘dienen’, ‘pflegen’, ‘verbinden’, and ‘abzielen’ report
the purposive mode of the poem itself; the prepositions, ‘zur Nahrung’, ‘fur den
Menschen’, and ‘zielen auf ihn ab’, are indicative of a directional order. Conspicuous
also is the teleology of much of Brockes’ work.^
^For a discussion of this poem see R.M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1978, pp. 3-17.
^Teleology, or physico-teleological deism, within Brockes’ poetry is a focus of much critical (in both
senses) attention. I would tend to agree with W.F.Mainland’s assertion that it is ‘irrelevant to criticise
the making of such statements. The matter which does concern us is the use of “ gebundene Rede” to
express them’. W.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes and the Limitations of Imitation’, in Reality and Creative
Vision in German Lyrical Poetry, ed. A.Closs, London Butterworths, 1963, pp. 1 0 8 -9 .__
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These lines are from a poem on the ‘Krafte der menschlichen Vemunft,’
celebrating our God-given reason as the ordering and interpretative power of the
universe. The God in whom Brockes believes has placed him in a world of articulate
order and has endowed him with senses to perceive its myriad perfections. The poem
arrives at philosophical proftmdity upon consideration of the overall scheme of
nature, by virtue of which the opening minutiae, the ‘Mücke’, the ‘kleine Würmer’,
come to achieve a contextual significance. Moreover, the arrival at an organisational
matrix with ‘Er verbindet aller Wesen’ follows upon this specific detail of nature; the
general, purposive design of nature is seen to operate, so to speak, at first hand. The
general rule is singularly exemplified.
To read the first section of the extract, is to progress along the
organisational logic of nature itself. The extract begins with the ‘Mücke’; we then
arrive at the ‘kleine Würmer’, which are in time to become ‘Mücken’. We have
advanced, from the singular to the plural; and we have moved along a stage in the
processes of life. Next are the ‘Krebsen’, ‘Wasservogeln’, and ‘Fischen’, for whom
these ‘kleine Würmer’ provide nourishment, and then Man. We have followed a
simple chain of being, passing, both teleologically and sequentially, to Man. The
instmction of the poem arrives presently: ‘1st es also fur den Menschen auch sogar,
dass Mücken sein.’ The return to the ‘Mücken’, and its alliteration with ‘Menschen’,
develop a continuing sense of the circular perfection of the divine scheme. The poem
persists into philosophical generality: ‘Er verbindet aller Wesen, die man allenthalben
spüret; Allé zielen auf ihn ab.’ Here the progression culminates: from the singular
example of the extract’s opening line, to the vocabulary of generally applicable truth,
‘aller Wesen...allenthaben...alle’.
This seemingly laborious method of illustrative instruction - an advance
from the tiniest natural phenomenon to its absolute philosophical conclusion - is
nevertheless an effective medium for Brockes’ poetic illumination of both
philosophical truth, and of the minutiae that are intrinsic to this overall divine
scheme. The small detail of the ‘Mücke’ exemplifies the perfection of the natural
order, and enhances our immediate perception of the laws at work; the overall scheme
is a means to appreciation, to understanding, and most importantly, to precise
perception of each natural phenomenon (in this instance, the gnat). It would seem that
it is only in the context of its precise position in the order of nature that the workings
of the ‘Mücke’ are to be understood. Indeed, it is only in view of this overall context
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that the ‘Mücke’ may be properly, with a validity of descriptive detail, viewed,
described, and ultimately, given poetic form.
The second part of the extract reinforces the estimation of the whole as
comprised of many parts: ‘Seine (des Menschen) Gegenwart allein/ 1st die Stelle, wo
ein Ganzes aus viel Teilen sich formieret;’. It is thus in Man that the whole is formed.
As the extract continues, Man is described as the ‘Geschôpfe Mittelpunkt’, the point
around which all creation is circled (‘die ihn überall umringen’), and as ‘Gleichsam
ein getreuer Dolmetch’. This latter function, that of Man as the true interpreter of that
which surrounds him, is a central principle in the work of Brockes. It is an ability
further amplified through Man’s proper place at the centre of all creation. For
interpretation is the means by which Man, and perhaps most especially a poet, may
make sense of the world. The ‘Mücke’ is in this manner only to be properly and
comprehensively understood. It is an interpretative understanding, which puts Man at
the centre of all creation, and then validates and encourages this interpretative office
in the light of Man’s unique and sweeping view of all of creation.
In the later stages of the extract, it is through Man that creation is raised to
the realm of the spirit. It is redolent of Leibniz’s monadism, with man playing the role
of creation’s central monad. Brockes’ ‘Nutzanwendungen’, or practical applications,
and his teleological explanations, are primarily intended to convince the unbeliever
that nature is meaningful, and if meaningful, then divine, for all meaning comes from
the Maker. ^
********

I A principal metaphor of Brockes’ work is that of nature as God’s book:
O unbegreiflichs Buch; o wunder-ABC !/Worin, als leser ich, und auch als
Letter, steh!’"^
Nature is a poem God writes for Man’s benefit. God’s poem is written for our delight
and instruction:
Auf, lasst uns recht mit Andacht sehn
Die Dinge, die mit Bmsigkeit
In dieser holden Mayen-Zeit
Zu unsrer Lust, zu unserm Nutz geschehn!^
^KM.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p.5.
'’Quoted after Paul Bockmann, ‘Anfange der Naturlyrik bei Brockes, Haller und Gunther', in Literatur
und Geistesgeschichte, ed. R. Grimm and C. Wiedemann, Berlin, 1968, p. 116.
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R.M. Browning notes a significant difference between Brockes and his seventeenthcentury predecessors:
The typical poet of the Baroque uses nature decoratively or emblematically, as
a stage-setting or to illustrate a concept. In either case he tends to degrade
nature to a cliché he can manipulate at will...Now for Brockes too nature is
fundamentally an emblem, and he still structures his poems according to the
standard baroque scheme of descriptio + applicatio. But with him nature is no
longer something to be manipulated at will, something whose quiddity may be
disregarded. All natural things retain a strong personal identity; though they
point beyond themselves, they are nonetheless prized in themselves.^
The previous century had bequeathed a fairly wide scheme of references to the objects
in man’s environment; but the scheme was largely an elaborate convention for the
supply of metaphors and similes.^ In Brockes, it is the descriptio that carries the
poem, and it is the phenomenon itself that makes the poet say: ‘Unglaublich ist, wie
sehr mich dieser Anblick rührte’ {Mondschein) and fills him with 'susses Schrecken’
(Entw. reihen, Aufkl. 2, 247).* The applicatio is subjoined and, though vitally
important to the poet, is not a necessary conclusion to the descriptio. There is in this
respect no symbolic mode to Brockes’ depiction of nature.^ Sometimes, there is a
conscious contrast between description and moral, the latter section introduced by a
‘nevertheless’. But more often than not, the poem does not present a formal unity.
Nevertheless, Brockes’ ability to move into complex philosophical
territory upon consideration of natural phenomena could prove remarkably adept.
William F. Mainland gives an example from the Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott, that of
a day in a garden where the poet and two friends are surprised by the recognition that
the petals of flowers are not green. As they wonder, ‘des schonen Gartens Herr und
Pfleger’ quietly presents to them a flower with green petals - the anemone. So

^Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott, ‘Der May’, vol. H, p.476.
^ .M Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p. 7
^W.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes and the Limitations of Imitation’, in Reality and Creative Vision in German
Lyrical Poetry, ed. A.Closs, London Butterworths, 1963, p. 103.
*R.M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p.8.
^R M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, pp.7-8.
A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.254.
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agreement is reached in a matter ‘relevant to the philosophy of their time and even to
literary theory’
Manche Schônheit wird entdecket
Auch im Jaspis, dessen Schein
MuB griin und mit Roth geflecket,
Wenn er anders echt ist, seyn.
Attentive consideration of all earthly phenomena is one determinant of the linguistic
form of Brockes’ poetry; the other is praise of the divine. The former corresponds to
the descriptio, the latter to the applicatio. His typical procedure is to begin with a
circumstantial description of a situation in the recent past (‘Ich sahe jiingst....,’ ‘Indem
ich jüngst....,’ etc.), then to turn to some particular feature of nature encountered
within this situation, and describe it in ever more minute detail. This leads in turn to
the discovery of new wonders, and this new discovery to the praise of the Maker.
Yet his turning towards nature with open senses, looking at the thing and not past it,
represents an essentially descriptive nature poetry of considerable acumen. Indeed this
is the central achievement of his work: ‘Die Hauptleistung dieses Dichters und wohl
auch seine wichtigste Bestrebung ist aber im sprachlichen Formulieren, im Errichten
weitere Schonheiten zu finden, in denen sich die irdischen widerspiegeln’.^^ The
teeming abundance of nature is celebrated in detail, because the details conduce to a
grand design.
In Brockes there is a circumstantial and abundant delight in the physical
world as something that has valid existence. This leads to what W.F. Mainland terms
‘a sort of poet’s specimen cupboard’, i n which Brockes could enjoy a foretaste of
that pleasure in things which later and greater collectors were to experienceMainland cites Goethe and Stifter. Even so, this is a validity not simply at the level of
physicality in and of itself, but rather for the goal that it serves (a proper reverence
and extensive understanding of the power of the Divine). I have already drawn
attention to the directional, purposive order of Brockes’ poetry, which should at this
point be underlined. In the last excerpt quoted, the sequence of prepositions was

^W.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes and the Limitations of Imitation’, 'm Reality and Creative Vision in German
Lyrical Poetry, ed. ACioss, London Butterworths, 1963, p. 104.
*^R.M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p. 8.
^^Leif Ludwig Albertsen, ‘Erstes Gebot Gottes: GenieBe die Wirklichkeit. Eine Beschreibung von
Brockes’, in Gedichte und Interpretationen 2: Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Reclam, 1983, p.57.
*'*W.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes and the Limitations of Imitation’, in Reality and Creative Vision in German
Lyrical Poetry, ed. A. Gloss, London Butterworths, 1963, p. 103.
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illustrative of nature’s, and of each natural phenomenon’s, instruction for and towards
Man: ‘Die Dinge, die...In dieser holden Mayen-Zeit/ Zu unsrer Lust, zu unserm Nutz
geschehn!’ Things are for Man, in the sense that they are placed before him by God as
witnesses to His power, and in the sense that their very creation, and their very
likeness, attest to the overall Divine scheme.
Brockes’ attempt to be perfectly exact explains his constant insertion of
‘scheint’, ‘fast wie’, ‘als (ob)’, etc., in introducing a sim ilitude.T hese are saving
particles in the face of a nature more wonderful than any poetic, metaphorical
description. Brockes is thus a nominalist, one who holds that only existing things are
real, and he encounters the problem of every nominalist: how to describe the unique
in the symbolic medium of language. On the other hand, to try to come to terms
linguistically with the unique is the poet’s inescapable duty, for it is Man’s mission
and in the end his only truly useful activity to contemplate appreciatively that which is
ever being wrought by ‘die wirkende Natur’. This is the kernel from which the whole
Irdisches Vergniigen springs. It must therefore be endless, just as nature itself is
endless: the excessive length of the book reflects the immensity of its subject. In the
final analysis, nature as a whole remains indescribable and unfathomable.^^ This is
not, however, in any way to diminish Brockes’ striving after a proper and
comprehensive understanding of nature. Each detail of nature is considered with a
view to its contribution to the poet’s overall apprehension of the workings of nature,
and thereby of God. With each contemplation of natural phenomena, the poet
advances towards a broader appreciation of that which is physically around him, and
in turn of its creator.
The recurrence of modifying words and phrases may be termed
‘prosaic’

The striving to imitate reality as closely as possible leads to a language

which is rarely ‘poetic’. As Blackall points out:
Precision is a prose quality. Images and rhythms do not come welling up in
Brockes...But his work represents a notable attempt at bringing the German

^^R.M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p. 12.
'^.M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p. 12.
^^W.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes and the Limitations of Imitation’, in Reality and Creative Vision in German
Lyrical Poetry, ed. A.Closs, London Butterworths, 1963, p. 108.
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language towards a more exact denotation of sense-impressions by sound, by
descriptive epithets and sometimes images/^
The simile is an immediately striking feature of Brockes’ work. R.M. Browning lists
some examples: a nightingale is ‘Ein Schall, ein Hauch mit Haut umgeben’; the young
buds surrounding a rose in full bloom sit ‘recht wie Kinder um sie her’; the
bumblebee is like a ‘kleiner Bar mit Flügeln’; the peacock’s tail is compared to the
train of a royal robe: ‘Er (der Pfau) schleppt so gar, Weit mehr als Kaiserlichy Den
prachtigsten Talar/ Ja gar ein Bluhmen-Feld und Garten hinter sich,’ and in its
markings one seems to see ‘alle Pracht von einer hellgestimten Nacht,’ ‘Copemici so
herrlichs Stem-Gebâude’; a peach tree in blossom is itself like a ‘glanzender,
erhabner Pfauenschwanz’; autumnal foliage and flowers are ‘Als wie ein SchlaffRock von Drapp d’or (cloth of gold),/ In welchem die Natur, eh sie zur langen Ruh/
Die müden Glieder neigte,/ Annoch zu guter letzt sich halb entkleidet zeigte.’^^ This
is but a small sample of metaphor in Brockes, metaphor in the service of exactitude,
not of rhetorical splendour. It reflects a sheer love-affair with the palpable world. He
tries to say exactly what things are like, striving to decipher God’s manuscript. Far
from constructing a purely poetical world of the possible, he devotes himself almost
exclusively to the description of the actual, to empirical reality. We have already seen
that he knows how wide he falls of the absolute mark. God’s ‘Gegenwurf,’ His earthly
manifestation, remains in the end indescribable, even as it remains unfathomable:
man, like the angels, was created to wonder and to praise. Brockes may only move
towards, but never attain, an understanding of the transcendental significance of
natural phenomena within the beneficent purpose of the whole natural realm. He
craved the limitless delight of the blessed spirits who must have complete perception:
Welch ein Seelen Lust muB sel’ge Geister riihren,
Wenn sie mit geistigen verklareten Gesichtem,
Und nicht mit Augen nur; nein ganz.
Den Strahlen-reichen Morgen-Glanz
Von so viel tausend Sonnen-Lichtem,
In hundert tausend Welten spüren!^®
********

ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.254.
^^M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p. 16.
^“Quoted after W.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes and the Limitations of Imitation’, in Reality and Creative Vision
in German Lyrical Poetry, ed. A.Gloss, London Butterworths, 1963, p. 115.
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The following passage describes the inner part of the corolla of a rose:
Ein roter Schatten ohne Schwàrze
Bedeckt das kleine güldne Herze,
Das in dem Mittelpunkt der holden Tiefe sitzt
Und in der balsamreichen Hohle
In purpurfarbner Dammerung blitzt.
Der roten Farben süsser Schein
Scheint leiblich nicht, nein geistig fast zu sein.
Da er, nachdem als man die Rose drehet.
Bald von, bald nach dem Licht, entstehet und vergehet.
So dass ihr Rot und Weiss, als wie das Blau und Grün
An einem Taubenhals, sich oft zu andem schien.
Dies ist der innre Schmuck, die kühle rote Glut,
Die in dem runden Schloss der edlen Rose ruht...
(Reclams UB 2015,45)
This passage matches emotional vigour with an equally concentrated exploration of
the physical object at the focus of the vibrant mood. The poet’s passionate
involvement finds expression in such adjectives as ‘süss’, ‘hold’, and ‘edel’, but just
as obvious is his concentration on the quiddity of the rose; it is from his absorption in
the latter that the former arises.^^ The thing itself, not the poet’s feeling, is primary.
A first reading gives the reader a sense of the linguistic and intellectual
stmggle towards pictorial exactitude. The adjectives are simple, their employment
frequent yet in each instance given towards the more precise picturing of the rose
before us. The opening lines are a marked example of this: the heart of the flower is
under the red shadows of the petals, this shadow one ‘ohne Schwarze’, without
blackness. This qualification of the image lends confidence to the initial assertion:
this shadow is quite simply red; it also further appropriates the noun, ‘Schatten’, to
the view within the rose - any implications of blackness or obscurity that this word
may convey are here at once refuted. In this way, the noun is tailored to a fine degree:
the notion is of a ‘Schatten’ within the rose, however one minus the associations with
blackness. This is in key precisely with Brockes’ world, which is, in every sense, an
illuminated one. It would seem that the poet requires a precision of terms not readily
at hand to him, and that in consequence he must tune and adjust words and phrases to
^^R.M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, pp. 13-14.
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suit his need precisely. In similar vein would seem to be the constant return, within
this piece as elsewhere in the work of Brockes, to terms of qualification, ‘scheint’,
‘fast wie’, and so forth.
The paradoxes of the poem (‘Schatten ohne Schwarze’, or later ‘die kühle
rote Glut’) appear also to be emblematic of an almost supernatural beauty, a sense of
the sublime: ‘Scheint leiblich nicht, nein geistig fast zu sein’. The sublime is the
actual that overwhelms the imagination and Brockes is a poet of the actual. There is
no fundamental distinction in sublimity between the vast cosmic spaces and a flower
or a frog. Both are beyond our imagination, both are divine wonders, both carry equal
importance. His striving is to make his work a mirror of the actual, as the actual is the
mirror of the divine (the mirror image occurs frequently in his work).^^ Exactitude,
not fantasy, is his ideal, for the actual surpasses any fantasy, becoming itself a magical
realm as soon as we truly perceive it. Brockes strives after more and more precise
details. In the words of Eric Blackall:
‘Form becomes an end in itself, there is no generating artistic unity in the
poet’s mind and, except for the finest examples, the poems remain
concatenations of fragments not fused into any total impression...The mind
ranges from one detail to another, but the fragments never cohere into a final
whole’.
Nonetheless, Brockes’ ability to explore and represent the details of nature is
remarkable. The modulated repetition and tailoring of words and phrases are a means
by which he defines the colour and precise appearance of things, showing precisely
how they attest to a grand design.
There is, then, in conjunction with a narrow definition of phrase, a
repetition of idea and word. The ‘Tiefe’ of line three, for example, is as a ‘Hohle’ in
line four, and then as the ‘runder Schloss’ of the final line; the ‘roter Schatten’ of the
very first line appears as ‘purpurfarbner Dammerung’ (line six), as ‘roten Farben’
(line seven); the colour red appears four times (lines one, six, ten, and twelve), the
colours ‘purpur’, blue and green also mentioned, as is the word ‘Farben’. The overall
effect of such repetition at first seems to be of a confusingly twin nature. Firstly, there
is the tone of a meticulous mind, never switching terminology when inappropriate, in
the search for overall precision: the poem reads upon occasion as would, say, a legal
document, or indeed a botanical one. Secondly, there is a consistent reliance upon
certain expressions and words to create a desired effect. It is in view of the latter that
^^R.M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p. 11.
A.BlackaJI, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.254.
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the poem reads as an expression of wonderment, which at the same time seeks to
cajole and convince the reader to share in the celebratory experience. These two
interpretations may be subsumed under the following terms: that of explanatory, and
linguistically precise import, and that of the emotions and (desired) effect. It is later in
this study that a closer reading of the extract provides a marriage of these two strains.
The piece as a whole represents something of an ode to the appearance of
things, in this instance, of the rose. The second half gives an account of the rose very
much as seen. The flower’s changing appearance with the changes of light and angle
as it is turned in the hand is skilfully annotated; the simile subsequently brought to
bear is appropriate and enlightening - a similar instance of such differing perceptions
with the changes of angle and light. All this, in the final lines, is brought into the form
of a direct eulogy - and with this arrives the first instance of a directly metaphorical
language: first with the ‘Schmuck’ of the penultimate line, and then with the ‘Schloss’
of the very last. The effect is discussed later.
Returning to the poem’s opening lines, it is possible to enter into a more
elaborate discussion of their linguistic affect. Within a second reading, there is
opportunity to ponder the precise resonance of this couplet as a part of the emotional
and descriptive train of the poem. W.F. Mainland draws attention to lines that strike
an accord:
Die schwarzen nicht so sehr, als bunt-gefarbten, Schatten
Erheben die beflammte Pracht,
So wie das schwarze Heer der Schatten, bey der Nacht,
Stem, Mond und Licht, dafi sie noch einst so schon,
Durch ihren Gegensatz, erhoh’n.^"^
And he goes on to make the following observations:
This passage shows that Brockes, at least on that occasion, did not see shadow
as an area of darkness: his reference to ‘bunt-gefarbt’ might indicate early
painting convention of using a deeper tone of local colour for the cast shadow;
but, in conjunction with the mention of contrast, it may suggest that he was
anticipating a much later convention - the painter’s use of complementary
colours for shadow-tones.

^^Ird. Vergn. Hagedomu. Wilckens, ed. Hamburg 1763, p.73. Quoted after W.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes
and the Limitations of Imitation’, in Reality and Creative Vision in German Lyrical Poetry, ed. A.Closs,
London Butterworths, 1963, p. 106.
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The ‘roter Schatten’, and the ‘purpurfarbner Dammerung’, certainly seem to fall into
this category; and the changing appearance of the flower as it is turned in the hand, is
similarly painterly.
It is perhaps useful to highlight the alliteration in this very first line:
‘Schatten...Schwarze’. An immediate correlation of shade with blackness is thus
established, and in turn an underlining of the negation presented. In other words, this
opening line both approaches and shrinks away from the expected order of ideas, and
offers in its place a peculiarly defined description - a scene described almost in as far
as what is not, as well as what is, visibly present. The effect of this line upon the
reader is therefore one which simultaneously acknowledges and thwarts his
expectation: in this respect the poet’s control over us is masterly and comprehensive.
We are left with an image expressly formed as the meeting point of two separate and
connected ideas - shade and non-blackness. By virtue of the alliteration, it is possible
to arrive at an additional, and in many respects less obviously premeditated,
interpretation of the inflection of this line: it is the representation of a train of thought
quite parallel to the perception of the rose.
For this latter impression, it is necessary to approach the line in possession
of the following rhetorical data. Firstj

there is the immediately striking use of

alliteration, as already discussed. Second^

there is the clear attempt at a precise

definition of terms through the extraction of certain assumed associations and images,
also as discussed. And thirdly, there is an inaugural arrival at the inner corolla of the
rose- at the very least, it is through this poem that the reader comes to experience the
flower’s intricate beauty afresh; this poem is designed as something of an introductory
botanical guide. In this light, it would seem that the poet too is in the process of
(re)discovery: in the tone of the piece as a whole, there is an exuberance that
considerably exceeds the simple relay of information. Such words as ‘edel’, ‘hold’,
and ‘süss’, for example, convey a sense of delight as on the (re)experience of what is
before the poet, very much in the present tense and in close proximity (the consistent
use of the present-tense verbs, and constant inclusion of time-phrases, for example,
‘Da er, nachdem als man die Rose drehet,’).
The first line may be thus seen to have something of a gradually
revelatory import, to both the reader and, more interestingly, to the poet himself. The
opening three lines advance upon the focus of the poem in a progressive sequence: we
start with the full head of the rose, where the red light is cast towards the flower’s
centre from the surrounding petals; we move next to ‘das kleine güldne Herze’; and
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then the third line provides a physically precise contextualisation: ‘Das in dem
Mittelpunkt der holden Tiefe sitzt’. First the impression of redness, next the specific
minutiae, with the third line coming to an assimilation of the two - a placing of the
innermost part of the flower as the centre point. Indeed, the sense here of arrival at
precision and specificity of gaze is clearly implied with the ‘holden Tiefe’ of this third
line - there is such depth, and furthermore a beauty, now invoking a great, and an
almost surprised, delight - ‘hold’.
With the gradual honing of perception within these opening lines, there
runs the development of a more specific vocabulary - ‘Schatten ohne Schwarze’, as
discussed above. The physical paradox - that a shadow can be without darkness - is
redeemed and explicated by the notion, in line seven, that the physical radiance is
spiritual in character. There is nonetheless a sense of inherent spontaneity. The swift
arrival at terms suited to the focus of description, as well as the alliteration of this first
line, provide an initial impetus for the joyous mood evident throughout. The sequence
of these opening lines is that perceived by the onlooker: we commence with the outer
petals of the flower, and progress swiftly towards the inner corolla as the gaze
narrows in scope. This progression is evenly paced: from petals, to the heart, to the
very central point. In the very first line, time is taken to provide exactitude of
impression. As a reader, one is able to gain a high level of visual specificity at this
point, just as one is somewhat aware of the process of linguistic development. In
addition, the negation of ‘Schatten’ carries something of a thwarting of a reader’s
expectation: the alliteration appropriates darkness with shadow; it is also the
associative train along which the thoughts of the poet may be seen to pass; and yet the
result is near-paradox.
This mindfulness as to poetic process manifest within this line, the poet
grasping after ever more precise language, is of twofold effect. First^ there is the
sense of a struggle towards a scientific and visual precision. Second,
important,

and more

there is the present-ness of the linguistic and creative processes; the

reader is brought into temporal near-parallel with the perceptive act. I turn now to this
latter point.
The qualification of terms by means of negation implies not merely a
sense of the ongoing derivation of suitable terminology, but also a sense of genuine
linguistic and descriptive verve, an urgency of desire that linguistic, and thereby
pictorial, precision be reached. Furthermore, the exact manner of this qualification,
with its negation, and the alliteration foreshadowing its origin in the associative train
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of poetic thought, encourages a reading wherein this opening line, indeed the piece as
a whole, is quite precisely representative: firstly of the linguistic movement towards
finer precision of terms, and secondly of that very surprise, both linguistic and visual,
which is inseparable firom the poem’s composition.
Lines four and five form a consolidation of the third: they are a
continuation of the clause, and offer a similar description of the inner flower, in
similar terms. There is, however, a variance of language - we move slightly towards
the figurative - and moreover, a noticeable modification of perceptive, contextual
approach. As regards the former, an overview should suffice to illustrate the point.
Firstly, the nouns here denote something of a sea-change fi*om the lines
which immediately precede - ‘Hohle’, and ‘Dammerung’ each carry connotations of
mystery, of the imperceptible. Interestingly, there is little here of the foreboding of
unknowingness that so often surrounds such words as ‘Hohle’, and on occasion
‘Dammerung’ also. This would seem due in part to the overall mood of the poem the word ‘hold’ has already appeared - in part to the adjectives ascribed to each noun
- ‘balsamreich’ and ‘purpurfarbn’ are evocative of beauty alone - and in part to the
very first line of the passage - in particular to the initial denouncing of blackness, and
with this, it would seem, any sense of general negativity (the relation of these lines
with the first is close indeed, and one discussed below). Furthermore, the omission of
negative connotations is indicative of Brockes’ sense of the world: the philosophical
terms of his religious belief shield him from the conjecture of uncontrollable menace
in nature.^^
Secondly, these adjectives appear in compound form - ‘balsamreich’ and
‘purpurfarbn’. This lies in stark contrast to those of preceding lines, where each
adjective is simple and direct - ‘kleine güldne Herze’, for example. The tone is thus
somewhat more elaborately ‘poetic’. And lastly, the verb closing these fourth and fifth
lines, ‘blitzt’, has an associative resonance of vigorous beauty and radiance, in
marked contrast to the simple ‘sitzt’, with which it rhymes.
In assessing the basis and effect of this change of linguistic tone, it is
important first to consider those aspects of these fourth and fifth lines relevant to the
second of the sea-changes noted above, namely the alteration of perceptual angle. The
third line stands in direct conjunction with the second of this passage, as already
noted. The opening ‘das’ of the clause distinctly appropriates the line with that
^^.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes and the Limitations of Imitation’, 'm Reality and Creative Vision in German
Lyrical Poetry, ed. ACIoss, London Butterworths, 1963, p. 115.
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preceding, and categorically with the ‘Herz’ of the flower. The clause is, quite simply,
a placing of the ‘Herz’ within the flower, a reiteration of its very centrality ‘Mittelpunkt’. Emotional input arrives with the second portion of this line: ‘hold’ is
euphoric, while ‘Tiefe’ is a term in part factual, in part evocatively descriptive.
Notions of ‘depth’ arrive with the visual scope of the piece - we are concentrated
upon the innermost workings of a flower; they arrive with the rapt sense of beauty
within this domain; and they arrive with a spiritual resonance - there is a depth and
wealth of beauty and detail, of a simultaneously physical and spiritual substance. The
line as a whole, however, remains ostensibly within the physical confines of this
central point, the heart of the flower. The fourth and fifth lines are somewhat more
physically encompassing of the flower. While following directly upon the clause of
line three - indeed this is a simple grammatical continuation of this clause - these lines
accord also with the very first of the poem. For these lines concern themselves with
the flower as a whole - the view within the petals. The ‘purpurfarbner Dammerung’,
reminiscent of the first line’s ‘roter Schatten’, takes us back to the image with which
the poem began; the ‘balsamreiche Hohle’, introducing scent and abundance, is
evocative again of all that is housed within the petals. It is to be noted also that, in this
convolution of the clause following upon the ‘und’ of line four, the adjectives too
appear more complex, in structure as well as in sensory import.
The patterning of these opening lines is thus apparent. We begin with the
shadows of pure red within the flower-head, and proceed to the subject of this
opening clause, the tiny central heart; from here, we see the physical placing of this
heart within the whole, as the ‘Mittelpunkt’, and it is here also that direct emotional
expression comes to the fo re -‘hold’. Proceeding to the fourth line, there is an
elaboration upon ‘Tiefe’: the word ‘Hohle’. A new aspect is given with ‘balsamreich’,
of scent and of fecundity, and with this a return to impressions of the flower as a
whole, as the scope emanates outwards as with the scent itself. The fifth line returns
fully to the colours and lights of the flower-head. The opening two lines, as we move
towards a concentration on the flower’s ‘heart’, have as the verb’s subject the
‘Schatten’ of the outer petals; from the third line, and proceeding to the end of the
sentence at line five, the verbal subject is on both occasions the ‘Herz’ of line two, as
we pan gradually to encompass the whole flower-head; there is a stationary verb at
arrival at the ‘Mittelpunkt’, and then a verb of considerable energy, ‘blitzt’, as the
sentence closes.
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This panning into and then outwards from the centre point would seem to
be crucial in an appreciation of the metaphorical language of these lines. There is here
a twin approach to the description of nature. Firstly, there is what might be called the
purely scientific illustration; secondly, there is a somewhat more ‘poetic’ approach, in
the use of metaphor and similitude to convey perceptual impression. Of the former,
we see in these opening lines such examples as the quantification of terms in the first,
the simple adjectives of the second, and such words as the ‘Mittelpunkt’ in the third
line. Of the latter, there is the ‘basalmreiche Hohle’ of the fourth line, the
‘purpurfarbner Dammerung’, and the vibrant ‘blitzt’ of the fifth. At each point,
however, it is clear that each approach is part of a common intent, that of a close
pictorial representation of surrounding nature: the metaphors are in each instance for
directly visual description. The reader can sense the poet at pains to adjust
phraseology to meet strict representative demands: the ‘purpurfarbner Dammerung’,
for example, is an alternative descriptive angle on the ‘roter Schatten’ preceding it,
and is evidence of linguistic experimentation. This experimentation would appear to
be in the service of an acknowledgement of the physical miracle of the flower,
encompassing both the literal and the metaphorical, both the ‘leiblich’ and the
‘geistig’ elements of its existence and revelation to the poet. With this inclusion of
metaphorical language comes in addition, as with the ‘hold’ and ‘edel’, great
emotional height.
This marriage of linguistic approaches | sets precise representation before
us within the poem, while at the same time giving expression to the emotional
immersion of the poet in that which surrounds him. It is, importantly, from the former
that the latter would seem to arise - witness how the metaphorical language arrives
after connection with the flower’s innermost parts, that is, after initial consideration.
In this way, the poet is able amply to reward poetic time spent with the focus of
attention - as the poem progresses, so we accumulate several linguistic and visual
perceptions of the flower, each occasion providing greater specificity as to the very
nature of the rose, as the poet persistently dances with language around the centre of
his attention. With each glimpse of the flower, so the poetic subject remains at each
moment fresh - there is a series of momentary impressions, both perceptual (as we
move towards and away from the rose-heart), and linguistic (as each look occasions a
slightly modified language). It is in this way that we see the poet’s both physical and
temporal present-ness.
********
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This extract finds the poet in a garden:
hn Garten sass ich jüngst zur schwülen Mittagszeit
In einem dicht verwachsnen Bogen
Veil angenehm begriinter Dunkelheit
Und sah, wie voiler Munterkeit
Viel weisse Schmetterlinge flogen.
Die durch die griine Nacht mit zarten Schwingen eilten
Und die beschatteten, gekühlten Lüfte teilten;
Da sie denn in dem dunklen Gninen
Wie weisse Rosenblatter schienen.
Bald sah ich sie, vom Schwarmen gleichsam matt,
Als wie ein von der Luft getragnes welkes Blatt,
Schnell, doch gerade nicht zur Erde sinken.
Bis ich sie allgemach, bald hie, bald da
Schnell flattemd wieder steigen sah
Da sie, vom Sonnenstrahl geriihrt, wie Funken blinken.
(Reclams UB 2015, 51).
While this would seem at first glance to constitute little more than an everyday tale
pointing to the (divine) beauty of the world around, there is within the work a
descriptive acumen far in excess of such a simple device. The butterflies are
presented to us as they appear to the eye, with a reality of descriptive perception akin
to |Ein roter Schatten ohne Schwarze above. As R.M. Browning notes, the point of the
poem as a whole is didactic: the metamorphosis of the butterfly and the immortality
of the human soul are likened in the poem’s second half. But in this extract, it is the
thing itself, what Browning terms ‘the butterfly-ness of butterflies’ which is the object
of focus. He continues:
But the poetry lies in...the precise observation of nature, which is poetic in its
very preciseness...The thing itself is poetry, part of God’s poem. This is the
real message of Brockes’ work...^^
The opening line is steeped in analogous inference: it is the beginning of a story, a
fable, and we can sense the counterfeit repose with which the poet intends to convince
us of the everyday nature of his experience. This mirrors and implies the mood of the
principal experience: then, too, the poet was at ease, sitting, in a garden, in the shade
^^M.Browning, German Poetry in the Age o f the Enlightenment, The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1978, p. 14.
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away from the heat of the day. It is in this manner that the passivity of the poet to the
events to ensue is established; the sights which are to be presented to us in the course
of the poem are neither caused nor sought out by the poet, his is an unintrusive,
mobtrusive, presence - in a seat, away from the activities around him which he is
content to observe.
That the poet is in this fashion receptive to the magnitude of the sensuous
experience available to him is indicated in the early stages, in such words as ‘dicht’,
‘voir, voiler’, ‘viel’, and perhaps the ‘Schwarmen’ of later. The vigour of sensuous
experience comes with the series of vigorous adjectives within the first lines:
‘schwül’, ‘dicht verwachsen’, ‘angenehm begriinter Dunkelheit’. It is in this way that
there is seen to be not so much an intense variety of experience - the poet is not at
pains to convey the very number of experiences to which he is exposed - as there is a
lively activity within the narrow scope of these lines. Such past participles as the latter
Itwo examples are employed throughout the work - we see ‘beschatteten, gekühlten
Lüfte’, ‘von der Luft getragen’, and ‘vom Sonnenstrahl geriihrt’. Eric Blackall makes
telling comment on Brockes’ use of epithets: many ‘add nothing to the expression;
they are stock accretions. But Brockes can also give an epithet real value,
characterising value: die schertzenden, geschwinden Fliegen;...ein angewürzter
D'ltff F The ‘beschatteten, gekühlten Lüfte’ are, I contend, an example of the latter.
Overall, the perception of an active nature is conveyed, and now
recollected, by the poet: there is distance from the active experiential source inherent
in the past participles, of things which have occurred at a spatial and/or temporal
distance from the poet and the poem. At the same time, these past participles intimate
a separation between, on the one hand, subjective, perceptual, poetic activity and
experience, and on the other, the active forces of change within nature upon which the
former is reliant.
All this is not, however, to result in a poem of emotional or physical
abstraction and coolness. Rather, there is evident a degree of descriptive exactitude,
albeit here at the expense of (temporally, spatially) immediate experiential
involvement. Descriptive specificity, and most especially vigour, result in a work of
considerable intellectual, and poetic, involvement with nature and, crucially, with the
patterning of sensual and poetic experience provided to a poet not physically
interactive with his surroundings. In short, the expressly acknowledged active forces
^^E.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.252.
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of nature to which the poet is experientially exposed, are themselves the formation
and colouring of personal experience and memory. Thus, the darkness in which the
poet sits is ‘begrünt’ rather than the more simple ‘griin’. And together with the keen
fondness for the memory evident in the overall tone of experiential abundance (‘volT,
‘viel’, and so on), we arrive at a level of implicit emotional involvement with
surroundings which adequately fills the distance between original and poetic
experience.
In this manner, the extract constitutes a fine balance of linguistic and
intellectual metres: there is the descriptive exactitude of contemplative, assimilated
distance; there is the separation of natural and poetic energies; there is the openness to
intricacy of experience, and its thorough poetic representation; and finally, there is the
energy of a poet enraptured with that which he describes, as witnessed in such
imperative language as ‘volT, ‘voiler’, ‘vieT. The intellectual consummation of the
piece lies in the interplay between these elements. The descriptive exactitude is
interspersed with moments of poetic excitement. For example, each of the terms
‘begriinter Dunkelheit’ and ‘griine Nacht’ supplies in equal measure a scientific
precision and a more eloquent representation: in the first phrase, the dispassionate
‘Dunkelheit’ is paired with the resonant lucidity of the past participle ‘begriint’; in the
second, the sober adjective, ‘griin’, arrives with the altogether more enlivening,
analogous ‘Nacht’. In each instance, then, we see the coupling of the fiat, plain
language of scientific annotation with that of a more experiential, visual discourse.
The expressive result of this binary approach comprises rather more than the sum of
its parts. For in each case there is combined the unequivocal reality of that which
surrounds the poet (tangible nature), with the conveyed experience of such an
environment (natural sensation). Of these two elements, the first contains the
objective, physical certainties of the piece, the second their occasional, experiential
realities. It is precisely in this way that the opening lines convey to the reader a
peculiarly attentive visual experience - the interpretation lies in conjunction with the
actual, with its source. In each of the examples cited, the more linguistically ornate
element is one of a reverberating, and descriptively clarifying, suitability: the
analogous ‘Nacht’ conveys us without distraction to the semblance of the poet’s
environs; ‘begriint’ lends a luminous quality to the ‘Dunkelheit’, one true to the green
near-dark. What we are left with is an uncommon total of the experiential and the
Iactual - there is within the work a striving, to arrive at a reahty of experience, and with
this, at an experience of that reality which is external to the self. It is both the
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examination of unquestionable reality within the confines of the subjective visual
scope, and the summation of a personal visual experience of that which is around. As
the one element modifies and qualifies the other, the end result is that of a view of
external reality which is aware of its fallibility; and that of a subjective stream of
visual experience which remains, as far as it is able, aware of the mechanisms and
forces of nature upon which it is contingent. In short, there is here a reality of
personal impression, just as there is a personal impression of external reality.
As in much of Brockes’ work, the expression of likeness is very much in
evidence. There is the ‘wie’ of line four, the ‘wie.. schienen’ of line nine, the ‘als wie’
of line eleven, and the ‘wie’ of the final line. The function of these phrases, the
acknowledgement of a linguistic and perceptual limitation, has been commented upon
earlier in this chapter; now we may go on to note a further feature of this stylistic, that
of the ‘sah’ of lines four, ten, and fourteen. The first of these ushers in the specific
Ioccasion of the poem - the arrival of the many butterflies - and is the main verb for the
lines to follow - explicitly until the close of line seven with the semi-colon, with its
sense implicit at the start of line eight. The other two instances of the verb ‘sehen’ are
of a similarly broad scope: that of line ten is placed at the opening of the sentence,
with the following two lines contingent upon it, until the close of line twelve; and the
final instance, that of line fourteen, carries on from its predecessor wdth a similar
immediacy, its reach extending to the very end of the poem.
The function of this verb is twofold. Firstly, there is plainly signified, in
the verbs ascribed to the poet within the work, his confinement to the role of passive
observer: at the opening, he is seated (‘sass’), and it is from this position that he looks
on throughout the poem. Secondly, there is the sustained definition of the events
within the work as those which the poet at that time saw. Thus is underlined the
precise time-scale of the piece, and also the limitations of an initial visual impact.
The second half of the poem concentrates altogether upon the flight of the
butterflies, upon their appearance to the poet as they fall and rise in the air, and as
they move from the green-darkness into the sunlight. Lines eight and nine form
something of a summary of the poem thus far: the chief visual elements all reappear
here - the dark greenness, the whiteness of the butterflies. And the opening of line
eight, ‘Da sie denn...’, rings of a conclusion reached, of a drawing of breath after the
sudden arrival and rapid flight of the butterflies. It is in this way that the poem is
separated into its three key stages: the introductory opening lines give onto the initial
butterfly sequence, wdth the ‘Und sah’ of the fourth line; the final six lines are a
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reversion to the flight of the butterflies, this time as their appearance alters in the light;
and it is the central lines, eight and nine, which provide the momentary pause between
the flurried sequences of the butterflies’ movement, and surmise for us the visual
spectacle in its key elements. These lines are further marked out, grammatically: the
semi-colon at the close of line seven breaks the explicit dependency upon ‘sehen’ as
the chief verb of the clause. True, the sense of ‘ich sah’ remains implicit throughout
these lines - and one can all but hear these words at the opening of line eight however there remains an independence to these lines, that is both grammatical and
intellectual.
The return to poetry parallel to natural events is signified with the ‘bald
sah ich’ of line ten, the time phrase to negotiate a re-activation of real-time activity,
the verb a recovery of the first-person perception instated earlier in the piece. The
allegory of line eleven denotes an alteration in the visual state of the butterflies, their
appearance now as that of dead leaves, as they fall towards the ground. There would
therefore seem to be three quite distinct phases in the brief visual encounter with the
butterflies, their initial appearance ‘Wie weisse Rosenblatter’, their subsequent
metamorphosis to ‘Als wie ein von der Luft getragnes welkes Blatt’, until their final
bearing, ‘wie Funken blinken’. It is thus that each stage of the butterflies’ visual
sequence is assigned descriptive simile - and each new simile denotes such a new
stage.
The sense of rapidity and ubiquity of activity and impression is at each
stage of these final lines linguistically apparent. ‘Bald’ appears three times, twice on
line thirteen; line twelve begins with ‘schnell’, as does line fourteen, and line thirteen
with ‘bis’; there is the ‘gleichsam’ of line ten, the ‘doch gerade’ of line twelve, and
the ‘allgemach’ of line thirteen; there is the ‘wieder’ of the penultimate line. This is
the urging of the self to swift perception, the keeping of time with a rapid succession
of natural activity. There is also the recurrence of alliteration and assonance - ‘Bald
sah ich sie, vom Schwarmen gleichsam matt’, ‘Als wie ein von der Luft getragnes
welkes Blatt’, ‘Schnell. doch gerade nicht ^

Erde sinken’, ‘Bis ich sie allgemach,

bald hie, bald da’, ‘Schnell flattemd wieder ^eigen sah’, ‘Da sie, vom Sonnen^ahl
gerührt’. W.F. Mainland passes comment on Brockes’ fondness for and command of
the spoken sound of poetry:
[Brockes was] eagerly interested in the study of variant pronunciation of
Niedersachsisch, had a keen ear for spoken sound, and could conjure up as
pleasing a jingle of sound as any “ Pegnitzschafer” had ever contrived...Many
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of Brockes’s poems show a most careful adjustment of words with obvious
auditory intention/^
This would indeed seem to be one such example. However the later lines of the above
poetry merit further enquiry into their rhythmic and auditory effects.
The primary effect of the alliteration and assonance is to establish a
rhythmic pattern and progression of activity. There is the sequencing of activity, not
only in the given framework of their physical occurrence, but within an order of
interrelatedness: an example might be the association of the repeated ‘schnelT with
‘Schwarmen’, and in turn with the verb ‘steigen’. In this way we are presented with an
impression of swarming quickness of activity, one accomplished both through the
sense and meaning of the words, and also through the effects of their sound. With this
latter, there arises also the interconnection of words and ideas, and the audible
punctuation of speed. Brockes had a great fondness for intricate sound effects, as L.L.
Albertsen notes: ‘In anderen Gedichten hat Brockes wechselnde Witterungen z.B.
dadurch gemalt, dab er die Buchstaben 1 und r bald gar nicht, bald überhàufîg
verwendete. Dab dieser direkte Bezug zwischen Laut und Inhalt künstlich ist, bemerkt
der Zuhorer nicht...’ I am not sure whether, in the poem above, a reader would remain
unaware of the conscious inclusion of assonance, however Albertsen goes on to assert
that ‘der (der Zuhorer) vom Inhalt einiger Zentralworter verlockt wird, Lautwerte
ethisch einzuschatzen’.^^ The notion that sound in Brockes can provoke and fashion
the angle and nature of a reader’s ‘ethical’ assessment is one which casts light on the
current reading, and crucially to an understanding of the ‘ich’, of lines nine and
twelve.
Clearly, ‘ich’ is a part of the assonance of the poem; it resounds with the
‘sch’, ‘ch’, and ‘chs’ sounds around it. Line nine surrounds the ‘ich’ with such sounds,
as does line twelve. In both instances, the ‘ich’ is followed by ‘sie’, referring each
time to the butterflies; and the preceding word is a time-phrase, ‘bald’, ‘bis’, each
starting with ‘b’. This grammatical positioning of the poetic self, within a brief
sequence of time-self-object, mirrors the physical positioning of activity, of rapid
movements of butterflies close to the self. The perceptive activity is also inherent: the
positioning of time, self and object together is tantamount to the speed of visual

^^W.F.Mainland, ‘Brockes and the Limitations of Imitation’, in Reality and Creative Vision in German
Lyrical Poetry, ed. A.Closs, London Butterworths, 1963, p. 108.
^^Leif Ludwig Albertsen, ‘Erstes Gebot Gottes; GenieBe die Wirklichkeit. Eine Beschreibung von
Brockes’, in Gedichte und Interpretationen 2: Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Reclam, 1983, pp.5859.
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impact around the poet. In all, the impression amounts to that of a poetic self finding
grammatical, poetic expression for a rapid stream of fleeting impressions. This would
seem to be borne out in consideration of the other direct references to self, earlier in
the poem. In line one, ‘ich’ appears, similarly surrounded by assonance: ‘sass ich
jüngg’. ‘Ich’ is perhaps not fully surrounded, as it were - ‘jiingst’ has an alliterative
ending rather than beginning. However the line goes on to establish swiftly the
alliterative annotation to which we shall quickly accustom ourselves: ‘m schwulen
Mittagszeit’; and the recurrence of ‘s’ sounds intensifies as the poem progresses. The
remaining appearance of the self is that of line four. Here the self is that of the firstperson verb, ‘sah’- again we see the insistence upon the ‘s’ sound. Indeed, each verb
attributed to the poetic self is thus —sass’ and ‘sah’ - reminders of the role of the poet
in the poem, that of passive, seated observer.
This positioning of poetic self within the flurry of natural activity is
remarkable in its effect: we have a vision of nature which is very much at first-hand,
given to us in the terms of an eye-witness. 1 have been careful in the above reading,
however, to gauge this accomplishment as one within a poetic language which is both
pictorially and sensually evocative, but one which nevertheless falls short of such an
immersion of self in experience as hallmarks Goethe’s poetry. The pace and rhythm
of these lines, the successive time-phrases and exultant, building tone, contain a
poetic self which focuses intensely upon the nature which surrounds it, but which is at
all times distinct from those elements of nature which it observes. Phrases such as ‘bis
ich sie’, ‘bald sah ich sie’, move focus swiftly from the self to nature, or from active
nature to the perceiving self. This is a placing alongside, rather than a merging. The
effect is one of frantic activity: that of the butterflies, and that of the self as it
perceives them and finds the terms of expression. We flit from the one to the other, on
occasion within the space of only two words - one could say, very much as butterflies
- to a point where the boundaries of self and world are almost blurred in the speed.
However, it is important to register that these boundaries are still in evidence. The
frantic alteration of focus and the exuberant mood is to a large part the result of the
teeming impressions of nature, and are in this way a poetic expression of busy activity
which, in the very terms and structures of its composition, accords to the physical,
visual experience: this is indeed consummate poetry. But however impressive this
achievement, it is relativized as soon as one thinks of Goethe’s handling of similar
experiences. There is, implicit in the Brockes extract above, a poet’s urging
expression: the series of time-phrases and alliteration punctuate and count time for an
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ever-quickening pace of recorded events. The urgency heard, both in the swarming
descriptions and the very sounds repeated, is that of a poet keeping pace with events,
marking out the temporal position of each line, and speeding to expression. The result
is language which portrays events in terms of their temporal sequence, visual
appearance, and physical proximity. Intriguingly, there is a formulation of poetic
representation (pace and sound) and descriptive simile - ‘Rosenblatter’, ‘wie Funken
blinken’, and so on. This is, however, at some distance from the urging of nature itself
to fruition and full activity seen, for example, in the opening line of Goethe’s
Herbstgefiihl. ‘Fetter griine, du Laub’ is a pleading with autumn to attain its last
sweetness and fullness. Simply, the poet’s urging of nature is parallel to, and at the
same time both expressively and intellectually inseparable from, the pace and
inevitability of natural processes. At the same time, the urge to poetic expression is
one given to both nature and personal humanity: for example, the metaphors of
ripeness and abundance, the ‘Scheideblick’ of the sun is linked with the pain
suggested (‘ach’) in the tears of love.
Similarly, Brockes’ poetry is less impressive than Goethe’s when it comes
to conveying the poetic self and experiences of nature. As outlined above, Brockes’
conception of self constituted a remarkable situating alongside natural phenomena,
with an undistorted view of events as they unfurl and present themselves: the vision of
the changing appearance of the butterflies is a series of pictorial snapshots. However,
this must not be mistaken for the more complete sense of merger, of self with nature,
of expression with experience, and of palpable external reality with its poetic
experience, which are in evidence in such supreme works as Goethe’s Maifest. A
central tenet in the poetry of Brockes would seem to be the existence of nature on its
own terms, as a physical substance and process apart from the self, which is best
approached by a poetry aimed at precise pictorial and ‘scientific’ representation and
portrayal. This brief does not, though, encompass the precise momentariness of
subjective experience, of the self as the primary arbiter for reality. This, it may be
true, stems in no small part from Brockes’ profound religious belief - his worldly order
is one which is given, rather than made. The self is not the means and process by
which experience is sifted, assessed, and given likeness, as we may see in Goethe. In
short, I do not contend that Brockes was of the same stature as Goethe. With a more
modest objective, I have attempted to outline those areas in which a resonance of
^^German Poetry, an anthologyfrom Klopstock to Enzenberger, ed. Martin Swales, Cambridge
University Press, 1987, p. 153.
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similarity may be felt with the Goethe poetry, a resonance of spirit and approach if not
intellectual or linguistic standard.
********

A central element of this study of Brockes has been his insistence upon
poetic depiction of the actual. The following lines are an example of reflection and
description, in which the former enhances the latter:
Der Guckguck schreyt und rufft: Guck! guck! des
Frühlings Pracht!
Guck, in der schonen Welt des grossen Schôpfers
Macht
Mit froher Andacht an! Wenn er sie dann beschaut,
Und, dass die Welt so wunderschon.
Nun eine Zeitlang angesehen;
Lacht er, vor Anmuth, überlaut.
(Auszug, p. 8)
This does little to counter BlackalTs assertion that ‘Brockes was a man of great
ingenuity and delight in words. The description is sought after, it is not part of the
original poetic experience. And here his verbal virtuosity sometimes runs away with
him and words become an end in themselves’. T h e phenomenon presented to us is
clearly ordered after the poet’s extensive contemplation. The word-play of ‘guck’ is a
neat entrance into poetic reflection, an area which thus remains a separate
experiential domain. However, the poem remains a consummate exercise in the
interrelated activities of description and reflection. Central to an appreciation of these
lines are the experiential motif established with ‘guck’, and the closing word, the
remarkable and surprising ‘überlaut’.
Firstly, then, ‘guck’ is swiftly established in a twin sense, as both the callsound of a cuckoo, and as the imperative form of the verb ‘gucken’. The bird-call
comes to be the call felt by the poet to examine nature in its manifest beauty and
godliness; it is the transposition of poetic sentiment onto nature. The bird-call is not
symbolic of the poet’s wonder and praise of nature and the divine, yet the
interpretation Brockes brings to the call is one which reflects the powerful exuberance
^^E.A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.254.
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of nature. This is the exuberance which, so to speak, calls to him. L.L. Albertsen
offers a succinct reading:
[Im Text] werden weitere innere Konnexe behauptet, wenn der Kuckuck
“ Guck! guck!” schreit, und zwar, um den deutschen Menschen auf Gottes
Allmacht aufinerksam zu machen. Spatestens an dieser Stelle mochte man
einen schmunzelnden Brockes annehmen; aber den gibt es nicht.^^
The absence of irony is indeed a trait of Brockes’ poetry: the gravity and urgency of
his message would seem to proclude it. Still, this poem maintains a lightness of word
play which belies the profundity of its message. Albertsen’s assertion, that the bird
call is to the German people, and not exclusively to Brockes, is important. This
indicates not only Brockes’ modesty at his intellectual powers, but is the expression of
an indiscriminate philosophy. The call to praise nature is therefore not expressive of
Brockes’ personal, singular creative relationship with the natural world; it is the
declaration of a shared perspective, a shared responsibility.
The sense of an exuberantly communicative nature, explosive with
interpretative and scientific meaning, reaches a zenith with the final word, ‘überlaut’.
The cuckoo’s cry is now both initiated by the overwhelming sense of nature’s beauty,
and is itself the call to scrutinise nature; this forms a pleasing circularity to the poem.
Moreover, the sense of conscious natural activity is underlined. This consciousness is
that of the poet himself, and it is his interpretative gaze which bestows the appearance
of rationally progressive and conscious activity in nature. It is, therefore, the infusion
of nature with consciousness and order, the presentation of a vision of nature which is
reflective of the poet’s own interpretative stance. In short, we are approaching a sense
of the representative likeness of natural phenomena, a metaphor of the poet’s
intellectual activity. However this remains an approach: we are not, for example,
given any sense of the examination of self and interrelation with natural phenomena,
of the processes of nature and of thought. This is for the most part because of
Brockes’ adherence to religious belief. The reflectivity of the poet brings about an
interpretation of nature which expresses both the wonder of nature, and the poet’s
own examination and interpretation of nature. Where thought stops short of fully
achieved self-reflection, however, is with the inclusion of a divine mechanism and
power behind, and visible in, the natural world. The ordering mechanism of nature is
given to Brockes by his belief, by God; the call of the cuckoo to examination and
^^Leif Ludwig Albertsen, ‘Erstes Gebot Gottes: GenieBe die Wirklichkeit. Eine Beschreibung von
Brockes’, in Gedichte und Interpretationen 2: Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Reclam, 1983, p.59.
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praise of nature is therefore not so much the embodiment of the poet’s inner well of
aesthetic sensibility, as it is the will of God inherent in all his creation.
This is not, however, to lessen the impact of the lines’ remarkably adept
coherence of reflection and description. The startling energy of ‘überlaut’, for
example, must not be overlooked; it conveys a peculiar amalgamation, of explosively
intense description, and playful caricature. The call of the cuckoo is excessively loud,
just as the world is ‘so wunderschon’ that a short while looking at it generates
(overly)intense emotion. There is perhaps the suggestion that Brockes is here
acknowledging the (over)intensity of his own poetry, and at the same time endorsing
this expressive enthusiasm in the light of so beautiful a world. It is a descriptive
ardour which seeks to avoid accusations of hyperbole, by the contention that nature is
so beautiful as to be never understated. The consciousness of the cuckoo is therefore
the poetic consciousness of the poet; Brockes too, upon exposure to nature’s wonder,
is brought to wonder and to praise, to exalt the Maker in zealous terms, to call out.
This points once again to the fundamental purpose of Brockes’ poetry, of
praise of the divine. And here is earmarked a key element of his language and tone: it
is of and for praise, and thus conveys a sense of awe which is surplus to depiction of
the visually actual. The actual may be examined with impassioned visual precision;
nonetheless, this is because it constitutes a part of a grand design, a given mechanism
of interrelation and perfection. Things point beyond themselves. We have seen,
however, how just such an impassioned, ardent scrutiny of natural phenomena may
lead Brockes to lines which convey a breathtakingly precise vision. Brockes’ poetry of
nature is religiously and visually faithful.
**************************************
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Chapter Three
J.G. Herder:
The Relations Between Thought. Language, and Poetry.

To consider the work of Herder in the context of a study of Goethe’s early
poetry is scarcely surprising - given the close and important personal contact that
obtained between the two men (beginning with the crucial sharing of ideas and
enthusiasms in Strasbourg during the 1770’s). But what concerns me specifically in
this chapter is Herder’s sense of the dynamic of language, above all of its umbilical
connection to human experience at its most urgent and intense.
The first great personality with which Herder came into immediate
contact was Johann Georg Hamann. Perhaps Hamann’s greatest contribution to
language was a denial of the rationalistic view which was dominant during most of
the eighteenth century. ^ His concept of language comprises three key elements;
language represents the pattern of experience; language is indispensable for the
complex processes of human cognition; and language is the most sufficient (although
not the only) means for the objectification of thought - this because God is a speaking
God, and Man is created in His image.^ Thus is the union of a religious-symbolical
and a realistic-sensualistic outlook that dominated Hamann’s thinking. The religioussymbolical doctrine later influenced the work of Herder at Buckeburg. The realist
psychology had a more immediate effect: under Hamann’s guidance. Herder learnt to
regard the Bible, and the works of Shakespeare, as a spontaneous, and almost
primitive creation.

^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder’s Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.233.
^E.A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.451.
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During the gestative period of the Fragmente iiber die neuere deutsche
Litteratur (1766-7), the exchanging of ideas between Herder and Hamann was
intense. Literature, Herder argues here, must be judged in the light of historical
development, not in the light of absolute standards; and it is the duty of critics to
reveal the pluralism of human creative genius. Herder’s approach to issues of
language is from literature. He presents a trifold division of language, inherited from
Hamann: ‘poetische Sprache... biegsame Sprache... genaue Sprache’. Herder,
however, persists in this direction: poetry, prose and philosophy are depicted as three
successive stages in language which develops like an organism: ‘keimt, trâgt
Knospen, blüht und verblüht’.^
The first, natural stage of language exhibits sharp, mostly monosyllabic
sounds, quite strongly accented and high-pitched. These are the expressions of
immediate reactions to sense-stimuli, no more than emotional reflexes. It is in
conquering his fear at his surroundings that Man is in time able to name things. In the
first place, these names are onomatopoeic; visual impressions follow. In this early
stage, Man’s language was ‘sinnlich’ (representing direct sound-reactions and senseimpressions); it was accompanied by mime and gesture; it was rhapsodic and musical.
Progressively, speech became less ejaculatory, and vocabulary appeared
for non-sensual concepts, abstract ideas; but these were expressed by means of senseimagery. Mythology sprang up, in order to explain the wonder of the universe - giving
imaginative (that is metaphorical) form to cosmic causality. In all, with its imagery,
metaphor, and mythology, this second stage of language is quite poetic, in both form
and idea.
As language evolved further, it became more reasoned, and more logical:
idioms weakened, inversions dropped into misuse, ‘Machtworter’ were paraphrased.
This gave the language of prose. The criteria of correctness and exactness replace that
of beauty. Synonymic variation is rejected and syntax is regulated in the name of
clarity. This forms the language of philosophy. This last stage is suited ideally to the
philosopher, but not at all to the poet."^ We thus come to a view of the development of
language which offers a secular currency - in its acknowledgement of the developing
organism of language, its movement best to suit the contemporary needs of usage.

h e rd e r’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913. Fragment I, pp. 147-8.
"^In this brief summary of Herder’s account of the development of language, I have drawn substantially
on E.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Umguage, Cambridge University Press,
1959, p.452.
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In the Fragmente, Herder is concerned to illustrate the means by which a
German national literature may be established that would, quite simply, match those
of other European countries. This question, one common amongst German
intellectuals in the previous forty years,^ Herder broadens in two ways. First: for
Herder, the crux lies not only within literature, but is one of the national culture in its
entirety: no literature can be separated from its national circumstances of origin.
Therefore second: Herder does not only address the formal qualities of literary works,
their originality in relation to a tradition canon; he is also concerned with the personal
qualities and originality (in relation to their time and nation) of the authors
themselves.^ The common denominator to these two extensions of the above question
is Herder’s interest in and concern for the national language: for Herder, the need for
a German literary renaissance is a part of the broader need for a linguistic
renaissance.^
The type, and standard, of national language sought by Herder can only be
achieved through a national renewal:* foreign models and languages can be of little
assistance, because of their very foreign-ness. For it is difficult to render in one’s own
language the individuality of another; by extension of this, it is of no benefit to seek to
create, or enhance, qualities of one’s own language by input from other languages.
Each language embodies ‘Nationalgeist’ and ‘Nationalvorurteile’. Surface imitation
without imitation of the spirit is valueless.
In both the essay Üher den Urspung der Sprache and in the Fragmente,
Herder asserts that the close agreement between word and gesture still exists in the
speech habits of ‘primitive’ peoples, but has all but disappeared in the abstract
metaphysical language of most ‘civilised’ peoples. Fine shades of meaning can be
attained in the use of accents and gestures; just as is possible through the use of
synonyms. Even among synonyms, degrees of meaning may be delegated to them by
varying the accentuation or intonation.^ The idea that language may be finely
accented and honed to a specific meaning is one that will be important in the analyses
of Goethe poetry, and especially Maifest. On occasion, gestural accompaniment to
words can be envisaged, as Goethe repeats, modulates, and re-emphasises words and
phrases.
Nicholas Boyle, Goethe- the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.96.
^This twofold extension is that explained by Nicholas Boyle in Goethe- the Poet and the Age, Oxford
University Press, 1992, p.96.
^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe- the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.96.
*Nicholas Boyle, Goethe- the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.96.
^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder's Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, pp.243-4.
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Of the ages of pre-poetic, poetic, prose, and philosophical language.
Herder considered the German language of his time to be in the age of prose.^ He does
not accept Hamann’s complete rejection of rationalist criteria of language; rather, he
insists that these should apply only to the philosophical treatises for which they are
most ideally, indeed exclusively, suited. He contends that poetry makes different
demands on language from philosophy. He asserts that these are conflicting criteria,
thus damaging to poetic language. For the attainment of his poetic ideal. Herder
advocated a return to the origins of the language, to a structure and spirit which is
aligned to the spirit of poetry. For Herder, as Breitinger before him, inversions are the
soul of poetry, giving voice to the most extreme emotional states, and this in the most
emphatic of ways. Herder indeed surpasses Breitinger in his dismissal of rational
precepts as worthy of consideration with a view to poetry - he unequivocally praises
the nurturing of synonymic wealth. In the essay Über den Urspung der Sprache,
Herder’s defence of the use of synonyms rests upon his assertion that the more direct
Man’s contact with sense-images, the greater number of synonyms his language will
contain."
It is primitive language which comes closest to the embodiment of
Herder’s ideal. His stylistic ideal is expressed in the Fragmente:
Aber Deutsche Schriftsteller, die vielleicht bei tausend Fehlem ihrer Sprache
machtig, auf eine gewisse eigene Art dieselbe behandeln - die sind mir
theuer.^^
Style, then, is the individual handling of the national character of a language.
********

Herder upholds the concept of the ‘Genie’, or genius, in both the language
as a whole, and in the individual author. ‘Genie’ derives from the Latin translation of
the Greek word, and implied originally a power or spirit working in individuals
endowing them with peculiar and often prophetic capacities. One consequence of the
Socratic tradition was that the conception retained an individual and personal
connection, and at the time of its revival it was used to describe the sort of character

^°E.A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.453.
^% eK. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder's Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.243.
‘^Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol.2, p.54.
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the Cartesians would call ‘irrationar and the ‘genius’ of which baffled attempts at
analysis.
‘Genie’ was on occasion equated with the deity (as in Shaftesbury), and
for a time in Herder, or it was placed immediately under him (as in Young and
Hamann). In both cases, however, the deification or semi-deification of the artist
under the rubric ‘Genie’ reflects the ‘Durchbruch’ of the theoiy of spontaneous
feeling; the individualistic monads of Leibniz and the theory of imagination
popularised by Addison add further elements. In the case of Herder, the theory takes
on more than one form, and we know that even in his earliest youth he had believed in
a ‘genius’ of his own of the Socratic kind to which on his sea voyage of 1769 he
prayed fervently. And in general we can say that after the sea voyage, and in particular
after his reading of Thomas’s Eloges in Paris, Herder was moving towards a belief in
‘Genies’ as gigantic forces, the principal manifesto of which is the Shakespeare essay.
This state of mind is perhaps best illustrated by one of Herder’s poems, the
Morgengesang of 1772, where the identification of the deity and the ego is very
nearly fulfilled:
Ich wie ein Gott! Da tritt in mich
Plan der Schopftmg, weitet sich,
draengt zusammen und wird Macht!
endet ftoh und jauchzt: vollbracht!^^
Every language has its own genius (‘Genie’). The genius of a language. Herder
argues, is inseparable from the genius of a nation (as an example, we note those
idioms and turns of phrase which one language shares with no other, which originate
from the familiar experiences of its speakers).

There is also individual genius,

producing a style which is ‘eigen’ and yet bom of the national genius of the
language.

It is important to register this use of an inherited and shared language in

ways which express personal genius: the inherent communicability of language
(discussed below) is married to a personal expression. The idea of communicable
personal experience and language is one which will be evident in the Goethe poem
analyses.
Closely connected with the concept of ‘Genie’ are those of ‘Kraft’ and
‘Ursprimglichkeit’. Geniuses ‘entstehen’; they are thrown up by the nation, in them
^^Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol.29, p.443.
^''Nicholas Boyle, Goethe - the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.96.
'^E.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary iMnguage, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.472.
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speaks and is concentrated the ‘Volk’. So it is with the anonymous folksong, which,
as well as individual geniuses, embody the national spirit. Both are ‘Urspriinglich’.
Herder associates and interconnects all the following: language embodying man’s
inmost being and creating through ‘Besonnenheit’ (a concept I consider below),
poetry creating from ‘Kraft’, primitive language embodying ‘lebender Ausdruck and
sinnliche

Gestaltung’,

‘Besonnenheit’,

‘Kraft’,

national
poetry,

language
and

embodying

national

national

character:

these

character.
embody

‘Ursprünglichkeit’. This is the quality both of primitive language and poetic language.
Creating from origins is ‘Genie’. There is ‘Genie eines Volkes’ and ‘Originalgenie’.*^
(Herder’s insistence on language as ‘Kraft’, as non-discursive energy, as
force, as sensuous present, will be crucial for the young Goethe - above all because
Goethe will understand sensuousness in poetry as something that makes sense of
experience.)*^
********

In the Fragmente, Herder tells us that the more original the language is,
the fewer the abstractions will be, but the more intensely the feelings will be
intimated. The feelings overlap one another and defy any attempts at logical or
orderly classification. Herder was not interested in the external characteristics of
language (those which can be listed in dictionaries, or in grammars) as ends in
themselves, but as means to a greater end. The primary purpose that Herder sees in
language is that it should be able to give expression to what he refers to as the soul
(‘Seele’). Primitive language is therefore the language of the soul, of feeling, of
passion, of perception and sensation. Although Herder develops a phonocentric notion
of language, this does not primarily mean the spoken word, but rather the iimer
language, the voice or sound through which the soul becomes present to itself.**
Primitive language reflects both Man’s closeness to and his dependence
on nature. And although the first language is Man’s unique distinguishing feature, it
serves as a coimecting link between Man and other forms of creation and emphasises

‘^This interrelation, of ‘Genie’, ‘Kraft’ and ‘Ursprimglichkeit’, is one explained by E. A.Blackall in The
Emergence o f German as a Literary language, Cambridge University Press, 1959, p.473.
*^R.H. Stephenson, ‘Making Sense of Sense’, in Publications o f the English Goethe Society LXVI, 1996,
pp.33-41.
‘^Dorothea E. von Mücke, ‘Language as the Mark of the Soul: Herder’s Narcissistic Subject’, in Herder
Today, ed. Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, Walter de Gruyter, 1990, p.336.
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his harmony with them.^^ This will be a central premise for the poetry of the younger
Goethe: language as the expression, and embodiment, of Man’s close relationship
with nature.
********

In the June of 1769, Herder had left Riga, and embarked on extensive
travels, by ship, through the Baltic and North Sea to France, and then through Holland
back to Germany. At Strasbourg, Herder resigned his post as tutor, and decided to
undergo treatment for the fistula in his eye, from which he had suffered since his
youth. During this long therapy, he met Goethe. What Herder could transfer with such
fidelity of feeling from one receptacle of language to another, Goethe could produce
creatively out of himself.
The first product of their exchange was Von Deutscher Art und Kimst, in
which Herder published his Briefivechsel ueber Ossian und die Lieder alter Volker,
and his Shakespeare, and Goethe his essay Von Deutscher Baukunst. In these essays
Herder develops the theme that a genius must express the ‘original’ feeling of his
epoch and country, and points to Shakespeare as the supremely divine genius. In this
literary essay, there is a fusion in Herder’s mind of a cosmic determinism with
individual monadic freedom, so that world events, whether historical or literary, are
for him a reflection of both ultimate power, and of individual free action. The finest
works of literature, and the finest epochs in history, are those which reveal this
freedom in the heart of necessity, and it is because the eighteenth century has
suppressed the freedom, and mechanised the necessity that Herder is so fond of
Shakespeare. What he is looking for is vital growth, not rational form, ultimate
destiny, not Cartesian mechanism, and the reading of Shakespeare would seem to
have crystallised his ideas into definite form. Shakespeare’s peculiarity was that he
gave expression to not only the ultimate destiny, but also to the individual events.
Shakespeare was world history in dramatic form, and his attraction for Herder was
precisely the multiplicity in unity which he presented. Before the pageant of events,
human and natural, which make up a Shakespearean drama. Herder felt something
akin to awe, an ‘Ehrfurcht vor der Tatsache’ which he felt as a revelation of the deity
itself. Herder is looking for ‘Wirkung’, for human beings in so far as they are

^^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder’s Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.245.
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‘Gefuhlsmenschen’ who are able to feel ‘Eindrücke’, and he interprets Shakespeare as
a rather more philosophical Volkslied.
Herder does not, however, discuss in any detail the use of language in
Shakespeare during the course of his essay. It is elsewhere, most notably in the essay
Ossian und die Lieder alter Volker that he gives his analysis of primitive, poetical
language, to which we shall turn shortly. His conception of primitive language is
developed in his prize-essay Über den Urspung der Sprache. The question of the
origin of language was a speculative problem which greatly occupied the eighteenth
c entury.T he basic problem had already been debated by Plato and Cratyllus: did
words represent names arbitrarily imposed to ensure delineation of concepts, or were
they given in accordance with some quality or aspect of the object signified? In short,
are words ‘conventional’ or ‘natural’ names?^^ Furthermore, was language of divine
or human origin? If man was taught language by God, then he must have been in
possession of reason, and thus Herder is concerned to show the simultaneous
emergence of language and reason. Constituting far more than the subordinate
instrument of reason, language in Herder’s view defined the very compass and design
of every construct of human knowledge.^^ It is by language that man is distinguished
from the animals; language is central to human reflectivity. (And this reflectivity of
the human subject is expressed in the language of metaphor.)
The assertion that language is central to human reflectivity follows upon a
consideration of the differences between animals and man:
Nicht wie dem briinsrigen Schafinanne, der es [das Schaf] nur als den
Gegenstand seines Genusses fuhlt, den also wieder die Sinnlichkeit
überwàltigt und der Instinkt darüber herwirft

Nicht so dem Menschen!

Sobald er in die Bedurfiiis kommt, das Schaf kennenzulemen, so storet ihn
kein Instinkt, so reifit ihn kein Sinn aus dasselbe zu nahe hin oder davon ab: es
steht da, ganz wie es sich seinen Sinnen auBert. Weifi, sanfi, wollicht - seine
besonnen sich ûbende Seele sucht ein Merkmal- das Schaf bloket! sie hat
Merkmal gefunden. Der innere Sinn würket. Dies Bloken, das ihr am starksten
Eindruck macht, das sich von alien andem Eigenschaften des Beschauens und
Betastens losriB, hervorsprang, am tiefsten eindrang, bleibt ihr. Das Schaf
ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.462.
A.BlackaIl, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.462.
^^Robert E. Norton, Herder's Aesthetics and the European Enlightenment, Cornell University Press,
1989, p.99.
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kommt wieder. WeiB, sanfl, wollicht - sie sieht, tastet, besinnet sich, sucht
Merkmal - es blôkt, und nun erkennet sies wieder! ‘Ha! du bist das Blôkende!’
fuhlt sie innerlich, sie hat es menschlich erkannt, da sies deutlich, das ist mit
einem Merkmal, erkennet und nennet...^^
Animais have stronger instincts than men: and some animals have stronger instincts
than others. This is a distinction of degree. But man also has the power of processing
and transforming his sensations. This is a distinction of kind, and has no
correspondence in the animal w o r l d .T h e noises emitted by animals are instinctive
reactions to sense-stimuli. Language is produced by man’s power of disposing over
his perceptions, by a co-ordinating power which some call ‘reason’ and others
‘consciousness’. Man is not determined by instincts, but constitutes his soul in its
wholeness and[auto-sufficiency as the sheep becomes a total object: ‘weifi, sanft,
wollicht’ (rather than the partial object, the object that will respond to the particular
instinct of ‘der briinsrige Schafinanne’). The above passage describes the specifically
human faculty of reflection as a facility undisturbed by instinct. Man feels a need to
know the sheep, ‘Sobald er in die Bedürfhis kommt, das Schaf kennenzulemen....’,
however this is one brought about by intellectual requirements, the needs of the soul.
Man has overcome instinct; the soul is the arbiter. The sheep’s bleating fixes this state
of undisturbed contemplation through a memory trace which allows Man to take this
external object into himself, reproduce it in an hallucinatory manner and affirm in this
reproduction the auto-sufficiency and unity of his soul.^^ Man internalises the sound
of the voice of the total object, which then becomes his inner language and the
medium in which the soul is present to itself. Man establishes, and preserves, the
totality and harmony of the psychical apparatus against internal and external stimuli.^^
As will be evident in Goethe’s early poetry, then, nature and Man, whilst sharing a
close and harmonious relationship, nonetheless remain entities distinct in themselves.
The Goethean poetic self is absorbed, not dissolved, in nature.
Leibniz had used the term ‘apperception’; Herder calls it ‘Besonnenheit’,
the power of reflection. It is not in itself a faculty; rather, it is the marshalling and

Johann Gottfried Herder, Abhandlung iiber den Ursprung der Sprache, ed. Hans Dietrich Irmscher,
Reclam, 1966, pp.32-3.
^"*E.A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.466.
^Dorothea E. von Mücke, ‘Language as the Mark of the Soul: Herder’s Narcissistic Subject’, \n Herder
Today, ed. Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, Walter de Gruyter, 1990, p.338.
^^orothea E. von Mücke, ‘Language as the Mark of the Soul: Herder’s Narcissistic Subject’, in Herder
Today, ed. Kurt Mueller-Vollmer, Walter de Gruyter, 1990, p. 341.
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control of all Man’s faculties ‘die seiner Gattung eigene Richtung aller KraeAe’/^ It
directs his powers as instinct does those of animals. Hence, as instinct is the essential
power in animals, ‘Besonnenheit’ is that in Man. But ‘Besonnenheit’ is not an
extension of animal instinct. It is a power of reflection. Herder writes:
Der Mensch beweiset Reflexion, wenn die Kraft seiner Seele so ftei würket,
dafi sie in dem ganzen Ocean von Empflndungen, der sie durch alle Sinnen
durchrauschet, Eine Welle, wenn ich so sagen darf, absondem, sie anhalten,
die Aufmerksamkeit auf sie richten, und sich bewuBt seyn kann, dass sie
aufmerke.^*
This concentration on one of the many images which stimulates the senses leads to
the isolation and appropriation of characteristics which distinguish it fi’om other
impressions. The detachment of such a ‘Merkmal’ is the beginning of language, and
language is therefore man’s reaction to his environment. The birth of a word is
simultaneous with the birth of a concept.^^ Man gathers his otherwise diverse faculties
into the force of his soul. Simultaneously with the power of reflection, man also has
language.^^ Language is thus both intrinsically reflective and expressive of sensestimuli. In the detachment of a ‘Merkmal’, language is representative of objects, and
conveys a central idea of its nature. Language as simultaneously reflective and
reactionary, as word, thing and as concept, will be crucial for the early Goethe poetry.
‘Besoimenheit’ lies at the very heart of the significatory act which gives
rise to linguistic signs. Thinking and signification arise simultaneously, and both must
be seen as manifestations of the same mental force:
1st nehmlich die Vemunft keine abgeteilte, einzelwQrkende Kraft, sondem
eine seiner Gattung eigne Richtung aller Krâfte: so mufi der Mensch sie im
ersten Znstande haben, da er Mensch ist?^
It is important to note here that the whole reflective process is an internal one and that
the characteristic itself is an iimer characteristic. Thus the earliest language, which is
a collection of these iimer words, is an iimer language of the soul, but a language just

^^Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol. 5, p.31.
^*Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol.5, pp.34-5.
A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.468.
^°Dorothea E. von Mücke, ‘Language as the Mark of the Soul: Herder’s Narcissistic Subject’, in Herder
Today, ed. Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, Walter de Gruyter, 1990, p.335.
^^Quoted after Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, ‘From Sign to Signification: The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’,
in Johann Gottfried Herder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden
House,
p .\\.
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as naturally and necessarily invented by man as the fact that man is man:^^ "Erfindung
der Sprache ist ihm also so natiirlich, als er ein Mensch istP^^ Reflection, or
‘Besonnenheit’, occurs when thinking turns back upon itself by distinguishing itself
from its thoughts - a capacity possible only in and through speech.^"^ This is centrality
of language to the cognitive process, language as not only the communicable
expression of thoughts, but also the means and medium for reflective thought itself.
This will be important when we turn to the Goethe poetry in later chapters.
Man’s victory over the instincts is formulated by Herder with an
opposition of the human organisation of the facilities to the automatic, infallible but
blind andjmachine-like constitution of the animal:
Da er auf keinen Punkt blind fallt und blind liegenbleibt, so wird er
freistehend, kann sich eine Sphare der Bespiegelung suchen, karm sich in sich
bespiegeln. Nicht mehr eine unfehlbare Maschine in den Hànden der Natur,
wird er sich selbst Zweck und Ziel der Bearbeitung.
Man nenne diese ganze Disposition seiner Krâfre, wie man wolle, Verstand,
Vernunft, Bessinung usw. Wenn man diese Namen nicht fur abgesonderte
Krâfre oder fur blofie Stufenerhohungen der Tierkrafre annimt, so gilts mir
gleich. Es ist die ganze Einrichtung aller menschlichen Krafte; die ganze
Haushaltung seiner sinnlichen und erkennenden, seiner erkennenden und
wollenden Natur; oder vielmehr es ist die einzige positive Kraft des Denkens,
die, mit einer gewissen Organisation des Korpers verbunden, bei dem
Menschen so Vemunft heifit, wie sie bei den Tieren Kunstfahigkeit wird, die
bei ihm Freiheit heifit und bei den Tieren Instinkt wird.^^
Language is recognised as the structure that allows for the first narcissistic identity.
D.E. von Mücke puts it succinctly:
Theories of primary narcissism postulate this stage at a point when the infant’s
drives are being focused and differentiated, in terms of libidinal energy, which
can be bound to objects, and those drives that are directed at and bound to the

^^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder’s Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.239.
^^Johann Gottfried Herder, Abhandlung iiber den Ursprung der Sprache, ed. Hans Dietrich Irmscher,
Reclam, 1966, p.32.
^'*Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, ‘From Sign to Signification; The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’, in Johann
Gottfried Herder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden Housej 1990, p. 13.
^^Johann Gottfiied Herder, Abhandlung iiber den Ursprung der Sprache, ed. Hans Dietrich Irmscher,
Reclam, 1966, p.26.
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ego, which then will function as a reservoir for object investments and
disinvestments/^
In this way the earliest formation of the ego, of the selfs own sense of self,
establishes its boundaries against external and internal stimuli; subjectivity and
language emerge interconnected. In the above extract the phrase, ‘so wird er
freistehend, kann sich eine Sphare der Bespiegelung suchen, kann sich in sich
bespiegeln’ conveys notions of self-assessment, and with this an assessment and
appraisal of the world. In this sense, existence itself is the absolute origin of our
certainty, and, owing to the experiential nature of all ideas, it is the basis, the material
of certain knowledge as well.^^ The experiencing self as sole arbiter for truth is
evident in much of the Goethe poetry; and the parallel assessment of self and world is
a dynamic which will also be of great importance.
********

The first of the ‘Wôrter der Seele’ to become articulated were soundwords, verbs denoting sound, ‘tonende Verba’ (for example, bleating gave the
‘Merkmal’ for the sheep: a new idea, since the image of God teaching Adam the
names of things had suggested that the first words were nouns).^* Language is thus
intrinsically active, and the most immediate bond between Man and the
overpoweringly active world around him. Already in the Fragmente, Herder
proclaimed living expression (‘lebender Ausdruck’) to be one of the primary features
of primitive language.^^ It is of the essence of language that it should change and
develop: the further development of language mirrors the development of man’s
mind, ‘die Geschichte seiner Entdeckungen’.'^^ The second characteristic of primitive
language and poetry is that nouns are derived from verbs. From the verb ‘bloken’, a
noun is formed: ‘der Blôkende’. This is the first stage in abstraction, an important
stage in the development of thought. For it is by means of the nouns derived from

^^orothea E. von Mücke, Language as the Mark of the Soul: Herder’s Narcissistic Subject’, m. Herder
Today, ed. Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, Walter de Gruyter, 1990, p.334.
^^Robert E. Norton, Herder’s Aesthetics and the European Enlightenment, ComeU University Press,
1989, p.42.
^*E.A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.468.
^^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder's Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.239.
''^E.A.BlackaU, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.468.
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verbs that man is able to personify nature."^^ (This points towards the animation and
very life of expression which will be present in such Goethe poems as Willkommen
und Abschied). In the essay on Hebrew poetry. Herder considers animation and
personification one of the most important features of early poetry. Mythology is bom
of such abstraction; and with it poetry:
Was war diese erste Sprache als eine Sammlung von Elementen der Poesie?
Nachahmung der tonenden, handelnden, sich regenden Natur!"^^
Next, however, comes the somewhat difficult question, one not properly addressed in
the Fragmente, concerning the naming of non-sounding things. Herder first considers
our sense-apparatus. Man is a ‘thinking sensorium commune’, assailed from all sides
by stimuli."^^ In an arrangement redolent of Leibniz’s monadism, he receives a wave of
impressions which attack various senses simultaneously. Touch is man’s strongest
sense, embracing everything and correspondingly vague; sight gives too many
‘Merkmale’; hearing is the middle sense between sight and touch, ‘die eigentliche
Thür zur Seele, und das Verbindungsband der uebrigen Sinne’."^"^By means of hearing,
all our senses become ‘sprachfàhig’. ‘Wir sehen, wir fuehlen; aber die gesehene,
gefuhlte Natur tonet.’'*^ When a sensation is predominantly non-sounding, a sound is
produced to correspond to the effect on the other senses. Thus tactile impressions are
rendered by words which sound like the object felt (hart, rauh, weich, wolligt, starr)."^
So also with visual impressions. One of the sensory systems is therefore able to
express the sensations resulting from another system. For example, if sound can
express my emotions (like fear, with a cry of pain), then they may also express other
kinds of sensations."^^ Importantly, Herder’s appreciation of synaesthesia in language
was an important strengthening of his assertion that imagery and metaphor were
primal qualities in language"^^ - and in poetic language in particular. It would seem
that metaphor comes to represent, for Herder as for Goethe, the point of intersection
of reflectivity and sensuousness.
K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder's Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, pp.239-40.
'^^Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, p.56.
A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.469.
^^erder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol.5, p.64.
"‘^Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol.5, p.64..
''^.A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.469.
''^Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, ‘From Sign to Signification: The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’, in Johann
Gottfried Herder: Ixmguage, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden House,
''^E.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.469.
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It is important also to register that the first word of Man is not a
representation of something, nor indeed does it communicate anything. Rather,
language comes about as the soul defends itself against a flood of sensory data:
Der Mensch beweiset Reflexion, weim die Kraft seine Seele so ftei würket,
dafi sie in dem ganzen Ozean von Empflndungen, der sie durch alle Sinnen
durchrauschet, eine Welle, weim ich so sagen darf, absondem, sie anhalten,
die Auflnerksamkeit auf sie richten und sich bewuBt sein kann, dab sie
auftnerke

[wenn er] auf einem Bilde fteiwillig verweilen, es in helle

ruhigere Obacht nehmen und sich Merkmale absondem kann, dab dies der
Gegenstand und kein andrer sei. Er beweiset also Reflexion, weim er nicht
blob alle Eigenschaften lebhaft oder klar erkeimen, sondem eine oder mehrere
als unterscheidende Eigenschaften bei sich anerkennen karm: der erste Aktus
dieser Anerkeimtnis gibt deutlichen Begriff; es ist das erste Urteil der Seele undWodurch geschahe die Anerkeimung? Durch ein Merkmal, was er absondem
mubte und was, als Merkmal der Besiimung, deutlich in ihn flel. Wohlan!
lasset uns ihm das

e u p r|K a

zurufen! Dies erste Merkmal der Besinnung was

Wort der Seele! Mit ihm ist die menschliche Sprache erfvndenf^
The first word of the soul, the ‘Merkmal’, is an act of positioning, of choosing and of
finding difference. The word is a sign which marks the distinguishing feature in a
cluster of experienced phenomena through which Man recognises the object by its
name. The distinguishing feature perceived comes to stand for the object on which it
occurs. Something is recognised as a sign through which the object can be recognised;
this recognition (‘Anerkeimung’) must be preceded and/or accompanied by an
instance of semiotic cognition.

Eveiy habitual semiotic recognition is thus founded

upon an instance of cognition in which something becomes a sign. It is precisely this
exemplary act of signification in which Herder is interested. There is inherent the
interpretation of words as symbolising the mode and manner of perceiving an object.
Words are therefore both a responsive cognition, and an exemplary sign for an object:
important issues indeed in the early Goethe poetry. The emergence of thought through
language, a language which is of ‘now’ experience and at the same time is a
Johann Gottfried Herder, Abhandlung iiber den Ursprung der Sprache, ed. Hans Dietrich Irmscher,
Reclam, 1966, p.32.
^°Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, ‘From Sign to Signification; The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’, Johann
G a f f e d Herder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden House,
,
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signification and a summaiy of an object, will shed light upon Goethe’s tracing and
creation of reflective thought through poetry.
This act of recognition (‘Anerkennung’) is described as an act of isolation
and identification. It establishes the soul as a unity and interiority, and marks the point
where inside and outside can be negotiated.^^ Least of all is this early language a
series of arbitrary signs, or social conventions: ‘Sie [die Sprache] war Einverstandnis
seiner Seele mit sich’.^^ ‘Besonnenheit” denotes nothing short of the process through
which the subject qua conscious and thinking subject constitutes itself, and it is no
longer one mental operation among others.

Nonetheless, we are fundamentally

social beings, and so the human capacity for creating words of communication is
inherent in the innate faculty of reason that produces the notational words that enable
cognition to o c c u r . T h e process of connecting a ‘Merkmal’ with perceptions is
automatically or naturally transferred to the outer sphere of connecting an audible
sign with these inner thoughts: the first human language and thought, the first
reflected judgement, requires a dialogue with the human soul; the first human thought
thus prepares Man to enter into dialogue with others:
...der fcrste menschliche Gedanke bereitet also seinem Wesen nach, mit
Andem dialogiren zu konnen! Das erste Merkmal, was ich erfasse, ist
Merkwort fur mich und Mitteilungswort fur Andre
Language is for the communication of thought, indeed it presumes communication.
Poetic language is no exception: a central premise in the creation of poetry would thus
seem to be a communicability of personal, distinct thought.
********

Another of the important characteristics is the musical quality of man’s
first language. In Über den Ursprung der Sprache Herder writes: ‘Die Tradition des
Alterthums sagt, die erste Sprache des Menschlichen Geschlechts sei Gesang
^‘Dorothea E. von Mücke, ‘Language as the Mark of the Soul; Herder’s Narcissistic Subject’, in Herder
Today^ ed. Kurt Mueller-Voilmer, Walter de Gruyter, 1990, p.336.
’^Johann Gottfried Herder, Abhandlung iiber den Ursprung der Sprache, ed. Hans Dietrich Irmscher,
Reclam, 1966, p.35.
^ ^ u rt Mueller-VoUmer, ‘From Sign to Signification: The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’, m Johann
Gottfried Herder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden House,
p-D
^"^Robert E. Norton, Herder's Aesthetics and the European Enlightenment, Cornell University Press,
1989, p. 116.
^^Quoted after Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, From Sign to Signification: The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’,
m Johann Gottfried Herder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden
House, MD, p. iq ..
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gewesen\^^ By repeating the denial already iterated in several of the earlier works that
man could not have learned this song, and thereby also speech from the song of a bird.
Herder further strengthens his theory that the origin of language lies in man’s powers
of reflection, which may rightly be considered one of the functions of the soul/^ The
nightingale sings for himself and other nightingales, and not for Man. As this early
singing language has continued to develop to the present time, its uneven accents, its
rhythms, its intonations have undergone a levelling process and have gradually
disappeared. In Herder’s view, this not only constitutes a loss for language, but for
poetiy as well, and indicates a turning away from those characteristics which are a
direct result of the formative powers of the soul to those which recognise only one
aspect of these powers.^^
Primitive language had been described in the Fragmente as developing
from strong passional cries accompanied by strong expressive gesture into articulate
speech retaining rhythm and pitch as expressive values. What is new here is the
statement that language does not develop from animal cries, but from human
‘Besonnenheit’.^^ It is, therefore, not instinctive reaction, but creative action.
Language, by isolating ‘Merkmale’, gives shape and meaning to experience. In this
sense it is poetry.^ It was this conception of the poet as ‘Sprachschopfer’ which fired
Herder’s younger contemporaries, the writers of the Sturm und Drang.^^ Correlative
was the second idea that in language man fulfilled his essential destiny and expressed
his whole being, not merely one faculty. Language was ‘die seiner Gattung eigene
Richtung aller Krâfte’. Here the idea of the ‘Genius einer Sprache’ crystallising the
spirit of a nation, has widened into a wider and more general, and at the same time
more individual statement.^^ Behind both lies the concept of language as something
elemental, springing from origins: ‘Ursprimglichkeit’. Primitive language shows this:
but every language. Herder would assert, at every period, should be conscious of its
origins and essence. The poets have always shown this awareness. They have always
^^erder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol.5, p.57.
^^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder’s Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.240.
^*Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological B asisof Herder’s Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.240.
^^.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press,
pp.470-71.
^.A B lackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Lcmguage, Cambridge University Press,
p.471.
^^E.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press,
p.471.
^^E.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press,
p.471.
^^E.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press,
p.471.
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used language with immediacy and strength. They have known the value of rhythm
and pitch, of images and synonyms, of sense-analogy and ‘Sinnlichkeit’.^
A further characteristic of primitive language is its rich imagery. The soul
has the ability to create images, and the poet to take these images created by the soul
and project them to us by the medium of his work.^^ This is the subject of the short
essay Ueber Bild, Dichtimg itnd Fabel. Through this process the work of the poet then
assumes a symbolic character. In the words of Giesela Ulrich:
Indem der Dichter jeden Gegenstand sinnlicher oder eingebildeter Art mit
seinem inneren Sinn bezeichnet und diese in seiner Seele gesammelten
Ansichten und Bilder in gestaltete Form schliesst, erfolgt eine Umsetzung der
Sachen in Bilder, in Worte oder Zeichnen. Seine Kunst tragt daher
Zeichencharakter. Sie ist Neugestaltung der Welt in Symbol. Der Geist dichtet
und verdichtet die Welt der Seele zur Welt der Bilder.^
This imagery, these symbols and metaphors^ were important factors in the feeling that
is basic in all primitive language and poetry. As long as they were present and Man
preserved direct contact with nature, he also maintained his power to empathise with
nature. But as soon as these images gave way to abstractions and allegories for which
man had no empathy, then feeling became diluted and weakened and was gradually
replaced by abstract metaphysical speculation.^^
In Fragmente einer Abhandlung iiber die Ode (a short essay, probably
written in 1764), the eye and the ear constitute the original parents of poetiy:
Das Auge erfasst Bilder; die Seele erschaffet sich durch dasselbe Gestalten:
seine Welt ist das Nebeneinander, der Raum... Das Ohr horet den Schall, die
mancherlei Tone, durch welche sich die Gestalten in ihrer Bewegung
ankündigen; diese Folge von Empflndungen giebt die Seele das Maas der
Zeit.**
Joe K. Fugate offers this reading of the extract:
As the union of the two senses sight and hearing emphasises the sensory
aspect of lyrical poetry, which includes those two characteristic qualities
imagery and rhythm, at the same time it emphasises the ordering and creative
role of the soul. The particular reference to sight calls to attention the rich
^E. A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.471.
*^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder’s Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.241.
®^Gisela Ulrich, Herders Beitrag Zur Deutschkunde, Würzburg, 1943, p.42.
®^Joe K. Fugate, The Psycholo^cal Basis o f Herder’s Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, pp.241-2.
^*Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vois., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol.27, p. 164.
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imagery of lyric poetry. Although these images have their beginnings in those
stimulations conveyed to the soul from the eye, the final images are actually
creations of the soul, and not the sense of sight. It is likewise the function of
the soul to receive the sensations from the ear, and from this plethora of sound
to single out the tones which the soul can make further use of.^^
In this last sentence, one can hear the echo of Herder’s conception of man’s first
naming of things, the detachment of ‘Merkmale’. Imagery, and language itself, are
cognitive, reflective acts. Fugate continues:
Through its images the soul creates an awareness of space, through the tones
which penetrate into it and which it must order, an awareness of time, which
in turn points to the musical quality of lyric poetiy.
Language therefore both expresses and forms Man’s notions of physical space, object,
and even time. Thus hearing and sight provide poetry with spatial and temporal
qualities. It is a living, dynamic, spontaneous art-form which reflects the soul of its
creator, while at the same time it attempts to project itself into the soul of the reader
or listener. It is, then, communicated, sensuou^ present. (And here we may think of
Goethe). All of these elements taken together lead Herder to define lyric poetry as
follows:
die lyrische Poesie ist der vollendete Ausdruck einer Empfindung, oder
Anschauung im hochsten Wohlklange der Sprache.^^
K. Mueller-VoUmer also offers an important reading:
New in his [Herder’s] discussion seems to be his linking of the vocal sign to
specific sensory and cognitive functions brought together by a notion of
temporality that points into the direction of the Kantian forms of intuition:
‘Das Gehor ist der Mittlere unter den Siimen in Betracht der Zeit in der es
würkt, und also Sinn der Sprache.’ Temporality therefore makes the auditory
sense into the specific sense of language {Sinn der Sprache) over against the
simultaneity of undifferentiated feelings and the overwhelming presence of
infinite numbers of objects of sight. Language is thus geared to our sense of
hearing for Herder: the sequel of speech sounds relates to our inner sense of
time enabling our mind {Seele) at the same time ‘to abstract’ and ‘to speak.

®^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder's Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, pp.263-4.
^®Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 1877-1913, vol.27, p.l71.
^^Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, ‘From Sign to Signification; The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’, 'm Johann
G ow ned Herder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden House, 1*1*10^
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There is, then, very much a real time-scale inherent in poetry: rhyme, rhythm, and the
sounds of words create a sequence of thought which is at the same time temporally
present and a reflective process. With the early Goethe, as we shall see, poetry comes
to represent the communication of on-going reflection.
********

It is in the essay Ossian und die Lieder alter Volker that Herder gives his
most detailed analysis of primitive, poetical language.^^ For Herder, Denis’s
translation of Ossian into hexameters lacked the ‘Ton, Farbe, die schnellste
Empfindung von Eigenheit des Orts, des Zwecks’^^ of the original, disregarding their
lyrical style. For lyrical style depends not only on sense but on sound, rhyme, wordposition and the ‘dunkler Gang der Melodie’.^"^ The relationship between poetry and
song, closest in the oldest poetry, is essential and elemental. The lyrical quality of
more ‘primitive’ people embraces strong rhythms, living (as opposed to conventional)
images, ‘Nothdrang des Inhalts, der Empfindungen’, symmetry of words, of syllables,
and of letters, and ‘Gang der Melodie’. By ‘Nothdrang des Inhalts’, it would seem
Herder meant a more intense form of ‘Zusammenhang’: emotional unity, rather than
logical connectedness. Melody is also something more basic than metrical form; it is
‘sinnlicher Rhythmus’, ‘wilder Gang’. Thus we see established the importance of
sound in general, and of rhythm in particular in ‘primitive’ poetry. Herder recognises
the irrational quality of this ideal, and implicitly contrasts it with rationalistic criteria
of language. Important is the observation that in such poetry language is jagged, jerky,
and organised not logically but rhythmically. Perhaps of the greatest importance to
our study, however, is the insistence on the symmetry of sound at the expense of order
according to sense, rhythmic tension as a structural force. Rhythm is able to set up
patterns of non-discursive similarity. Meaningful poetic sequences need not be
logical.
********

^^E.ABlackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language^ Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.474.
^Ossian und die Lieder alter Volker, Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 18771913, vol.5.
^^Ossian und die Lieder alter Volker, Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 18771913, vol.5.
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The word ‘impromptu’ appears frequently in Herder. It is a word
connoting the immediacy which Herder demands of poetry. Far from condoning
slapdash writing. Herder nonetheless observes that no amount of polishing will
improve a poem which has not emerged as a whole. This may be from thought or
feeling; but ‘lange und stark und lebendig gedacht, oder schnell und wuerksam
empfimden - im Punkt der Thaetigkeit wird beides impromptu, oder bekoemmt die
Vestigkeit, Wahrheit, Lebhaftigkeit und Sicherheit desselben’.^^ Thus we are lead to
consider the folksong, and most specifically their employment of ‘Sprimge und
Wurfe’, symptom as they are of what Herder saw to be the immediacy, the reality of
folksong. The ‘Sprimge und Wurfe’ correspond to similar leaps and jerks of the
imagination, and as such are in no sense part of an assumed style. By manifesting
itself physically and visibly in the ‘Sprimge und Wiirfe’, this energy gives further
support to Herder’s belief that art alone possesses the magic key to transform idea
into movement, the invisible into the visible, the spiritual into the physical.^^ The only
structure in song is that of the ‘Begebenheit’ itself. Even moral lessons are transposed
into ‘sinnlich’ expression in folksong: we have not a coherent exposition, no
analytical dogma, but rather a moral pointed at by symmetry and refrain.^
In Ueber die Wiirkung der Dichtkunst auf die Sitten der Volker in alien
und neuen Zeiten, a prize essay of 1781, Herder claims the task of poetry to be not
only a portrayal of the soul of Man, to show what his morals and matmer of thinking
are, but also to have an influence and effect upon these morals. Calling upon the
ancients as witnesses. Herder observes that poetry had the strongest of influences on
their morals. Poetry was the oldest and, according to tradition, the most effective
means for the moral instruction of men and citizens. If poetry is what it should be,
then it must be effective (‘würkend’). Nature, feeling, whole human souls are
expressed linguistically through poetry, which imprints itself on the souls of
empathie, like-tuned souls. Herder terms poetry an imprint of perceptions, and the
more recognisable the stronger this imprint, then the truer the poetry is and the more
effective it must be. It is not the poetry itself, however, but rather nature, the whole
world of passions and actions which lay in the poet and which, expressed
linguistically in the form of poetry, produces the effect. In this process language is
Ossian und die Lieder alter Volker, Herder’s Works, B. Suphan (and others), 33 vols., Berlin, 18771913, vol.5.
^^Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder's Aesthetics, Mouton & Co., 1966, p.248.
^For a discussion of these issues see E. A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language,
Cambridge University Press, 1959, pp.474-481.
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compared to a channel, the true poet only to a translator. Any effects which his poetiy
may have are not arbitrary or conventional, but are brought about by natural powers
(‘Naturkrafte’). To receive the full effect of these powers, Man must be a receptive
vessel, and the more receptive man is, the greater will be the effect of poetry upon
him. Poetiy is not only the result of an inner condition of the poet; its effectiveness is
likewise dependent upon an inner condition within those who read or hear it. Even
more important to Herder’s aesthetic is the emphasis which he places on the internal
aspects of the effectiveness of poetry throughout the first section of the essay. Herder
does not mention form even once. What he is concerned with is that poetry possess a
spiritual quality which not only reflects the disposition of its creator, but also of the
people and age to which he belongs - his ‘Volk’, his religion, way of thinking, his
national ideas and ideals. Above all, Man must be, inwardly, receptive to poetry.^*
Herder’s sense of language constantly asserts its complexity as a
phenomenon. It is inwardly contemplative, and at the same time communicable. It is
inherently reflective, and also a cognitive reaction to sense-stimuli. It signifies, and it
also draws physical reference. Indeed, it can have almost tactile force; it can convey a
sense of felt form in a way that sculptors do. Language makes possible a kind of
architectonic knowing. It creates Man’s notions of time, of space, and of physical
things; and it creates Man’s sense of himself. It may produce an expression which is
‘eigen’, and which stems from national genius of a language. It may effect Man’s
moral sense, and it may embody present experience. It may point towards and away
from itself. Above all, language is essential for human experience. Herder has indeed
pointed forward to the poetry in which incorporates all this: it will be the poetry of the
young Goethe.
**************************************

^*For a discussion of these issues see Joe K. Fugate, The Psychological Basis o f Herder's Aesthetics,
Mouton & Co., 1966, pp.253-7.
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Chapter Four.
Reading Goethe’s Erlebnislvrik:
Notes on Methodology.

The Goethe texts contained in the subsequent chapters of this thesis are
lyric poems. I do not intend in the course of the following readings to attempt a
definition of lyric poetry as such. Any theoretical or essential definition of lyric poetry
as a genre is historically, not to say methodologically, complex. In the narrowest
understanding of the term, lyric poetry is purely song. This excludes huge areas of
what is conventionally or editorially accepted within the lyrical canon. In the broadest
application, to Goethe’s poetry or even to what he himself subsumed under the
heading ‘Lyrisches’, the term is so inclusive as to lose any purposeful meaning. In any
event, to seek to define Goethe’s lyric poetry qua lyric poetry, is to start an essentially
circular process: at least in the German tradition, the notion of what is or is not lyrical
is conditioned by Goethe’s own exemplary achievement.
What, then, of the poetry read in this thesis? What is it that may be said to
group them together? In the word ‘Erîebnislyrik’ the title of this thesis invokes a
separation of kind. Much critical writing on Goethe’s poetry has drawn a distinction
between on the one hand, ‘Erîebnislyrik’, or poetry that is concerned with experience,
and on the other ‘Gedankenlyrik’, poetry that is concerned with ideas. And yet it is a
commonplace to say that all poetry is based upon experience: a selection is made
from the raw material of experience, this is formulated into language, and structured
into poetry. Poetry re-works experience in this way. The process involves both a
linguistic animation of the experience, and an attempt to structure, to order, and to
interpret it.
If we maintain that all poetry both reflects an experience, and reflects
upon it, then it is arbitrary to separate ‘Gedankenlyrik’ from ‘Erîebnislyrik’. The
terms become misleading only if we presuppose two different sorts of poetry which
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necessarily exist as polar opposites. For as J. Adler asserts, they imply a false
dichotomy.^ These are terms that can assist us in locating the intellectual focus of
poetry; they are helpful to indicate different kinds of emphasis. The readings
contained within this thesis seeks to examine Goethe’s early lyric poetry in its
thematic (and often biographical) expressivity. Goethe’s lyric poetry speaks urgently
of the immediacy of individual experience. Specifically I wish to explore the
particular linguistic achievement that makes this poetry possible. I want, then, to
attend less to the experience as such than to the rhetoric of that experience. In so
doing, I do not, of course, wish to drain the poetry of its experiential intensity. But I
want above all else to notice the conduit by which that fervour becomes articulate.
There are two difficult questions frequently posed about Goethe’s lyric
poetry. One concerns the relationship between truth and fiction, between
biographically authentic and imaginatively created events, and the other the
relationship between spontaneity and rhetoric, between uncensored outpouring and
the organised control of form.
Goethe himself expressly reminds the reader that the poetic gift is a fusion
between the compulsive expression of chaotic emotion and the sovereignty of formal
verbal organisation. This is expressed in the sonnet Natur und Kunst as the
harmonising of free nature and organised control whereby mastery manifests itself in
the discipline of craftsmanship:
Natur und Kunst, sie scheinen sich zu fliehen
Und haben sich, eh’ man es denkt, geftmden;
Die Widerwille ist auch mir verschwunden,
Und beide scheinen gleich mich anzuziehen.
Es gilt wohl nur ein redliches Bemuhen!
Und weim wir erst in abgemefinen Stunden
Mit Geist und FleiB uns an die Kunst gebunden,
Mag frei Natur im Herzen wieder glühen.

^Jeremy Adler, ‘Goethe’s Gedankenlyrik. From ‘Mailied’ and ‘Ein Gleiches’ to ‘Vermachtnis’, in the
light of Goethe’s principle o f ‘Synthèse” , in Goethe at 250: London Symposium, Munich, iudicium,
2000, p.247.
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So ist’s mit aller Bildung auch beschaffen:
Vergebens werden ungebundne Geister
Nach der Vollendung reiner Hohe streben.
Wer GroBes will, muB sich zusammenraffen;
In der Beschrankung zeigt sich erst der Meister,
Und das Gesetz nur kann uns Freiheit geben/
This is, so to speak, a meta-sonnet; that is, it reflects on the sonnet form itself. In
general terms, it is an acceptance of control, concentration, and law as necessary
conditions of high artistic achievement. We should bear in mind however that much
of Goethe’s greatest writing is in verse of less exacting formal discipline than the
soimet. And it is what is put into the particular forms of poetry that is important;
indeed it could be argued, as does T.J. Reed,^ that Goethe correctly sensed the
drawbacks of the soimet for his own kind of creativity. Nonetheless, the poem’s
closing line rings true: it is within the context of established and recognisable poetic
forms that meaning is transmitted. It is important to add that modulations and
iimovations of form, even to the point of breaking them, become themselves
understandable bearers of meaning.
The poetic relations between expressive urgency and linguistic
organisation are also conveyed in the poem Dauer im Wechsel. Here, the fusion of
substance and form gives permanence to the mutability of human experience by
means of poetic expression.
DAUER IM WECHSEL
Hielte diesen fhihen Segen,
Ach, nur eine Stunde fest!
Aber vollen Blütenregen
Schüttelt schon der laue West.
Sollich mich des Grimen freuen,
Dem ich Schatten erst verdankt?
Wenn es falb im Herbst geschwankt.

^Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), Erich Trunz (ed.), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.245
^T.J. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 87.
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Willst du nach den Frûchten greifen,
Eilig nimm dein Teil davon!
Diese fangen an zu reifen,
Und die andem keimen schon
Gleich mit jedem Regengusse
Àndert sich dein holdes Tal,
Ach, und in demselben Plusse
Schwimmst du nicht zum zweitenmal.
Du nun selbst! Was felsenfeste
Sich vor dir hervorgetan,
Mauem siehst du, siehst Palàste
Stets mit andem Augen an.
Weggeschwunden ist die Lippe,
Die im Kusse sonst gênas,
Jener FuB, der an der Klippe
Sich mit Gemsenfreche mafi.
Jene Hand, die gem und milde
Sich bewegte wohlzutun,
Das gegliederte Gebilde,
Ailes ist ein andres nun.
Und was sich an jener Stelle
Nun mit deinem Namen nennt,
Kam herbei wie eine Welle,
Und so eilt’s zum Element.
LaB den Anfang mit dem Ende
Sich in eins zusammenziehn!
Schneller als die Gegenstande
Selber dich vorüberfliehn.
Danke, daB die Gunst der Musen
Unvergangliches verheiBt,
Den Gehalt in deinem Busen
Und die Form in deinem Geist."^

^Goethes Werke,

(Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, pp.247-8.
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The poem contemplates transience as the inescapable law of organic life. It does this
with a clear line of argument, combined with evocative images of the pleasures and
losses of life. It is in this way a mesh of abstract reflection and memories, intellectual
assimilation and lyrical feeling. It starts from a specific moment of transience, even
exaggerating the brevity of blossom (‘nur Eine Stunde')/ And it ends with an
affirmation of human consciousness, the very agency that makes man more transient
than the rest of organic nature because he knows himself to be transient. But the
closing exhilaration is surprisingly purposeful. The message is not simply to seize the
moment; nor is it to turn away from the world and look to the soul’s welfare. True, for
man, every beginning necessarily implies a known or imagined end: this the poem
affirms and accepts. But beginning and end are the precondition of ‘die Form in
deinem Geist’. And so an end, known in advance, can be a goal, a purpose.^ It is in
this sense that transience does not diminish man’s initiative; prior knowledge
enhances rather than detracts from current experience.
As the title suggests, the poem offers the possibility of permanence in
change. For all the speed with which living matter changes, the forms renew
themselves as a constant. In stanza two, ‘Gleich’ means ‘instantly’ or ‘immediately’;
it is the rapid pace of change. Yet ‘gleich’ can also express kinship, meaning ‘like’ or
‘akin’:^ and this similarity and kinship provide the stability of pattern that gives us
one kind of permanence in the flux. And there is a further sense of permanence in the
midst of all this change: we experience and make articulate human thought and
feeling; and the forms we generate may last.^ This final comfort calls upon the
patterns of linguistic formulations; and in a sense it invokes the durability of literary
creations. Creative force itself is held to be the source of lasting experiential,
linguistic, and ultimately literary guides and patterns. The constancy of urgent
creative reactions (‘Gleich’) to the flurries of change in the natural world, provide, in
their expressive results, reassurance to the poet: they give a linguistic backdrop, and
an experiential context. In this sense he writes within a frame of reference, within
(and in the case of Goethe, often also beyond) an established creative medium, from
which we hear echoes and resonance that convey agreement and disagreement,
assonance and dissonance. The dynamic relationship of a particular poem with what
^T.J. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p.87.
M artin Swales (ed.), German Poetry. An Anthology from Klopstock to Enzensberger, Cambridge
University Press, 1987, p. 155.
^Martin Swales (ed.), German Poetry. An Anthologyfrom Klopstock to Enzensberger, Cambridge
University Press, 1987, p. 156.
*T.J. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 88.
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has gone before it - by this poet and by others - is what makes the poem’s statements
comprehensible and its achievements recognisable.
********

The readings that form the heartland of this thesis set out to attend to
individual poems in some detail. The poems are read and re-read, in an attempt to
extricate and examine what it is that makes each of these works so intensely and
urgently expressive. Above all, I seek to locate the speaking self within the poetry,
consciously to experience its linguistic atmosphere, and its transference into the
communicative sphere through metaphor. It is my belief that in listening attentively to
the voice that speaks to us in these poems, we come to the fullest understanding of
what marks out Goethe’s early lyric poetry as personally, intellectually,
philosophically, and sensually expressive.
In attending to the meaningful flow of verse and its linguistic agency, I
inevitably draw on established interpretative techniques. These may be loosely termed
historical, formalist, and psychological approaches. In the following I attempt to
outline in the broadest terms why and to what degree these elements shape my
analyses.
To read a poem historically, is to place a text firmly in the context of its
age. Great care must be taken to ensure that a poem is read as it would have been by
the poet’s contemporaries. Certain words had a slightly different meaning to the
eighteenth-century reader than they do to us today. For example, ‘milde’ meant
‘generous’ or ‘lavish’. In one version of Maifest a line reads ‘Wie blickt dein Auge’,
in the other it is ‘blinkt’; Karl Eibl notes:
Die Aussage, daB ein Auge blickt, ist im heutigen Sinn nicht eben inhaltsreich,
,blinkt’ hingegen lafit im Auge den Widerschein der ,leuchtenden’ Natur
erkennen... ^
Clearly, if one is accurately to read a poem, particular forms of historical idiom must
be acknowledged. This I seek to do in my readings; we must take care not to
misconstrue. At the same time, however, inevitable concessions are made to our being
as modem readers. For we may not entirely re-create the conditions in which a poem
^Karl Eibl^ Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p. 841.
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was originally read, or we do so at the expense of our immediate emotional and
intellectual reactions: we cannot intuitively react in any other than a modem mode
and pattern. I therefore attempt also to feel the effects of poems on individual readers
now (see remarks on formalism, below).
Central to historical criticism is the insistence that no poem should be
approached as if it were complete in itself, and that knowledge of the poet’s life and
material circumstances, of his personality and attitudes, can greatly assist our
understanding. Many analyses of Goethe’s poem A if dem See seek to cast an
informative light in this way. Much is known about the physical environment of the
poem’s composition: on the 15* June, 1775, a boat containing Lavater, Goethe,
Passavant, Kayser, and some others set out across the Lake of Zurich, meeting up with
another boat to re-enact the picnic of twenty-five years before, which had been the
occasion of Klopstock’s ode, Der Ziircher See. Comparisons of the two poems are
helpful, but as Nicholas Boyle points out, do not need to be laboured.

This is the

young Goethe at his most concentrated. The poem was written in Goethe’s diary, in
two bursts. These facts often underpin readings of the poem that emphasise the
impetuous and hurried tone of language, and an immediacy of linguistic and
intellectual response to the natural environment. Erich Trunz, for example, writes the
following:
Das Tagebuch enthalt offensichtlich die erste, ganz intuitive, am Tage der
Wasserfahrt geschriebene Niederschrift der Gedichtzeilen.^^
It is important to point out that I do not quote Trunz here simply to disagree with the
essence of his assertion. It is the implied linkage of physical situation to impulsive
creativity that is at issue. Furthermore, a resonance with biographical information can
be heard in the lines themselves. Trunz writes about the twelfth line of the poem,
‘Hier auch Lieb und Leben ist’:
den unvermittelten Übergang in die Erinnerung an erlebte Liebe - auch ohne
Kenntnis des Biographischen verstandlich...^^
The justification for Trunz’s interpretation of the line lies in its foundation in the text
itself. It is important to stress that the line is comprehensible outside any biographical
context - ‘auch ohne’. Indeed I sense that close biographical reading of this poem
would be potentially misleading. For although Airfdem See contains autobiographical

'^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.205.
“ Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.527.
“ Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke, Band I (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.527.
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elements, it is an autobiographical poem only in a rather complex, mediated sense. It
is essentially a poem about having an autobiography, about being in a landscape when
you have a life-story that you tell yourself, an incomplete life-story of your own. As
far as the poem is concerned, the final image is not an image of incompletion, of
ripening to come, but of completeness and fulfilment now.^^ And furthermore, the
journey itself is ultimately less a particular experience than a metaphor for transitional
experience. (This poem is read in chapter six of this thesis).
The historical approach is also concerned with the relationship between
the poet and his predecessors and contemporaries, with literaiy influences on the
composition of a poem, and on the influence that this work would in turn exert on
later writers. This thesis has looked amongst others to Herder in an attempt to chart
the linguistic and intellectual influences and resonance in Goethe’s early poetry. As
Goethe declared in Dichtung und Wahrheit:
das bedeutendste Ereignis, was die wichstigsten Folgen fur mich haben sollte,
war die Bekanntschaft und die daran sich knupfende nâhere Verbindung mit
Herder.
A historical reading may compare poets, or poems; it may seek to situate a poet, or
poem, within an oeuvre. In this thesis 1 have read the poetry of Barthold Hinrich
Brockes, to chart his personal reaction, both emotional and intellectual, to the natural
world, and to hear the language that this reaction assumes, the idiom of his response.
These elements of his poetry correlate in part to Goethe’s poetry, and help us to see
more clearly the nature of Goethe’s poetic achievements, by noting parallels as well
as divergences between the two. This approach can highlight the tensions and
interactions between what is inherited and what is new. Eric Blackall writes on
Willkommen und Abschied:
The definite article departs, leaving one with a world peopled with persons:
Wo Finstemiss aus dem Gestrauche
Mit hundert schwarzen Augen sah.
Hundert embodies a Klopstockian (or sentimental) intensifier; so does
‘tausend Stimmen’. But the convention seems to have taken on a new reality.
It is capable of startling extension:

^^cholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.206.
^^Aus meinem Leben. Dichtung und Wahrheit, Book 10, Hamburger Ausgabe, IX, p.402.
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Die Nacht schuf tausend Ungeheuer Doch tausendfacher war mein Muth.
Also redolent of Klopstock is: ‘es zittert Morgenschimmer’ and the
‘gethürmther Riese^ who later becomes ‘aufgethürmt’. It is language full of
movement:
Der Abend wiegte schon die Erde...
the full realisation of Herder’s demand for ‘Bewegung! Melodie des Herzens!
Tanz!’’’
In this condensed reading Blackall gives us much that contextualises and elucidates
the poem. The derivations of words and phrases are uncovered, to hear resonances,
modulations, and to highlight what is entirely new. The constituent parts are named,
and their relations to one another cast in the light of historical precedent and
hindsight. The depth of understanding that this brings to poetry, in terms of both its
linguistic and cognitive elements, is remarkable. And most importantly for this thesis,
it facilitates a precision of concentration on those poetic elements that are essentially,
above all linguistically, Goethean. My readings place greater emphasis on the ways in
which the poetic experience is linked intrinsically to its form and structures, and on
the metaphorical exploration of self. But Blackall helps us to gain historical and
literary perspective, and to concentrate our energies.
And of course there is a context that is historical in terms of the writer
himself. This may cast light on individual words or phrases; an example might be the
helpful comments by Karl Eibl on the word ‘DufT as it appears in Willkommen und
Abschied: ‘Bei Goethe haufig fur J)unst’, ,NebeT.’^^ Or it may allow us to draw
comparisons, see repetitions, connections and relations between poems: in this thesis
Goethe’s early poetry is read as an œuvre, synchronically, as presented in the Hanser
Ausgabe.
Certainly we should heed the warning given by Klaus Weimar on the
dangers of too concentrated a biographical reading of poetry:
[diese Sichtweise] ist... einer wirklich genauen Lektüre der Texte offenbar
abtraglich. Sie geht an die Texte heran mit recht weit ausgebildeten, auf
Kermtnis beruhenden Erwartungen, die sich aus biographischen Wissen
A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
pp.498-499.
Narl Eibiy Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.838.
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Selbstdeutung...

aus

AllgemeinbegrifFen

der

Literaturgeschichte... Und wie es eben so mit Erwartungen ist; sie verlangen
nach Bestatigung und fînden sie natürlich auch/^
But, as I hope to have illustrated above, there remains much that a poet’s life - in
particular his intellectual relations with his contemporaries - can tell us of the nature
of a poem’s composition and achievement. Above all, it gives us pointers, clues as to
the creative impetus behind a work. Ultimately it is the linguistic and intellectual
forms that these influences take that concern me.
It is these same elements of poetry, its cognitive and linguistic forms, that
bring us to the second technique of interpretation mentioned above: what we may
loosely term formalism. A formalist reading of poetry concerns itself primarily with
the form of the verse. Underlying imagery, clusters of images, the implications of
certain words and phrases, and of rhythm, metre, and rhyme, are of central
importance; form and content, structure and meaning, are inseparable. The work itself
is paramount, in the effects that it has on the individual reader now.
The elements of formalism that I hope to have brought to my readings of
Goethe’s poetry incorporate questions of authorship, of linguistic traces and
signatures, of the resonance and rhetoric with which he speaks, and of the context in
which a poem is designed to be read. As noted in the Introduction to this thesis, these
are concerns apparent in Helen Vendler’s approach to Shakespeare’s sonnets. It is an
area of enquiry shared also with David Wellbery in The Specular Moment. These lines
are from the opening page of the second chapter:
The first chapter drew a historical-systematic picture, moved in the direction
of abstraction, and only at the end briefly focused on the specific dynamics of
the two texts by Goethe that provided its occasion[.]To compensate ^ny
compression in that reading, this chapter attends, with a certain drive toward
technical precision, to a single text by Goethe
fWellbery has written analyses of Goethe’s poetry that attend to the letter of the texts
themselves, and hear resonance and echoes, linguistic as well as cognitive, between
words, phrases, and poems. He declares his method to be ‘discourse analysis’: a study
of the poem’s linguistic system that purports to refrain from actually interpreting

^^Klaus Weimar, Goethes Gedichte 1769-1775 Interpretationen zu einem Anfang, Schoningh,
Paderbom, 1982, p.21.
^*David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.27.
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them T His attention to detail is nothing short of astounding, his methodology
rigorous, his logic impeccable. His conclusions are as persuasive as they seem
inevitable. Where he and I part company is in the acoustic environment in which we
hear the poetry: in my readings I attempt above all to consider the cognitive soundings
of a speaking self that is experientially and creatively in a dynamic parallel with the
with the world around. And I emphasise the importance of metaphor as a conduit for
the speaking self. In short, I try ultimately to interpret the poems.
We come now to the third interpretative technique mentioned above. A
poem may also be read in accordance with psychological theories. There are three
principal areas of interest: there is the text itself, and in particular its symbolism; there
is the person behind the poem; and there is a consideration of the reader. I shall
discuss each of these in turn. Firstly, then, let us reflect on the text and its symbolism.
Freudian theory perceives a difference between the ‘manifest’ and ‘latent’ content of
a work. In other words, what a poem says is not necessarily what it means: there are
hidden meanings. For example, in Willkommen und Abschied, the horse might be
thought of as a symbol of sexual potency.^® While I find this assertion to be helpful in
our understanding of the poem, care must be taken not to overshoot the poem in one’s
analysis. Horse and riding read in this sexually symbolic way underpin the poem’s
explicit sense: they embody at the literal level the initiative of the male lover.
John Margetts succinctly appraises the experiential condition of the
poems Willkommen und Abschied and Maifest in the light of psychological theory:
Psychologists tell us that loneliness can be a ‘condition of objectless pining, of
pining for a kind of relationship rather than for a particular person’.^^ The
positive reverse of this condition is illustrated in the[se] poems... in which
ecstasy finds expression at the condition of joyous togetherness in a love
relationship.^^
This is surely a succinct, pithy summation, and may be useful as the premise for a
second reading of the poems. Of itself, it is perhaps little more than an initial
diagnosis. But Margetts goes on to consider incisively the vocabulary of these poems
(and in particular of the repeated ‘wie’ in Maifest) to reach his conclusions. These

Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p.xxvi.
Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 54.
^‘Cf. Rober S. Weiss, Loneliness. The Experience o f Emotional and Social Isolation, Cambridge,
Mass.-London, 1973, p.92.
“ John Margetts, ‘The Creative Act in Goethe’s A/a/7/etf, New German Studies 15, 1998-9, p. 17.
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conclusions are drawn upon in my own readings of these poems. The resonance of
psychological issues is present throughout his intelligent analysis of Maifest, and in
particular in the following assertion:
The love experience which the poet so forcibly presents as being part of the
vernal activity of nature is in the end exploited for creative profit, since in the
view of the lyrical first-person pronoun within the confines of this poem the
love experience has triggered his ability to write and is enjoyed only for this
purpose. Such a therapeutic poetological stance is central to Goethe’s literary
concerns at this time in the 1770’s.^^
It is important to emphasise that this is to hear the poem psychologically. It is my
belief, as discussed in my reading of the poem later in this thesis, that the closing lines
of Maifest can be heard as essentially experiential: it is, metaphorically at least, about
the experiential immediacy and transience of dynamic interrelations, and about the
desire for experiential (and perhaps only literary) recurrence.
The second principal area of interest in a psychological reading of poetry
is that it takes into account the person behind the poem, which is a reflection or
projection of its creator. Experiences, upbringing, and personality determine poetic
style and topos. Here there is a parallel element to historical criticism: both schools
have a keen interest in biography. And I sense that, for my readings, a similar caution
should be in evidence: the poem may lead us to enlightening conclusions about the
writer, and vice versa, but the dangers of received expectations brought to poetry, as
expressed above by Klaus Weimar, still apply.
However while historical criticism may blur the distinction between the
author and the figures he has created, psychological critics are careful to point out that
the two are very different. In this sense the poetic self, the ‘ich’, is a persona, a mask.
This separation of selves is important, not least because it leaves us receptive to
discrepancies of self and stance between, or even alterations within, poems.
This last point leads us once more to Klaus Weimar. In his (not overtly
psychological) discussion of Willkommen und Abschied, he says this:
Durch das Nacherleben der vergangenen Erlebnisse, durch das Offenhalten der
temporalen Distanz zur gegenwartigen Erzahlsituation, durch die Vermittlung
beider

in

den

tempuslosen Reflexionssatzen

und

der

tempuslosen

^^John Margetts, ‘The Creative Act in Goethe's M ailied, New German Studies 15, 1998-9, p.20.
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SchluBsentenz ist das Ich am Ende seiner Erzahlimg zu einem anderen
geworden, als es am Ende seines Erlebnisses war.^"^
This raises the issue of temporality within poems, between experience, formulation,
assimilation, and transcription. As I hope to illustrate in this thesis, there is the self
that experiences, that remembers, and that reflects. It is a self that, more than anything
else, writes; it achieves experiential wholeness in and through the medium of poetry.
And the third principal concern in psychological readings of poetry may
be a consideration of the reader, an enquiry into the reasons for a poem’s appeal, into
our conscious and subconscious reactions, and into the way in which the reader
relates to character and idea. Here we return to issues with which this discussion of
interpretative approaches began, in the consideration of particular historical idioms.
While sensitivity to the intended meaning and resonance of terms is of great
importance in understanding the letters of a text, there is an immediacy to Goethe’s
early poetry, indeed to all great poetry, in the sense that it speaks to us across the ages.
Above all else, it is my hope that in attending closely to Goethe’s poetry I do not
distance the contemporary reader from the close presence of a compelling poetic self.
The means of interpretation should in the last instance serve to bring the reader
intellectually, experientially, and emotionally closer to the poetry itself.
Erich Trunz correctly identifies the intellectual components of Goethe’s
Volkslieder:
GefuhlsmaBige Reihung... Stimmung und Gesang... Liebe und Innigkeit...
auf breite Kreise, vor allem schlicht empfindender Menschen. Goethes irmere
Weite war imstande, beides zu erfassen.^^
These are the elements of much of Goethe’s early lyric poetry. I seek to locate and
examine the linguistic means by which such a remarkable expressive union of self and
world comes about.
**************************************

^"^Klaus Weimar, Goethes Gedichte 1769-1775 Interpretationen zu einem Anfang, Schoningh,
Paderbom, 1982, p.30.
25
Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.459.
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Chapter Five.
Sesenheimer Lieder:
The Establishment o f Linguistic Singularity.

This chapter comprises readings of three poems. The poems are untitled,
and so are known by their first lines, which are ‘Ob ich dich liebe, weiB ich nicht’,
‘Ich komme bald, ihr goldnen Kinder’, and ‘Jetzt fuhlt der Engel, was ich fuhle’.
Each of the poems is comparatively short; the longest is of nine lines. And
the readings are relatively brief. I do not wish thereby to suggest that the poems here
are in any way less worthy of attention than those in subsequent chapters. If these
poems’ meanings are less fiercely complex, they are nonetheless linguistically
compact, their ideas and formulations brought to great expressive pressure. That this
is achieved within verse that is so apparently playful and stylistically simple serves
only to multiply the achievement. But the readings here limit themselves to the
establishment of interpretative themes and strands that recur in more complex forms
in the poems that figure in future chapters. The readings are in this way far from
exhaustive. I am also mindful that, in the analysis of poems so outwardly playful,
there is the real danger of losing sight of the rhythmic charm and verbal economy that
is so very much a part of their appeal.
At least two of these three poems {Ob ich dich liebe and Jetzt fühlt der
Engel) worry about the relationship between singularity (understood both
experientially and linguistically) and generality (again understood both experientially
and linguistically). Implicit in these concerns are both a moral question (as to the
validity of particular feelings) and a temporal one (do the feelings in question have
the potential to last?). These questions will be central to the two great achievements
of Sesenheim, Willkommen imd Abschied and Maifest, which are studied in the
subsequent two chapters of this thesis.
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Reading the first poem in this chapter, Ob ich dich liebe, weifi ich nicht, I
look to examine the linguistic means employed to convey poetic experiential
precision. The poem strives towards a more precise allocation of vocabulary to idea.
There is a categorisation of momentary, transient experience into linguistic and
intellectual themes. The language and the poetic and intellectual structures accord
with both the individuality of experience and its communication into the general
sphere.
The enactments within the poem of particular instances and general
categories of experience and cognition, of metaphorical and literal illustration, and of
questioning and certainty, give rise to a culmination of poetic statement which is more
than stenography of experience after the event. The poem includes a reflectivity
within experience. The interspersion of cognitive, experiential, general and particular
constituents of experience forms an ongoing, insistently current enactment of
experience within the poem.
In considering the second poem, Ich komme bald, ihr goldnen Kinder, I
seek to highlight the assimilation of activity and experience within the poem. Central
to this process is the formation of a dynamic poetic self, through which experience is
gathered, sifted, and ultimately created in poetic form. The central experience upon
which the work is based is one of expectation, and there is a staged transference into
fictive spheres. As the poem moves away from physical specificity, it moves towards
experiential unity. And the development of the inner world, in all its reality to the self,
is this poem’s supreme achievement.
The catalogue of specific, yet typical, events constitutes a childishness.
The orderliness of its poetic presentation enables the linguistic categorisation of
experience. There is a mental enactment of events as metaphor within this poem; we
see the simultaneous emergence of events and of metaphor; and we sense the gravity
and the significance of the poetic experience.
The third reading, of Jetzt fiihlt der Engel, was ich ftihle, attempts to bring
focus to the precise nature and force of poetic experience. The poem constitutes an
expression of a whole comprising external reality and the poet’s own view of it. The
present expression is of a self in communion with past, present, and future events.
Furthermore, the poem is not a descriptive naming of experience; it hints and
gestures. The different viewpoints, like metaphors, negotiate different aspects of the
experiential source.
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The poem’s moment of rapture is one of reciprocity. In the call for an
extension, or repetition, of this emotional bliss, there is resonance with the Leibnizian
ideas discussed in Chapter One. Within the moment of experiential wholeness the
poem, and the poetic self, find their reason, their purpose. The call is one for intensity
of experience, all the more immediately powerful for the emotion’s necessary
transience.
********

Ob ich dich liebe, weifi ich nicht,
Seh’ ich nur einmal dein Gesicht,
Seh’ dir ins Auge nur einmal,
Frei wird mein Herz von aller Quai.
Gott weifi, wie mir so wohl geschicht!
Ob ich dich liebe, weifi ich nicht.
The poem with which we begin this chapter is in a simple, unadorned
style of song. A plain, pure rhyme is maintained (AA, BB, AA); the rhythms are
uncomplicated; the pace and mood are constant to the last, with the repetition of the
first line as the poem’s close completing the symmetrical harmony of rhyme and
rhythm. Overall, the mood is light, and playful.
Erich Trunz gives a succinct appraisal of the poem’s constitution:
Wie anders als die Annettenlyrik ist dieses Frei-Werden, dieses Glücksgefuhl
im Anschauen eines reinen schonen Menschen!
In only a few words, Trunz encapsulates much of the poem’s joyful animation, and he
highlights (rightly in my view) that this is a joy at looking. A term which draws a most
powerful reading of the poem is '’Frei-WerderC. What Trunz means with this phrase is
suggested in his more general introduction to the Sesenheimer Lieder:
Das Stromende, Jubelnde eines glücklichen Anfangs, der Schwung des
Getragenseins durch ein tiefes Gefuhl ergibt das Lied. Es fiiefit, ja es stromt
dahin - ein volliger Gegensatz zu der gezierten Lassigkeit und durchdachten

^^Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.25.
^^Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.459.
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Pointiemng der Leipziger Verse. ... aber das Jugendliche, Reine, Klingende
steht durchaus im Gegensatz zu diesem [Anakreontischen] Stil ...^*
The poem’s activity is indeed one of liberation, but perhaps not in the full sense in
which Trunz employs the term. Trunz sees this poem as a work relatively free of
linguistic convention, as a flowing, joyful stream of youthfiil expressive verve. I do
not as a whole dissent from this view; rather, I wish to qualify further what may be
understood by the term Trei-Werden’, and what elements of the poetry it may
encompass.
The sense of becoming (‘werden’) is central to an understanding of both
the cognitive development of the poem, and of the essentially linguistic means of this
development: these are considerations to which I will return later in this reading. The
poem asserts and expresses a freedom to ponder and to develop language and thought;
and there is the note of playful abandon throughout in the lightness of its construction,
the cheeriness of its rhythms. However, freedom in another sense, freedom from
awareness of constraints - be they philosophical, linguistic, or cognitive - is not
something I perceive in this poem; the closing line of the poem indicates a circular,
ceaseless motion to its processes. There is a movement ever closer towards this
freedom of thought and expression, a progression of thought and language through
which things become more distinct.
The first line tenders a statement of doubt: whether (or not) the poet is in
love with the person addressed. What follows, seamlessly and in a succession of
clauses, is a statement of that which is known, the evidence so to speak, surrounding
and forming this axis: one look into the face or eyes of the girl results, invariably it
seems, in an alleviation of the heart’s ‘Qual’.
An initial impact of these lines is their near-symmetry of construction:
there is the repetition of ‘nur einmal’; the opening verb, ‘sehen’, is abbreviated, so
maintaining a brevity of rhythm and thought; and there is further contraction with the
tacit ‘ich’ of the third line. In addition, one can hear an implicit ‘wenn’ as the first
word of each of these lines, and in this an inferred conditionality - a reverberation of
‘if , or ‘whenever, I see your face’. Consequently there is expressed here, rather more
than a momentary singularity of events, the idea of the emotional generality
underpinning episodes such as these, with an effect approximating to ‘whenever I see
your face, or your eyes, this happens to me’. The first two of these clauses thus refer
28

Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke,

/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.458.
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to a type of occurrence; the last, line four, conveys the resulting state - emotionally
singular, although temporally non-specific - which demarcates and characterises the
type. In other words, these are a type of events, and one which brings about this
particular emotional circumstance.
Hence, these opening three lines are not concerned with outward, tangible
circumstances; the actions are not considered, nor is their typicality. Rather, it is the
underlying surges of emotion, and precisely what these may constitute, which are now
in question. We have scarcely advanced from the opening statement of doubt, save to
qualify and sharpen aim upon what is under scrutiny.
There is, however, a distinct movement towards the specific within these
lines, by which means the matter for enquiry is brought into focus: the placing of ‘nur
einmal’ is important in this. The repetition of ‘nur einmal’ points towards the
representative typicality of the sight of the face, and of the eyes - these two events are
of the same ilk; it points also towards an intensification, and an increased realisation,
of the emotional magnitude inherent in the instances cited. We may think of Herder:
the ‘MerkmaT, the extraction of a representative, signatory element of a thing in order
to perceive, give expression, and reflect upon it. In the first, ‘Seh’ ich nur einmal dein
Gesicht’, there is prevalent the idea of looking, albeit the once, at the face; in the
second, ‘Seh’ dir ins Auge nur einmal’, it is the frequency that is to the fore. The
overall effect is that it is only a look, and furthermore only a brief look, that is
required to alleviate the heart’s ‘Qual’. Moreover, the ‘nur einmal’ appears twice, and
on each occasion dissipates ‘Qual’. This overlapping of emotional scope, that the
emotional result of each line is the same banishment of ‘Qual’, disputes the
occasional specificity of these lines. It is not the nature of the gaze which is conveyed
here, nor its reasons, its importance, or even its frequency: the ‘nur einmal’ is here a
term of intensification. We are being told of the magnitude (given the typicality of the
events) of that which is symbolised by these instances and their effect.
In the light of this, the opening verb to each line, ‘sehen’, is of a particular
richness, and a more general import: here we have not merely the fond gaze of lovers,
but also the sense of a (not only visual) perception. This verb, more usually pertaining
simply to sight, here invokes all the senses, and the emotional impulses to which they
are integral. The verb is thus of the simple, physical action, and additionally of a more
comprehensive notion: of the contemplation of self, of one’s independent condition,
and of one’s interrelation with the immediate environment (in this instance, we have
the counterposition of ‘Seh’ ich’ with ‘Seh’ dir’). In this way, the events mentioned
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(looking into the face, into the eyes), are both examples and symptoms of an intensity
of emotion, while the repeated verb on which both lines hang is the overall
apprehension which goes to create the example. There is the act of looking, that is
symptomatic of the emotional perceptions and personality of the poet.
Accordingly, these actions of love become typical exhibitions of the
emotions at their root. These are actions symptomatic of love’s charge, and it is by
virtue of this emotional source that these actions are correlative and illustrative of the
poet’s own emotions and perceptions. It is important to note that love is not
objectively identified according to behavioural criteria, but that these actions are
expressions of the one productive force. Love. As David E. Wellbery asserts:
The

lyric...negates both the

sociality of Love

and

its

objective

representability. Love becomes a privileged experience - a discovery of the
self in the other - which lies outside all normal discourse and social
competence.^^
And he later says:
Here Love is the look, is the experience of absolute specularity.^^
There is a tension between on the one hand the continuity and generality of self, and
on the other the piercing momentariness of seeing the girl. Furthermore, we perceive
here not so much precise likenesses with which we may hone our perception of the
type of emotion being evoked, (indeed, while the nature of love is clearly in question
from the opening refrain throughout the poem, the poem ends with an uncertainty
deeper than that with which it began), but instead we see, in the guise of these
instances of typicality, a means of indicating the intensity of love - explanation by
example.
This is not, however, to deny lines three and four their significance as
singular, momentary events, albeit as instances illustrative of love’s charge. It is
precisely the tension between the specific and the generally applicable which goes to
form the sum expressive total. The events of these lines may be seen to maintain their
integrity, an independence of their allegorical context. They are spoken of in a new
key, as something sheltering and concealing of emotion; yet however much their
qualities and impetus are given distinctive poetic shape, they remain self-secluding in
that their nature is not exhausted by how they appear in relation to ourselves.

^^avid E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p. 16.
^®DavidE. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.20.
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The questioning of the poem is now further developed: the relinquishing
of ‘QuaT as a consequence of the emotional intensity would not seem to clarify the
nature of this love to any degree. For if we are uncertain as to the emotional
constituents of love, how then are we to reach meaningful clarity as to the nature of
‘QuaT? It is significant that the final line of the poem returns us to its opening, albeit
with a modified resonance. While it would thus seem that little is resolved within the
poem, the chief emotional movement of the work, that of ‘Liebe’ to the banishing of
‘Qual’ to a return to ‘Liebe’, seems to tender a mutuality of these emotions’ interplay,
as well as a telescoping into and away from that aspect of ‘Liebe’ from which the
displacement o f ‘Qual’ stems. The overall image here is of an intense ‘love’ resulting
(perhaps necessarily) in the loss of ‘anguish’, whatever these two emotions in fact
constitute. These two emotions stand in mutual reference; they seem interdependent
in the sense that, while the one countermands the other, the upshot is an unspecified
conjoining of emotions - their precise relationship to each other remains opaque.
The penultimate line takes the form of an exclamation: ‘Gott weiB, wie
mir so wohl geschicht!’ Thus is queried how (‘wie’) this came to be so: not in the
form of a direct question, but rather as an exclamation, thus eluding a direct response.
The phrase ‘Gott weiB’ has a double resonance. There is something of the sense of the
modem vernacular, the exclamatory ‘God knows!’, to infer that ‘nobody knows’,
while we also see that the unknown answers to the poem’s questioning are quite
explicitly subsumed under ‘Gott’. With this latter, there is operative a desire for
certainty, for a legible code, so apparently unattainable throughout this poem: the
ecstatic moment of visual encounter and Love is divine knowledge and therefore,
since divine knowledge is per defmitionem auto-reflexive, it is knowledge, or selfknowledge, of the divine.^ ^
Correspondingly, we arrive at an understanding of the poem’s emotional
confidence. That ‘Qual’ is banished seems in little doubt; there is clarity here as to
what, or to what degree, the poet is led to feel. There is concurrent to this, however,
the seeming inability to define the nature of love in any general sense, and thus an
inability to render precise the appropriation of this word to any personal experience.
There emerge two detached, distinct elements to the intellectual construction of the
poem. First, there is experiential proof, comprising the central portion of the work,
which serves us with sensory confidence and certainty. The poet appears in little
doubt as to what, or to what degree, he feels and experiences, and is sure of the order.
^'David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment., Stanford University Press, 1996, p.20.
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the degree and the interdependence of emotional negotiation. Second, there is the
cognitive inexactitude detected in the opening and closing questioning of the poem.
There is doubt concerning the precise emotional constituents and likeness of that
which may be termed ‘Liebe’. The interrelation of these two elements has to do with
both linguistic and intellectual exclusion and with an inclusive incorporation of
experience into linguistic and intellectual denominations - the poem points towards
that which may not be called love, perhaps because it is deemed to be insufficient and it is in this way that the parameters for linguistic categorisation are outlined.
What remains is an area of doubt: ‘Gott weiB’. There arises the need to equip oneself
with a language and a poetic and intellectual structure that, as wholly as possible,
accords with the individuality of experience and its communication into the general
sphere.
The final line gives us the poem’s refrain, and is the final note of the
dilemma present from the poem’s opening. It would seem as though nothing within
the poem were ultimately answerable; the rhyme, the identical and near-identical
words (‘nicht/nicht’, ‘Gesicht/geschicht’), communicate a congruity, and some sense
of inevitability. Yet how differently these words now strike us in view of what has
gone before. The initial doubt was that experienced by many lovers - of the degree to
which the other is treasured, is irreplaceable, or is held above all else. As an isolated
line, it may be seen to refer to uncertainties of the heart, of the strength and kind of
emotion felt. Given a surety as to the likeness of love in its personal and (often
inseparably) general application, this doubt may be the result of uncertainty towards
the poet’s own self; the poem is a means to sketch evidence, to probe the heart for a
resolution of the quandary. Here, however, the context of the question has now been
quite differently defined. We do not only, or even, need a clarification of the selfs
emotional ties, for he is conversant with what, and especially with the extent
(recalling ‘nur einmal’) he feels. Rather, the search is for a delineation of the
emotional constituents of love, and furthermore, for an understanding of the word and
its resonance.
David E. Wellbery appraises the differing resonance of the opening and
closing lines:
...so emphatic and assured are the central lines that when the initial verse
returns it has acquired an altogether different interpretation. The true nature of
the subject’s amorous feelings (love or not love?) is no longer in question;
what is at issue is the capacity of the common word lieben, and the common
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knowledge that word designates, adequately to comprehend what the subject
feels/^
There is a demand for both a clarification as to what love is, for the individual and for
the community, and for a classification of the word as nomenclature, for the
individual’s understanding and for a precision of communication. This is a striving
towards a vocabulary more attuned to the sensibilities of the individual, and by
extension to the sensibilities of a people. If a term such as ‘Liebe’ is to be used, then it
is to be based on a categorisation of the specific occasions of its sensation (the gazing
into the face, into the eyes), and hence be an expression equal to, it being the sum
total of, the experiences in which these emotions have made themselves felt. Most
importantly, it is to be based on an emotionally and intellectually assertive self, and
be a reflection of the dynamism of self and surroundings. And its communication is to
be founded in this evidence of experience, and in the generality of the emotion behind
the events, the sum total of which forms the individual experience. In this maimer, the
emotion is specific to the (type of) event seen to be exemplary of the nature of the
self. The self may be seen to communicate experiential specificity within and by
means of the context of an emotional understanding to which we are all party. The
movement towards clarification and classification of terms denoting emotional
experience is the method by which the poet moves towards a framework of what are
to be common understandings, thereby rendering possible the involvement of a
readership in the poetry’s questioning of and from the self.
Hence we arrive at the exact nature of the second and third lines of this
work, and the communicative purposes of the illustrative examples they contain. The
instances cited exemplify the underriding emotions of which they are occasion, and
furthermore the type of occasion that gives such a surge (as noted above, the ‘nur
einmal’ is here a sign more of the intensity than of the fi-equency of the experiences,
and the ‘wenn’ implicit at the beginning of each of these lines establishes something
akin to a general rule). As such, these instances lend an occasional specificity to the
emotions in question; the temporal parameters are unspecified, as David E. Wellbery
states:
It detaches a single moment (and it is worth keeping in mind that the German
word for moment is ‘Augenblick’...)... isolates that moment in such a manner
that it stands out - ecstatically - from all time.^^
^^David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.20.
^^David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p. 19.
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At the same time, they categorise, and therefore bring into a more general sphere, the
individual’s specific experience, so to make ready for their intellectual assimilation
and poetic communication. This effect is the consummation of a piercingly
momentary instancing of general emotional self: singular events are given general
application, their being given as examples of a type which is seen to lead to certain
consequences. In this way, we gain insight into the character of event leading to a
singular experience of love, as well as into the nature of a love that finds its
expression in such moments. Hence there exists a mutual influence of occasion and
experience: simple, clear events are given a broader implication in the context of a
personal and shared emotion (have we not all known such moments?), and thus carry
the associations and implications by which they may be classified; and the abstract
categorisation, first into and then of, emotions (in what manner does one experience
the emotions, and which of these constitute love?), is given a specificity in which it is
both exemplified and described. The singular experience carries the associations and
implications of the emotions of which they are example; the emotions are likewise
coloured by the singular occasions in which they are most apparent. And this is
achievable through the citation of the singular presented as illustrative of the ongoing
general emotional state of the poet. This is, then, an illustration of the general rooted
in the singularity of occasional experience. The coexistence of singular experience
and universal import is at the heart of this poem. The poem worries at this issue
because the poet is worried by it. The mediation between specific and general lies in
the manifold constitution of things; the world is not a collection of separate entities,
for the specific and the general, experience and meaning, thing and world penetrate
each other.
This poem is thus of seminal importance to our reading of the Goethe
poetry. In it we have seen the means by which a more personal language and
experiential categorisation are to be negotiated fi'om the necessary generality of
language. From an uncertainty as to how emotions and their occasions are to be
categorised and then expressed, emerges a vocabulary and style which are
simultaneously intensely personal, of singular experience and occasion, and of a more
universal import: it is in this way that the individual’s experiences, both physical and
emotional, come to be assessed and grouped into divisions of similarity as they appear
to the self. There are within the poem issues of both the general and of the particular,
and these of the physical and emotional experiential spheres - there are the singular,
insistent events of the second and third lines, while the repetition of ‘einmal’ points
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also towards the assimilation of events into an emotional type, an experiential
category; and there is the emotional, momentary singularity of ‘einmal/Quaf,
coexistent with the sequential naming of physical events grouped in the manner of
their emotional consequence (the banishment of ‘Qual’) and of their physical, sensory
agency (the repeated ‘seh” ).
Parallel to the strains of general and particular experience run issues of
the metaphorical and of the literal. The sequence of particular events, (the opening
statement of doubt, the gazing into the eyes, into the face, the exclamatory ‘Gott
weifi’, and the closing affirmation of doubt) read as an ongoing sequence of emotional
intercourse and physical occurrence; the grouping of experience into type constitutes
descriptive generality, in the likening of experience to the emotions they convey,
illustrate, exemplify, and introduce. Accordingly, the resonance of the questioning
pertains not merely to the specific events of the work, but to the general emotional
state and ongoing physical sequence of which these are instances (‘do these
experiences, and such like them, constitute an ongoing ‘Liebe’?’), and in turn to the
general compass of linguistic, and experiential, categorisation (‘what sequence of
experiences may be deemed to constitute ‘Liebe’, and so may I use this word of
myself?’). It is thus that the poem instigates the analysis of individual, momentary
experience, of individual category of experience, and of linguistic and cognitive
denominations.
The division of the poem into categories of cognitive uncertainty and
experiential proof is quite clearly drawn - the work opens and closes with the former,
while the latter broadly constitutes the central portion. The mode of questioning is
both the alpha and omega of the poem, the confirmation of experience apparently
arising from, and in turn leading back towards, this quandary. The final return,
however, is not of identical resonance - aside from the establishing of refrain through
repetition, the questioning is now informed, and to a considerable extent honed, by
the preceding examination of experiential proof. Nonetheless, that cognitive
uncertainty so neatly surrounds insistent, definite and exemplary experience, conducts
a tension which is resolved in the poem only in as far as the cognitive and experiential
are seen to exist in a mutually influential role.
The enactment within the poem of particular instances and general
categories of experiential and cognitive endeavour, of metaphorical and literal
illustration, and of questioning and certainty, gives rise to a culmination of poetic
statement which far exceeds elementary stenography of experience after the event.
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The opening statement of doubt establishes a contiguity of intellectual endeavour
throughout the ensuing experiential train; in turn, the experiential sequence at the
centre of the work equips the closing lines with contextual, definite focus and
illustration. The sum would appear to be the inclusion of a reflectivity within
experience, of its effects and nature, which is itself a conscious part of the
experiential whole. The interspersion of cognitive, experiential, general and particular
constituents of experience forms an ongoing, insistently current enactment of
experience within the poem. The poem thus represents the present realisation of an
experience that is simultaneously real cognitive development and experiential,
emotional event. It is the singular experience of an assimilated whole. It is the
present, single experience of event and hindsight.
********

Ich komme bald, ihr goldnen Kinder,
Vergebens sperret uns der Winter
In unsre warmen Stuben ein.
Wir wollen uns zum Feuer setzen
Und tausendfaltig uns ergotzen.
Uns lieben wie die Engelein.
Wir wollen kleine Krànzchen winden,
Wir wollen kleine StrauBchen binden
Und wie die kleinen Kinder sein.^"^
Popular elements are evident in this poem. The style is above all simple
and natural, the reiteration of word and thought (‘goldnen Kinder’, ‘kleinen Kinder’;
Wir wollen uns’, ‘wir wollen kleine’, ‘Wir wollen kleine’) bearing the stamp of
folksong, while the impure rhyme (‘Kinder’, ‘Winter’) would seem to suggest a
dialect encroachment.
The poem opens with an addressed expression of intention. The two
clauses forming this line start with ‘ich’ and ‘ihr’ respectively, and are grammatically
separated with a comma, with movement from the one to the other anticipated in the
verb of impending arrival - ‘komme’. It is here that we have the context of the poem,
its occasion, in the desire to be with the ‘goldnen Kinder’, and it is only here that the
^^Goethes Werke,

(Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.25.
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physical distance of the poet from his companions is made explicit. From this line
throughout, the first person plural is consistently used, and this with verbs of volition
- ‘Wir wollen uns’, ‘Wir wollen...Uns lieben’. In this the poet’s desires are
conjectural of that which is to follow upon his arrival. The central experience upon
which the work is based is one of expectation.
And so this poem is not about the children, or their intentions or wishes
(although ‘wir wollen’ appears frequently) as much as it is about the poet’s train of
thought and emotions, and those emotions he expects, or wants, the children to feel.
Thus the desires of the poet and those of the children (as speculated and desired by
the poet) are as one within the poem; the premise given in the first line makes
possible the ‘wir’ which runs subsequently throughout. It is not so much the ‘wir
wollen’ of collective wish, the collective voice of assent; rather, it subsumes the
children’s desires under those of the (presumably adult) speaker. Consequently, we
hear not merely a voice which speaks on behalf of the collective, or even one which is
only an expression of expectation, of informed guesswork, or of the playing out of
scenes hoped for, although these are inherent also: there is here a more complete unity
of the collective and the individual, in the form of an emotional alignment of the
poetic self with the children, in which the expectations and desires, of both the poet
and the group, find their simultaneous expression. The poet’s desires are to no small
extent contingent in this respect: it is the expected willing participation of the children
which gives rise to his hopes and wishes, and in this way to his hopes regarding the
wishes of the children.
Accordingly, the poem is one of an interplay between the poet and his
perceptions and conjectures concerning the children and his interaction with them, or
in other words, between the immediate self and the selfs perception of those other
than the self, between the self and the self s view of the world. It is for this reason that
the events within the poem are conjectural - it is not the selfs interaction with the
outside in this direct sense, but instead we find ourselves at a step removed from this.
We may begin to see the events of the poem as an allegory, and as metaphor.
The children are described as ‘golden’. This metaphor pertains to their
personal qualities, or to their special worth to the poet, or indeed to both these.
However, in either (or any other) sense in which this metaphor is read, there is
apparent the unreality of metaphor, that is to say, the palpable distance between the
children as they are, and as they are here described. This is not an immediately
sensuously particular picture - the contemplative is inherent in this choice of word, in
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its repercussions in senses other than the most literal. And this is entirely in
accordance with that contemplation which forms the occasion, the subject, the
essence, of the poem. Metaphor, by which explicative associations are brought to bear
on the subject, is in this instance a means to further subjectivisation; in other words,
these children are situated within the realm of the reflecting self. It is, therefore, a
symbolism that denotes the subjective, and here wholly internal, world in which the
poem operates; it also describes the imaginary in terms which have imaginary source.
It is thus not in the palpable world, in the service of the physical, that this metaphor is
applied. Rather, it is in the imaginary sphere, in the realm of the purely subjective that
it is precisely definitive. ‘Golden’ establishes a domain of enchantment. The adjective
is of psychological, imaginative reality, rather than outward, palpable materiality. It is
employed to bring the intangible close before the eyes of both poet and readership.
And the development of the inner world, in all its reality to the self, is the supreme
achievement of this poem.
The suggestion of the uru*eality of events is inherent also from the fourth
line of this poem. The opening line gave a clear demarcation of the poetic self and the
children - with a separation, both physical (they are not with him) and emotional
(there is the desire for interplay and reciprocity here, while in the temporal course of
the poem this is not in actuality achieved). Separation is given expression in the
grammatical form of the line (each entity has its own clause, separated by a comma);
there is the emphasis of rhythm (‘ich’ and ‘ihr’ begin each clause respectively); and
indeed there is the very sense of this line (the ‘komme bald’ offers a present-ness of
wish and impending arrival, while also of the current separation). The second and
third lines, however, usher in first the indirect first-person plural pronoun, then the
first-person plural possessive pronoun. While physical separation is still fully explicit
in the sense of these lines (each is in his or her ‘Stube’, and furthermore is locked in),
the poet’s sense of communion with them would seem to lie in their common
situation - the winter ‘sperret uns... in unsre warmen Stuben ein’. At this juncture,
then, this is a community of what the poet assumes to be a common situation and
restriction.
In the fourth line the nominative first-person plural pronoun ‘wir’
expresses communal desire, ‘Wir wollen uns’, the sense of which extends also over
the following two lines, then to revert once more to the verb of volition, this time non
reflexive, and repeated. It is thus that the sense of a shared volition becomes explicit,
active, and is the result of the progression noted in the earlier lines - from the
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expression of individual intention, to the statement of shared predicament (with
shared emotions implicit in ‘Vergebens’); and from the ‘ich’ and ‘ihr’, to the ‘uns’,
the ‘unsre’, and now the ‘wir’. The statement of communal volition correlates with
the ‘vergebens’ of line two - and frustrates physical circumstance. It is precisely
through the sense of shared wish that the poet is able to overcome the restrictions of
his room, in the movement into fictive spheres. The sense of communality, achieved
in the assertion of ‘wir wollen’, is thus seen to overcome physical constraint. Indeed,
the force of ‘vergebens’ is to imply that this very physical separation is itself a source
of physical communality (‘sperret uns’), and the shared desire to thwart this is what
brings the poet to them in the province of the imagination. This progressive merging
of will and situation (the ‘unsre’ of line three suggests both individual and communal
ownership) is to continue over the subsequent lines, to reach its zenith at the poem’s
close.
In the fourth line, the physical situation is imaginary, but nonetheless
important. The wish is to sit ‘zum Feuer’, and this placing of events runs implicitly
through the following two lines. It is of note, however, that, correspondent with the
fictionality of the gathering, this naming of place is somewhat non-specific - it is a
fire, only perhaps the fire at the ‘Stube’ of the poet; hence the desire is rather more for
a source of enjoyable warmth than it is for a specific place. The singularity of this fire
is established only in as far as it is that fire at which this group gathers. In the final
three lines, there is no longer need for a particular location - the winding of ‘kleine
Krànzchen’, and the binding of ‘kleine StrauBchen’ requires no precise place, or type
of environment. In this way we see the gradually staged withdrawal from physical
predicament within the poem: we start with the clear physical separation of the poet
from the children; in the second and third lines, all are locked by the winter into their
‘Stuben’; from lines four to six, the desired meeting is at a fire; the end of the poem is
of no physical address, save that all are together. Thus the complete transference into
fictive spheres is accomplished.
In parallel to this movement away from physical situation, there runs also
an advancement towards unity apparent in the verbs employed. The first verb,
‘kommen’, pertains to the poet, and conveys an impending direct action (‘bald’); the
second, ‘sperren’, pertains to the winter, and conveys an effect perceived by the poet,
only to be all but negated by ‘Vergebens’; the third, ‘wollen’, is appropriated to the
group, and on it hang ‘sich setzen’, ‘sich ergotzen’, and ‘sich lieben’; the next verb is
‘wollen’ again and is repeated, it pertains to the group, and on it hang ‘winden’.
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‘binden’ and ‘sein’. Thus is evident the sequence of subjects and verbs: the former
shifts fi'om the direct self (‘ich’), to the general temporal scene (‘Winter), to the
direct, collective ‘wir’; the latter moves from the self’s impending direct action, to the
‘sperren’ pertaining to ‘Winter’, to the desire of the group with ‘wir wollen’.
In the above scheme, there would seem to be two chief occasions of
change: the first with the passage from the ‘ich’ of the first line to the imagery of
effect in the second and third. In this is implicit the establishing of a community from
the group of those so clearly separate in the first line, the poet and the children - they
are a group united in the common effect of the ‘Winter’, in their confinement to their
‘Stuben’, and in the irrepressible desire inherent in ‘Vergebens’. The second of these
sea-changes arrives with the fourth line and the introduction of ‘Wir’, with a verb of
volition. The community has become directly expressive of its entity, through the
poet’s assuming of the collective voice and in his perception of their desires. It is thus
in the shared desires presumed by the poet that the group finds expression, and, within
the confines of the poem, its shared existence. It is the imagining of a shared wish and
devotion, the ‘wollen’, that ushers in the sense of unity expressed with the first-person
plural, ‘wir’. This pronoun is consequently the indication, the desire o f ‘wollen’ is the
initiation and source, of a transference into the fictive sphere in which the group sits
at the fire, and so forth.
Once the imaginary community has been established in this way, we note
further advancements in the integrity of this sensed union. The fourth line gives the
wish to sit at a fire, the fifth to ‘tausendfaltig uns ergotzen’, and the sixth to ‘Uns
lieben wie die Engelein’. Here is, then, something of a gathering intensity: we start by
merely sitting together, the pleasure of this implied in the very wish for it, and in the
warmth of the fire (it being winter). The next two lines go on to elaborate upon this
scene, with the appropriation of action to the ‘wir wollen’. Firstly, there is the wish to
‘uns ergotzen’, a more vigorous idea than sitting, and here more generally applied. In
addition, there is the prefix ‘tausendfaltig’, a statement of emotional and experiential
intensity and recurrence - though physical specificity is not conferred. Lastly in this
sentence, we arrive at the wish to ‘uns lieben’, the climax of this sequence - this is
surely the most complete and intense of emotional links, and one of which the
previous two clauses were both product and expression. Here, then, is the peak of
intense emotional expression; at the same time, it is an expression of the most general
application and import. The classification of this love is suitably exultant - a simile.
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this with the wholly aphysical and transcendent ‘Engelein’. We have arrived at the
emotion under which all emotions and events hitherto may be catalogued.
The seventh and eighth lines are symmetrically constructed. Each contains
the verb of volition, ‘wollen’, and each time in connection with a simple verb.
Accordingly, this constitutes something of a progression from the previous reflexive
verbs. There, the ‘uns’ was indicative of inter-action or of interrelation. Together with
the ‘wir wollen’ of line four, this became the symbol of a desire for inter-action, a
desire for the presence, both emotional and physical, of the others. In the closing
cadence of the poem the desire for proximity seems to be unnecessary - the call to
make ribbands and the like is to re-enact the playful urges and wishes in the physical
presence of the others. We hear the lines’ urging insistence. Subsequently, there is a
loss of the conditionality previously inherent in ‘wollen’ - before this consisted
largely of a wish for a meeting; now, this meeting is almost assumed, as the wish
concerns exclusively the activities of a group together. We would thus seem to have
arrived at a fictional meeting and union of desire. This immediacy of poetic
experience, and the completeness of the fictive re-enactment, is now evident in the
repetition of sound, rhythm, and construction in these two lines, in the child-like chant
that they represent.
Given that the poem is of a wholly imaginative direction, we are
concerned primarily with scenes and events in so far as they affect and appear to the
self, and with their symbolism. The scenes presented read as idea-graphs, as pictorial
representations of the poet’s wishes. The ‘Stuben’ are warm, in congenial contrast
with the cold of winter; there is the desire to sit by the fire, ‘Und tausendfaltig uns
ergotzen’ (warmth again). The use of ‘tausendfaltig’ conveys an inexact impression: it
denotes an intensity of experience (with which we are here chiefly concerned), and
also the generality of repetition, leading us to consider the type of activity and
emotion invoked, rather than their specific characters. Childishness is further
conjured by the diminutive ‘Engelein’, indicative of how completely the poet assumes
the manner of his future companions, at the same time adding to the overall mood of
unthreatened cosiness.
The following two lines take the form of a child’s chant or song. Thus the
poem lyrically echoes childhood, it enacts the playful language of children: it is, in
linguistic terms, ‘wie die kleinen Kinder’.
********
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Jetzt fuhlt der Engel, was ich fiihle,
Dir Herz gewann ich mir beim Spiele,
Und sic ist nun von Herzen mein.
Du gabst mir, Schicksal, diese Freude,
Nun laB auch morgen sein wie heute
Und lehr mich, ihrer würdig sein.^^
The immediacy of thought-experience is asserted from the outset: ‘Jetzt’.
In combination with the present-tense verb ‘fuhlt’, this is a word both of the
momentary - the feelings of ‘der Engel’ are contemporary to those of the poet as he
now considers them - and of the continual - ‘der Engel’ is feeling, and, by
implication, has felt, and will continue to feel for a time and, in the course of the
poem, invariably. Thus the verb is of both the simple and continuous present, of plain
fact and of prolonged experience. We are from the outset aware of a constancy of
parity between the thoughts of the poet and the loving beloved - lasting until the
present time at least. Hence we arrive at the temporal scope of the work: it is a
window, so to speak, on the emotional continuum of the two, thus providing the
concrete singularity of individual occasion, and an understanding of the prolonged
emotion of which this is an example and a part.
This opening line expresses the parity of feeling between the poet and the
girl in terms of direct equivalence. For she feels what (‘was’) the poet feels, and in
this we see the estimation of another’s experience as parallel to that of the poetic self,
an integration of the reality surrounding the self and that which the self perceives.
Again we note that the object of attention and affection (as it was with the children,
now with the girl) is physically absent at the time of poetic conception. The similarity
of feeling presumed by the poet is thus the means by which the poem discerns the girl,
in as far as she is felt by the poem’s self to affect and exert influence upon the self,
and is in this sense the catalyst for the poem’s train of thought. The poet’s perceptions
of that which surrounds him are taken as occasion for a poetry in which these
perceptions, and the experience of their memory, is incorporated within a reflective
and assimilating self. The separateness of the external is marked only by its clause in
the first line, one which is followed by an immediate and parallel assertion of the self
(in the repetition of ‘fiihle’).
35

Goethes Werke, 5am /7 (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.25.
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This is, then, an opening of intense assuredness, in which the presenttense verbs and time-phrase (‘jetzt’) leave beyond doubt the emotions of the loving
and the beloved (we read ‘was’ not ‘wie’, enforcing a similarity if kind). We come
now to the second line: ‘Dir Herz gewann ich mir beim Spiele’. The past tense here, of
the time when her heart was won, is the current proof for the current emotions. That
which was not felt before is now felt, and continuously, if not irrevocably, in due
reciprocity. The poet has in this achieved ‘beim Spiele’ a mirroring of his emotions in
those of his beloved. Indeed this enveloping self is explicit in the following line: ‘Und
sie ist nun von Herzen mein’, in which there is a continuous (‘nun’) possession
(‘mein’), a possession achievable through the kinship of emotional likeness. In this
way we perceive the mirroring within the self of that part of the other which may be
possessed (‘mein’) by the poet; and by extension, that part which is mirrored in the
poet is that which the poet may possess. Thus we arrive at a definition of emotional
interplay whereby it is those emotions which the self is able to assimilate and mirror
which form what the poet is able to call his own. In other words, it is the extent to
which the beloved is held to mirror the self which forms the experiential link. It is,
then, in likeness of emotion that the two are joined: reciprocity thus becoming the
chief experience.
We should turn also to the use of the word ‘Engel’, which is of an effect
not dissimilar to the ‘Engelein’ of this chapter’s previous poem Ich komme bald ihr
goldnen Kinder. Once more, we see the twofold inference, of secular and religious
nature: as the girl of his affections, and as the angel of the heavens. Again the secular
and the religious are simultaneously and inseparably invoked: with the effect, as noted
earlier, of exemplifying the abstract, and bringing the specific to general currency. In
this way we see that, in this instance, there is a twofold dedication of the poem: to the
girl, indeed, and also to the love felt for her, the emotions aroused in the poet upon
contemplation of her - to the abstract categories, then, of emotional experience. To
this we have the transcendent ‘Engel’ as witness.
The transcendence inevitably referred to by ‘EngeT has (one of) two
effects: firstly, in reference to her emotional/‘spiritual’ entity (for/in herself, and for/in
the poet), there is a removal of the partner from the immediately physical sphere.
Secondly, her removal from the physical realm would seem to imply that he is
speaking to and, importantly, of himself (and of her in as far as he sees himself
mirrored). Thus what is nominally a poem dedicated to and concerning another
person, is in truth, via the metaphorical deployment of ‘EngeT, also a poem of and for
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the self. In this light, the girl is presented as a conglomerate likeness, founded in the
poet’s perceptions both of her, and, most importantly, of himself Hence that referred
to as ‘Engel’ is the girl as she appears as a counterpart to the self, given shape by the
poet’s conjecture, and perceived in dynamism throughout the subsequent interplay.
We may think of a self which is of itself a strong poetic impetus, and is to
some degree its own inspiration and topic - there is, far from disjunction, a
harmonious unity between the subject doing the conjecturing and the conjectured
experience that results. It is a self that is able to postulate emotional and physical
environments, and to bear witness to the following rapture, or indeed to any
consequent emotion.
It is important to clarify what I am claiming here. I do not wish to promote
the view that the poem is a solipsistic one. Rather, it is my view that the poem
constitutes an expression of that whole comprising external reality and the poet’s own
view of it. The inclusion of these two elements need not be counter-productive, or
paradoxical. It is an ambition consistent with a shifting in poetic perspective. The
poem is not a descriptive naming of the experiential source, but it hints and gestures;
this loosens the grip of reassuring concepts and invites us to hear the quest for
emotional and moral maturity as central. Like so many metaphors, different
viewpoints prompt us to appreciate different aspects of the source.
This last point may be developed with reference to the opening line; this is
not a self which seeks to mirror the likeness of the angel, but rather one which seeks,
and finds, similarity of the external to the self. The chief interplay here is therefore of
an unchanging self accommodated, whereupon the rapture of the subsequent lines
would seem to follow. This is the rapture of a self which is able to find itself in that
which surrounds it. In this sense we see the transcendence and ubiquity of the self
within the poem, and the congruity of such products of the imagination as ‘Engel’ - as
untouchable perfection attainable for the self through its combined perceptions and
conjecture. In consequence, the opening line is a platform to this supposition: within
the largely subjective realm, the transcendent and organising forces of creation are
that very self which is the source of the poetic perspective. Thus we arrive at the
determination of the likeness of the ‘Engel’ as a mirroring of the self - for within the
poem, it is the merging of self and external reality which lends a specific and tangible
quality to the attributes of the self (as it is seen through its personification, and in the
poet’s interaction with this perception). And in turn, the events of the poem, events
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here of the mind, are given the context of the poetic self, and are in this manner
exemplary of their source.
The installation of the ‘EngeT within the subjective realm of the poetic
self is not, however, tantamount to discounting elements of interplay between the self
and that which is external to the self, between the poet and his (impression of) the
girl. The sense of discomfort inherent in the closing lines of the poem, in the hope of
becoming worthy of the girl, exhibits a comparative, scrutinising self which seeks to
modify itself in the light of that which it interrelates and loves. It is perhaps within the
process of self-modification and alignment with that which the self acknowledges (of
which this poem is itself wholly a part), that the self aspires to achieve the parity and
mirroring of the girl and himself, within the framework of his own sense of
‘worthiness’. Hence we arrive at a moral issue within the work, one which informs
and instigates the realisations and progressions of poetic self throughout, and to which
I shall turn in due course.
The fourth line of this poem is an address to ‘SchicksaT, in the ‘du’ of
familiarity, and also of prayer. The notion of the pre-ordained is inescapable here: the
idea of fate as something not merely that happens to us, but as something that happens
in accordance with a train of events beyond the control of the individual. Indeed, we
may here read the terms of a theology, and, together with the ‘EngeT of the opening
line, the establishing of religious theme. There is, however, a peculiarly secular
employment of the term ‘SchicksaT; it is similar in its resonance to ‘EngeT, as noted
above, by which a term for supernatural experience is claimed for the traffic of ideas
in a primarily secular context. For this we must look to the following line, ‘Nun lafi
auch morgen sein wie Heute’. This is a cry, not for ever-lasting love, as we should
perhaps expect, but instead for any temporal extension of the current bliss. In this we
see the acknowledgement of the transience of emotional states - and a longing, not so
much for the flourishing of a dynamic emotional intercourse, as for a prolonging of
the occasional state. Thus it is the impossible that is requested, and with this the
overriding importance of the momentary emotional state is confirmed. This is the
desire for the continuation of the emotional state felt upon realisation of the
reciprocity, and as such involves not necessarily the continuing devotion of this girl,
or even the poet’s continuing perception of her devotion, but is the poet’s need for
further instances of similar emotional intensity. In this way we arrive at the feasibility
of the poem’s request: it is the craving for the intensity of necessarily momentary
emotional bliss, whereby the poet may achieve an ongoing sense of fulfilment. It is
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the desire that is constant and lasting. There is a temporal affinity between intensity of
emotion and desire; it is one brought about in the act of poetic expression.
Correspondingly, these lines are further assertions of the primacy of the experiencing
self - and hence it is the experience of the emotional state invoked by the (perception
of the) girl, the idea rather than the certainty of ensuing involvement which is in
question.
The act of wishing, and the particular form that this takes in this poem, is
determined by what is wished for - reciprocity. The nature, the breadth and the
constancy of reciprocity desired is stated in the opening lines. The crucial words
would seem to be ‘jetzt’, ‘was’, and the verb ‘fuhlen’. The first of these, ‘jetzt’,
conveys the emotions’ immediate currency, the second, ‘was’, their parallel course,
purpose, and substance. ‘Fuhlen’ gives the active sense of feeling, that of love for
each other, as well as the sensation or knowledge of being loved. The verb is repeated
- it appears in the third (she) and then the first (the poet) persons - and in the slight
modification that it undergoes each time to accommodate its subject, there is
acknowledgement of the precise reciprocity in question: she feels (‘fuhlt’) that which
he feels (fuhle), as well as feeling, or sensing, (‘fuhlt’) that he feels (fuhle’) and what
it is that he feels (‘fuhle’). This sequence of feeling may of course be reversed to
accommodate his feelings. Each occurrence of the verb, then, is grammatically
appropriated to one of the lovers; in its scope however, it is inclusive of both. It both
allows and makes clear difference and individuality of emotional source, and marks
out the experiential join.
The expression of joint experience, or an experience of emotional inter
connectedness, was noted in the course of the reading of Ich komme bald ihr goldnen
Kinder above. The poem incorporates a mental enactment of events as metaphor; and
the simultaneous emergence of events and of metaphor leads us to sense the gravity
and the significance of the poetic experience. The shared predicament of the children
and the poet is one of physical separation; the shared emotions are of wish,
excitement, and affection. The poet senses and expresses a common desire, and
reports and enacts the emotions and language of reunion. I do not wish to suggest that
this poem reaches the climactic reciprocity of Jetzt fiihlt der Engel, however I would
maintain that emotional linkage and dynamism of the latter bear resemblance to the
formulation of shared wish, and in particular to the frustration of physical
circumstance by the move into fictive spheres, of Ich komme bald ihr goldnen Kinder.
Each poem rejoices in affection returned, expresses desire for future emotional
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activity, and reaches a linguistic means for jubilant experience in physical solitude. In
short, both poems seek and attain emotional fulfilment in the poetic medium; and
both poems achieve an understanding of this content via a categorisation of
experiential occurrences - Ich komme bald ihr goldnen Kinder in metaphor and
fiction, Jetzt fiihlt der Engel in the intense sensation of reciprocity. Each poem is the
present expression of future desire, for reciprocal emotional involvement.
In the call for an extended, or repeated, blissful emotional state(s), there is
resonance with the Leibnizian ideas discussed in Chapter One. ‘Heute’, the moment
of rapture, of unequivocally sated desire, is one of reciprocity. Within this moment of
experiential wholeness, the interpretative and assimilative poem, and the poetic self,
finds its reason, its purpose. For a moment, the monad can emerge from solitude and
find its identity confirmed by its meeting with another like itself. Necessarily, these
occasions of communion are of limited temporal scope; they are transient, and the
moment is past almost upon arrival. The state of fixity, solidity, and truth can only be
momentary, for the state that is glimpsed is contradictory to the process that leads up
to it.^^ ‘Morgen’ seems therefore to be a call for like experience, for further such
moments. In the knowledge that complete sensation of reciprocity is short-lived, the
call is one for intensity of experience, all the more immediately powerful for its
necessary transience.
With the posited future of ‘morgen’ in the fifth line, and the arrival at
notions of lastingness or repetition of emotional state, we come to a completion of
temporal scope within the poem. The poem opened with the exuberant present-ness of
‘Jetzt’, this accompanied by the repetition of present-tense verb, ‘fuhlt . fuhle’,
denoting, in the change of subject, the present and continuous reciprocity and
interrelatedness of emotion (the verb here invokes both the simple and the continuous
present). The temporal shift is then to the past-tense, with the ‘gewann’ of the second
line, only to return in the third line to temporal immediacy with ‘ist nun’. The fourth
line reverts to the past, in ‘gabst’; the fifth turns once more to the present with ‘Nun
lafi’, the repetition of ‘nun’ echoing the present-ness of the third line. And so there is
a curious mix of the present as conscious recurrence of past; such a mix of temporal
reference is inherent also in the final line, where we see the present (‘lehr” )
affirmation of future intention and desire - that he may one day be ‘worthy’ of the
beloved. It is thus that we arrive at an understanding of the intense gravity of
emotional experience within the poem, the sequence which leads us from the jovial.
^^cholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p. 110.
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with for example ‘beim Spiele’, to the weighty amplification of ‘Engel’, ‘Schicksal’
or ‘würdig’. The present affirmatory expression of emotion is seen to be the current
assimilation of the past, present, and posited future events and emotional states. For
example, the opening assertion of emotional reciprocity is rooted in the game already
played, and in the final two lines this present emotional state goes on to involve the
desire for lastingness, or at least the repetition, of this particular (kind of)
circumstance. We may thus assess the temporal immediacy of the poem as finding
root in the very reading of the poem^^: it is here that we see the cumulative expression
of the present-ness of past, present, and future event and desire; from this vantage
point that the poet is able to give, as (emotionally and temporally) immediate
impression (as in the resonance of the opening ‘Jetzt’), the sum total of past
experience, and its current assimilation with current desire.
It is, then, this assertion of a self in communion with past, present and
posited future event, and the resultant expression of this sum total, that go to form the
chief (poetic) event here. With this comes the infusion of current events with
expectation, desire, and temporal distance: the current emotional state is one
comprising the conclusions reached from past events, the present exclamation of this
truth, the present desires for the future. Emotional sensation comprises expectations
raised by past event, present impression, and possible future outcome. And within the
direct temporal scheme of the poem’s composition of assimilated event, we also
witness a shifting of perspective: there are present impressions of past, present and
future; the final line modifies and qualifies the nature of past occurrence, of the
winning of the girl’s affections. Indeed, the call for worthiness is of an emotional
gravity in stark contrast with the fnvolous games, the emotional impact and result of
which was belied by the jocularity of play. Thus the playful self of the second line is,
at this final stage, overtaken with the urge for self-improvement. We perceive the
emotional flux throughout the poem; it is a passage through which the self is seen to
move. From the playful, carefree suitor of the second line, there arises the self which
grasps the emotional implication of these events and their continuity, as in the
assessment of the opening line. And in turn we are shown the self which, in receipt of
this cumulative knowledge, looks willingly to the future development of this

. . .the lyric event has no other time (neither an entirely fictional one, nor an objective one) than that
which relates it to the Jetztzeit, or temporal actuality, of the reader. And this is true regardless of
whether the event is marked as ‘past’, ‘present’, or ‘future’: in fact, these temporal fields are opened up
and acquire their significance only with reference to the moment of reading itself’ David E. Wellbery,
The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p. 14.
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relationship, and ultimately, to the desire for self-development. Hence there is a moral
issue at work - one encapsulated in the ‘würdig’ of the final line. And each of these
stages of the emotional self’s realisation is associated with a temporal area - the
innocently playful self of the past, the emotional realisation and the desire for
lastingness of the present, and the positing of a future self, as presently hoped for.
And so the final line, ‘Und lehr mich, ihrer würdig sein’, is the wish for
the improvement of self that results from the recurrent exposure to such experience. It
is the girl of the poem, the perceived object of affection, who is a mirroring of the
poet’s own attributes, to whom the poet aspires. This curious culmination goes to
complete the analysis of self which has hitherto been the content and purpose of the
work: it is an expression of intention, to achieve, in the very task of such self
experience, an improvement of the self and its faculties. It is, then, an agenda of selfimprovement. This is a self which seeks to become worthy of the hopes and ideals it
postulates; and this is to be attained through and in the processes of experience, of
watching, and thereby improving, its own self. For this is a self which sets its own
agenda, and quite independently. It is a self for which angels, and fate, are products of
the perceptive mind. The organising powers of the world in which the self operates,
the world of the self and its perceptions, are the faculties by which the individual sifts
and organises his chain of experience.
**************************************
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Chapter Six.
Willkommen und Abschied:
A Poetic Journey into Experience.

This chapter will concentrate on the earlier, untitled version of the poem.
Reference to the second version will be on occasions of marked difference between
the two.
In my first reading, I shall attend to the temporal structure of the poem, to
the contrast between the past narrative of events and the present mode of reflection
and commentary. In my second reading, I shall seek to suggest that these two strands
merge to give us, not so much a journey through the evening landscape to visit the
beloved and reflections on that journey, as a journey through (and into) experience. In
my third reading, I shall suggest that the experiential, cognitive journey, as illustrated
in my second reading, is most truly to be understood as a poetic journey. That is to
say: the poem is not so much the stenography after the event of a ride through the
night; rather, the poem is both the re-enactment of past experience (the journey) and
of subsequent reflections - all in the present mode of poetic comprehension.
********
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Willkommen und Abschied.

Erste Fassimg.
Es schlug mein Herz. Geschwind, zu
Pferde!
Und fort, wild wie ein Held zur Schlacht
Der Abend wiegte schon die Erde,
Und an den Bergen hing die Nacht.
Schon stimd im Nebelkleid die Eiche
Wie ein Getürmter Riese da,
Wo Finstemis ans dem Gestràuche
Mit hundert schwarzen Augen sah.

WILLKOMMEN UND ABSCHIED
Spàtere Fassung
Es schlug mein Herz, geschwind zu
Pferde!
Es war getan fast eh gedacht.
Der Abend wiegte schon die Erde,
Und an den Bergen hing die Nacht;
Schon stand im Nebelkleid die Eiche,
Ein aufgetürmter Riese, da,
Wo Finstemis aus dem Gestràuche
Mit hundert schwarzen Augen sah.

Der Mond von einem Wolkenhügel
Sah schlâfrig ans dem Duft hervor.
Die Winde schwangen leise Flügel,
Umsausten schauerlich mein Ohr.
Die Nacht schuf tausend Ungeheuer,
Doch tausendfacher war mein Mut,
Mein Geist war ein verzehrend Feuer,
Mein ganzes Herz zerfloB in Glut.

Der Mond von einem Wolkenhügel
Sah klâglich aus dem Duft hervor.
Die Winde schwangen leise Flügel,
Umsausten schauerlich mein Ohr;
Die Nacht schuf tausend Ungeheuer,
Doch frisch und frôhlich war mein Mut:
In meinen Adem welches Feuer!
In meinem Herzen welche Glut!

Ich sah dich, und die milde Freude
FloB ans dem süBen Blick auf mich.
Ganz war mein Herz an deiner Seite,
Und jedem Atemzug fur dich.
Ein rosenfarbes Frûhlingswetter
Lag auf dem lieblichen Gesicht
Und Zàrtlichkeit fur mich, ihr Gôtter,
Ich hofft’ es, ich verdient’ es nicht.

Dich sah ich, und die milde Freude
FloB von dem süBen Blick auf mich;
Ganz war mein Herz an deiner Seite
Und jeder Atemzug fur dich.
Ein rosenfarbnes Frûhlingswetter
Umgab das liebliche Gesicht,
Und Zàrtlichkeit fur mich ihr Gôtter!
Ich hofft es, ich verdient es nicht!

Der Abschied, wie bedràngt, wie trübe!
Ans deinen Blicken sprach dein Herz.
In deinen Küssen welche Liebe,
O welche Worme, welcher Schmerz!
Du gingst, ich stund und sah zur Erden
Und sah dir nach mit nassem Blick.
Und doch, welch Gluck, geliebt zu
werden,
Und lieben, Gôtter, welch ein Gluck! ^

Doch ach, schon mit der Morgensoime
Verengt der Abschied mir das Herz:
In deinen Küssen welche Woime!
In deinem Auge welche Schmerz!
Ich ging, du standst und sahst zur Erden
Und sahst mir nach mit nassem Blick:
Und doch, welch Glück, geliebt zu
werden!
Und lieben, Gôtter, welch ein Glück!^

^Goethes Werke, B ondi (Hamburger Ausgabe),
C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.27.

^ Goethes Werke, B ondi (Hamburger Ausgabe),
C.H Beck München, 1948, p.28.
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The poem opens with the exhilaration of a beating heart. It is simply
phrased, and physically precise; ‘Es schlug mein Herz’. This pulse brings immediate
action: ‘Geschwind, zu Pferde’. The second line contains a simile: ‘wild wie ein Held
zur Schlacht’, invoking definite, and noble, purpose. We are as yet unaware of the
journey’s destination and intention; the precise force of the simile is therefore
something we cannot determine at this stage. But we can register notions of heroism,
high spirits, battle joined. The nature of the heroism, and of the (implied) battle, will
become apparent in the course of the poem.
IPeter Hutchinson outlines the impact of the poem’s opening line, as questions
that arise:
What has made the poet’s heart beat so fast? What is it that drives him to
horse? Why is nature apparently so much against him? Where is he bound?
Our curiosity and suspense are pricked by a rhythm that is steady yet
clipped.*
The first two lines establish two separate (but connected) temporal planes - an
experience as of then, and an experiential intensity of the ‘then’ experience that
brings it into the present tense of the current statement. In other words: ‘Geschwind,
zu Pferde’ and ‘Und fort, wild wie ein Held zur Schlacht’ are both quotations from
previous experience - and, in their exclamatory form, part of the poem’s present
statement.
Our full comprehension of the second line is suspended; the first line is
the narrative setting for the following lines’ rapid series of images. We are driven on
the one hand by simple curiosity, and on the other by the rhythms. There are the
linguistic stamps of swift, expeditious event: the repeated ‘und’, the ‘schon’ of line
five, and alliteration, ‘wie...wo’. The imagery is human in essence: the night cradles
the earth; the oak is shrouded in a ‘Nebelkleid’; the ‘Getürmter Riese’ is of an
apparently human construction; and the hundred eyes appear from the darkness. And
the mood of these lines vacillates: from the comfort of cradling, and clothing swathes
of mist, to the unquiet ‘Getürmter Riese’, and the hundred black eyes. By the opening
of the second stanza, the mood quietens and settles: the moon ‘von einem
Wolkenhügel/ Sah schlafng’, and ‘Die Winde schwangen leise Flügel’. Throughout
this stanza, and the next, there is an abundance of verbs and participles, conveying
nature’s vigorous activity.^
IPeter Hutchinson, ‘Willkommen und Abschied’, in Special Goethe Number, GLL36 Roger Paulin
\(ed ), 1982-3, p. 16.
^Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke, .BoW/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.461.
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‘Nebelkleid’ is the first of several compound nouns in the poem - there
follow ‘Wolkenhügel’ and ‘rosenfarbes Frûhlingswetter’. They are fiirther expressions
of the intensity, the acceleration, and the wholeness of experience. Their pregnant
brevity, their fastening of natural phenomena in a conglomerate dynamic (hills and
clouds, for example) is founded in connections that are both visual (mist that swathes,
clouds atop hills), and associative (mist ‘clothes’, high hills are often topped with
clouds). Here resides a dynamic of self and surroundings in which the perceptive and
linguistic grasp upon palpable nature is simultaneous to its experiential and poetic
encounter: this will be explored in the second reading below.
The second stanza opens with the sight of the moon, fi'om which we move
to the winds, the night, and ‘Mein Geist’. The ideas are introduced on alternate lines,
inter-spaced with brief elaborations. This represents the rhythmic regularity of travel,
the need to keep apace with what is passing by, and the disquiet and fervent mood that
results. The poet is ostensibly unwilling, or unable, to apply mindful focus to an
image for any while. The rapidly paced journey generates a poetry of fleeting
impressions and unsettled mood.
In the series of apparently separate impressions, this second stanza is
cognate to the first: there, ‘Der Abend’ ‘die Eiche’, and ‘Finstemis’ were the objects
of attention; here we turn first to ‘Der Mond’, then to ‘Die Winde’, and ‘Die Nacht’,
turning lastly to the self, ‘Mein Geist’. We see an associative progression of thought:
we advance in the first stanza from ‘der Abend’ (a general time-phrase), to ‘die Eiche’
(a physical object), to ‘Finstemis’ (a sight-perception); in the second stanza, we
proceed from the moon (a physical object), to the winds (a sense-perception), to ‘die
Nacht’ (a general time-phrase). This represents a repetition, and a fluctuation, of
thought: we pass from the general, to the specific, to an all-pervasive effect; then we
return, from the specific, to the all-pervasive, to the general time-phrase. And at each
end of this pattem there is a profound assertion of the self: the heart of line one, and
the ‘Geist’ of the second stanza’s penultimate line. And the second stanza ends with a
retum to the heart, this time in a more exuberantly metaphorical guise, ‘Mein ganzes
Herz zerfloB in Glut’.
The poet now expressly considers his ‘Mut’. It is an associative shift of
idea: just as we started with the self, ‘mein Herz’, so we retum. The repetition of
‘tausend’, and the alliteration of ‘Die’ and ‘Doch’, linguistically underpin this
pattemed progression. This poetic device conveys intellectual immediacy. Thought
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and language are repeated and progressed simultaneously, and do not disturb the
pattem - from the self, we move to the general surroundings, to a specific object, to a
generality, to the self At the same time, the shifts of language and idea accord to an
impulse, one which is brought about by an intellectual stream of association. These
are, then, impulsive intellectual and linguistic shifts, which nonetheless remain
congruent with the poem’s overall style of metre and verse.
The closing two lines of the second stanza give a metaphorical description
of the self. The spirit is a ‘verzehrend Feuer’, the heart ‘zerfloB in Glut’. The self is
now the explicit focus of attention, and the repetition of ‘Mein’, emphatically at the
start of each line, its powerful assertion. These lines are exclamatory, verbless, and
hence tenseless. It is therefore with a heightened sense of the self, dynamic and
enlivened in its quest, that we arrive at the beloved with the opening of the third
stanza.
The arrival is only the second instance of definite, temporal and physical
event within the poem - the first was the beating of the heart with which the poem
started - and it is imparted in a similarly unadorned narrative style: ‘Ich sah dich’.
This is the first ‘ich’ of the poem, and so the transition, from expectation to
fiilfilment, is powerfully marked. The first-person pronoun is counterbalanced by
‘dich’; and the verb, ‘sehen’, is emphasised by the line’s rhythm and metre.^ The
journey’s destination is made clear for the first time, at the very moment of arrival.
The ‘rosenfarbes Frühlingwetter’ of line five advises us that this is perhaps a vision.
Nonetheless, with the introduction of a (perhaps illusory) companion, there is now
scope for an active self other than the poet. Up to this point, action has been confined
to such elemental forces as the winds, or the arrival of night, and to the self’s
energising perception.
However, the meeting also is narrated in terms of the poet’s perception and this remains the case with all the girl’s activity until the parting in stanza four,
which is conveyed with the narrative simplicity of all definite action within the poem,
‘Du gingst’. For the moment, the girl looks to him, and she kisses him - her actions
are indicated in a secondary narrative, as they appeared to the poet. Indeed even the
parting, the event instancing the first verb pertaining directly to the girl (albeit even

^Gerhard Sauder, ‘Willkomm und Abschied; wortlos. Goethes Sesenheimer Gedicht M ir schlug das
H erz\ in Gedichte und Interpretation, Vol.2: Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Ed. Karl Richter,
Reclam, 1983, p.418.
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now one of a movement into absence!), is first given in the form of a noun,
‘Abschied’ - and this with the definite article.
As in previous stanzas, this third stanza introduces perceived objects on
alternate lines, in associative couplets. The first line presents the beloved; the sight of
her sweet gaze is the impetus for the associative impressions that follow. The third
line presents the emotional self; the fifth and sixth lines describe her face in
metaphorical terms; in the seventh line ‘Zàrtlichkeit’ is perceived in her face, and we
read the poet’s consequent emotions. Different, however, is the context of the objects’
introduction - in the opening two stanzas, the journey provided an opportunity for the
sequential introduction of ideas; here, the scene is static, and the impressions
presented are more obviously a consequence of the poet’s wandering attention and
stream of associative thought. Therefore, the physical scope of reference is also
different: thoughts centre on the appearance of the girl, and on the emotional
undercurrent that the poet perceives. Thoughts oscillate from those directly
concerning the girl (the sight of her and her gaze, lines 1-2; the image of her face,
lines 5-6), to those directly concerning the emotional self (the expression of
devotional immediacy in lines 3-4; the reaction to ‘Zàrtlichkeit’ in lines 7-8). This
pattem is anticipated in the opening clause, ‘/c/z sah dich\
The final stanza brings the parting (and in the second version, dawn - and
a different kind of parting). Metaphor is discarded, and the stanza is emotionally and
linguistically direct. There have been examples of such directness elsewhere in the
poem - in, for example, the final line of the third stanza, or the fourth line of the final
stanza. But here there is a succession of exclamations: ‘wie bedràngt, wie trübe!’,
‘welche Liebe,/0 welche Wonne, welcher Schmerz!’, ‘welch Glück’, and the burst of
expression signalled by the exclamatory ‘Und doch’.
In this stanza there is a temporal narrative towards the departure - the
gaze, the kiss, the parting, and the fond gaze after. In the preceding stanzas, such
progressions were less apparent, as the journey was towards an unexpressed goal. We
did not know how far we had come or must go, and arrival came as a surprise at the
opening of the third stanza. And whilst there is dramatic tension from this narrative
progression, the end result is apparent from the opening words of the stanza in the
first version, and from the title in the second. But there is also a second source of
tension, in the advancement of expressive self, and the last two lines are a jubilant
culmination of the stanza. The repetition of ‘Und’ denotes the seamless progression of
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which this conclusion is part; the repetition conveys also a sense of inevitability. It is
with the full expressive realisation of the emotions ‘Liebe’, ‘Wonne’, ‘Schmerz’, and
the ‘Herz’, and with the lovers’ parting, that we arrive at a statement of general
implication - ‘geliebt zu werden’, and ‘lieben’. The infinitive verbs heighten the
sense of generality. The parting is the withdrawal also from immediately focused
expressions of affection, and the conclusion to the poem is the arrival at a more
universal truth.
The poem’s overall narrative is broken, within stanzas, and episodes are
of a length appropriate to their experiential weight, rather than temporal duration.
There is a sense that only the strongest, most emotionally and/or visually arresting
experiences form the poem’s narrative."^ In terms of narrative development, the first
two stanzas comprise the impulse for travel and the journey itself; the third stanza
brings the meeting with the beloved; and in the final stanza, the girl (or in the second
version, the poet) departs.
The passage of time in the poem may be traced from one event to the
other. And explicit marking of time shows itself, in the first version, as ‘Der Abend’
and ‘die Nacht’ in the first and second stanzas. Further temporal references are timesensitive impressions - the oak-tree swathed in mist, darkness, and so forth. There is
also an implicit progression in the movement from evening to night: in the first
stanza, it is ‘Abend’, with the impending night already ‘an den Bergen’; by stanza
two, there is the moon, and the night is upon us. In the later version of the poem, the
fourth stanza brings dawn.
A brief study of the poem’s narrative time-scale reveals a bunching and
concentration of events. The first two stanzas, moving from late evening to night,
contain extraordinarily detailed impressions; comprising half the poem, they give a
sense of considerable time passed. The third stanza contains the meeting, and this is
relayed in a relatively short burst of impressions. The final stanza conveys the actions
of parting.
And so there is an imbalance of real and narrative time: the movement
from late evening to night comprised two stanzas; the third, we learn from the second
version, occurs also at night; the fourth brings morning. And within this temporal
progression, there is little sense of scale - how long was the journey, and this
compared to the meeting? Is information withheld concerning the meeting? This is a
'‘Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke,

/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.460.
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poem of events assembled not according to temporal length, although they appear in
chronological order. Instead, they are given relative priority according to the
importance they represent to the poet. Furthermore, the final stanza opens with ‘Der
Abschied’ as a fait accompli, and a general description of the scene - ‘wie bedràngt,
wie trübe’. The subsequent lines retrace steps, to give more precise detail of the
events and impressions which constitute the parting. The organisation of events into
stanzas of particular narrative scope forms a poem which centres itself on the meeting
and parting of the lover and beloved (‘Willkommen und Abschied’).
There is, meanwhile, a wonderful immediacy of sense-impressions, in the
constant movement from one impression to another, or the intensity evident in such
lines as ‘Mein Geist war ein verzehrend Feuer’, or ‘Die Nacht schuf tausend
Ungeheuer’. There are also the piercingly direct emotional statements, such as ‘Ich
hofft’ es, ich verdient’ es nicht’, or the exuberance of ‘O welche Wonne....’. These
elements - the past, episodic narrative construction, the temporal duration of
impressions, the immediacy of emotional expression - point towards an organising
assimilation of experience, and so towards the powerfully expressive poetic self.
In the assimilation and ordered presentation of events we approach
traditional story-telling. As we have seen, however, this poem represents a more
complex narrative. There is also an immediacy of expressed thought and emotion.
The result is the emergence of a contemplative but immediately expressive self in the
present tense of poetic statement.
And nowhere in the poem is the self more wholly ecstatic and
experientially present than in the meeting with the beloved. The encounter is given as
a wordless exchange of mutual glances and understanding; things are sensed, not said.
There is the expression of physical need and emotional desire (‘Atemzug’), and the
arrival of day, of calm after unease (‘Frûhlingswetter’); and there is an entirety of
physical, emotional, and experiential unity (‘Ganz war mein Herz an deiner Seite’).
Above all, there is reciprocity, of action, emotion, and experience; and there is
reflexivity, the awareness of action, state, and reciprocity. And the expressive
purpose, the inspiration, and the address of the poem is the girl, in all that she is to the
poet, in all that he perceives in her.
The temporal structure of the poem is addressed in a perceptive analysis
by Rudolf Brandmeyer. He brings a keen insight to the contrast between the past
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narrative of events and the present mode commentaiy, and he sees the assimilation of
these aspects as an essentially reflective process that invigorates the poem’s events
with a present emotional energy. This is the conclusion of his analysis:
Das Sprechen bleibt gegenüber seinem (vergangenen) Inhalt immer
unmittelbar und zeigt auf diese Weise eine den Reflexions-Gedichten
vergleichbare Fâhigkeit, das Besprochene in einen starken Ich-Ausdruck zu
integrieren.^
And so the temporally immediate voice narrates past events, and brings them into the
current moment of experience. I agree fully with Brandmeyer’s analysis; but I think
also that there is more to be said. The poem’s narrative and temporal structures are
made clear as we read the poem; and a retum to that journey in the first two stanzas
reveals a journey through (and into) experience. In other words, the premise of our
fresh understanding radically alters our perception of the journey: the journey is not so
much a physical quest, as a cognitive journey. And if we consider the linguistic means
by which these cognitive experiences are conveyed, then we come to understand that
the present mode of comprehension is essentially poetic.
The process that the poem requires us as readers to undertake is not one of
a linear journey to a particular mode of comprehension. Rather, we are invited to
respond to different kinds of poetic statement that, together and separately, take
different perspectives on events. The poem’s language is dynamic in the sense that its
stmctural and intellectual complexities merit and require prolonged and repeated
attention: then we hear the full range of its resonance, and we grasp its energetic
sequences of meaning. I hope that my second and third readings of the poem justify
this claim.
*******

A closer inspection of the poem’s opening line reveals a more gradually
staged progression in the translation of opportunity, to impulse, to action. This
progression is bound inextricably with the interplay of narrative form.
The heartbeat is the physical reaction to an immediately preceding spur,
and forms the narrative impetus. There is physical and emotional excitement. There is
also an inherent metaphor. Gerhard Sauder offers a succinct appraisal:
^Rudolf Brandmeyer, Die Gedichte des jungen Goethe: eine gattungsgeschichtliche Einjuhrung,
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, Gottingen, 1998, p. 101.
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Nach zeitgenossischer Theorie entsteht jede Art von Leidenschaft durch eine
heftige Erschütterung der “sinnlichen” und “geistigen” Fibem, oder, nach
Anschauung der Assoziationstheorie, durch Vibrationen von Partikeln in der
Mark-substanz der Nerven. Heftige Leidenschaft wird einem vorübergehenden
Irresein gleichgesetzt, wobei Vemunft und Urteil ausgeschaltet sind. Zu den
heftigen Leidenschaften zahlt die “Geschlechtsliebe”. In der ersten Zeile des
Gedichts geniigt die korperliche ÀuBerung der “Leidenschaft”, urn den nicht
lange geplanten, sondem aus der Eingebung des Augenblicks stammenden
EntschluB zu einem Ritt zur Geliebten zu motivieren. Die Evokation der
Leidenschaft durch die Wahl des

korperlichen Affekts statt einer eher

psychologischen Formulierung, die darauf folgenden elliptischen Ausdriicke
der AufForderung und der martialische Vergleich sind sicher zu Recht als
typische Sprechhandlungen des Sturm und Drang eingeschatzt worden.^
Sauder correctly identifies the heartbeat as the physical manifestation of strong
emotional vacillation. And he goes on to note the spontaneous parallel urge to leap to
horse and to ride to his lover. It is a resolve that bypasses rational consideration. The
physical image of the beating heart evokes the imperative drive of physical love, and
the impetuous behaviour that accompanies it.
The metaphor conveys the onset of the emotional flux that forms the basis
and occasion of this poem; it also states a physical occurrence. The second sentence
of this first line re-enacts the driving intention that accompanied the leaping to horse.
It reads as a quotation. The first sentence is a past-tense narrative; the second sentence
is verbless and hence tenseless. And a narrative sequence runs from the emotional and
physical impetus of events, to their interpretation into action.
There are overlapping emotional and physical aspects in these two
sentences, which embody a complex and elaborate narrative. They are two separate
statements of the same temporal scope. The first emphasises the physical occurrence
that embodies the emotional experience; in the second, greater emphasis is placed on
the emotional process; we hear an expression of intention that also commentates the
action. In both, physical and emotional events are simultaneously expressed;
emotional experience is singular and momentarily fleeting, and given physical form.
Emotional and physical experiences are parallel, simultaneous, and momentary. It is

^Gerhard Sauder, ‘Willkomm und Abschied: wortlos. Goethes Sesenheimer Gedicht
schlug das
H erz\ in Gedichte und Interpretation, Vol.2: Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Ed. Karl Richter,
Reclam, 1983, p.415.
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as though we were looking at the emotional and physical events through a single
window, momentarily to see these events together in coincidence.
The shift in emphasis from the physical sensation (the heart-beat), to the
concurrent emotional experience (the impulse to act) is counter-balanced by the
implicit movement within the same line from the emotional experience (the heart
beat embodies the impulse to act), to the physical consequence (the leaping to horse).
The dynamism of the two sentences lies in their different narrative approaches, by
which the poet is able to convey alternative perspectives.
The perspective of hindsight enables the reduction of experience to its
most characteristic elements. The result is a compression which is in itself
descriptive: the momentary physical and emotional experiences equate to the two
sentences’ brevity. In this sense the poem’s language is symbolic, as the lines’ swift
pace mirrors the events; and the reduction of ideas to their most characteristic
elements is symptomatic of the original impressions’ speed. As a whole, this line is
linguistically equivalent to the expressed events. The interchange of narrative
viewpoints makes the sentences symptomatic of the events they describe.
Each sentence’s twin emotional and physical strands, which correspond to
both the temporal and the sequential elements, make these two sentences all-butidentical halves of the first line. They differ in their narrative approaches. The line
conveys simultaneous physical and emotional experience. It is therefore not so much
a brief series of events, as an instantly felt impact of physical and emotional
consequences. And poetic hindsight is acknowledged in the tone of surprise in the
later version of the second line, ‘Bs war getan fast eh gedacht.’ The promptness of
emotional and physical action and reaction is something only later appreciated - as
the second version has it, there was at the time scarcely time for thought of any kind.
The metaphor in the second line is as important as it is unusual. Gerhard
Sauder points to its revolutionary nature:
In der Tradition erotischer Dichtung war es allerdings unmoglich, den
Liebhaber als Kriegshelden einzufuhren...Der Vergleich, der mit “ wild”
sowohl die Leidenschaft als auch das “ Heldische” kennzeichnet, wird
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dadurch um so gewichtiger, dafî der eigentliche Bereich, dem der Vergleich ja
gelten soil, das von sich sprechende Ich, dadurch geradezu verdràngt wird/
Sauder reads this line well: the word ‘wild’ both intensifies the image of heroism, and
conveys the lover’s strong emotions. The weight of the image does indeed to a degree
displace the speaking self, and apparently submerge it. And this may be seen to
precipitate the movement of the opening two stanzas: the poetic self never speaks
directly of itself, but of what it encounters; the first-person pronoun is not used,
instead there is the repeated possessive pronoun, ‘mein’. But it is important to note
that the poetic self is not silenced in these stanzas, nor in any meaningful sense
hidden. Nature is energised by the selfs vision and voice.
In the second line, as in the first, there is movement between narrative
approaches. ‘Und fort,’ is a continuation of the temporally immediate simulation of
events - once more, there is no verb. The second clause, ‘wild wie ein Held zur
Schlacht’ conveys an image. We have moved, from the first sentence’s past-tense
narration, to the atemporal re-enactment of events in both the second sentence and in
‘Und fort’. It is important to hear what Karl Bible terms ‘die humoristische
Übertreibung’^ in this second line; and the metaphor returns us to a standpoint of
explicit temporal distance. This is a movement towards, and then away fi-om, the
events at the source of the poem. The last of these clauses, however,
(‘wild...Schlacht’), is verbless - action is apparent only in ‘Und fort’ - and hence
tenseless. The reversion to a historical perspective is thus incomplete. Moreover, this
is an atemporal metaphor in which both the accuracy of contemporary statement, and
a thematic development, are realised. There is a present-ness of experience which
incorporates the fullness of hindsight. This metaphor achieves something of the
driving imperative of the events it portrays.
It is within the framework of the poem, therefore, that past experiences,
and their present recollection and re-enactment, merge to form the poetic experience.
The recollection of events allows a sequential and experiential pattern to poetic
language; the atemporal re-enactment of events provides urgent metaphors. The
poetic presentation of events conveys both present energy (the speed of events as they
occur), and considered, dramatic force (the accurate poetic recreation of event). The
^Gerhard Sauder, ‘Willkomm und Abschied: wortlos. Goethes Sesenheimer
M ir schlug das
H erz\ in Gedichte und Interpretation, Vol.2; Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Ed. Karl Richter,
Reclam, 1983, p.416.
*Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher Klassiker
Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.838.
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result is the sum of these parts: the immediacy of present-ness within a patterned
presentation of assimilated, and symbolic, events. The conscious experience of these
elements, as the whole they come to form, is at the heart of this poem.
The quick succession of imagery and association in the following lines
elaborates the established theme. The repeated ‘und’, the ‘schon’, the incidental
alliteration of ‘wie’ and ‘wo’, create an impression of hurried event and speedy
association and formulation. The peculiarly human imagery mirrors the poetic self;
the oscillating mood associates certain objects and scenes with emotional warmth,
others with a threatened chill. We pass from comforting notions of cradling, to
clothing swathes of mist, to the unsettling ‘Getürmter Riese’, and the hundred black
eyes. Then we return to serenity - the moon is in ‘Wolkenhügel’, ‘Sah schlafng’, and
‘leise Flügel’. And there is a sensed threat once more, in ‘Umsausten schauerlich
mein Ohr’, and the ‘tausend Ungeheuer’. This relationship between the self and its
surroundings is dynamic: the poet’s mood changes in syncopation with the imagery.
The journey in this way traces changes of mood as much as it does
physical and visual progress. And the most compact expressions of poetic mood and
the natural landscape are the poem’s compound nouns. ‘Nebelkleid’ is the first, and
portrays the intensity, speed, and wholeness of impressions: visual and intellectual
elements are linguistically fused.
The sixth line contains a simile, ‘Wie ein Getürmter Riese da’. It is a
strikingly energetic picture. The use of the past participle conveys nature energised by
human conception: poetic activity is implicit. Indeed the stanza’s verbs pertain only to
nature, indicating the vibrancy with which it envelops the poet, and the account of the
poet’s physical activity is suspended, until the arrival, at the opening of the third
stanza. The physical progression of the journey is not explicit, the temporal scheme
expressed in terms of the journey’s mental processes. Within these lines, sense of a
physical journey exists as a rush of perceptions and impressions. It is in this sense a
journey into the mental, as opposed to the physical, landscape.
The journey is reduced to its mental essence - it is an exploration of the
emotional self. In this way it is the realm of the intellect that this poem re-creates. As
noted above, the poem’s train of thought is immediate to both the ‘now’ and the
‘then’ experience. Klaus Weimar offers the following reading:
Das erzahlende Ich bleibt immer nahe beim erlebenden Ich und macht dessen
Stimmungsândenmgen mit. Allerdings eben in einer neuen Form, die es zwar
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in sich hat, aber doch unaufïallig ist... Das erzahlende Ich spricht also nicht
direkt aus der Stimmung heraus, sondem inszeniert sie nachtrâglich noch
einmal. Und offenbar gelingt es ihm dabei, im Nachvollzug den unmittelbaren
Eindruck, den das erlebende Ich batte, noch einmal hervorzumfen, fur sich
selbst und natürlich auch fur die Leser.^
Weimar uses the terms ‘das erzahlende Ich and ‘das erlebende Ich’ in order to
distinguish temporally between the poem’s events and its composition. And this
temporal distance allows for the instancing of experience as both intellectually
remembered and poetically, sensually current. The experiences are remembered and
re-visited, tasted once again.
And so the writing bears the marks of thought at a temporal distance from
the experience described (as we saw earlier, for example in the employment of
metaphor and imagery), which create the related, yet temporally separate, poetic
experience. The physical is in this sense poetically re-created in the terms of a mental
envisagement. This is to form a central premise of the poem’s third reading below.
The sixth and seventh lines of stanza one communicate an associative
parity. As attention passes from the oak to the surrounding darkness, the mental jump
is between the associations each of these carries (the giant, and the hundred eyes).
The association is indicated by alliteration, ‘wie...wo’ - indeed does alliteration
stimulate the association of ideas? The energising perception which gives nature eyes
merges the current assimilation of past events with the inter-connecting experiential
self. In the last two lines of the first stanza, there is the uncommon idea of darkness
made active - it sees with a hundred black eyes. The nouns, ‘Finstemis’ and ‘Augen’,
have no definite article: the impression is of a world peopled with persons.

An

impalpable essence is dynamically expressed - what is scarcely more than conceptual
is personified.
The darkness is a backdrop against which the poem exhibits and
recognises the self. The physical details are vaguely drawn in these two lines. In a
neat irony, darkness, that which hides detail from the eye, sees with a hundred eyes.
The number ‘one hundred’ reads like a Biblical ‘forty’; these eyes are black, and so at
best scarcely perceptible; furthermore, these eyes appear ‘aus dem Gestrauche’, from
^ a u s Weimar, Goethes Gedichte 1769-1775 Interpretationen zu einem Anfang, Schoningh, Paderbom,
1982, p.23.
‘®E.A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.498.
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the vagueness of *undergrowth' jPeter Hutchinsoh| notes that this personification is^
strikingly new in German literature, eerie in its sound effects, but composed of the
simplest of words/^ Klaus Weimar gives a perceptive reading:
Ich würde sagen, dab es im Gestrauch ganz finster sei und daB man deshalb
nicht hineinsehen konne. Goethe kehrt das um und laBt die dunklen Stellen
zwischen Àsten und Zweigen zu ,Augen’ werden, aus denen die Finstemis
heraussieht, wodurch sie - wo nicht zu einem Menschen, so doch - zu einem
Lebewesen wird/^
The comparison of the poem’s images and language with what Weimar sees as a more
usual response to the natural environment is a useful tool to help us sense the poetic
reverberations here. Nature is vitalised and enlivened, with each dark space
apparently filled with animate life. The overall effect is that the darkness, the night
itself, is very much alive. And the poet experiences this sense of vitality, here in a
moment and an image of intense and vibrant natural energy.
The image conveys intensity rather than descriptive detail, and in this
way encompasses both current recollection and atemporal re-enactment. This is a
current emotional experience with the assimilation of hindsight.
The advance within the first stanza from one kind of object to another is a
honing of poetic description. The evening as a whole is described with a metaphor,
W egte’, as night approaches, ‘an den Bergen hing die Nacht’. The oak tree is
physically close, and is described in terms more specific to that particular time and
place: swathes of mist partly obscure it, and form the impression of a ‘Getürmter
Riese’ - the image is both visually descriptive and metaphoric. Darkness brings the
impression of a hundred black eyes, a metaphor that bestows human qualities upon
the natural landscape - it describes the poet’s mood, specifically at that time of the
night. There is the magnifying effect of a movement towards objects more specific to
this particular evening. There is also with each stage a sharpening focus and
specificity of ideas.
Imagery in the second stanza progresses in a similar way. The moon, a
specific physical object, is partly obscured (as was the oak) and it also is personified,
‘Sah schlafng aus dem Duff hervor’. It mirrors the poet’s activity: it sees. The winds

"Peter Hutchinson, ‘Willkommen und Abschied’, in Special Goethe Number, GLL36 Roger Paulin
(éd.), 1982-3, p.6.
^^Klaus Weimar, Goethes Gedichte 1769-1775 Interpretationen zu einem Anfang, Schôningh,
Padeibom, 1982, p.24
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have a super-physical effect (as did the hundred eyes from the darkness): ‘schwangen
leise\ and yet the effect upon the poet is of a brutal force, ‘Umsausten schauerlich
mein Ohr’. With ‘Die Nacht’ comes a generally felt metaphor, the verb ‘schuf (of a
kind with ‘wiegte’ of the evening in stanza one): there is a humanity of action, if not
of form.
In this way we see a narrowing of focus, upon both the physical object (as
it becomes more specific to the night in question), and the descriptive imagery. The
general terms ‘Abend’, and ‘Nacht’, pertain to a generally felt imagery of active
purpose (‘wiegte’, and ‘schuf); the more physically specific notions of ‘Mond’ and
‘Eiche’ are seen to possess the human faculty of sight (‘sah’), or a physically
animated appearance (‘Riese’); and finally, the aphysical forces, darkness and the
winds, are the most dynamic, with the appearance of black eyes, and the ‘Ungeheuer’
- describing the selfs mood rather more than physical appearance.
There is a progression, and subsequent regression, from the general, to the
physically specific, to the invisible dynamic forces of nature. The move is also from a
general impression of the self (a self which draws parallels between the processes of
nature and those of mankind - ‘Der Abend wiegte’), to a self which finds its own
expression in natural imagery (the oak is a disquieting ‘Riese’; the moon sees, as does
the self), and ultimately to a self whose senses shape nature in order to find
expression not within its physical scope (the hundred black eyes). The language of
metaphor that does not convey the physical identity of the surroundings, is a most
direct form of poetic self-expression. The movement is therefore towards and away
from the directly expressive self as well as towards and away from the physical
natural landscape.
Perhaps the most immediately clear example of the self finding a mirror
in natural surroundings comes with ‘Die Nacht’ in the second stanza. This is the first
time a word is repeated, and this time there is an image as perturbing as it is dynamic:
a thousand monsters - demons of the self and of folklore - that convey senses of
threat and disquiet.
John R. Williams offers the following interpretation:
This spooky backdrop, however, is not without a certain contrived staginess; it
is a scenic succession of threatening shapes and forms vividly evoked by a
galloping rhythm and perceived as if glimpsed at full pelt from horseback. But
it is a dark foil that is easily dispelled by the rider’s fiery exhuberance of
spirit; this nocturnal stage-set has little of the panic terror of ‘Erlkonig’, and its
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meretricious horrors are quickly forgotten in the roseate glow of affection that
greets him on his arrival, in the exchange of reciprocal glances/^
This is an intelligent reading that hears the forceful tones of the language employed,
and senses the animating, magnifying energy of the poetic vision. It locates the
tensions between the dramatic scenery, the rider’s quest, and the poet’s emotional
flux. What I would wish to emphasise, however, is that what Williams terms
‘staginess’ is the dramatic portrayal of iimer drives and rushes. We look at a stage in
the sense that nature is depicted and exposed as the bearer of outward and elemental
kinship and meaning. And rather than simply forgotten, the experientially tumultuous
process of nearing the beloved is resolved by the arrival at the start of the third stanza.
The final two lines of the second stanza contain metaphors - the spirit is a
‘verzehrend Feuer’, the heart ‘zerfloB in Glut’. ‘Mein’, repeated, asserts the poetic
self. There is reciprocity here between the self and nature. The self looks to nature for
an objectification of emotional state, just as nature is infused with its dynamic
perception. The self now expresses itself more directly, in terms of kinship with
nature. We see the culmination of the thought processes that began in the first stanza:
having progressed to a highly specific analysis of self and nature by the opening of
stanza two, the self now finds direct expression in metaphors drawn from specific
natural images.
The honing of imagery over the final three lines of the second stanza
adopts a similar form to those already encountered. In the first of these lines, ‘Doch
tausendfacher war mein Mut’, a similarity of ‘Mut’ and ‘Nacht’ is established: just as
the night bears a thousand specific expressions of the poet’s mood, so is the poetic
self open to a thousand various, specific emotional states. We hear the humorous tone
of exaggeration,^"^ and the description is of the magnitude and dynamic variety of this
organic whole, and not of likeness. It is in this way an impulsive expression of
intensity, as a synthesis of self- and nature-contemplation. And this last point is
crucial: it would seem to be precisely the perceiving self which brings about an
assumed kinship, a self whose perception makes this correlation of ideas possible. In
brief, it is a kinship of perceptions - of nature and of the self - rather than a kinship of
objects.

^^John R. Williams, The Life o f Goethe, Oxford, 1998, p.59.
^'^Karl Eiblj Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.838.
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The unifying force of the self is one that here perceives disjunction: there
is the adversative conjunction, ‘doch’, that links and compares. These sharply
distinguished things are set in opposition with one another, and in this way the
adversary relation between self and night is foregrounded, affecting the interpretation
of the entire section.

In the first half of the poem, the self and night have played the

roles of protagonist and antagonist in conflict (the poet a ‘Held zur Schlacht’). The
contradictions are welcomed^^, however (as it is with the ‘doch’ of the final stanza).
The stanza’s penultimate line introduces a metaphor: ‘Mein Geist war ein
verzehrend Feuer’. The perceived affinity (and conflict) of self and nature thus brings
a direct comparison. It makes no reference to surrounding nature, and so the mind is
focused on the self. The self (‘Geist’) is likened to an elemental natural force
(‘Feuer’). In this manner highly specific self-expression is again related to elemental
forces. The comparison is of a dynamic force with a similar dynamic force. We
witness, therefore, the emergence of the dynamic spiritual self, the fire of the soul.
The poetic self is the victor, and so ‘doch’ welcomes the contradiction.
David Wellbery notes a reversal on the phonological level in these lines, ‘vocalically
staging the transformation taking place in terms of the text’s semantics’:
Die Nac/rt schuf rawsend Ungeheuer Doch towsendfac/zer war mein Mut;
The anxiety is overcome and focus returns to the protagonist-subject:
Mein Geist war ein verzehrend Feuer,
Mein ganzes Herz zerfloB in Glut.^^
Wellbery gives us a perception into the semantic operations at this point of the poem,
operations that articulate the emergence of a powerful and directly speaking poetic
self. It is here in these lines that elemental forces establish a forceful and conclusive
sense of inner emotional self. ‘Feuer’, ‘Glut’, and the beating heart are all signs of an
elemental strength; and the closing three lines of this stanza correspond with the
heroism assumed in the second line; they bestow a sense of almost super-human
energy, which is inflamed and excited by the menacing forces apparent in nature.
These lines are climactic, in terms of the narrative journey and in terms of the
‘^David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.31.
^^Martin Swales, German Poetry. An Anthologyfrom Klopstock to Emensberger, Cambridge University
Press, 1987, p. 151.
^^David E Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.37.
**Gerhard Sauder, ‘Willkomm und Abschied: wortlos. Goethes Sesenheimer Gedicht M ir schlug das
H erz\ in Gedichte und Interpretation, Vol.2: Auflddrung und Sturm und Drang, Ed. Karl Richter,
Reclam, 1983, p.417.
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increasingly forceful description and self-expression. And from the opening of the
third stanza, the poet speaks in the first-person, Ich.
In line fourteen, ‘Mut’ was a general expression of the selfs courage; it
accorded with a general time-phrase, ‘Nacht’. Now the self is compared to a specific
natural force (‘Feuer’): it achieves a dynamism of description that is established via
the previous lines’ progressive magnification of focus. The journey is thus one
towards the definition of detail, and the establishment of dynamic description. There
has been a seamless passage from generality, to singularity, to the singular energies of
nature. This leads, in the culminating lines of the second stanza, to the dynamic force
of the self.
The final line of the second stanza describes again the poetic self. Here,
however, it is directly portrayed as a dynamic force: the self takes on the very actions
of the fire with ‘zerflofi’. The metaphor describes the self in the very course of
dynamic action. In this line we see a descriptive zenith; the self is described in terms
of the very processes of its dynamic interrelation with nature. Here the poetic self
transmits both a comparative description, and a dynamic interrelation. This is made
possible by the descriptive fulfilments of the poem to this point. The movement
towards and away from physical and descriptive specificity leads to a metaphor
(‘Feuer’) that enables the self to wear a descriptive guise. The self is now traced in its
changing form - from the soul as a fire we come to the self in the process of action,
with the verb ‘zerflofi’. And this is the first verb directly appropriated to the self.
The return to direct self-contemplation at the close of the second stanza is
consistent with the overall pattern of these two stanzas. The progression of subject
matter is: the self, in the form of the initially felt heartbeat, and the urge to action;
nature as observed during the journey; the self, in the last three lines.
And there are two further important details. Firstly, in the central portion
of the sequence, that deals with impressions of nature in the course of the journey, we
see a pattern whereby the ultimate return to direct self-assessment becomes both a
natural, and an essential, progression. The poem moves from a generally felt scene (a
description of climatic and general conditions), and approximate time (‘Der Abend’),
to a specific physical detailing of the scene as it appears (the oak swathed in mist),
and ultimately to the forces of nature giving rise to the mood (as suggested with
‘Nebelkleid’, and introduced fully with ‘Finstemis’). We then fluctuate, from a
specific vision (the moon), to forces of nature (the winds), and then once more to a
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general scene (‘Die Nacht’). The movement from self to general scene at the opening
stage of the poem would thus seem to necessitate the return to the direct selfexpression at the close of stanza two.
Secondly, and more importantly: the self to which we return in the last
three lines of the second stanza appears to be more forcefully and specifically
expressive than at the opening of the poem. The poem’s first lines give a physical and
emotional account of a self driven to action. The heartbeat has a degree of
metaphoricity, expressive of emotional states and intentions; but this remains largely
a physical sequence (the heartbeat, the leap to horse), and a simultaneous instinctive
urge. Upon the return to the self as direct subject matter, however, we note something
of a development: firstly, through the employment of metaphor, there is a comparative
description of the self. Secondly, the last three lines of stanza two present a
progressive description of the self. We start with the self’s variety (‘tausend’,
repeated), which is compared with the generally felt scene; then comes a fire
metaphor, energised with an adverb, ‘verzehrend’. The final line culminates the first
two stanzas’ progressive patterning of expression: metaphor takes the form of a verb
applied to the self, ‘zerflofi’. The activity of the self is dynamically expressed. The
self is illustrated through metaphor and comparison with a natural world that the
self’s perceptions energise.
It is important to note the nouns that denote the self. In the second stanza,
the first is ‘Mut’, with simple allegory (with nature) expressing variety. The second is
‘Geist’, a word denoting something beyond the perceptible changeability as ‘Mut’.
The last in this sequence is ‘Herz’, the most clearly metaphorical expression of the
self. It is a physical term, but here it denotes the spiritual self. And, as noted above,
the last line of stanza two conveys the most highly singular, and metaphorical,
expression of the dynamic self.
It would seem, therefore, that at each stage metaphor is the vehicle for the
most energetic expression of the self. The journey is not so much the physical reality
of historical events: it is one into the power of metaphorical expression, as well as one
of the experiencing self; the journey may be understood in terms of these two
simultaneous processes. At each stage, emphasis is placed upon the imagined, and
upon the impressions of the physically, and emotionally, exemplary. In this way, we
arrive at the allegorical nature of the journey, of the self explored and expressed
through an associative progression of thought.
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Affirmation and assertion of the self is evident throughout the third
stanza, and the girl is the object of its affectionate attention. The description of the
girl as a dynamic entity is akin to those seen of nature, and of the natural forces, in the
preceding stanzas. There, the dynamism of nature originated in the selfs perception;
and the precise shades of the verbs’ or adverbs’ meanings were expressive of the
dynamic self. Here, the selfs perception vitalises the description of the girl - for
example, her gaze is described as the self sees it, as an adverb replaces an adjective.
The gaze, ‘Blick’, is thus portrayed in a similar manner to the elements of nature, the
image energised by the perceiving self.
The self is expressed through its energising perception of others, and this
is reminiscent of previous Goethe poems in this thesis, most notably Ich komme bald.
There, the selfs voice was the collective ‘wir’ that is repeatedly conjoined with
present-tense desire, ‘wollen’. The specific details of this desire (‘Wir wollen uns zum
Feuer setzen’, ‘Wir wollen kleine Kranzchen winden’) locate the poet’s desires in
play and companionship. Similarly, in the opening line of Jetzt fiihlt der Engel, was
ich fuhle, the self makes an assured statement of emotional parity with his beloved.
Again the present tense is a statement of affirmation, the present-ness with which the
poet feels an emotional bonding. In the current analysis, the self is portrayed in the
terms of all the emotional states that the poem describes, and in this way all emotional
entities are subsumed under the self. This poem arrives at a still more complete
assertion of the self, for in its third stanza we see the very activity of a beloved
brought under the umbrella of the experiential poetic self. This is to become clearer
below.
The third line is a wholehearted expression of love. There are senses of
emotional entirety, ‘Ganz’, and of undiluted affection, ‘an deiner Seite’. And in ‘Ganz
war mein Herz...’ we have the resonance of repetition (‘Mein ganzes Herz...’ of stanza
two). This line reflects upon the self in terms of its emotional strength and expressive
dynamism. Read as an adverb, ‘ganz’ points to total emotional investment in the
beloved; considered as an adjective, it demonstrates the unity of self discovered
through the vision of the beloved.

The arrival at reciprocal emotion and visual

experience intensifies the sense of self; and this whole sense of the dynamically
various expressive self, as developed in the poem, is expressive of the poet’s devotion
to the beloved.

^^avid E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.41.
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The term ‘Herz’ has become a token of the poetic selfs sum expression.
This whole expresses physical closeness and emotional parity, and the result is a sense
of inherent temporal immediacy. The expression of past narrative event (‘war’) and
the parallel present assertion of self (‘Herz’) are similar to the experiences described
in preceding stanzas. This declaration of the present experience comprises the
recollection of past event, and the present assessment of self and event. It is therefore
a current appraisal of self, in the terms of current debate (‘Mein ganzes Herz’), in the
course of past action. In this sense, the historical truth of this poem is of a presently
moulded character - moulded in accordance with the present knowledge of self
through the perspective of hindsight. The result is a merging of past and present
experience, and its simultaneous enactment in poetic form; these elements form the
supreme experience of self, both as was and is, within the poem.
‘Herz’ in stanza three echoes not only the assertion and apprehension of
self inherent in the final line of the second stanza, but also its initial impact in the
poem’s opening sentence. There, the heartbeat was a spontaneous awareness of both
physical reaction and emotional excitement. The heart was corporeal, as well as a
metaphorical statement. And so this is a statement not only of emotional closeness: it
asserts also a physical closeness, his beating heart indeed at her side. The
metaphorical aspect of this line understands this physical closeness not only as the
palpable result of the poet’s affection, but also as a symbol of their love: their two
hearts beating next to one another is both a physical and an emotional statement. And
physical communication is abundantly apparent throughout this (and the next)
sta n z a .T h e girl’s ‘süBer Blick’ was enough to say everything to the poet; ‘milde
Freude’ contrasts with ‘Feuer’ and ‘Glut’ preceding, and indicates the girl’s
generosity and sweet nature.
This compounding of senses brings an intensity and variety of experience
to this third stanza. There is the process of defining a specific vocabulary, one that
comes to bring a highly tuned expression of experience. The poem’s vocabulary
builds its own set of associative links, bringing increasingly specific shades of
meaning to each subsequent employment of terms. And one senses an inherent
discomfort in the allocation of words to ideas, in a way similar to Ob ich dick liebe.
There, the question as to whether the poet was in love was ultimately developed as an

^^Gerhard Sauder, ‘Willkomm und Abschied; wortlos. Goethes Sesenheimer Gedicht M ir schlug das
H erz\ in Gedichte und Interpretation, Vol.2: Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Ed. Karl Richter,
Reclam, 1983, p.419.
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inquiry into nomenclature, and the essential nature of love itself. The final line brings
the refrain - with the complex expressive significance of a question that has been
both elaborated and defined.
In this poem, ‘Herz’ comes to display a diversity akin to nature, and more
specifically to the selfs perception of nature: the experiencing self expresses itself
through reference to nature; ‘Herz’ is specifically physical and simultaneously
metaphorical; and ‘Herz’ is a more complete assertion of the dynamic self than the
terms ‘Mut’ or ‘Geist’ (although the perception of a various self in ‘Mut’, and the
singular emotional impetus of ‘Geist’ are subsumed under ‘Herz’). It is this dynamic
whole which is expressed in the third stanza - a composite of past and immediate
assimilation that forms the poetic experience.
The third stanza introduces a train of objects, and is in this similar to the
first two. I wish now to look at an important difference that is brought about by the
word ‘Zartlichkeit’.
‘Zârtlichkeit’ is the departure from the poetic theme. It is not followed by
allegory, nor by a specific description: it is followed by a sudden exclamation, ‘Dir
Gotter!’. And the next line is a similarly direct emotional reaction. It is a movement
away from metaphor, to more immediately emphatic statement. There is a coherence
of sense from the fifth to eighth lines of this stanza (‘Ein rosenfarbes... fur mich’): as
a result the final line is isolated from the body of the stanza, ‘Dir Gotter!’ serving as a
demarcation.^^ The pulse, however, is regular: rhyme and rhythm are unaltered, albeit
with the slight discomfort in the rhyme of ‘Friihlingswetter’ and ‘Gotter’, denoting a
sense of trepidation in a similar manner to the pairing of ‘Eiche’ and ‘Gestrauche’ in
the first stanza. This isolation underlines the unique status of the closing line as a
comment on the entire stanza, and as the sole instance of grammatical negation. And
there is the resonance of repetition: ‘’Ich hofft’ es, ich verdient’ es nicht’. Nonetheless,
the uneasiness of rhyme here signifies rapidity, the sudden veering of thought from
metaphorical expression to this exclamatory force.
The two closing lines of the third stanza echo the opening lines of the
poem. There, the first sentence provided a brief narrative statement, one that was also
metaphorical; it was both a signal and an impetus for ensuing events, and a succinct
enactment of the thoughts accompanying the leap to horse. Here, the first clause.
^'David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.31.
^^DavidE. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.31.
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‘Und Zârtlichkeit fur mich’, appears as an initial idea, encapsulated in a simple
verbless expression. The immediately following exclamation conveys the intense
emotion accompanying the reception and assimilation of this impression. This
represents a seamless transmission of the reception, assimilation and appraisal of
ideas.
The exclamatory

‘ihr Gotter’ is the

emotional

supplement to

‘Zârtlichkeit’. The line’s closing exclamation is devoid of causal intention (as was
‘Geschwind, zu Pferde!’) and furthermore expresses intensity rather than likeness (the
following line gives an explanation of its true impact). The final line of the third
stanza has a purpose akin to the second version’s ‘Es war getan fast eh gedacht’, and,
to some extent, to the first version’s ‘Und fort, wild wie ein Held zur Schlacht’: it
describes the intention and effect contained within the immediately preceding words.
The final line of the third stanza contains the same emotions as the immediately
preceding exclamation - ‘Ihr Gotter’ expresses the sating of desire, the surprise at
success, and the near self-reproach of the final words.
The meeting marks the physical destination of the journey. It follows the
imperative imaginative drive of the opening stanzas; it is the result of their linguistic
vigour. It is the aim of the poet’s impulsive desire, and the reward for the poet’s
flowing emotional, and creative, energies. It is linguistically, emotionally, and
imaginatively climactic.
And we see with the opening of the third stanza, how the language
changes. Nicholas Boyle writes:
The poetry of longing has been replaced by the poetry of meeting. And yet it is
impossible to ignore the decline in vigour of the poem’s language as it reaches
the point where dreams become reality, where the terrors of the night give way
to the rosy light of spring, and that vigour is recovered only in the last two
lines when separation has been confirmed and accepted.
This highlights, correctly and succinctly, the experiential cause of the linguistic
change: the arrival brings union. And this moment of giving and receiving, as Boyle
goes on to assert, is necessarily fleeting, and must give way to permit new desire, and
inspiration for poetry. But what this argument makes too little of, in my view, is the
extent to which the poem enacts the physical, emotional, imaginative, and therefore
linguistic interactions of the meeting. In the words ‘ich sah dich’ it is the medium of
poetic vision, the prism of a lover’s gaze, that alone separates the lovers (as does now.
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of course, the past-tense statement). The transition to a more simple linguistic
register, the emergence from the metaphorical style, initiates and signifies the
emergence from interpretative experiential fiux, and the poetry of longing, towards a
contemplation of this new stability, the discovered union of souls that is to form the
poem’s closing statement.
T.J. Reed sees at the poem’s mid-point a transformation of tone into
‘sudden serenity’ that is ‘surely a necessary change of pace if the woman is not to be
ridden down by the pounding rhythms’. T h e changes in linguistic tone and rhythmic
pace are indeed necessary to provide an atmosphere in which the girl may become
visible, even visionary (‘rosenfarbes Friihlingswetter’ suggests as much). But I would
wish also to stress that the girl and the meeting are illustrated and, crucially, given
form through the structure and language of the poem. The choice of words, their
order, repetition, refining and interaction, the coimections and inter-references
between ideas, and the repetition and modification of sentence-structures are all
bearers of meaning. It is important in this respect that the lovers do not speak to one
another: their communication is implicit, inferred, and profoundly understood.
There are, then, diverse connections between the first and second halves
of the poem. They are between the night-time journey and the love-scene, between
metaphorical and direct language, between longing and fulfilment, travelling, arrival,
and finally departure. These connections are emphatic and vigorous; they fasten the
poem’s emotional and experiential components. The connecting force between the
two halves of the poem is a complex of energies. Erich Trunz offers the following:
Das Verbindende des Ganzen ist Stinunung, nicht auBerer, sondem innerer

Vorgang.^"^
In one sense, of course, Trunz is right. The logic of the poem is to be found less in its
referential mode (the story of the ride through the night to be with the girl) than in its
mediation of - and reflection on - that experience. But Trunz invokes the hallowed
concept ‘Stimmung’ - which is a wonderful catch-all. But what I perceive in the
poem is, in the last analysis, something infinitely more rigorous conceptually and
intellectually than ‘Stimmung’.
The constant of the poetic selfs emotional flux is at the root of the
poem’s moods and shifts. There are unifying complexes of significance between the
two halves: the repetition o f ‘Herz’ (lines 1, 16, 19, 26) and ‘sehen’ (lines 8, 10, 17,
Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 54.
^'’Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke, Band I (Hambui^er Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.461.
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30), and these words’ significance is emphasised by their compositional placement,
‘Herz’ occupying the first and final lines of the first half, and ‘sehen’ holding the
same first and final lines in the second (if the closing exclamation is excluded).
Thematic continuity is also suggested by the repeated appearance of ‘stund’ and
‘Erde’ at the beginning of the poem (lines 3 and 5) and the end (line 29)?^
Yet there are stylistic changes to incorporate within a sense of the poem’s
progressive congruity and wholeness. These, and the fimdamental shifts of poetic
mood, approach, and most crucially, of language, are problematic. A global tonal
opposition between the halves is generated by the words ‘wild’ and ‘milde’; these
words announce the basic emotional tenor of each section. On the narrative level,
there is the contrast of aloneness and togetherness. And there is visual disunity in the
presence of colour (‘rosenfarbes’, line 21) and its absence (‘schwarzen’, line 8).^^ As
Gerhard Sauder notes, the fundamental contrast between the two halves of the poem
has yet to find a satisfactory elucidation.^^
The narrative elements are episodic. The course of events - ride, meeting,
and departure - is given as a series of moments. But the pulse is intermittent, as the
sequence accommodates assessment, evaluation, and elaboration. There is temporal
distance in poetic commentary, interpretation, contemplation and assessment of each
phase.^* There is the combination of past-tense statement and the present-ness of
exclamations and fictive address to the girl. If we are to register the emotional,
experiential, and linguistic coherence of the poem, it is that conceived and instituted
by the creative poetic self, by its confident affirmation of experiential kinship with the
girl, and with nature. This will be discussed further in the third reading of the poem.
I wish to close this reading by considering important differences between
the two versions of the poem that appear in the final stanza. The differences are in the
first line: ‘Der Abschied,

wie bedràngt, wie triibe!’ (earlier version) and ‘Doch

ach, schon mit der Morgensonne’ (later version); and in the fifth line: ‘Du gingst, ich
stund und sah zur Brden’ (earlier version) and ‘Ich ging, du standst und sahst zur

^^DavidE. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, pp.30-31.
^^avid E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.30.
^^Gerhard Sauder, ‘Willkomm und Abschied: wortlos. Goethes Sesenheimer Gedicht M ir schlug das
H erz\ in Gedichte und Interpretation, Vol.2: Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Ed. Karl Richter,
Reclam, 1983, p.413.
^Gerhard Sauder, ‘Willkomm und Abschied: wortlos. Goethes Sesenheimer Gedicht M/r schlug das
H erz\ in Gedichte und Interpretation, Vol.2: Aufklarung und Sturm und Drang, Ed. Karl Richter,
Reclam, 1983, p.415.
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Erden’ (later version). These differences comment upon the stanza, in the sense that a
comparison of the two versions helps us to clarify the experiences described and their
significance within the poem as a whole.
In the later version of the poem there is an additional temporal reference,
‘schon mit der Morgensonne’, the passing of night to day. Consequently, there is a
more defined sense of events’ temporal duration, and a more distinct spacing of
events: arrival in the evening, a night of love, and departure at dawn. Karl Eibl offers
the following commentary:
...geàndert, um ins Typische der Situation zu verallgemeinem...Das Gedicht
gewinnt damit natürlich einen anderen, "allgemeineren" Sinn als in der
"gelegenheits'-nahen Friihfassung.^^
Eibl is, I believe, right to hear the more conventional tones of a poetic ‘Liebesnacht’.
Nonetheless, there are temporal and narrative progressions within both versions of the
poem that testify to the experiential singularity of the evening. It is distinguished in its
natural aspects, and the expressions of self which these provide. There is some level
of descriptive detail provided by natural phenomena - the mist, for example, or the
winds - but this scarcely constitutes a uniqueness of conditions. Rather, it is the
assimilating and expressive self which provides occasional exactitude - in the precise
combination, of natural object and the ideas and expressions o f self which this
initiates.
And in the later version, the duration and (in part) physical purpose of the
meeting is further clarified: he (rather than she) parts at dawn after a night of love.
This is, as Nicholas Boyle notes, an image at once more sensual, more dramatic, and
more conventional. The lovers’ roles are more clearly and simply defined: he enjoys
the ‘bliss’ of sexual victory, as the ‘pain’ is reserved for her.^® Consequently, the
woman’s posture, head bowed, suggests perhaps regret at the intimacy, or at the
departure. Much of the uncertainty of the earlier version has vanished: in the earlier
version it is not clear how long the meeting has lasted, why the woman must go, why
the poet keeps his eyes to the ground. Karl Eibl also notes this later simplification of
sense:

^^Karl Eibl^ Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.838.
^“Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.604.
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...macht daraus die einfachere, gleichwohl das "Allgemeine” beibehaltende
Konstellation, dafî die Verlassese dem Schidenden nachblickt: "Ich ging, du
stundst"^^
Whether or not we see the more conventional roles of lovers evident in the poem’s
later version as conveying a more general experiential and emotional traffic, (as I
believe to be the case) it is apparent that the earlier version portrays a more complex
and ambiguous series of events. Purely at the physical level, the earlier version does
not make fully clear whether the girl simply leaves the poet as he stands still, or
whether the girl accompanies the poet for a part of the way, and he gazes after her as
she turns back.^^
The later simplification of meaning continues into the poem’s final lines:
since it is now only she who cries, the poet assures the woman that, although she is
sorrowful, either he can rejoice in being able to love and be loved by her, or she
should count herself privileged in being able to love and be loved by him. In the
earlier version, these last lines represent a more complex statement that seeks
certainty in the confidence of mutual love. It assimilates, confirms, rejoices, and
makes sensual and emotional experience comprehensible in terms of emphatic
intellectual categorisation and kinship. This compression of meaning is apparent in
the word ‘welch’, which conveys the strength of bliss (‘Glück’), the emphatic
certainty of bliss, as well as perhaps an understanding of the kind of bliss that this
love engenders.
********

This third and final reading will centre on the poetic experience, in which
the self, events and circumstances are presented as an experiential whole that is
essentially linguistic.
In the poem, experience energises nature, and the poetic selfs dynamic
perception infuses animate and inanimate objects alike. There is a uniformity of
descriptive presentation, in the sense that there is a simultaneously descriptive and
experiential bearing on events and physical objects. A consequence of this is what
may be termed the girl’s passivity: her physical expressions of emotion are presented
^^Karl Eib( Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfort am Main, 1987, pp.838-9.
^^Karl Eibl Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker verlag, Frankfort am Main, 1987, pp.838-9.
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in terms of the poet’s experience of them. Within the poem, she is loved rather more
than she loves. And as the words ‘du gingst’ take the girl away from the poet, they
form a splendidly laconic statement implying a powerful contrast to the male self’s
heroic, grandiose three stanzas of journeying. Action external to the self is presented
in terms of the poet’s emotional reaction. In brief, this is a poem of effects, and not
causes.
Physical nature and experience are inseparably connected, and palpable
reality is significant in the way that it catalyses poetic experience. The poem’s
descriptions contain little physical detail, and so convey a more general physical
impression. For example, the lines ‘Wo Finstemis aus dem Gestrauche/ Mit hundert
schwarzen Augen sah’ are for the most part a description of the self’s unease; indeed
darkness renders nature invisible. There is also little specific detailing of the oak tree
- it stands ‘Wie ein Getürmter Riese da’, a clause that again conveys the poet’s
threatened mood. In each of these examples, however, the poetic self is stimulated by
a certain elemental reality: in the first, unease is provoked as visibility disappears, and
the darkness is a setting for wild imaginings; in the second, the tree was towering, and
hence intimidating. It thus seems that physical objects are important for something
essential to their definition.
IPeter Hutchinson detects an ambiguity of situation in the first stanza arising

from its vocabulary:
Night can suggest peace; but it can also suggest a darkness within which
something oppressive lurks f.] ‘Nebel’ is another word which can be taken in
different ways - a ‘neutral’ phenomenon, or a concealing, misleading,
dangerous force [.] Although the towering giant and the night that observes the
poet so intensely are potentially threatening, or possibly terrifying, I feel that
the choice of vocabulary leaves us with an ambiguous situation. The poet is
not really terrified, nor are the images terrifying. When they are - as in the
following stanza - then the poet uses language that conveys that sensation
directly. There is no ambiguity in ‘schauerlich’ and ‘Ungeheuer.^^
The girl also is drawn in general terms: her face, for example, is ‘lieblich’, her gaze is
‘sub’. ‘Ein rosenfarbes Friihlingswetter’ lies on the face, an image highlighted by the
rose-tint of loving eyes: there is here a hint of the rococo, a suggestion of rose
garlands, and of love’s common rituals. There is also the suggestion that this is a
vision. In the final stanza, her heart speaks from her gaze, which is an emotionally
'^^Peter Hutchinson, ‘Willkommen und Abschied’, in Special ùoéthe Number, GLL36, Roger Paulin
(éd.), 1982-3, pp. 10-11.
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inclusive expression: it communicates affection, or sadness, even regret, or ail these.
And we hear the resonance of the term ‘Herz’, which appears here for the fourth time:
the first three pertained to the poetic self. Finally, the repetition of ‘welche’ does not
so much describe feelings as it does state their intensity.
Statements of a similarly broad compass and various meaningful
possibilities appear in other Goethe poems in this thesis. In Ob ich dich liebe, for
example, the implicit ‘wenn’ of the second and third lines render a statement of
events’ and details’ emotional strength. Similarly, events in Ich komme bald typify
childishness. And in Jetztfiihlt der Engel, there is a parity of feeling between poet and
beloved which expresses the poetic selfs emotional likeness rather than his (passive)
beloved’s - she is an occasion for, rather than the unique object of, the poet’s
affections. And the metaphor ‘Engel’ brings the girl into the realm of generally
applicable statement.
The visual portrayal of natural phenomena in the first two stanzas
expresses an increasing, and accelerating, obscurity. Just as they are increasingly
unspecific in terms of singular detail, so is the act of vision increasingly imprecise as
the journey progresses. This is parallel to the passage from evening to night, to the
passing of time (the speed of which is intimated in the quickening speed of
impressions, ‘schon’ and the repeated ‘und’). And there are the hundred eyes of
darkness (suggestive perhaps of a visual dismemberment); there is the sleepily seeing
moon; and the verbs of perception apply not to the protagonist (although his visual
experience is implied), but to the moon, and the darkness;^"^ these all inform us that,
just as he is increasingly unable to see distinctly, so too is the self increasingly
invisible to his surroundings.
The natural landscape invokes poetic ideas, and ideas of nature and of the
self are presented as an instantaneous whole. Examples include ‘Feuer’, ‘Glut’, or the
beating heart: they are signs of elemental force, and contrast with the darkness of the
night. And the imagined monsters, natural surroundings at their least visually and
intellectually distinct, characterise a general unease, and contrast (‘doch’) with the
profound and elemental energy of the poetic self. Distinct vision, seeing and being
^'*David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, pp.34-36. He describes
the opposition o f ‘Mit hundert schwarzen Augen’ and ‘schlafrig’, describing ‘the character of the seeing’
as follows: ‘The metaphor of the moon seeing necessarily endows the moon with the semantic feature
“possesses eyes” or, in a stronger reading, makes of the moon a single eye, which would cast its light
and sight onto the subject. To say that the moon is peering sleepily from behind (or over the edge of) a
cloud is therefore to suggest that its metaphorical eye is closing, sees only weakly, verges on
disappearance.’
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seen, returns only after the successful outcome at the beginning of stanza three: ‘Ich
sah dich’.
In connection with the poems Ob ich dich liebe, and Ich komme bald, we
noted that the poetic imagery of seemingly precise, tangible detail - the face and eyes,
the (imaginary) scenes of playful joy and specific wish - were in fact a form of
descriptively precise example. In Ob ich dich liebe, the implicit ‘weim’ of the second
and third lines expressed emotional intensity rather than specific likeness. In Ich
komme bald, there are the similes of the sixth and final lines, ‘wie die Engelein’, ‘Und
wie die kleinen kinder sein’, giving a representative colour to events.
Klaus Weimar says this of the role of nature in the first stanza of
Willkommen imd Abschied:
Man kann also sagen, daB unser Held sich sprachlich (bzw. wahmehmend)
einen Gegner aufbaut. Überwâltigt von einem ihm selbst unbegreiflichen
Gefuhl, erlebt er die abendliche Natur als eine, die sozusagen auf dem
Sprunge ist, Mensch zu werden und ihn genauso zu überfallen wie jenes
Gefuhl am Anfang.^^
In his reading, Weimar acknowledges the linguistic, and poetic, nature of events. And
he rightly perceives the dynamic relationships between nature, poetic feeling, and
language. I feel it is important also to point to the precise linguistic forms that the
sensed combat takes. In the imagery of heroism, of animated nature, and of elemental
forces, the combat is essentially poetic, and metaphorical.
Of nature in the poem’s first half, Klaus Weimar also says this:
Der Reiter hat alle innere Beunruhigung, die sich im Schlagen des Herzens
gemeldet hat, nach auBen als Bedrohung in der Natur projiziert (1. Strophe),
um es dort zu besiegen
The victory here is that over the threatening forces of nature, and is an end-result of
that powerful moment of feeling with which the poem opened. It is a battle that is set
up, fought, and won in linguistic terms. Once again, I would wish to emphasise the
poetic, and above all metaphorical, nature of events. There is, as outlined above, a
meeting, contrasting, and merging of ideas that exhibit the inner turmoil of the poetic
self.

^^Klaus Weimar, Goethes Gedichte 1769-1775. Interpretationen zu einem Anfang. Schôningh,
Paderbom, 1982, p.25.
^ ^ a u s Weimar, Goethes Gedichte 1769-1775. Interpretationen zu einem Anfang. Schôningh,
Paderbom, 1982, p.25.
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Weimar integrates the moment of intense feeling with which the poem
opens with the heroic battle in evidence in the first two stanzas:
Das ich wird, ohne Warum und Wozu zu kennen, doch zumindest, ohne es zu
sagen, von einer Macht überfallen, die aus seinem Inneren kommt, der es aber
keinen Widerstand entgegensetuen kann oder will und die es ins Freie
hinaustreibt. In dieser Gemütsverfassung ândert sich ihm die Landschaft, oder
besser: es ândert sich die Wahmehmung der auBeren Natur.
Nature threatens ultimately to overcome the poetic self; and the potentially
overpowering force originates in the selfs emotional state that alters and colours the
natural landscape. Where Weimar and I take different paths, however, is at the issue
of imagery as such. Where Weimar perceives a linguistic struggle that incorporates a
modified vision of nature, I see the linguistic struggle as one that addresses the
essential constitution and condition of the poetic self. It is important to remember that
the portrayals and explorations of self in the opening stanzas take

forms that are

essentially reflective and linguistic. This is evidenced in, for example, the patterned
order of experience, the repetition of words (‘mein’, ‘Herz’, and so on), of sound
(‘schwarzen...Sah, schlafng, schwangen, Umsausten schauerlich, schuf), alliteration
(‘Wie... Wo’; ‘Der.. Die.. Die.. Doch’, etc.), and perhaps most importantly, in the
assimilation of re-created and remembered idea (as in ‘Es war getan fast eh gedacht’).
And the changing interrelations of self and world are expressed in, and occur through,
metaphor. This is discussed further below.
The inner brightness (‘Feuer’) of soul and spirit becomes external and
visible in the second half of the poem,^* as daylight arrives: ‘ein rosenfarbes Friihlings
Wetter’. This represents a high point of the merging of object and idea, a merging
already evident in the first two stanzas. The momentary whole of thought and action
in the poem’s opening two lines finds its resolution in the moment of meeting at the
start of stanza three.
What kind of poetic effects, then, does the poem’s imagery create?
Nature exemplifies the poetic self with illustrative and temporal precision, and so the
journey charts the progression of thought, as outlined above. Crucially, this process
^^Klaus Weimar, Goethes Gedichte 1769-1775. Interpretationen zu einem Arrfang. Schôningh,
Paderbom, 1982, p.24.
^^Gerhard Sauder, ‘Willkomm und Abschied: wortlos. Goethes Sesenheimer G qôîvAa M ir schlug das
H erz\ in Gedichte und Interpretation, Vol.2: Aujklarung und Sturm und Drang, Ed. Karl Richter,
Reclam, 1983, pp.417-8.
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allocates metaphor to the self. Metaphor becomes the chief means of self-expression,
and brings a degree of singularity, both temporal and descriptive, to instances of the
selfs emotional flux. At the close of stanza two, perhaps the most direct expression of
self is a metaphor, ‘Mein Geist war ein verzehrend Feuer’, and of allegory, between
nature and the self in the fifth and sixth lines.
Metaphor is in the individual events and in the evening (which is given
metaphor in ‘wiegte’ from the very beginning). And we see metaphor in the events of
the poem as a whole. The journey, one from idea to idea, becomes a metaphor for the
discovery and expression of self The travels of the first two stanzas, in the organised
pattern they assemble, convey in essence the construction of a dynamic self, as
witnessed in the progressively resonant and repeated ‘Herz’. There is allegory within
the night-ride: of the emergence of self as articulated in and through the poem.
Nevertheless, material things remain in evidence, palpable nature
appearing to the poet in a rapid succession of impressions, prompting a stream of
(sensuous and cognitive) experiences. In the following two stanzas, ‘Ein rosenfarbes
Frühlingswetter’ represents the descriptive abstraction of the girl; it pertains also to
the casting of warm light in the physical landscape. There is nature’s increasing
elemental simplicity: we pass from the general evening scene, to the ‘Eiche’ (palpable
nature), to darkness (elemental force), to the moon (distant physicality), to the wind
(elemental force), to direct communion with the self at the end of stanza two, and
then to the selfs interaction with the beloved. It is in this last stage that the self is at
its most exultantly and dynamically expressive - the mirror is not inanimate nature,
but another self. It is now therefore that love, the reason for the disquiet, is
prominently expressed: ‘milde Freude’, ‘Zârtlichkeit’, ‘Liebe’, ‘Wonne’, and
‘Schmerz’, and in the final lines, reciprocity in ‘geliebt zu werden’ and ‘lieben’.
This exultation brings directly affective language. Thus we note the
unadorned statements of stanza four, which as a whole is remarkably free of
metaphor. The infusion of external objects with the self, however, still takes the form
of metaphor: at the close of stanza three, ‘Zârtlichkeit’ emanates from the
metaphorical vision ‘Ein rosenfarbes Friihlingswetter’. However, there follows an
expressive surge of a direct simplicity unprecedented in the poem: ‘Ich hofff es, ich
verdient’ es nicht’. Simplicity of language begins here. The fourth stanza lacks
metaphorical statement, and expresses intense emotion directly.
The motif of unclarity, one associated with the night, has run through the
poem - ‘Wolkenhügel’ of the second stanza, for example, or ‘Nebelkleid’ and
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‘Finstemis’ of the first. The passage fi’om unclarity to clarity of physical surroundings
coincides with the omission of metaphor. Emotional distinctness has also been
expressed in a direct narrative, for example, ‘Ganz war mein Herz an deiner Seite’.
Moreover, this arrival at narrative, emotional, and visual clarity is coincidental with
the parting of the lovers, and, in the second version, with the passing of night to day
Thus we arrive at the nature of event and perception within this poem.
Narrative events comprise the journey, the arrival at the beloved, and the parting. The
journey triggers metaphorical self-expression; there is a progressive loss of visual
precision with the movement into the night, culminating in the exultant completeness
of self-assertion at the close of stanza two. The meeting, at the opening of stanza
three, explains the journey’s impetus. There are impressions of the girl - each a
metaphorical expression and an enactment of (the poet’s) love. Sight is returned: the
poet sees (and is seen by) the girl. The gathering intensity of self-expression climaxes
with the final line: ‘Ich hofft’ es, ich verdient’ es nicht’ and profound emotional
directness. This unmediated expression meets clarity of vision. The fourth stanza
brings direct, unadorned self-expression, in a succession of exclamations. And so
comes the zenith of the poem, the closing two lines’ personal and universal truth.
Each of the last two stanzas purports to cover a stage of the narrative. The
opening line of stanza three initiate a description of the meeting; the words ‘Der
Abschied’ at the start of the final stanza forms its working title. The events in this
final stanza (the gaze from the beloved, and the poet’s acknowledgement of it, the
kisses, the girl’s parting, and the poet’s look to the ground) are the parting’s
constituent parts: they form its physical sequence and at the same time each bear its
significance.
Drawing towards and parting is a theme of the poem as a whole. The first
two stanzas move fi'om the general scene, to physical nature, to elemental forces, once
again to the general scene. We have noted also the progression towards a more
dynamically expressive self.
The final stanza itself presents a progression and withdrawal: there is the
gaze (from physical distance), the kisses (physical touching), and ultimately the
parting, and with it the return to a gaze, ‘sah mir nach’. This represents a microcosm
of the poem’s events. The process of meeting and parting is mirrored in the emotions
assigned to each of the stanza’s events. In the stanza’s opening description of the
parting - ‘wie bedrangt, wie triibe!’ - its emotional nature is in general terms: ‘wie’
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conveys not so much likeness, as intensity of feeling, and the adjectives are similarly
general. The gazes are accompanied by more evocative language - ‘sprach’ describes
visual communication; and ‘Herz’ expresses the emotional self. The kisses, the arrival
at physical touch, bring the language of singular emotions - ‘Liebe’, Wonne’, and
‘Schmerz’. Each is preceded by ‘welche’, now imparting likeness (‘such a love as
this!’) as well as an intensity of feeling (‘what love!’).
And so in stanza four, the movement into and away from physical
closeness and singularity runs parallel to one towards and away from emotional
strength and distinctness. The entry into experiential immediacy and withdrawal from
it echoes these movements of the poem.
The poem dynamises the interplay of physical and emotional events. In
kisses and gazes, physical events signify emotions; the ‘Getürmter Riese’, or the
unsettling ‘Finstemis’, give physical nature a temporality and expression of
appearance. The progression in the final stanza towards and away from emotional
specificity corresponds to the final two lines’ simultaneous emotional singularity and
universality; and the progression towards and away from physical proximity leads to
their aphysicality of reference.
I have examined already the closing two lines’ personally, and temporally,
specific sentiment, as well as their universal statement. The merging of the general
and the singular within these lines, however, is more complex. The self’s present
expression of personal joy resounds also in a general sphere: it is a conclusion reached
in the light of events, and so is a general and constant truth of the self. Indeed the
infinitive verbs, ‘lieben’, and ‘geliebt zu werden’, lend a tone of inclusivity. The
universal sense of these lines is nonetheless a personally felt general rule, and is
singularly instanced: the singular events of the preceding stanzas are in this way also
exemplary. Universality is here simultaneously personal, in the sense that it is reached
as the conclusion of a poetic self-examination. And it bears the linguistic stamp of a
personally felt utterance, in the outburst ‘Und doch’, and the exclamatory ‘Gotter’.
This present affirmation of meeting and parting was prefigured in the later
version of the poem, in the parallel exclamations of stanza two (‘In meinen Adem
welches Feuer! / In meinem Herzen welche Glut!) and in stanza four of both versions
(first version: In deinen Küssen welche Liebe, / O welche Wonne, welcher Schmerz!
Second version: In deinen Küssen welche Wonne! / In deinem Auge welcher
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The final lines contain the experiences and self-exploration of the whole

poem, and compose a current statement of the universal. This is a general rule that is
relevant now.
The physical and emotional interplay between the lovers reaches its zenith
at the very moment of departure, j^eter Hutchinson rightly notes that there has been no ‘
conversation between the two, and he goes on to argue that their encounter is
therefore sexual rather than spiritual."^® I agree fully with the assertion of the physical
drive that bonds the lovers. To hear the poem psychologically - as Hutchinson does in
this section of his; ^alysis - is to hear also the journey into the night as one of sexual
pursuit, the horse riding as a symbolic display of sexual prowess. As T.J. Reed points
out, even at a literal level, horse and riding embody the initiative of the male lover.
But I would emphasise that shared, and communicated, emotion is achieved - if
unspoken - as each feels the pangs of separation, and the memories of mutual bliss. It
is in this sense that the closing lines are about conununication. They communicate
precisely within that sphere of shared emotion which they iterate. The uncertainty
about the nature and reasons for the separation suggests that both parties are
individual agents, acting together. And in this achievement of reciprocal love, in the
experiential interactivity, we may discern the Goethean mesh of Leibnizian monadic
theory and secularism that was noted in Chapter One of this thesis. For a moment, the
monad can emerge from solitude and find its identity confirmed by its meeting with
another like itself. Dream has become reality; the terrors of the night have given way
to the rosy light of spring; momentarily, fulfilment has been attained and the
seemingly endless quest to gather and decipher experience has located and reached a
goal. And yet even when Goethe has found himself, in the encounter with another
independent being, and the whole world seems to voice and share his feelings, it is
only for a moment that giving and receiving may be represented. Necessarily, these
occasions of communion are transient. The state of fixity, solidity, and truth in life
can only be momentary, for the state that is glimpsed is contradictory to the process
that leads up to it. The monad must withdraw into a separateness that permits either
new desire, or the remorseful recollection of emotion that is past."^^ And so separation
is confirmed and accepted.
^^Martin Swales, German Poetry. An Anthology from Klopsiock to Enzensberger, Cambridge University
Fress, 1987, p. 151.
'"^eter Hutchinson, ‘WiUkommen und Abschied’, in Special Goethe Number^ GLL36, Roger Paulin
(éd.), 1982-3, p. 14.
Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p.54.
'^^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, pp. 110-113.
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That moment of rapture, of recognition and self-affirmation, is the
meeting that comprises the third stanza; from the very first words of stanza four,
departure is announced. Within stanza three the meeting is allowed wholeness of
expressive focus and intensity. It is only the last word, the only negative statement of
the poem, that perhaps intimates impending departure; and only the exclamation ‘ihr
Gotter!’ that moves focus away from the immediate union, in the shift to mystical
spheres. Otherwise, the stanza never moves beyond the moment named in its first
three words. The reciprocity, of emotion and physical action (looking), is complete
and undisturbed. In the first lines, the ‘ich’ becomes ‘mich’, the agent becomes the
object of the girl’s visual response.^^ The similarity of ‘fur mich’ and ‘fur dich’
highlights the equivalence between the two figures. Each sees, and is seen, quite
distinctly, and in stark contrast to the monstrous visual distortions of the poem’s first
half. David Wellbery gives a more radical interpretation of the verb ‘sehen’ here:
To “see”, in the sense specific to this text... [is] to be at once the subject and
the object of vision... Vision here is the vision of vision; the act of vision folds
back onto itself, sees its own seeing!^
Certainly, the act of seeing is reciprocated, and each is aware of the other’s gaze. But
what is interesting about Wellbery’s interpretation here is that it perceives the actions
of seeing, being seen, and being aware and conscious of these actions, as
simultaneous and inextricable events. And a consciousness of this overall dynamic
complexity is implicit in the verb ‘sehen’. I do not dissent from Wellbery; but I wish
to hear the linguistic resonance of this line as it accords with the poetic experience as
a whole. The reflectivity inherent in the verb ‘sehen’ is one that brings understanding.
It sees that relationship in the assimilated context of poetic experience; it
simultaneously experiences and reflects upon the meeting and the relationship. It is a
poem in which the poet sees the girl, his own self, and the relationship between them,
in alignment with elemental natural forces, and ultimately (as will be discussed
below) in the light of the poetic experience itself.
The power of reflection in and through language here is reminiscent of
Herder’s concept o f ‘Besonnenheit’: simultaneously with the power of reflection, man
also has language."*^ Language is simultaneously reflective and reactive.

, is word.

^T)avid E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.40.
‘^ a v id E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.40. The italics are his
own.
'‘^Dorothea E. von Miicke, ‘Language as the Mark of the Soul: Herder’s Narcissistic Subject’, in Herder
Today, ed. Kurt Mueller-VoUmer, Walter de Gniyter, 1990, p.335.
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thing and concept. Reflection, or ‘Besonnenheit’, occurs when thinking turns back
upon itself by distinguishing itself from its thoughts - a capacity possible only in and
through speech."^ This is centrality of language to the cognitive process, language as
not only the communicable expression of thoughts, but also the means and medium
for reflective thought itself.
Thus the meeting is one of vision, as well as an emotional reflexivity. And
this moment of experiential, emotional, and expressive wholeness brings the poem’s
first ‘ich’, a naming of the selfs ecstatic unity, identity and self-recognition. And this
moment, of intense and complete reciprocity, is transient; ‘Der Abschied’ comes with
stanza four; and this is accompanied by a lessening of physical, experiential, linguistic
and visual precision.
The final stanza brings the parting; in the later version of the poem, it also
brings dawn. The emotional self is directly and unambiguously expressed as metaphor
is discarded. The progression is one of a temporal narrative towards the departure,
and thus more explicit than in preceding stanzas - the gaze, the kiss, the parting, and
the fond gaze after. The first two stanzas presented a journey towards an unmentioned
destination, and arrival came as a surprise. The progressive track took the form of a
discovery and expression of self, illustrated through the series of natural phenomena.
The progression of the physical journey is expressed as the building of tension, and
the implicit growth of expressive self. The third stanza also offers little narrative
advancement - it is a series, of impressions of the girl, and of poetic reaction to
reciprocal love. We move from her gaze, to her face, panning inwards with the poet’s
eye. Dramatic tension is provided, once more, by the honing of emotional expression.
The parting itself, in the fifth line, is a specific physical event. The girl
leaves; the poet stands and looks to thelv'ooLrJLThis symbolism arrives now that
physicality is in flux, as she departs. In addition, the poet ‘sah dir nach mit nassem
Blick’: we perceive a return to implicit emotional statement. Moreover, vision is
obscured by tears. In previous stanzas, there was the ‘Nebelkleid’, the ‘Finstemis’,
and so on, to denote the muddling of perception of physical things; this included also
emotionally expressive imagery (the ‘Getürmter Riese’, or the ‘hundert schwarzen
Augen’). Here, there is a return to such physical unclarity: the moist gaze suggests
obscuring tears, as the scene is pregnant with emotion - tears of sadness, the gaze of
^*Kurt Mueller-Vollmer, ‘From Sign to Signification; The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’, in Johann
G otj^edH erder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden House,
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regret or longing. There is emotional complexity displayed here, even ambiguity: it is
the confidence of mutual love that gives the poet certainty, and trips the poem’s
closing euphoria. The poet’s posture, with head bent to the ground, is suggestive of
very many emotions: an initial sadness, even guilt, or reluctance to face the truth
among them."^^
To what extent can the girl be seen to exercise autonomy within the
poem? We cannot be sure. The girl is passive, in the sense that she is the object of a
poet’s active and dynamic perception: yet in this first version there is an instance of
her direct activity, ‘Du gingst’. Yet that deed precipitates a closing scene that leaves
us unsure of our - and of the lovers’ - ground.
The emotional confusion apparent at the parting - the poet’s gaze to the
floor is an unclear gesture, perhaps of regret, longing, or shame, or all these - suggests
the girl’s autonomy of action. And certainly, it is in the meeting, and the poem’s
closing assertion of reciprocity, that the poet finds himself supported, his search
justified, and his emotions mirrored. It is perhaps appropriate here to borrow terms
from Nicholas Boyle: ‘the miracle of acceptance...has clothed a hitherto naked,
anonymous desire in the knowledge of its object’. T h e merged expressive whole of
the final stanza, and of the climactic closing lines, comprises in equal measure the
poet’s and the girl’s experience and emotion. And the poem ends with the jubilant
expression of shared, reciprocal love. This is discussed further below.
Narrative progression provides a certain dramatic tension in the final
stanza, even though the end result is apparent from the opening words of the stanza in
the first version, and from the title in the second. The specific details of the parting
are seen in the context of their conclusion. Each event is connected to the parting: this
is its temporal build-up, and also its emotional signification - for example, the kiss
[ and the gaze signify impending departure. We are from the outset aware of the events’
significance. The emotional weight given to events (this being the final kiss, and so
forth), follows in no small part from this titling: we see the perspective of poetic
hindsight. There is an emotional prioritising and categorising inherent in the weighty
significance of sequential, expressive, and poetic structure within the stanza.

"^^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p.604.
"^*Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p. 113.
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At the same time, there is a second source of progressive tension in the
advancement of expressive self. The last two lines are a jubilant culmination of the
stanza. The repetition of ‘Und’ at the beginning of each of the closing three lines
denotes the seamless progression of which this conclusion is part; the repetition
conveys also a sense of inevitability. It is with the full expressive realisation of the
emotions ‘Liebe’, ‘Wonne’, ‘Schmerz’, and ‘Herz’, and with the lovers’ parting, that
we arrive at a statement of general implication: ‘geliebt zu werden’, and ‘lieben’.
These are both infinitives, and of no specific object, or subject, giving the impression
of generality. The parting is the withdrawal also from immediately focused
expressions of affection. The conclusion to the poem is thus the arrival at a more
universal truth.
The climax of the final stanza, and of the poem as a whole, is an assertion
of universality. The events, the cognitive processes of the poem are specific examples
of this truth. The progression, from metaphorical expression of self, to direct
expression of self in perceived reciprocity with the girl, now reaches its inevitable
climax: it is a direct expression of self essentially removed from all immediate
physical and temporal circumstances - there is a timelessness to these closing lines.
This is therefore a truth as intense as it is universal.
We hear the peculiar resonance of the ‘Gotter’ in the final line. The effect
is twofold: firstly, there is the echo of religious belief. The assertion of a secular self
is apparent, however, in the evoking of human, sexual love, and in the plural form
‘Gotter’. Secondly, it is exclamatory, as was ‘ihr Gotter’ in the third stanza. As a
colloquial expletive, it conveys an intensity of feeling and expression. This double
impact of ‘Gotter’ emphasises both the generally applicable truth, to all people for all
time, and the specifically personal assertion of a constant truth felt by, and for, the
self. And this binary sense reflects the poem as a whole: the contents are a truth of,
and for, the poetic self, a truth which nonetheless is drawn along universally
applicable lines, i.e. reciprocal love. And this sheds light upon the employment of
different means of emotional expression within the poem: the essentially personal,
direct expression of self, and the allegorical language. The former gives the
singularity of personal truths, the latter, by its nature seeking kinship, deals with
universal issues.
The movement away from emotional singularity is initiated from the fifth
line of the stanza, and there is a parallel removal of physically specific object with the
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parting. This movement is maintained with the final two lines: we are given a
statement of general truth. There are two areas of importance. Firstly, this is statement
of a universal kind - it encompasses and transcends the experiences of the poem as a
whole. In this manner, these lines are removed from the specific human experiences
given. At the same time, these lines are intrinsically rooted in the poetic experiences:
they are the natural consequence (as noted by the patterning of expression, for
example in the repetition of the opening ‘Und’, and the re-appearance of ‘Gotter’).
The universal statement is separable from the specific poetic experience the poem
hitherto represents.
Yet there is also in these lines a link to the emotionally and linguistically
direct and specific expression in the poem - for example, the final line of the third
stanza, or the fourth line of the final stanza. Here this takes the form of a direct
expression of joy - ‘Gluck’ - in the burst of expression signalled by the exclamatory
‘Und doch’. The ‘Gluck’ is repeated, and it is in this ‘play’ that, Roger Paulin points
out, would not be out of place in the pointe of an Anacreontic poem."^^ And yet here
the words are used with personal force: in this way they clinch, rather than evade, the
point. Indeed in the later version of the poem, the colon preceding these final lines
(‘Blick:’) reads as a semantic introduction of direct expression. Karl Eibl puts this
point as follows:
‘Der Doppelpunkt ist als Ankündigung einer direkten Rede (dort des
Mâdchens) gedeutet worden, doch dürfle es sich um eine sentenziose
Zusammenfassung seitens des Gedicht-Sprechers handeln’.^^
Eibl situates the closing statement as grammatically the girl’s, but intellectually the
poet’s. And I would add that these coupled sources provide not so much an ambiguity
as a convergence of senses. The closing statement is one with which both partners can
concur; it speaks of their shared experience. Furthermore there is a merging of
singularly personal expression, with the delivery of a universality which forms the
poem’s expressive peak. It is a perfect assimilation: of the metaphorically expressive
self realised at the end of the second stanza, with the self of unadorned direct
expression achieved in such lines as ‘Ich hofft’ es...’, or ‘O welche Wonne...’. Love is
both given and received. It is, then, a sum total of a self expressive of kinship and
generality, and of a self expressive of a solitary emotional state.

'‘^ o g e r Paulin, ‘Special Goethe Number’, GLL36, 1982-3, p.S.
^°Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.839.
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Klaus Weimar outlines the powerful and complex effects of these lines:
Die Schlufibilanz... laBt nicht mehr den ganzen Inhalt des Gedichts in
vielleicht geistreicher, jedenfalls aber abrupter Weise hinter sich; sie fafit ihn
vielmehr sentenzartig zusammen. Sie nimmt die ganze Vergangenheit in ihren
Sonnen- und Schattenseiten in die Gegenwart auf und begreifl Liebes und
Leides gemeinsam und in ihrem Kontrast als Gluck, mit einem Wort also, das
dem erlebenden Ich in seinem Abschiedsschmerz noch nicht in den Sinn
gekommen ware/^
Weimar has felt and justly calculated the poetic, assimilative resonance of these lines.
There is temporal distance implicit in the word ‘Glück’ and its compressed complex
of sense. These lines offer us a balanced expression of the love-experience here, and
of the entire poem. The mutually sensed joy and pain of the arrival and departure, are
here in the ‘Glück’ that is both given and received. And I would emphasise that this
intellectual scope, achieved through hindsight and reflection, perceives joy in the
entire love-experience within this poem, and ultimately within all experiences of love
as such.
The merging of sense is expressly visible in these final lines in the
subtlety of their language: in the penultimate line, there is ‘welch Glück’, in the last,
‘welch ein Glück’ (my italics). This, it would seem, is indicative of their double
scope: as noted above, both are preceded by the qualitative ‘welch’, denoting both the
intensity of the emotion, and also its likeness - the sense of ‘such joy’, as opposed to
‘such a joy’. This is underlined by the omission of ‘ein’ in the penultimate line, and
its inclusion in the last - a sign of the joy attainable by all such lovers, and that joy
attained specifically by these two. This highlights the universal statement - it is
universal, just as it is a personal expression of singular experience.
There is no point of physical reference in the poem’s closing two lines.
John Margetts notes the following:
It would metrically speaking be completely permissible for Goethe to have
written in the final line “ Und Dich zu lieben, Gotter, welch ein Glück!” but
this possibility seems never to have been entertained by him, as far as the ms.
variants show us, since the young poet is moved in the rich creative vein of the
moment by the ecstasy arising from his objectless drive.^^

^'Klaus Weimar, Goethes Gedichte 1769-1775. Interpretationen zu einem Anfang. Schoningh,
Paderbom, 1982, p.27.
^^John Margetts, ‘The Creative Act in Goethe's
New German Studies 15, 1998-9, p. 18.
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The absence of explicit emotional focus in the closing lines is, as Margetts rightly
states, a consequence of momentary experiential ecstasy and creative impulse. It is at
the same time important to acknowledge the foundation of this final sentiment in the
love relationship of the poem. If it is true that the poem reaches conclusions that reach
further than the immediate temporal and experiential spheres, that see beyond that
particular place and relationship, then it is also true of this poem that the emotional
rapture has had a definite and personal root. Close physical contact with the girl has
indeed passed; but the closing lines speak with an emotional understanding and
immediacy that this relationship has informed. Heard as a more general statement,
these last lines are in this sense a call for repeated, but necessarily singular,
experiences.
In the course of the poem, the proximity of physical objects is closely
related to the modes of self-expression. The most intensely metaphorical selfexpression is at moments of increasing distance from palpable things; and the most
direct (that is, unmediated, unmetaphorical) expressions of self arrive at the moment
of closest physical and visual proximity: the meeting. And the physical touch of kisses
leads to ecstasy: ‘O welche Wonne, welcher Schmerz!’ She is the experiential force in
which the poet establishes a state of reciprocal identification, in which he finds
experiential wholeness.
But the closing lines contain in themselves no palpable or temporal
elements - they are conjectural. In this way they are of a different order to the poem
hitherto. But they are inspired by the poem’s experiences. The final lines are singular
and general, personal and universal. These senses merge to give a personal, singular,
and constant example of a universal truth. And that merging is one enshrined in and
underwritten by that mode of language and cognition that is poetry.
Ultimately, the poem’s present mode of poetic comprehension is
something about which the poem is self-conscious. This is most strikingly apparent in
the light of the titles that the poem has borne at different times. The poem was, in its
first published form of 1775, untitled, and hence known by its first line, ‘Es schlug
mein Herz’. The poem was later revised, and published in 1790 under the title
Willkomm und Abschied. A third version of the poem, in 1810, bore the title
WiUkommen und Abschied. Matthias Luserke offers an extensive analysis of the
poem’s title, in which he hears three distinct meanings, the first two of which he
credits to Eckhardt Meyer-Krentler.
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The first interpretation hears the words ‘Willkomm und Abschied’ as a
colloquial phrase originating in the penal system. It refers to:
[die] periodische Auspriigelung wahrend des Gefangnisaufenthalts, um dem
Delinquenten zwischen ,Willkomm‘ und ^Abschied‘ das BewuBtsein seiner
Strafwürdigkeit handiest aufeufnschen.^^
The resonance with prison language enhances the poem’s senses of guilt, punishment,
and atonement. And the senses of theatre, and of role-play, that have been touched
upon above, are highlighted: the self plays out events in order to assimilate and
reflect.
The title’s second meaning is determined by the single word ‘Willkomm’.
It has meant (according to the weekly publication, StraBburger Bürgerfreund in 1777)
a welcoming drink and snack, as offered in private homes. Luserke:
Ware dann nicht das Gedicht fi’ei von Erinnerungspein und Schuldgefuhlen,
wiirde es nicht statt dessen die Lust der BegriiBung in der Erinnnerung immer
und immer wiederholen?^^
Luserke sees these two senses inherent in the poem’s first title interlock, as a collation
of meanings. And this double resonance leads him to a third reading of the title
‘Willkomm und Abschied’:
Kollation bedeutet als ureigenster philologischer Begriff den Vergleich
zwischen der Urschrift eines Textes und seiner Abschrifi zur Verbesserung
von Lesefehlem. Wenn der zweite Besuch Goethes nun auch diesem Vergleich
gilt... dann birgt der Titel Willkomm und Abschied eine Dialektik, die weder
in der Literatur noch im Leben des Autors aufgehoben wird, sondem sich in
seinem Text erst entfaltet. Das WiUkommen galte dann als die Urschrift der
Text-Liebe, der Abschied als deren Abschrift, das Gedicht stellte den
Vergleich her. Das gewahlte Medium ist wiederum die Schrift.^^
Does the title indeed point towards the high degree of literarisation of experience that
Luserke claims? Certainly, he is right to perceive the poem’s reflectivity as one that
considers its own poetic nature; it is a poem that sees itself, in the sense that it seeks
to understand both past experience and subsequent reflections in the present mode of
poetic comprehension. It enshrines a means to understanding that is essentially poetic.
^^ckhardt Meyer-Krentler, Willkomm und Abschied Herzschlag und Peitschenhieb. Goethe, Mrike,
Heine. Munich, 1987, p.96.
^^atthias Luserke, Der junge Goethe: ,Ich weis nicht warum ich Narr soviel schreibe ', Vandenhoeck
und Ruprecht, Gottingen, 1999, p.59.
^^Matthias Luserke, Derjunge Goethe: ,Ich weis nicht warum ich Narr soviel schreibe ', Vandenhoeck
und Ruprecht, Gottingen, 1999, p.59.
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But I feel that it is important to determine specifically the senses of punishment and
atonement that are inherent in the title’s first interpretation above: notions of ‘crime’,
and remorse, sit uncomfortably with a poem that ultimately seeks and finds joy
(Glück) in mutual love. Quite simply, I do not perceive any sense of violation inherent
in the meeting. Indeed, the later versions of the poem see the girl gazing to the floor,
and not (as in the first version) the poet: and hence the ambiguous statement of regret
that this may cany is hers. And the suggestion that she feels shame at violation is not
in the text.
We must also listen attentively to the resonance of ‘Willkomm’ with
traditional welcoming snacks and drinks: we hear rejoicing, and the rituals of renewed
friendship. And this resonance echoes the poem’s sensed joyful memories of meeting,
and desire for repeated experience. In short, it is important to stress that the title
reflects and highlights ideas that the poem establishes. It does not establish meanings
that do not otherwise exist.
And so the third reading of the title resounds metaphorically with the
poetic experience, in the sense that the physical and temporally present creative
process is compared with and likened to the poetic experience. But it is not a meta
statement that describes the poem in mythical terms of its own creation. And this is
acknowledged, I sense, even by Luserke himself:
Ein Vorbehalt bleibt allerdings gegen alle Deutungsversuche bestehen: Der
Titel Willkomm und Abschied wird von Goethe erst mit erheblichem
zeitlichem

Abstand

zur

Schreibsituation

oder

gar

zu

den

ihr

zugrundeliegenden personlichen ,Erlebnissen‘ gewahlt.^^
Indeed the title given to later versions of the poem suggests what is govemingly and
gloriously there in the poem: that in the interplay of welcoming and separating from
experience, of visceral urgency and reflectivity, of proximity and leave taking, poetry
achieves the full truthfulness of which it is capable.
Finally, we return to issues with which this chapter opened. The nature of
the self is evident in the poetic re-enactment of emotional and physical events. The
poem comprises the immediacy of current emotion, and also the recollection and
poetic re-creation of physical and emotional events. The assimilation of experience is
evident: the stanzas are thematically formed; the presentation of nature and the
^^atthias Luserke, Derjunge Goethe: ,Ich weis nicht warum ich Narr soviel schreibe \ Vandenhoeck
und Ruprecht, Gottingen, 1999, p.59.
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beloved gives elemental ideas of the physical and dynamic; the chief events of the
work are thematically introduced, in the title of the second version, and in the opening
lines of stanzas three and four, ‘Ich sah dich’, and ‘Der Abschied’; events are
prioritised in narrative time. And at the same time, there is piercingly immediate
emotional expression: the final line of the third stanza, ‘O welche Wonne...’ in the
fourth, and perhaps most strikingly, the final lines of the second stanza in the second
version, ‘In meinen Adem welches Feuer! / In meinem Herzen welch Glut’. And there
is poetic immediacy to all sense-impressions: the momentarily passing, such as the
oak tree, as well as the longer lasting, such as ‘Der Abend wiegte...’, or ‘Die Winde
schwangen...’. Each impression is singularly and instantly felt.
The supreme achievement of the poem is that the poetic experience
comprises two parallel elements: the temporal and emotional immediacy of a
reflecting self, and the poetic re-enactment of physical and emotional events. The
poem is not just about a journey; it is itself a journey to which, in the process of our
reading and re-reading, we become party. We are offered the passions and
exuberance, both emotional and linguistic,

of present poetic

experience,

simultaneously with the perspective of the organising self who sifts experience. There
is the interplay of the abundantly metaphorical writing of the opening two stanzas,
and the greater literalness of the latter two. There is the interrelation of the past tense
verbs, with the present mode of exclamation - ‘In deinen Küssen...’. It is as if to
possess the best of all worlds - a place on the stage, in the front row of the stalls, the
highest, and farthest, seat in the gods, and perhaps (even) with the gods.
**************************************
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Chapter Seven.
Maifest:
The Expressed Relationship between Self and Nature.

MAIFEST
Wie herrlich leuchtet
Mir die Natur!
Wie glanzt die Sonne!
Wie lacht die Flur!
Es dringen Blüten
Aus jedem Zweig
Und tausend Stimmen
Aus dem Gestrauch
Und Freud und Wonne
Ausjeder Brust.
O Erd’, o Sonne,
O Glück, o Lust,
O Lieb’, o Liebe,
So golden schon
Wie Morgenwolken
Auf jenen Hohn,
Du segnest herrlich
Das frische Feld,
Im Blütendampfe
Die voile Welt!
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O Màdchen, Màdchen,
Wie lieb’ ich dich!
Wie blinkt dein Auge,
Wie liebst du mich!
So liebt die Lerche
Gesang und Luft,
Und Morgenblumen
Den Himmelsduft,
Wie ich dich liebe
Mit warmen Blut,
Die du mir Jugend
Und Freud’ und Mut
Zu neuen Liedem
Und Tànzen gibst.
Sei ewig glücklich,
Wie du mich liebst/
This is the first draft of the poem that later becomes Mailied. It forms
something of a companion-piece to WiUkommen und Abschied. Parallels may be
drawn: in each there is the exploration of nature; nature is energised through the
poet’s perception of it; and this animation is expressive of poet and nature alike. Here,
however, nature is in happy, radiant mood - it is day, and it is spring.
This chapter has a similar structure to the one concerned with
WiUkommen und Abschied. In my first reading, I shall attend generally to the poem’s
exclamatory force, to the interlacing and repetition of words and phrases, and to the
relationship between nature and the poet. In my second reading, I shall examine the
effects of this repetition of words, and describe the echoes and alterations of sense as
these words reappear. I shall seek to establish that the poem represents a dynamic
relationship between the self and nature, one which is both expressed and maintained
in the use of words. The conclusions of these two readings inform the third and final
reading, which reflects on the remarkable closing two lines of the poem.
********

^Goethes Werke,

(Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, pp.30-31
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The opening line is exultant There is an intense experience of the natural
environment. ‘Wie’ is at once both powerfully exuberant, and a striking call for
empathy: it is in this way that both senses of ‘wie’ are invoked, that of intensity as
with that of kinship.^ The vibrant mood of the poem is immediately established. It
seems that nothing is to break the flow of a poem that for all its formal punctuation
seems designed syntactically to be read, as it were, in one breath.^
The first stanza comprises three exclamations, each of intense emotional
arousal, each opening with ‘wie’. The stanza bears the traits of expressive urgency,
and of the charge of experiential intensity. Of the former, there is the quickening of
phrase, the gathering of momentum: each successive exclamation is shorter than the
last - the first of two full lines, the second of a single line, and the third still more
compact, with the shorter a’ of ‘lacht’, the single syllable of ‘Flur’. From the
comprehensive setting of the opening two lines, we pass to each individual visual
focus of lines three and four, the sun and the meadow; there is the wonderment
inherent in these lines; and the questioning of the ‘wie’ is vigorous in each case, an
effect compounded with each repetition. At the same time, there is the progressive
honing and concentration of visual scope within the stanza - from the general, ‘die
Natur’, to the more particular, ‘die Sonne’, to that which is near at hand, ‘die Flur’.
T.J. Reed points out that the very strength of feeling expressed in these opening lines
makes them not just elementary, but elemental."^ Indeed these lines, and as we shall
see the whole poem, do not so much describe natural phenomena as invoke them, call
upon them, eulogise them. They are seen in active relation and comparison to one
another.
The second stanza opens with a verb of explosive force, in the impersonal
form - ‘Es dringen’. This initiates a long, flowing sentence. On this verb hang
‘Blüten’, ‘Stimmen’, and ‘Freud und Wonne’, propelling the emergence of ideas and
entities thus inter-connected. The verb conveys irresistible natural processes, and
links these instances of life and growth as deeply related phenomena.^ They are akin
to one another in their activity, and in their sharing of the same lively environment,
the same air. Nature is in this way consistent, unified, and above all forceful. The
^‘The word has two meanings, both of which are invoked here: there is the ‘wie’ of intensity and
exclamation, there is the ‘wie’ of similarity and kinship (meaning ‘like’). Ultimately, the two meanings
interlock: intensity of feeling is inseparable from kinship of feeling.’ Martin Swales, in German Poetry,
Cambridge University Press, 1987, p. 151.
^John R. Williams, The Life o f Goethe, Oxford, 1998, p.60.
"*7.1. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 53.
^T.J. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 53.
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ensuing sequence takes on a quality similar to that of the opening stanza: from
‘Blüten’, we move to ‘Stimmen’, the arrival at animate nature, and lastly to man, with
reference to peculiarly human emotions - ‘Freud und Wonne’.^
There is something of a change in tone from the opening of the second
stanza. No longer is ‘wie’ employed. The subjects are now in plural form - ‘Blüten’,
‘Stimmen’; exceptions to this are ‘Freud und Wonne’, but they are given as a pair, and
as emotions appropriated to each (and every) man. A parallelism of statement occurs
in the all-encompassing ‘Es dringen’, together with ‘Aus’ and ‘jede’, and the ‘und’ of
lines seven and nine; these are all accentuations of an associative chain of
perceptions, and of an ever-increasing pace of intellectual sequence.
The closing lines of the third stanza bring to a peak the quickening stream
of visual stimuli and associative procession. Once again, there is the progressive train
of focus, here from purely visual phenomena, the earth and the sun, to the human
emotions ‘Glück’, and ‘Lust’. The repetition of O’ in short exclamations leads, by the
beginning of the fourth stanza, to ‘Liebe’. This is introduced as a conclusion: it is the
last in the associative chain denoted by the repetition of O’; this follows on from the
progressions of the previous stanza. This ‘love’ is thus one for the natural
surroundings, and also for the girl - the one would seem inseparable from the other.
And this love appears here as the culmination of the quick and explosive expressions
which began at the mid-point of the previous stanza. It is in insistent mood that we
come to love, its utterance heavy with linguistic and emotional inheritance from the
preceding stanzas.
The third and fourth lines of stanza four give a simile - love is ‘wie
Morgenwolken’. The final line of this stanza seals the physicality of the image, ‘Auf
jenen Hohn’. ‘Jenen’ reads as a gestural indication. These ‘Morgenwolken’ are in a
determined, particular, physical proximity; they are, it appears, ‘over there’. There is
here the return to a sense of physicality akin to that of the very opening lines - the
sun, and the meadow.
The fifth stanza opens with something of a beatitude. There is the ‘du’,
that of familiarity, that also of prayer. The verb, ‘segnen’, echoes religious
terminology. It is appropriated to the fields, and in this way conveys wonder and
wondering. It is, on the one level, the expression of a heightened bewilderment (that
the fields, indeed the world, are so splendid as to seem spiritually blessed); at the
same time, it expresses an intense gratitude (that the world around is beautiful to such
^ ric h Tmnz (ed.), Goethes Werke,Vol / (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.462.
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a degree and uniformity ['die voile Welt’] as to invoke blessedness). Similarly, there
is the sense of scrutiny, to elucidate the very nature of this splendour (its derivation
through kinship with love is an acknowledgement of subjectivity), and in turn the very
cause of this likeness - love as a shaping force for the selfs perception. And finally, it
is a metaphor for the intensity of experience, of both love and the world around - the
world is so plenteously beautiful as to simulate the intervention of an omnipotent,
other force. Love is a near-deity, through which the self finds the likeness and
appearance of the world around. Experience is intellectually unexplained, but
sensually immediate.
Upon arrival at ‘die W elf, there is the arresting ‘voll’, indicative of
intensity, as of countless variety (‘ganz’ would have sounded quite different). At the
same time, it is little more than a statement of fact; we come to the ‘world’ expressing an incalculable variety akin to the ‘tausend’ of stanza two and yet how
much greater - through associative progression, a magnifying and multiplying, of the
specific detail contained elsewhere within the poem. We pass from immediately
present singularities - ‘die Flur’, or ‘Auf jenen Hohn’ - to plurality - ‘Aus jedem
Zweig’, ‘Aus jeder Brusf, which nonetheless maintain some considerable degree of
individual focus, the sense of ‘each and every’; we now move onwards to generalities
- ‘tausend Stimmen’, and at last to ‘Die voile Welt!’.
The sixth stanza introduces the girl - ‘O Màdchen, Màdchen’ - in a
manner similar to and resonant of the ‘O Lieb’, o Liebe,’ of the fourth stanza, and
hence the exclamatory sequence of the third. The complex patterning of repetition,
and accordingly of cross-reference, builds throughout the stanza, as next we read
exclamatory declarations akin to those with which the poem opened. Here there is an
unbroken succession of statements opening with ‘wie’, each repetition augmenting
the insistence of the last, and resonant of the poem’s overall mood with echoes of the
first stanza. There is also the restoration of ‘Liebe’, this time in verb-form, and with
an immediately focused direction towards the girl. And there is a definite, personal
root - here we see the poem’s very first ‘ich’. The second and fourth lines of the
stanza read as an emphatic endorsement of the strength of love shared: there is the
reiteration of ‘lieben’; there is reiteration also of the ‘wie’ of intensity and likeness an endorsement, then, of the nature of this intense love. And there is an assertion of
this love’s reciprocity, the poet and the girl appearing alternately as subject and object
to the verb.
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The ‘so’ with which stanza seven opens arrives in the train of three
consecutive ‘wie’ exclamations, and would thus seem to pledge an explicit answering
to the call for explanation. What follows, however, is a likening of this human, mutual
love to that of birds for song, and of the ‘Morgenblumen’ for ‘Himmelsduft’ - terms,
then, of equivalence. The poem, having arrived at Man, thus travels back along the
chain of being to nature, first animate, ‘Lerche’, thenj vegetable;, ‘Morgenblumen’,
only to re-emerge by the opening of the eighth stanza at Man once more with ‘Wie ich
dich liebe’. There is hereby a return also to the recurrent ‘wie’, and in this way the
sense of arrival at explanatory conclusion with the ‘so’ of stanza seven is apparently
thwarted. Yet this ‘wie’ rings somewhat differently in this instance - there is more
emphasis placed upon the connective connotations of the word, as it seeks to draw
(explanatory) parallel between human and natural spheres.
The first ‘wie’ of the eighth stanza brings the first apparent employment
of the poet’s own emotional activity as an allegory for nature (hitherto, the
relationship has been one rather more of a nature which casts descriptive light upon
the emotions of the poet). With this connection of the eighth stanza to the seventh, the
activities of Man and those of the natural realm are drawn in terms of one another.
The eighth stanza’s opening line is indeed something of a compacted
statement of what have become four predominant axes of the poem. There is the
recurrent ‘wie’; the ‘ich’ of the speaking self; ‘dich’, the addressee of the poem, and
of the intense love; and there is ‘liebe’, here for the second time as first-person verb,
appearing elsewhere also as a noun, and as a verb of the second and third persons.
Thus far, the repeated ‘wie’ has brought descriptions, through similes, of
love. The eighth stanza’s second line is not only the very first instance of an explicitly
metaphorical description of love for the girl, but this is given to us in terms quite
singularly and essentially corporeal, and hence of striking contrariety to the
compound nouns ‘Morgenwolken’, and ‘Himmelsduft’ of the preceding stanza. It is
thus that love for the girl is described in terms of its deeply personal, singular root,
and quite physical, biological drive. That we arrive at this via the external, palpable
phenomena of the preceding stanza establishes a dynamic of self and surroundings
which encompasses both the innermost workings of the emotional self as it does
physical nature. Indeed the description of the emotional poetic self in terms of its own
intrinsic physicality brings about a complex comparative and descriptive dynamic:
between the physical self and surroundings, the selfs emotional and physical activity
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(the rush of blood, the songs and dances), and the activity, both physical and
emotional, of nature (the ‘Lerche’ sings, and loves).
The last two lines of the eighth stanza, and the first two of the ninth, place
the girl, the ‘du’ of the poem, as the impetus for and inspiration of the poet’s songs
and dances. In these lines we see again the recurrent ‘und’, once more accentuating
the rapid cognitive inter-link of ideas. Here, the ‘du’ is the subject of the clause, the
poetic self the indirect object (‘mir’) - at the opening of the stanza the self was the
subject, the girl the object: once again there appears the swift interchange of self and
girl as active and passive players, as receptor and donor - there was the ‘Wie lieb’ ich
dich" and the ‘Wie liebst du mich" of stanza six.
The final sentence is the insistent zenith of the poem. This exclamation is
the first to take the form of a command. It comprises the philosophical determination
of the poem. The imperative sense, the urgency of beseeching command, and notions
of the absolute in the word ‘ewig’, constitute lines of an intense emotional
amplification, and of a judicial cadence. That these final lines represent a
condensation of the poetic philosophy and resolution of the entire poem is signified
with the final ‘wie’ - the first and final lines of the poem begin with this word. Indeed
we find each of the poem’s four chief linguistic strands contained within the final line
- ‘wie’; the poetic self (‘mich’); the girl and poetic addressee (‘du’); and ‘lieben’,
love here as verb. It is thus in the precise modulation of these words as they appear
within this final line, and in as far as this resonance may be seen to have altered in the
course of the poem, that the developments and conclusions, both linguistic and
philosophical, may be charted and defined. This analysis is to come at the close of
this chapter.
Having briefly examined the poem a first time, in order to locate
prominent sites for further inquiry, I shall enter now upon a second reading.
********

It is a poem devoted entirely and ecstatically to joy, sunlight, vernal
growth, birdsong, and love; Goethe’s responses to the natural landscape are
unreservedly exuberant. As T.J. Reed notes, the poem scarcely describes anything,
dominated as it is by exclamations of wonder, delight and gratitude.^ But it is highly

^T.J. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 53.
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expressive, demonstrative, and distinguishing. Things are seen in active and forceful
interrelation to one another.
The twice reiterated ‘wie’ of the first stanza is of intensity and of kinship;
it is both powerfully exuberant, and a striking call for empathy. The ‘wie’ of kinship
leads towards contextual description, the placing of experience and of objects within
descriptive relation to one another and to the poetic self. The exclamatory ‘wie’
attends to the euphoria of the stanza (‘wie’ appears three times, each at the beginning
of a line, each at the beginning of a statement). The exception to this pattern of brief
proclamations is the very first. Two lines formulate a statement,

‘Wie

herrlich...Natur’, and it is here that the expressive design, implicit in the lines to
follow, is established: there is the suggestion of a tacit ‘mir’ in each the third and
fourth lines.
In ‘Wie herrlich’ there is a sense of explosive veneration, and a sense of
an immediate human vocal reaction to intense experience. The twin sense of ‘wie’
gives simultaneous expression to each of these senses - the first, (with the exultant
‘wie’), is a declaration approximate to ‘how very’, with ‘herrlich’ here adopting the
sense of an immediate linguistic reaction to event - an exclamatory ‘wonderful!’ The
second shade lies in the ‘wie’ of likeness or kinship, a sense of ‘But this is wonderful,
and how!’ - with ‘herrlich’ rather more the vehicle for descriptive idea, a sense of
‘this is truly something deemed^wonderful” !
The poetic self surfaces in the second line of the poem - ‘mir’. It is here
that the two focal points of the stanza are reported, in both their very mention, and the
purely linguistic manner of their counterposition - ‘mir’ and ‘die Natur’. Nicholas
Boyle states:
What is striking about the second line of ‘May Celebration’...is not, as is often
asserted, the emphatic placing of the first person pronoun at its start, but the
exact counterbalancing of that pronoun, in the same line, by the reference to
‘die Natur’.*
Balance is at once struck between the perceiving poetic self and the surroundings
which are perceived and are occasion and impetus for poetic expression. And there is
continuity between the feeling heart and the object of feeling. Erich Trunz expresses
this in the following way:

^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1991, pg. 158.
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Das liebende Màdchen, das liebende Ich sind Natur und sind darum eins mit
dieser festlichen Landschaft.^
It is true that these elements inter-connect and inter-act. But it is important also to
stress that each retains its integrity: this is mixing and mutual influence; it is not (as I
sense in Trunz) a diffusion. Nicholas Boyle formulates the expressive and experiential
dynamic as follows:
Throughout ‘May Celebration’ subjective and objective terms interpenetrate,
at times to the point of indistinguishability.
It is indeed the terms, the words and the rhythms, that interpenetrate. And it is
important to note that this (near) indistinguishability of terms is not so much of
meaning as it is of their resonance within the poetic structure. The words, and their
ideas, are treated in like manner, as in the example Boyle quotes:
O Erd’, o Sonne,
O Glück, o Lust,
O Lieb’, o Liebe...
However the words retain their integrity of meaning, each idea its exclusive
connotation. The paramount issue is of the kinship of self and surroundings. To return
to the first stanza, ‘mir’ and ‘die Natur’ are forced together across the slight pause that
would be natural in speech after ‘mir’, and the two units are grammatically related they are subject and indirect object of the same sentence.

They find equal stress

within this line; the tone for each is similar; their positioning together marks a
closeness of relationship; but they are separated by a definite article (‘die’), that
which marks nature out as an otherness, a reality distinct from the poetic self.
The opening line concludes with a verb of startling vigour. ‘Leuchtet’
refers to the nature of light in the landscape, of activity (there is an explosive verve
here), of a natural brilliance (both a wonderment at beauty, and of an apprehension
struggling at its magnitude and variety), and of the light of comprehending (in the
sense of ‘leuchtet mir eirC). This is not only a visual impression: there is the metaphor
of light, which leads Karl Eibl to the following paraphrase of the opening two lines:
Wie offenbart sich mir das Gottliche in der Natur!

^Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke, Vol. / (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.462.
^^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1991, pg. 158.
"Nicholas Boyle, "Maifest eaaAAufdem See\ Special Goethe Number, GLL36, 1982-3, p.25.
*^Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfiirt am Main, 1987, p. 841.
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The metaphor of light is continued in the third line, ‘Wie glanzt die Sonne’, and
‘Glanz’ is a traditional godly attribute/^ Certainly there are tones of veneration and of
wonderment. But this need not direct a reading in which the poem’s philosophy is cast
in a theist mould, as T.J. Reed asserts in his succinct appraisal:
The intensity of celebration might suggest... that nature is itself being raised to
a divine status.
This, clearly, differs from the reading advanced by Eibl. Nature is itself somehow
‘gottlich’. What I believe we see here as ‘das Gottliche’ is essentially a question of the
poem’s expression of intellectually unexplained and yet sensually immediate
experience. This last point forms much of the discussion within the poem’s third
reading below.
‘Leuchtet’ points towards a nature energised as it is imbued with the
vivacity of the actively perceiving self. And there is in evidence a complex import to
the ‘mir’ of this second line - whether nature ‘leuchtet’ to, or for, the poetic self is
unclear, and it would seem that both ideas in this way find expression. The
relationship between ‘mir’ and ‘die Natur’ (there is the near-rhyme of this pair, the
long ‘r’ of each ringing through the line) would therefore seem to be one in which
each entity - the self and nature - is simultaneously receptor and perpetrator, active
and passive: nature is the object of the selfs gaze; the self perceives that which is
about it; nature is the impetus, the stimulator of poetic creation; the self is profoundly
affected by nature around.
This peculiar dynamism and reciprocity of self and surroundings also
takes forms which are intermixtures of these aspects of passivity and activity. This is
most apparent in these early lines in the verb of the very first, ‘leuchtet’. The verb is
of an almost synthetic resonance - a peculiarly human impression, further denoted by
the immediately following reference to self, ‘mir’. The activity of nature is thus as it
is assumed (in both senses) by the poet; the nature of this activity, a glowing, is here
rather more the glowing intensity of poetic impression than natural activity per se.
‘Leuchtet’ is in this way closely related to ‘herrlich’ - both are tokens of a personal
reaction. The receptive focus of this natural beauty is swiftly brought to light, in the
‘mir’ of the subsequent line. The effect is therefore one of a nature, both variously
and intensely beautiful, which is in a close relationship with the poetic self: the poet’s

^^Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p. 841.
^'*T.J. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p.54.
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perception confers upon nature a directed purpose; and his linguistic reaction gives
the beauty of nature a poetic expression. Similarly, it is by linguistic response to
nature that the poetic self finds self-expression. We read as much of the poetic self in
these descriptions of nature as we do of nature in explicit focus. The kinship
expressed by the opening ‘wie’ is thus a source of the inseparable relation of self and
surroundings, and of the effect each exerts upon the other.
In the second stanza, the instancing of mood and surroundings
(‘Herrlichkeit’ and ‘die Natur’) acquires greater specificity. The opening ‘Es dringen’
provides the train of association as we move from blooms, to animal voices. The
impersonal verb is appropriated to each instance within this sentence spanning six
lines, conferring relationships through resonance, and a simple statement of the facts.
Individual natural phenomena, the manifestations of natural productive force
(‘dringen’), are linguistically and semantically drawn together. Karl Eibl states:
Sowohl

31üten’

und

,Stimmen’

(vegetativ

und

animalisch)

der

gegenstandlichen Natur als auch ,Freud und Wonne’ entspringen der
antwortenden Kraft des Individuellen, die dem sich offenbarenden Gottlichen
entgegen- dringt.’*^
Eibl rightly perceives what also draws these phenomena together: they point in
kindred ways to the animating source whose expressions they are.^^ This need not,
however, focalise the poem upon the Divine in nature. I sense that nature in this poem
is raised to divine status, but that is something altogether different. This is discussed
further in the third reading of the poem below.
With the cognitive inheritance of the previous stanza, we read a listing of
kinships (the ‘wie’ of likeness in stanza one), of experiential focus and intensity (the
‘wie’ of exclamation), of radiant mood (‘herrlich’), and of the relationship of self and
surroundings (‘Mir die Natur’). This is borne out upon a closer inspection of this
second stanza: notions of kinship are evident in the all-encompassing verb; they are
implicit in the progression from trees, to animate nature, to, at the beginning of stanza
three, mankind; and they are linguistically apparent in the repeated ‘und’ of inter
connection and sequence. The intensity of personal experience finds expression in the
very tone of the stanza itself, in the hurried listing of experiential example, in words
such as ‘jedem’, ‘tausend’, and ‘jeder’, and in the connection of all these incidents to

^^Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.841.
*^avidE. Wellbery, The Specular Moment^ Stanford University Press, 1996, p. 16.
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the one verb. The verb ‘dringen’ achieves a multitude of expressive forms (for these
are all ways in which things may ‘dringen’); and it becomes itself heavy with the
complex associative progressions to which it is tied. It is true, as John R, Williams
asserts, that ‘emotional spontaneity is identified with the compulsive urge of
birdsong’

it is also true that expressive linguistic force equates to and is rooted in

this same natural urgency.
The inter-connection of self and surroundings is expressed still further,
implicitly: the progressive order, from inanimate to animate nature, is one of human
construction. The self in this way perceives itself to be in a relationship with nature
akin and parallel to the procession of natural things brought together under the verb
here, ‘dringen’. The verb is a powerful expression of becoming;is one that denotes
the perceptive activity of the poet; and this act of perception is one also of creation.
The style of poetic language and the nature of visual perceptions inherent within these
lines take a parallel progressive pattern: the opening observation, of blooms fi’om
every twig, is visual of source and impact; the thousand voices are more interpretative
- the animals are not visible, but concealed within the undergrowth, and it is the poet
who hears these sounds as evidence of animate life; and finally, at the beginning of
the third stanza, there is a purely intuitive assessment - a statement encompassing, it
would seem, all of humanity. There is a mediated reality suggested here, that of the
experiencing poet. The perceptions of this rapturous poetic self appear to be the sole
criterion for linguistic, emotional, and experiential truth.
There is a progression manifest in the activity of each topic, one
reminiscent of the first stanza. The verb ‘dringen’ is common to all, and expresses the
seamless progression of inter-connecting energies; this is analogous to the repetition
of phrase in stanza one. There is also a movement, in parallel to that from organic to
animate nature, along lines of (expressive) activity. The ‘Blüten’ are, quite simply,
plentifully growing - in abundant profusion, however, hence the words ‘dringen’ and
‘jedem’. This sense of the magnitude of impression is carried forward within the
stanza, by the third line’s ‘Und’, a direct expression of interrelation, and by the
‘tausend’ voices, again which ‘dringen’. However, we now begin to see an advance
similar to that of the verbs in stanza one - there, we passed from ‘leuchtet’, to
‘glanzt’, to ‘lacht’ (a human faculty). Here, we move from flowers blooming, to
expressive voices in the undergrowth, and then to peculiarly human qualities - ‘Freud
‘Tohn R. Williams, The Life o f Goethe, Oxford University Press, 1998, p.60.
^*Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.462.
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und Wonne’, once more in the profusion of ‘jeder’ and ‘dringen’, again with the
connecting ‘und’, this time straddling stanzas.
And all the while, there is the gradation of linguistic specificity in these
lines. Within the constancy of overall style and metre - as throughout the poem, there
is a strong syllabic regularity, 5,4,5,4 - there is the repetition of word and phrase,
‘aus’, ‘jeder/jedem’, ‘und’; there is the persistent reference to the opening verb, ‘Es
dringen’; and there are slight tensions evident in the moderation of phrase. We pass
from ‘Aus jedem Zweig’, to ‘Und tausend Stimmen’ within consecutive lines, the
connective ‘und’ cloaking somewhat this passage from ‘aus jedem’ (from each) to the
numerical ‘tausend’. This movement from plural specificity to numerical generality
(one thousand here reads similarly to the Biblical forty) is in key precisely with what
was noted above concerning the progressive variation of perceptive sense within these
lines - the ‘Blüten’ are clearly visible around, the ‘Stimmen’ heard, and thus assumed
to be a multitude of voices. With the next line there is something of a return to
topological specificity, in ‘Aus dem Gestrauch’, this nonetheless a word of general
compass.
It is thus possible to trace the progressions of these second and third
stanzas in linguistic terms. The first line of stanza two gives ‘Blüten’, in simple plural
form; the third gives ‘tausend Stimmen’, in quantitative plural; the first line of stanza
three marks the arrival at abstraction, with the emotions ‘Freud’ and ‘Wonne’, given
in the (necessarily) singular form, however as a pair. In this we may already note the
grammatical mirroring of issues already outlined in the above. For as the poetic
attention passes from that seen (‘Blüten’), to that heard and deduced (‘Stimmen’), to
that supposed (‘Freud und Wonne’), there runs this counterpart advance in numerical
terms.
This would seem to be underlined upon consideration of the intervening
lines of this sequence, each of which gives the source of the preceding line’s
impression (‘aus’). Issues of syntactical support for the poem’s philosophy come to
light. ‘Aus jedem Zweig’ conveys an additional sense of the flowers’ profusion
(‘dringen’ was the first), by means of the central ‘jedem’ - ‘each and every’. The
impression of blooms of a seemingly limitless number, and indeed variety, is
established. Nonetheless, the employment of ‘jede’ would seem to accord the poet
something of a singular and definite focus of gaze - that the poet may focus his
attention upon any one of the multitude. The fourth line, ‘Aus dem Gestrauch’,
contains no such quantifier - the undergrowth surrounds the poet, however this is a
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word of no plural form, and is in this way something of a precursor to ‘Freud und
Wonne’. Instead, the quantifier, here ‘tausend’, is appropriated directly to the subject,
to the voices. Thus is disclosed a similarly composite impression of the singular and
the manifold - the flash surveillance is both a single impression, and an
acknowledgement of its numerous source. However, accent is placed rather more
upon the distillation of various stimuli into a homogenous scrutiny: we hear voices in
unison and of an instant from the undergrowth. And the first two lines of the third
stanza bring the estimation of sensuous scope and distinction into still sharper focus.
Once again, the ‘jede’ signifies a singularity of perception, that of each and every
breast, and a uniformity of the manifold into one overriding impression. Now,
moreover, arrives the additional coimotation of the numerous whole created and made
homogenous by the poet’s apprehension - each and every breast is united, into a
single instantaneous perception, by their shared individually felt emotional bearing.
We see in this way the emphatic expression of unity as precisely that which brings
about the means by which the multifarious (here, all men) may be united into a single
source of poetic inspiration and perception. In other words, the assertive expression of
kinship (that all breasts emit joy) leads to the imposition of unity upon a multitude,
and thereby to the singular perception of this unifying aspect of multiform and
widespread sensation.
The employment of the reiterated ‘aus’, on each occasion with a slightly
modified signification, corresponds to this establishment of unity within diversity.
The first conveys an unequivocally physical emergence - the blooms ‘out o f the
twigs. The second is less palpable - the voices ‘emanating from’ the undergrowth;
and the third ‘aus’ is more abstract still - the movement is a metaphorical one of
emotions from their metaphorical seat, the breast. The repeated phraseology of the
sequence is thus seen at each stage to accommodate the essence of its subject biological nature, animate expression, and emotional category. And it is precisely
through this repetition of phrase that each stage of the sequence is drawn into
descriptive kinship with the last, indeed that the sequence is formed as such. The
differentiation of natural phenomena into orders of type is one of both cognitive and
linguistic management: we register a division into physical, animate, and emotional
spheres; and this demarcation is linguistically augmented, with the modulation of
‘aus’, and granted scale and example, with the ‘jede’ of singularity, and with
‘tausend’. Most importantly, it is the ordering of these natural phenomena into an
experiential sequence which occurs in distinctly linguistic terms: the modulated
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reiteration of phrase, both explicit (‘aus’, ‘jede’), and implicit (‘es dringen’),
formulates the interconnection of phenomena as experienced.
The ways in which words, phrases, and ideas are developed, with the
cross-referencing, repetition, and subtle modulations of sense noted above, are
remarked upon by David Wellbeiy. At one point he writes:
The reader... understands an individual utterance by developing inferences
regarding the feelings and desires of the speaking subject; that is, through an
effort of empathetic projection. The task is no longer to relate the text to a
normative paradigm, but rather to grasp, through an act o f divination, the
subjectivity that alone gives the text its coherencejl ^Textual processing
unfolds...as the reactualisation by the reader of a subjective mode of being
articulated in the text.^^
The psychological process undergone by readers is not our express concern here.
Nonetheless, this is an enlightening comment by Wellbery. The central idea would
seem to be one that has concerned us in the course of this reading, and in previous
readings within this thesis. It pertains to the tailoring of vocabulary, of altering
meaning through repetition and modulations of sound and of sense. In short, it is the
emergence of a personal vocabulary to contain the powerful forces of poetic
experience. And it is one, Wellbery correctly informs us, to which we are all party, in
which we all share, via a process of intellectual conjecture and psychological,
empathetic shifts. Where Wellbery and I part company is in our views of the exact
nature of the reader’s poetic experience. Whereas he stresses the force of human
subjectivity writ large, I perceive the poetic self as the particular (and supreme)
instance of the human speaking presence. Goethe influences and guides our
responses; we are guided along a path of experiential and linguistic discovery. But we
know also that we sense, rather than momentarily become, this subjective self. These
elements, poetic self and reader, subjective and objective terms, interpenetrate,
nature, do not merge entirely, but to use Nicholas Boyle’s phrase, they interpenetrate
to the point of indistinguishability.^^
Arriving once more at these last lines of the third stanza, then, we may
now appreciate their full implication in the light of what has gone before by way of
emotional, experiential, and linguistic precedent. Again, there is something of a

^^avid E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, pp. 12-13. The author’s
italics.
^^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1991, pg. 158.
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sequential order to these exclamations - from earth and sun (this latter appearing also
in the very first stanza), we move to human emotions in the form of ‘Glück’ and
‘Lust’. Nature and the human soul are named within the same short sequence, with
the one breath.^' In short, this would seem to represent the poem hitherto in
microcosm - the movement from one object of focus to the other along lines of
associative progression, with emotional amplitude in the explosive ‘O’ given with
each utterance. These are lines thus pregnant with what has preceded it within the
poem: the ‘wie’ of exultance and kinship; the ‘Herrlichkeit’ of emotional complexion;
the relation of self and surroundings (‘Mir die Natur’); and now with the interrelation
of progressive, associative, and sensuous ordering (as noted concerning stanza two),
and the rhapsody of an individually sensed and yet shared experience (the opening
lines of the third stanza). To all this linguistically and emotionally expressive
discourse are now added the fleeting associations in the last lines of stanza three, and
the resonance of the repeated ‘O’, as exclamation of intensity, and, through its
repetition, associative inter-connection. These lines in this manner form something of
a simultaneous recapitulation of what went before in the poem, and a re-assessment of
its (expressive) potency - for we are now able to assimilate thoughts and impressions
of nature at the speed and exactitude of a language established over the preceding
lines. It is therefore here, at the very end of the third stanza, that language as a
philosophical vehicle within the work reaches both its most pregnant brevity, and is
most attuned to the intensity and likeness of the experiences and emotions.
The repetition of ‘Liebe’ at the opening of the fourth stanza brings an
emphasis of both emotional and interpretative gravity - and in this way we return to
themes established with the very opening word of the poem, the ‘wie’ of intensity and
kinship. The initial abbreviation, ‘lieb” , is of an effect similar to that of ‘Erd” in the
preceding stanza -a hurried, impatient tone of the quickening towards expression.
Coupled as it is, however, with the immediately following o Liebe’, the impact is
slightly more complex: firstly, and this concerns the very language of this line’s
construction, there is the intonation of euphoria, a wonder at the likeness and strength
of the emotion invoked - the repetition of word, with the merest alteration to its
second utterance, is almost like a song, and of a delight in the very sound and
associative reverberations of the word. This element is to the fore in Nicholas Boyle’s

^^Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke, Vol. / (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.462.
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translation of the line: ‘O love, dear love’.^^ Secondly, in the philosophical traffic of
the line there is here a gradually expressed profundity: the first utterance of the word
is incomplete, as though the speed of thought almost transcended the language and
metre of the verse. This is indicative perhaps of the sheer variety of emotional
likeness - a love of such various forms and focuses as to require this second attempt
at expression, this temporal pause to contemplate its implications. And a further
conglomeration of meaning is presented by the repeated ‘o’. Firstly, there is that ‘o’
which praises, wonders, and extols. Secondly, there is the o’ which beseeches. In the
schematic connection of ‘Liebe’ with ‘Morgenwolken’, there is suggested a linkage
via their beauty, and via their godliness;^^ it is a join that is both natural and poetic, of
the perceived world and of its poetic experience.
The word love names and addresses the force embodied in the verb
‘dringen’:
Nach dem Aufbau der Welt in den ersten drei Strophen . wird mit der
doppelten Apostrophe, einer letzten Stufe der Klimax, die Kraft benannt, die
das allés umgreift.^"^
The force is, as Eibl recognises, a connective one. It is, T.J. Reed asserts, ‘the first
sign that the phenomena around the speaker are not simply self-sufficient’.^^ This
point is crucial. The verb ‘dringen’ established the kinship and relation of blossom,
birdsong, and human feeling as products of a common natural force. To return to Eibl:
dab der eigentliche Gegenstand des Gedichts nicht ein individuelles Gefuhl,
sondem die Partizipation aller unterschiedlichen, besonderen Individuationen
am Allgemeinen der gottlichen Liebe ist.^^
This emphasises, correctly in my view, the differentiated yet harmonious activity and
responses of all natural phenomena, including Man; everything participates in a
scheme, and thereby finds its place and purpose. However I would stress that activity
is general and simultaneously individual, unique, and unconstrained. We may think
again of Leibnizian philosophy - the monad (here the poet) is seen to interact with
those around it; at the same time it retains a separateness, an autonomy The forces of
nature pass through, from and between all natural phenomana; they channel through.
^^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1991, pg. 158.
^^Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke, Vol. / (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.462.
^'’Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.841.
^^T.J. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, pp.53-54.
“ Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.841.
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to and from the girl; and they channel through, to, and from the poet. They are the
powers of vernal and emotional growth; and they are personal creative forces. These
same forces - now as love - bring about the mrercormection and /«/erreliance of
natural phenomena. And this interrelation is communicative - and reciprocated.
The intimation of thankfulness in the first line of stanza five composes an
utterance of natural and emotional phenomena which has two elements. In the
consideration of ‘segnen’ above, two tones of expression were intrinsic - the pure
surprise and emotional surge at the apprehension of experiential magnitude, and the
questioning assumed at the heart of such enormous emotional experience. This
corresponds to the peculiar resonance of ‘wie’ in the first stanza - of simple
exultation, together with a sense of (comparative) likeness, or kinship. The return is
not, however, comprehensive: the latter sense, of kinship and likeness, is replaced
rather by the, quite new, questioning of likeness - ‘how precisely is it?’, rather than
‘it is thus’. And in the note of gratitude inherent in this line resides a further
complexity of sense - the thankfulness, implicit also in the sense of prayer running
through these lines, returns us to the ‘wie’ of intensity - as with ‘how wonderful this
is!’ - while retaining all the while a tone of (the search for) descriptive likeness - this
is how, the way in which, love and the world around find their likeness for the
perceiving poet.
Thus emerge parallel emotional and descriptive progressions within the
poem; these are parallel progressions also of visual and associative, of explicit and
implicit exposition. This stanza passes from the emotions immediately in play to the
hills immediately in view, the assimilation of the one to the other arising, it would
seem, from the selfs conjoining of emotional state and natural surroundings. It is as
though by chance that these ‘Morgenwolken’ are in view upon the ascendance of
intense feelings of love. And similarly, there is the implicit sense that it is these
surroundings of intense and various natural beauty that provide the impetus for such
an intense contemplation of emotions. In this way we see the dynamic kinship of self
and surroundings, in line with the parallel emergence of explicit and implicit
utterance within the poem. For the natural surroundings take on a likeness after the
emotional self (for example, the laughing meadow): indeed the eulogising of nature is
both a reflection of, and a product of, the intense joy found within the poetic self. And
the channel of the creative energies that flow in each direction between the poet and
nature is ‘Liebe’: it has human form in the mutual affections of the poet and the girl.
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and is simultaneously an all-pervasive natural force, in the love which he imagines the
lark and the flower feeling for their shared environment of air/^ Natural phenomena
and the girl are stimuli for poetic creation; their descriptive poetic likeness is
fashioned after the poetic self; ‘Liebe’ is a dynamic relation of experiential self with
the girl and nature achieved within the poetic form.
And so each of the aforementioned aspects of the poetic topos is brought
under the descriptive and temporal jurisdiction of the other: for example, the physical
and temporal proximity of the ‘Morgenwolken’ is in accordance with, and therefore
descriptive of, the emotional present-ness and intensity of the poet; and there is the
bringing to bear of a vocabulary of physical reference and allegory on the sphere of
the emotions- in this stanza we read of a love ‘So golden schon’, imagery which is as
symptomatic of a jubilance at physicality (the golden light of a rising sun), as it is of a
mystical vision of love.
As we return to the opening line of stanza five, with its (search for)
explanation and enlightenment as to the very nature and source of what is described,
we arrive at crucial issues. First, it is important to examine the perspective shifts
within these lines. In stanza four, there was the near-incantation of its first line - a
calling to, for, or upon love, together with the prolonged resonance of repetition.
There follows descriptive parallel - at first in line two, as emphatic (‘so’), descriptive,
adjectival eulogy, with metaphor inherent in ‘golden’, a metaphor pertaining to the
physical, to the visual appearance of things, applied to love, to the abstract. Next there
appears a simile, ushered in by the third line’s opening ‘wie’ - and once again this
draws upon physicality - first the visual, with ‘Morgenwolken’, and then the more
palpable ‘Hohn’, this latter accompanied by the indicative ‘jenen’ - ‘over there!’. We
thus begin to note something of a descriptive sequence in emergence, and one carried
over into the fifth stanza to reach its conclusion. This progression has two strains:
firstly, that of linguistic vehicle. There is the unadorned evocation of words in this
first line, ‘O Lieb’, o Liebe,’ - the initial abbreviation allows a variation of resonance,
and we are led to contemplate the very sound, itself descriptive of the emotion’s
intensity - it is one which requires momentary pause, contemplation, reiteration.
Next, we arrive at an emphatic adjectival metaphor, so golden schon’, and then
simile, ‘wie’. Secondly, there is a gradation of sense also. The opening ‘O Lieb’, o
Liebe,’ is rhythmic in its effect. The patterning is carried forward from stanza three
(‘0 ..0..0 ..0..’), and it gives - through mechanical order, rhythm, and repetition - a
27 .

T.J. Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 54.
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sense of interrelation and progression. Next we come to somewhat vague praise - love
is ‘golden schon’, a description which draws upon the visual sphere, but which at this
point appears unfixed, that is to say, with no definite point of physical, external
reference. This arrives with the subsequent line, upon mention of ‘Morgenwolken’ direct simile, ‘wie’, brings definite, purposeful imagery of form. And there is the
sense of the golden light of morning. And with the next line, this physicality of
reference is brought further into focus - these are the ‘Morgenwolken’ ‘Auf jenen
Hohn’. The visual scope is thus narrowed, as the poetic self draws upon that which
immediately surrounds him - surroundings which, in their turn, have been both an
emotional and a creative impetus. However, with this honing of the poet’s gaze there
emerges relatively little by way of definite, physical form, of precise descriptive
physicality.
The three closing lines of the sixth stanza echo the very first stanza - three
lines opening with ‘wie’. Initially, we may approach these lines in a similar manner the ‘wie’ carries in each case a similarly compound sense as that noted above; the
tone is exclamatory; the first two lines of the first and sixth stanzas are a single-clause
sentence. The first clear departure is the modified emphatic construction of the
opening two lines of this sixth stanza. And there is grammatical variation in the third
line - it ends with a comma, thus fracturing the pattern of exclamation-marked
clauses. It is in these two clear modifications of the first stanza that appear in this
sixth, that we are to distinguish the modifications of sense attained at this nexus in the
poem.
In the opening two lines of stanza six, we see that the reiteration of
vocabulary and form includes the repetition of phraseology from elsewhere in the
poem: the first line echoes the succession of exclamations at the end of stanza three,
and is akin to the opening line of stanza four, with the exclamatory repetition of word.
‘O Madchen, Madchen’ recalls the repetition eight lines earlier, ‘O Lieb, o Liebe’, as
does the repeated verb, first abbreviated, ‘lieb” , then fully intact, ‘liebst’. In addition,
wholly fresh meaning is included - it is here in this sixth stanza’s second line that we
encounter the very first ‘ich’ of the poem (there was previously the indirect ‘mir’ of
the first stanza). This is the first instance of an ejaculatory calling upon a human
character (previously, such exclamations were directed towards the natural
surroundings, or were callings upon emotions per se as at the close of stanza three, the
opening of stanza four). And this is the earliest declaration of explicit activity in the
first person, that the poet loves, moreover with a definite, personal focus. It is evident
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that these opening two lines of the sixth stanza represent both the reiteration of
previous expressive modes, and the arrival at an increased particularity and directness
of personal emotional activity. It is in the precise dynamic between these media of
poetic expression that we will arrive at an understanding of the intellectual
constitution of the stanza as a whole.
The reiteration of words and phrases has thus far established associative
trains, interrelatedness, concord, and (experiential) precedents. The sixth stanza
proves to be no exception in this respect. Here, however, the inclusion of fresh
components leads to a metamorphosis of cognitive and linguistic interrelations. As I
suggested in regard to the second and third stanzas, the reiteration of phrases has not
been a duplication of ideas. Rather, the modification of sense arriving with a word’s
re-appearance gives rise to a progression and honing of the previous thought to which
the word was allied; and the repetition contextualises the current development within
the poem hitherto. Thus the very first line of the sixth stanza presents us with the girl
in much the same manner as the ‘Liebe’ of stanza four, and so the progressive
congruity between girl and nature. Love and love from and for the girl is established.
At the beginning of the sixth stanza, ‘O Màdchen, Mâdchen’ recalled the
repetition of eight lines earlier, ‘O Lieb, o Liebe’, and so we felt that what had passed
in the interim was only the first half of a story of which we were then to hear the
completion.^* The following three exclamations formed a pattern with which we were
already familiar; the reference to ‘Morgenblumen’ recalled ‘Morgenwolken’; and
‘blinkt’ was a recurrence of the light-metaphor first encountered in the first stanza, in
‘leuchtet’ and ‘glanzt’.^^ The recurrence of these elements confirms the feeling that
we are in a repetition of pattern we have seen already, and that the poem is settling
down into a twofold arrangement after all. And the opening line of the seventh stanza
promises an explicit answering of the poem’s insistent questioning - the ‘so’ would
seem to be a direct response to the repeated ‘wie’, and in particular to the
immediately preceding ‘Wie liebst du mich!’. But in fact there is to be what Nicholas
Boyle refers to as ‘his [Goethe’s] most ingenious structural coup’.^° As we read on it
seems at first that the questioning is thwarted in this seventh stanza: following on the
initial pledge of ‘so’, a linguistic resolution of the recurrent ‘wie’, comes a simile
apparently similar to those already seen. Initially, this seventh stanza reads more as a
^^Nicholas Boyle, "Maifest and A u f dem See\ Special Goethe Number^ GLL36, 1982-3, p.26.
^^Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfijrter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p. 841.
^®Nicholas Boyle, "Maifest and A u f dem S ee\ Special Goethe Number, GLL36, 1982-3, p.26.
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listing of counterpart examples of emotional traffic, than it does of a philosophical
explanation. With the line ‘Wie ich dich liebe’, it becomes clear that the ‘So liebt die
Lerche’ did not after all refer back to or ‘Wie ich dich liebe’ or answer it, but refers
forward to ‘Wie ich dich liebe’ and to the whole of the penultimate stanza.^* The ‘so’
does indeed direct us towards an explanation and answering of the recurrent ‘wie’, a
description of this ‘Liebe’, of its intensity, likeness, and interrelation with the natural
surroundings, as we are being hurried on | to the conclusion.
From the seventh stanza’s very first word, there is a change of tenor and
pitch - it is as though with a sigh that we come to the apparently promised delineation
and contemplation of those emotions which have been delivered with such expressive
intensity. Indeed the second word, ‘liebt’, refers us unequivocally to the previous
stanza, and in turn to the fourth, with the sense of a comprehensive assimilation. And
with ‘die Lerche’ we travel back to animate nature - a restoration of earlier poetic
focus with which to approach the assimilated likeness of emotional and natural
activity. This latter sense of regression continues with the third and fourth lines of the
seventh stanza - ‘Morgenblumen’ are a retracing of steps along the chain of being.
And the emotional focal point for the ‘Lerche’, with which we are to find an
explanation of human emotional intercourse, is ‘Gesang und Luff’ - that of the
‘Morgenblumen’ is ‘den Himmelsduft’. Thus these focuses of emotional attraction are
each congruous to the chain of being; the bird’s love is for song, at an expressive level
akin to the ‘tausend Stimmen’ of stanza two, and for ‘Luft’, a sensual experience; and
the ‘Morgenblumen’ love the ‘Himmelsdufl’ - this ‘love’ takes the form of metaphor.
The lark loves not only the medium in which it abides, but equally the (aesthetic)
product of its natural expressivity. This applies to the morning flower as well, for the
atmosphere it loves is both the atmosphere in which it flourishes and its own
expressive (and again aesthetic) pr oduct.In this way, each love is at the very level of
animate characteristic found within the verb’s subject; similarly, the verb’s object is
in each case at a biological or expressive level equal to its subject. This is a precise
levelling and categorisation of emotional expressive complexity. And an underlying
identity is suggested among all the compared entities, as each the lark, the flower and
the poetic self are compared. They are comparisons of each entity’s expressive force.
Hence the so’ of the seventh stanza points us towards an explanation and
answering of the recurrent ‘wie’, an explanation of both its senses - of exclamation
^^Nicholas Boyle, "^Maifest m à A u f dem See\ Special Goethe Number, GLL36, 1982-3, pp.26-27.
^^DavidE. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.21.
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and of the establishment of kinship and likeness: each feels a love of a degree,
complexity, and kind corresponding to their intellectual capacity (as dictated by the
natural order); and each expresses love in a manner and degree according to their
expressive capacity. Nicholas Boyle asserts:
The poet’s sensibility seems to move with total freedom among the things of
this world: he feels for them, and they express his feelings, his joy and bliss
are sung by their thousand voices, and love blesses the whole crowded world.
This is a poetry of self-consciousness, certainly, a poetry to which experience
matters because it is ‘mine’, but it is a self-consciousness without duality,
without a hiatus between ‘experience’ and ‘me’.
There is no distinction made between bird, flower and aesthetic-expressive activity; to
live is to express.
With the opening word of the eighth stanza, we come again to ‘wie’,
however this time not in the form of an exclamation. This first line is composed
entirely of elements brought forward and repeated - ‘wie’, the ‘ich’ of the speaking
self, the beloved, here in the second person object pronoun, and ‘liebe’, here as firstperson verb. Indeed, the line is a near-reiteration of the sixth stanza’s second line,
with only the order of words changed; the emphasis is now placed rather more upon
the ‘ich’. This modification of accent is the first such direct alteration of a complete
line within the poem - there have thus far been repetitions of words and phrases, and
the near-repetition of lines seen with the second and fourth lines of stanza six. The
reverberations and mutations of echo are in this instance of accordingly sudden and
impressive impact. The shifting of word and stress within this line from its
counterpart in the sixth stanza has a compound effect: firstly, an alteration of
interpretative and illustrative angle is induced; secondly, there is the question of the
relative importance now attributed to each linguistic and cognitive constituent of the
line; and thirdly, there is the modification of the poetic and philosophical direction
initiated within this line as a whole. I shall treat each of these issues in turn within the
concluding section of analysis below.
The third line of the penultimate stanza initiates a clause of four lines,
spanning stanzas, which has as its subject the beloved. There is great intellectual and
rhythmic pace: the eighth stanza spills over into the conclusion not just in the middle
of a sentence, but in the middle of a relative clause and indeed in the middle of a
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nominal p h r a s e . There are three chief linguistic introductions in these lines: the
alliteration of ‘die du’, the rhythmic trip with which the clause gains its initial pulse;
the enthusiasm and breadth of the statement, indicated by the recurrent ‘und’; and the
directionality inherent in the ‘mir’ of stanza eight, and in ‘zu’ and ‘gibst’ in the final
stanza.
The second component, that of the repeated ‘und’, is the communicator of
extensive thought within these lines, expressing the vast array of emotional gifts the
girl offers the poet; it also conveys the integrity of each listed item - each appearance
of ‘und’ rings more emphatically than the last, as though each one of these
components would in itself be sufficient. Once again, then, there is an insistence upon
singular intensity and sheer variety, abundance of experience in terms of number,
variety, and distinct concentration: examples thus far have included the listing of
stanza one, the ‘jedem[.]tausend[..|eder’ of stanza two, and the series of o’
exclamations of stanzas two and three.
The final determinant of the closing two lines of the eighth stanza and the
opening two of the final stanza is that of their directionality - in the chain ‘mir[.]zu[. ]
gibst’, and in the appointment of these lines to the very foundation of poetic
composition, ‘zu neuen Liedem’. As the simple correspondence of ‘Lieder’ and
‘Tanze’ announces that a halt is not far off,^"^ the dynamism of poetic impetus is
established: the girl gives cause, as well as inspiration, in much the same manner as
nature does from the outset of the poem. T.J. Reed observes that love in its human
form is an inspiration for song, as is (inextricably) the ‘grand force’ of love that
founds poetry in nature. And he goes on to say the following:
The mutual love of the speaker and the girl is a channel through which the
same forces flow that shape the outside world he delights in. The old idea of
the beloved as the poet’s Muse is recreated from fresh materials and given a
deeper grounding in the world around them.^^
Reed has correctly located the source of the poet’s creativity as quite physically and
sensually present. Where I suspect that our readings diverge is in our perceptions of
the precise language in which this process takes place. Stated briefly, I hear the
poem’s closing lines as both self-conscious and self-referential: that is, they
knowingly undertake the task of their construction, and they offer a comment - a

^^icholas Boyle, "Maifest and A u f dem See\ Special Goethe Number, GLL36, 1982-3, pp.27-28.
^''Nicholas Boyle, "Maifest and A u f dem See’, Special Goethe Number, GLL36, 1982-3, p.27.
Reed, Goethe, Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p.54.
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meta-statement - on the poem, and in turn on the creative process, themselves. The
closing lines are discussed in greater detail below.
The ‘leuchtet mir’ of stanza one denotes the arrival of vision and
understanding, focus and poetic approach. And in the penultimate stanza, the ‘mir’
echoes the ‘mir’ of the second line of the first stanza. What in the first stanza is a
generality of receptiveness becomes here a specific gift that has specific, creative
consequences - one of which is song (and hence, the poem itself).
The deployment of ‘glücklich’ is perhaps artfully simplistic - it is
unequivocal and lucent rather than discursive or prosaic. The miscellaneous scope of
the word - it is a good deal less specifically evocative than the listed ‘Jugend’,
‘Freud’, and ‘Mut’ of the preceding stanza - provides an expressive emotional reach,
a variety of signification augmented by both the ‘ewig’ and the ‘wie’ surrounding it.
The precise import of the command with which the poem closes encompasses such
issues of generality, as well as a distinct and focused expression of singular emotional
state and experience. It is this compound expression that the final analysis of the
poem below seeks to illustrate. What follows is not a comprehensive analysis of the
poem, but a more compact and concentrated examination of some of those elements
which recur within Maifest. A key purpose of this inquiry is to weigh the precise
meaning of the repeated ‘wie’.
********

In each of its nine instances, ‘wie’ commences a line and initiates a
clause. Its articulation within the work as the principal, rhythmic source of query and
explanation has been in part discussed above. It is used six times as an inteijection,
twice as a comparative, and once as a concessive conjunction. Of seminal importance
has been the establishment of a twofold sense of ‘wie’, that of intensity as with that of
kinship.
I wish to consider briefly the linguistic means by which the consummate
union of poetic self and surroundings finds expression. We have examined the
twofold implications of ‘wie’, and similarly the ‘mir’ of line two. The constant,
unifying factor throughout would seem to be that of the perceiving poetic self - the
drawer of impression and analogy (‘wie’), as well as the force (‘leuchtet’) through
which nature finds likeness (‘wie’), and (directional) purpose (‘mir’). The
communion with nature is thus initiated by, and is expressly for, the self; it is at once
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apparent that this is dynamic relationship drawn in linguistic terms, as the symptom
and the result of a reflectivity borne out within the language itself. Indeed, the
dynamism between self and surroundings finds its completeness within the lines of
this poem; this is a dynamism of a completeness and kind which is achieved through
the poetic medium - as seen in the counterposition of ‘mir’ and ‘die Natur’, or the
comparative and euphoric ‘wie’ which makes connections.
It seems that, in the persistence of the repeated ‘wie’, Goethe deliberately
seeks to understate the degree of internal articulation in the poem - Nicholas Boyle
notes that in this way links are as far as possible made all of the same apparent kind.^^
But we must also be sure to hear the growing intellectual complexity of the word
within the poem. As a word it is a vague and ambiguous conjunction and adverb; and
in this poem it becomes a word of varied and ultimately composite meaning. The last
‘wie’, in the closing line of the work, is both the accumulation of aspects to ‘wie’
developed hitherto, and the determinant of the philosophical resolution within the
poem’s last sentence.
John Margetts offers the following interpretation, one which presents the
final ‘wie’ as a composite of meaning, with senses of causation and of
proportion/degree:
[...]the blessing unctuously bestowed on the anonymous girlQis intended to be
effective only in direct proportion to the degree of love which the du gives the
lyrical first-person pronoun to enable him to write poetry. The use of the
subordinating conjunction wie reveals the word as being vehicle of a high
degree of ambiguity[..]This wie does not mean “ as” or “ in the manner o f ’,
but “ in proportion to” or “ in relation to” and “ in as much as” ; indeed it has
strong causal overtones[. .]the sequence of the two lines of the final couplet
produces an explanatory cause-and-effect, or rather an effect-and-cause,
relationship of the two lines to each other. And the blessing given in the
penultimate line is conditional then on the du's producing the degree of
ecstasy which is essential and beneficial for the writer’s creative act.^^
This reading succinctly and justly expresses the ambiguous complex of meaning that
comes to be conveyed by ‘wie’. This reading considers what Margetts terms the
‘therapeutic poetological stance’ of the work: the joy expressed at the condition of

^^icholas Boyle, ''Maifest and A u f dem See’, Special Goethe Number, GLL36, 1982-3, p.25.
^^John Margetts, ‘The Creative Act in Goethe’s
New German Studies 15, 1998-9, pp. 18-19.
^^John Margetts, ‘The Creative Act in Goethe’s A/azZ/ecf, New German Studies 15, 1998-9, p.20.
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being in love is seen primarily as the propitious pre-conditional state for the creation
of literary products. But is the love experience - a part of the vernal activity of nature
- in the end exploited for creative profit? The love experience has triggered his ability
to write; and is enjoyed (only?) for this purpose. While Margetts argues intelligently,
and adds revelatory information to our understanding of these final lines, I believe
that these lines are ultimately bearers of a more composite meaning. For the ‘wie’ of
kinship, that draws likeness and familiarity, caimot be discarded from our
considerations. Kinship is entwined with causation and with the natural and creative
forces. It is the strength of, the nature of, and the natural source (and hence kinship
with all nature) of this love that lead to the creative linguistic act; and the linguistic
act is one that creates simile, likeness, and kinship.
The concluding sentence yields several translations; each accords with a
particular sense of ‘wie’. Let me start by quoting Karl Eibl’s suggested paraphrasing
of these lines:
Die allumfassende Liebe aufiert sich in jedem Wesen anders: in der Lerche als
Liebe zu Gesang und Luft, in den Morgenblumen als Liebe zum Himmelsduft
(abermals vegetativer und animalischer Bereich wie v. 8 f), in mir als ,Freude’
und ,Mut’; sie ist aber immer dieselbe. Du sollst glücklich sein in der
besonderen Art, in der sie sich bei Dir, als Liebe zu mir, verkorpert.^^
Eibl’s reading accords with ‘wie’ of kinship and interrelation, that illustrates the
senses of similitude and dynamic - that the girl be happy, and that the girl love the
poet, each in like manner. It is in line also with the ‘wie’ of precise descriptive
likeness, that demonstrates and communicates the very nature of things - that the girl
be happy in a similar way to that in which she loves.
There is in addition the ‘wie’ of intensity, that outlines the degree of
energy and vigour - that the girl be happy to a degree matching that of her love for the
poet. This sense is suggested in the Eibl quotation above, in the words ‘sie ist aber
immer dieselbe’, that refer us to driving natural forces (he has earlier asserted that
natural phenomena and human emotions spring from a simultaneously individual and
universal force)."^°
^^Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.842.
'’^Discussing the verb ‘dringen’, Eibl writes; ‘Sowohl ,Bluten’ und,Stimmen’ (vegetativ und animalisch)
der gegenstandlichen Natur als auch ,Freud und Wonne’ entspringen der antwortenden Kraft des
Individuellen, die dem sich offenbarenden Gottlichen entgegen,dringt’. Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang
Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am
Main, 1987, p.842.
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It is the ‘wie’ expressing causes, of the causal link between the two last
clauses, that leads to a reading additional to, although not necessarily at odds with
j(see discussion below) the Eibl reading above. There is the sense that the girl be happy
precisely because of her love for the poet.
Further complexities of interpretation are presented by ‘ewig’: it would
seem that the word is conditioned largely by the sense of ‘wie’. Again it is helpful to
read Eibl:
Hier wie auch sonst oft bei Goethe nicht die unbegrenzte Dauer gemeint,
sondem soviel wie ,ganz’, ,vollkommen’, ,im vollen Sinne der Idee’."*^
With the ‘wie’ of intensity, the word expresses not so much a temporal duration as the
vigour and degree of happiness"*^ - that this happiness be of a strength compatible
with, invoking though not necessarily involving, everlastingness. The ‘wie’ of kinship
requires a similarity of experiential kind. The ‘wie’ of precise description describes
that which is presently the case - a happiness that experientially mirrors this love.
Again it is the ‘wie’ of causation that leads to a sense further to, and here contrary to,
Eibl: it establishes an ‘ewig’ of everlastingness. Here there is inferred a permanence
of experiential source. The source in question here is that of both poetry and
subjectivity. It is that same origin from which the poem claims to sing; this claim is
made in the final stanza, and so it is the source towards which the poem
(intellectually, structurally, and experientially) moves.
This permanence is not, however, at odds with claims made in my earlier
readings for the nature of experiential duration. In particular within the reading of
‘Jetzt fuhlt der Engel, was ich fuhle’, the Leibnizian mechanism of monadic
independence was seen to influence a poetry of desire in which the point of meeting,
or in other words the moment of complete fulfilment, is necessarily transient, it being
contradictory to the process that leads up to it."^^ For the permanence of ‘ewig’ is of
experiential source, not of this experience, or state, per se. It is the permanence of
poetic creativity, of the experiences and creations of songs. It is, in other words, the
temporal hnmediacy, the expressive and experiential intensity, and the timelessness of
lyric poetry.

'*^Karl Eibl, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Gedichte 1756-1799 (Frankfurter Ausgabe), 1,1, Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1987, p.842.
"*^‘In its brevity, the lyric moment seems infinitely fi-agile. ..Yet in its intensity it seems to efface all linear
time, as if its evanescence equaled eternity.’ David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford
University Press, 1996, p. 15.
'‘^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1991, pp. 109-110.
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Finally, there is a wholly fresh element to the design of this last ‘wie’,
which is acquired in relation to ‘ewig’. Taken as a term denoting temporal duration,
‘ewig’ confers a similar time-scale to ‘wie’. This approximates to ‘Be forever happy,
for as long as you love me’. In this way, the state of eternal happiness is made
contingent upon the love - it is from this love that the possibility for ceaseless
happiness proceeds. This is to hear the closing cadence of the poem psychologically.
But perhaps what is also intimated with these final words is a
transcendence that moves beyond the present relationship to nature and the beloved.
They present a comparative description (‘wie’), of the relationship with a state of
happiness. It presents the girl’s love for the poet as an expression of happiness; it is a
means to this (type of) happiness; and also it is a medium for the exchange of
happiness. And there have been three ‘loves’ within the poem: that of the relationship,
that of nature (‘So liebt die Lerche’), and the more general emotion (‘O Lieb’, o
Liebe’) which blesses (‘segnen’) nature. The girl’s love for the poet is described in
terms of all these. Most strikingly of all, these closing lines comprise a present
statement (‘sei’) which looks to the future: it sees possibilities, acknowledges change,
and wishes for certain outcomes. It sees the present love as a part of a wider scheme
of events - those in nature, as with those of other people (‘aus jeder Brust’). It is, in
other words, reflexive. There is in this way a transcendence in these closing two lines
which incorporates all these forms and descriptions of love, as well as the present and
future. The transcendence, the reflexivity, sees that relationship between the girl and
the poet, in context and to scale.
It is possible, and perhaps necessary, to separate the closing two lines
from the main body of the text, as might be done with a refrain (as with, for example,
the opening and closing lines of Ob ich dich liebe). The transcendence, the otherness
and separateness of these lines is one that comments upon the poem hitherto, both as
experiential and as linguistic process. They comment upon the poem as a text. They
represent the only speech act in the poem that pertains to a futurity beyond the act of
speech itself ^ (and therefore, paradoxically, beyond the acts of writing and reading
poetry). The final lines are in this sense a meta-statement, an instruction on how to
read the poem. David Wellbery concludes that the mode of reading instructed is Love,
in the emphatic sense the poem has accorded the term: ‘the experience of the specular
presence of the loving other, a perfect, and wordless, exchange’. The way in which we
are to make sense of this potentially circular process as outlined by Wellbery - of
'‘^ a v id E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p.25.
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reading a poem as a whole in the light of concepts that it establishes at the end - is, I
believe, to say this: the poem is the linguistic result of wordless emotional ecstasy,
and as a linguistic product it comments also on its origin in the forceful, wordless,
physical, and intellectual experience of love. Ultimately, it conunents on its
conception: it is a self-conscious act that brings linguistic form to experience.
This love is the source of the poem, out of which it emerged and toward
which it returns; it is the poem’s impetus, and its expressive purpose. Love is the
girl’s gift to the poet (‘Die du mir Jugend / Und Freud und Mut / Zu neuen Liedem, /
Und Tanzen gibstV\ and it leads to the poet’s song. It is a non-verbal gift: in the
poem, the girl is silent - there is the tone of address, and her love is expressed in a
gaze (‘Wie blinkt dein Auge!). She (and her love) are the spirit, the intellectual
stimulus, for the poem; and she (and her love) are its purpose, object, and addressee.
The source of the poem is the girl, and the sensation of her love; the manifestation of
this productive force is the poem itself. There is the creation of language from
experiential sources, and the arrival thereby at understanding, assimilation, and (in the
closing lines) a self-conscious, self-referencing view of experience and its linguistic
forms. And this whole echoes the thoughts of Herder, and most specifically his
thoughts on the origins of language in Über den Urspung der Sprache. His assertions,
of the simultaneous emergence of language and reason, that language defines the very
compass and design of every construct of human knowledge,"^^ are recalled here in
Maifest in the assimilation and interpretation of non-verbal experience through
language. For Herder, language is central both to human reflectivity and to human
experience. The detachment of a ‘Merkmal’ is the beginning of language, and
language is therefore man’s reaction to his environment. The birth of a word is
simultaneous with the birth of a concept."^^ Language is simultaneously reflective and
reactionary, is a word, a thing and a concept. Language is both intrinsically reflective
and expressive of sense-stimuli. All these aspects are, 1 believe, sensed within
Maifest. The language of immediate experience, that reacts to and describes emotions,
brings form and understanding to events and ideas. And this reflectivity of the poetic
self is expressed in the language of metaphor, that seeks kinships, explanations, and
their expression. It is there in the recurrent ‘wie’. Herder’s insistence of language as

^^Robert E. Norton, Herder’s Aesthetics and the European Enlightenment, Cornell University Press,
1989, p.99.
^.A.Blackall, The Emergence o f German as a Literary Language, Cambridge University Press, 1959,
p.468.
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‘Kraft’, as non-discursive energy, as force, as sensuous present: here in Maifest
sensuousness, in nature and in love, is something that makes sense of experience.
And in the last two lines of Maifest, we may think of what Herder termed
reflection, or ‘Besonnenheit’. This occurs when thinking turns back upon itself by
distinguishing itself from its thoughts - a capacity, states Herder, possible only in and
through speech."^^ This centrality of language to the cognitive process, language as not
only the communicable expression of thoughts, but also the means and medium for
reflective thought itself, we see in the closing cadence of this poem. We see a
language that turns back upon itself, addresses us as through speech, and seeks to
draw conclusions, to relativise, to make sense of the poem as such.
The poem’s closing instruction directs us to read and interpret the poem
with a view to perceiving its source, its focus, and the force of its origin. We should
look beyond the letters of the text, and sense, feel the nature and intensity of its source
- the rapture at its very root. As David Wellbery states, the text posits both its origin
and its end."^* However, I do not see this as purely a linguistic achievement. For me, it
sees its begiiming in the sense that it is aware of its creation, its origins, and its
purpose. It sees its end in a finite love, in the repeated search for poetic impetus, and
ultimately in the renewed advent of immediate, non-verbal experience. It is in this
sense a poem that sees beyond itself in both temporal and experiential terms. At its
close, it awaits fresh experience and impetus for new, other songs.
It establishes the contemplation of reciprocal love, of the complete
fulfilment of the feeling soul (or monad), through processes that do not require, that
transcend, linguistic and poetic embodiment. It is, then, the call for the sensation of
rapture that is sensed, that exists apart from the linguistic sphere. It is sensed by larks,
by morning flowers. It is of unity and reciprocity with nature, and with elemental
forces such as love. It is, metaphorically at least, about the experiential immediacy
and transience of dynamic interrelations, and about the desire for experiential
(literary?) recurrence.
And thus, with the diverse interpretative possibilities of the poem’s
concluding sentence, its imperative climax may be read as simultaneously a
recommendation, a beseeching, a command, and as counsel. It connotes descriptive.

'‘^Kurt Mueller-Vollmer, ‘From Sign to Signification: The Herder-Humboldt Controversy’, in Johann
Gottfried Herder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment, ed. Wulf Koepke, Camden House,
'‘^David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, pp.25-26.
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linguistic, temporal, experiential, and ultimately intuitive and transcendental
perspectives.
**************************************
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Chapter Eight.
Continuing the Argument:
The Self and the Metaphor o f Experience.

Each of the Goethe poems above has charted a development of selfexpression. There has been a narrative dimension consisting of the selfs progression
to expressive distinctness and openness. The theatrical frame vanishes, and the
communicative gesture of lyric poetry becomes what David Wellbery terms ‘authentic
utterances’.^ This might take the form of a gradually revelatory exposition of
emotions, as in Ob ich dich liebe\ it might be the emergence of a reciprocal dynamism
between the self and nature, as in Maifest, or it might be the complex progression of
experiential self-realisation that occurs in Willkommen and Abschied. From poem to
poem, also, there has been a progression of self-exposition: those with which we
started were a comparatively modest exploration of self and world; with Maifest and
Willkommen and Abschied, the exploration and expression have been as extensive and
vast as their poetic achievements.
Through these progressions of expressive self, within and between poems,
has run the parallel evolution of language and metaphor. The metaphors have been of
two kinds: those which are contained explicitly within the lines of the poetry, and
those which are inherent to the poetic experience. Above all, metaphor represents the
emergence of a cognitive, philosophical, and experiential poetic self through the
medium of language.
In his early lyric poetry, in all its energy and exuberance, Goethe finds a
precociously mature lyric voice, one that conjoins experiential immediacy with
reflectivity and thoughtfulness - and all this is accomplished in a poetic mode that is

^David E. Wellbery, The Specular Moment, Stanford University Press, 1996, p. 12. He describes the
term as ‘acts of speech embedded in the speaker’s existential situation and marked, therefore, by the
urgency of the speaker’s care iSorge) in the broadest sense of the term.’
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truly, flexibly aware that the voice of poetry in general (and of this poetry in
particular) is the appropriate mode for understanding human being in the world. I
believe that it is in this sense that the range of his poetry is unified by his
characteristic sensibility. At the very source of Goethe’s amazing creativity is his trust
in the wholeness of human experience and in the patterns and structures of the
organic living process.
In other words, what I am concerned to show in this thesis is the
emergence in Goethe’s Sesenheim poetry of a particular lyric mode that proves to be
the basis of virtually all his subsequent poetry (and, in the process, the basis of so
much of what we understand as lyric poetry tout court). Sesenheim, then, is a
watershed: Goethe achieves there a momentous exploration and disclosure of poetic
self, and as mediation of that process, a parallel development of metaphor and
language. I want now, in this, the penultimate chapter of the thesis, first to indicate
the thematic and stylistic processes by which Goethe moves from (as it were)
exercises in poetry to the exercise of poetry. I intend also to read some of his later
poetry, in an attempt to bring focus to those elements of his poetry that, once
established, remain in constant evidence.
********

I wish first to look at poems fi-om the Neue Lieder.
Zueignung was written mid-1769, perhaps as a prologue. It is a poem of
five six-line stanzas; I consider here only the first two.
Zueignung
Da sind sie nun! Da habt ihr sie!
Die Lieder, ohne Kunst und Müh
Am Rand des Bachs entsprungen.
Verliebt, undjung, und voll Gefuhl
Trieb ich der Jugend altes Spiel,
Und hab sie so gesungen.
Sie singe, wer sie singen mag!
An einem hiibschen Frühlingstag
Karm sie der Jüngling brauchen.
Der Dichter blinzt von feme zu,
Jetzt driickt ihm diatetsche Ruh
Den Daumen auf die Augen.^
^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schqffens. Münchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985ff, p. 152.
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The opening line does indeed read as an introduction to a collection of poems: we
have them, the poems, physically in our hands. The suggestion of spontaneous
creativity in the second and third lines - that these songs have sprung up ‘ohne Kunst
und Müh’ - is perhaps at odds with the later image of the poet looking on from afar,
at situations in which his poetry may find pertinence and meaning. Nonetheless, there
is perhaps no better description of much Goethe early poetry than we find here in the
first stanza: ‘Verliebt, undjung, und voll Gefiihl’. And this is a description of both the
poet’s actions and his writing (‘Treiben’, ‘gesungen’). The linking phrase between
these two, between experience and poetic composition, is the ‘so’ of line six. As a
word it expresses on the one hand a causative link - here in the sense that the one
countermands the other - and on the other similarity. The mutual influences of
experience and poetry are suggested here, and their dynamic relation is one in which
they both resemble and are occasion and cause of each other. It is almost a statement
of intent, indeed a prologue, a foretelling and a description of poetry as it was
ultimately, in the hands of Goethe, to become: a poetry in which experience and the
creative poetic act are mutually referencing and informative within the expressed
unions of action and hindsight, and of immediacy and reflection.
The manner in which Goethe perhaps sensed he was to fulfil his poetic
intentions is suggested in a poem that at one time bore the same title as the poem
above, Zueignmg. It was written between 1768 and 1769, as the Epilogue to the Neue
Lieder.
AN MEINE LIEDER
VerflieBet, vielgeliebte Lieder,
Zum Meere der Vergessenheit!
Kein Madchen sing’ euch lieblich wieder,
Kein Jüngling in der Blütenzeit.
Ihr sanget nur zu meiner Lieben;
Nun spricht sie meiner Treue Hohn.
Ihr wart in’s Wasser eingeschrieben;
So flieBt derm auch mit ihm davon.^
The poem speaks of the transience of exclusively personal poetic expression: it is
simply forgotten by others to whom there is no relevance, no cormection through
shared experience. And the poem outlines the differences between poetry that is
^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schqffens. Münchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985ff, p. 153.
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momentarily expressive, or quickly loses resonance, and that which is expressive of
momentary experience in a maimer that is memorable and therefore lasting. The
constituents of enduring poetry are also suggested: poetry that speaks to others of their
love will be sung also by them at times of connective experience (‘in der Blütenzeit’).
This poem is a call, perhaps, for more solid foundations - poems not, as it were,
written in water, but in language that roots itself in the shared realities of experience,
can transfer meanings, can address and describe a universe of shared significances
and experience. It is in this sense a call for feelings of intellectual and experiential
companionship, for and through a poetry that resounds with the world.
Meeting the outer world, experiencing it in physical and emotional senses,
and expressing it in the form of poetry, are key issues in the poem Die Freuden, in
which a progressively close visual examination of a butterfly leads ultimately to
disappointment.
Die Freuden
Da flattert um die Quelle
Die wechselnde Libelle,
Der Wasserpapillon,
Bald dunkel und bald belle,
Wie ein Chamaleon;
Bald rot und blau, bald blau und grün.
O daB ich in der Nâhe
Doch seine Farben sahe!
Da fliegt der Kleine vor mir bin
Und setzt sich auf die stillen Weiden.
Da hab ich ihn!
Und nun betracht ich ihn genau,
Und seh ein traurig dunkles blau.
So geht es dir Zergliedrer deiner Freuden!"^
The comparison made here has more to do with the spirit in which nature is observed
than with degrees of attentiveness to detail. The description of the butterfly in the
opening stanza is careful to relay a precise visual impression: there are the flickering
shades and colours, these aparently listed in their order of appearance. There is a
simile also, ‘Wie ein Chamaleon’, and the desire to see the colours more closely. And
yet this desire is not fulfilled upon the near and exact (‘genau’) physical examination
'‘johann Wolfgang Goethe; Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schc^ens. Münchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985ff, pp. 146-7.
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of the butterfly in the second stanza: the colours are now reduced to a sad dark blue.
And this is the nature of the butterfly’s allure: it invites and yet denies close scrutiny.
It may be seen, but not, in the scientific (analytical) sense at least, be examined
(‘betracht’).
The poem is a call for synthesis, for intuitive rather than one-sided
observation. The beauty of the butterfly comprises its movement in the sun as well as
its physical shape and colour; and its appeal to the poet is increased by the unfulfilled
desire to see it more closely. In short, it is the experience of seeing the flying insect
that holds joy for the poet, an experience of different constituent parts than still,
precise scientific examination.
It is important to make it clear that I do not contend that this poem is in
any way hostile to the scientific observation of nature. But the contrast of the verbs
and their tenses, ‘sahe’ and ‘betracht’, is telling: the former in its subjunctive voice
expresses longing; the latter is a word that resounds with the scientific world. And the
knowledge that close inspection of the butterfly yields only disappointing results
perhaps heightens the moments of sensual pleasure for the poet when it is in flight.
Above all, this poem is an ode to the wholeness of the human, and poetic, experiences
of nature.
I have referred many times in the course of this thesis to the self as the
sole arbiter of experience. And experiences, both emotional and physical, constitute
knowledge. We may think of Ob ich dich liebe, as the poet seeks intellectual and
linguistic clarification through the examination of his experiences of love; there are
the descriptions of nature infused with the energies of the perceiving self, most
notably in Willkommen und Abschied, and in Maifest experienced nature speaks its
meanings to the poet. Ideas of experiential wholeness are present also in the following
extract of a poem written in the November of 1768, An die Unschuld, from which I
quote this short extract:
... Dich fuhlt nur wer dich nicht kennet,
Wer dich kennt der fuhlt dich nicht...
... Nur der sanfre Dichter siehet
Dich im Nebelkleide zieh’n;... ^
What is here presented as an incompatibility of knowing and feeling is that sensed,
and resolved, by the vision of ‘der sanfre Dichter’. Sensitivity and openness to the
^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schaffens. Münchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985ff, p. 148.
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world is a prerequisite of all good poetry. What is remarkable here is the relationship
displayed between knowledge, feeling, and perception. It would seem that an
awareness of the processes by which we know and feel is what the poet may possess
through his unique sensibility. And this consciousness of experiential and intellectual
processes is a means to understanding the world around, and thereby also oneself.
This poetic sense of things here requires cognitive abstraction. The initial
incompatibility of feeling and knowing is resolved by perceiving and naming,
‘Unschuld’. It is an abstraction, however, that is nonetheless of the visual sphere
(‘Nebelkleid’): it is seen in emotional and spatial senses. Connections are in this way
sought at many experiential levels, and within the patterns that experiences display.
The poems of the Neue Lieder read here, albeit briefly and selectively,
exhibit expressive and intellectual traits with which the Sesenheimer Lieder have
made us familiar. There is the co-existence and interrelation of past and current
events, of reflection and experience, specific events and overall contexts. Above all,
we are struck by the compelling poetic voice that resounds with the world and speaks
privately of our shared experiences.
********

The relations and tensions between specific and momentary experience
and reflection upon types of experience form the basis of the poem Der Abschied^
from early 1770. The title names an experience: parting. It is a poem that illustrates
parting in a general sense, as an ongoing state of separation; more particularly, it
describes a particular event, that moment of departure, as suggested in the title’s
definite article.
It is difficult, given the title of this poem, not to read it without thinking of
the later Willkommen und Abschied. Certainly the wordless parting, full of interpreted
meanings fi’om gazes and kisses, bears such a comparison. Yet ultimately it is a far
less complex poem, that deals on the one hand with the shared physical experiences
of parting, and on the other with the ongoing sadness of the poet in separation. But
there are moments of succinct and profound experiential connection and meaning

^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schc^ens. Münchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985ff; p. 157.
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with the beloved. It is the exchange of gazes that speaks the parting in the poem’s first
lines, in which there is the communication of agreement, acceptance, regret:
LaB mein Aug’ den Abschied sagen.
Den mein Mund nicht nehmen kann!
And this shared knowledge is expressed and made explicit in the second stanza. The
kiss, and the pressing of hands, convey sadness at the imminence of separation:
Kalt der KuB von deinem Munde,
Matt der Druck von deiner Hand.
It is both the objective description of events (such as cold kisses) and an illustration of
experiences coloured and changed by their context. It is unclear whether the kisses
appear to be cold to the poet in the light of the parting, or whether the girl’s kisses, in
her sadness, are in fact cold. And ultimately these two elements, the girl and the poet,
combine to give us the experience, physical and emotional, of parting. In this sense
the girl is very much present in the poem, her actions conveying meaning to the poet
and speaking in this way of a mutuality of experience and feeling.
More than anything else, however, it is a reflective poem. It is a poem that
reflects upon the occasion of the parting, and upon the current emotional state that
was then started. In this way the present moment is informed by past experience, and
it emphasises and echoes the initial moment of separation: it is the proof that the
profound sadness felt was as justified as it is ongoing.
The acknowledged presence of a world and people distinct from the self is
a central tenet of so much of the Goethe poetry read in this thesis. It is important to
state that the interrelations of self and world evident throughout the Sesenheim period
do not in any sense bring about a merging of identities. There is kinship, interaction,
and ultimately mutual influence, but these are at each turn in a world of distinct
individual identities.
Erwache, Friederike^ (1771) for example, is shaped as a poem by its
object, which is not a fantasy or a formula, but a person, in this case a person
oversleeping. Goethe’s humour teases both Friederike and himself, and so both parties
are equally strongly present in the poem.* It is this reality of poetic object that is
applied in the poetic world of such poems as Willkommen vnd Abschied. And it
emerges in the following poem, in which also linguistic artifice is parodied and
replaced by a language of emotional, sensual, and temporal immediacy.
^Goethes Werke, B aW 7 (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, pp.29-30.
^Nicholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p. 111.
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Kleine Blumen, kleine Blatter
Streuen mir mit leichter Hand
Gute junge Frühlings-Gôtter
Tandlend auf ein luftig Band.
Zephir, nimm’s auf deine Flügel,
Schling’s um meiner Liebsten Kleid!
Und dann tritt sie fur den Spiegel
Mit zufnedner Munterkeit.
Sieht mit Rosen sich umgeben,
Sie wie eine Rose jung.
Einen KuB, geliebtes Leben,
Und ich bin belohnt genung.
Schicksal, segne diese Triebe,
LaB mich ihr und laB sie mein,
LaB das Leben unsrer Liebe
Doch kein Rosen-Leben sein!
Madchen, das wie ich empfindet,
Reich mir deine liebe Hand!
Und das Band, das uns verbindet,
Sei kein schwaches Rosen-Band!^
This ‘Gelegenheitsgedicht’ opens with a veneer of frivolity - there is playfulness and
a lightness of touch. The opening line has the rhythm and repetition of song; the
alliteration accords with the vivacious mood. The hands of the ‘Frühlings-Gôtter’ are
‘leicht’, the blooms and leaves are small; there is delicacy in ‘tandelnd’ and ‘luftig’.
The stanza has symmetry of rhyme and rhythm, the rhythmic impetus underscored by
the repetition of sound: ‘Gute iunge Frühlings-Gôtter’. Let me quote Erich Trunz:
Das graziôse Spiel mit den Frühlingsgôttem und Zephir ist noch rokokohaft,
auch der musikalische Klang behalt bis zum SchluB seine schwingende
Leichtigkeit.^°
Amid such merriment there is the poetic self: ‘mir’, to or for whom, the precise
meaning is unclear.
Nature within the poem is impalpable; there are no concrete events. The
opening image is of flowers and leaves that are intended to adorn the beloved. The
formation of a ribband is the formation of a symbol that expresses the desires and
^Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, pp.25-6.
^®Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke,
(Hamburger Ausgabe), C H Beck München, 1948, p.460.
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intentions of the poetic self, as represented by ‘Zephir’ and the ‘Frühlings-Gôtter’.
The expression is both of, and made from, surrounding nature.
Herein lies the redundancy of the Rosen-Band imagery. Physical nature is
moulded to reflect the poet’s intentions. However, the natural landscape in the poem
is already imbued with the self: the poet’s perception of the flowers and leaves
initiates the train of thought that leads to the girl in the second stanza (and hence ‘Sie
wie eine Rose jung’). What is later rejected as a ‘schwaches Rosen-Band’ is therefore
the presentation of artifice as a metaphor for emotional experience. The formation of
a ‘Rosen-Band’ seeks to give physical and symbolic expression to emotional truth;
and yet it is simply not of the right stuff, it is, as it were, a secondary relic. It is an
expression of, but it lags behind, a love already apparent within the poem.
The third line of stanza three brings an emotional climax: ‘Einen KuB,
geliebtes Leben’. A kiss is envisaged. The ejaculatory ‘geliebtes Leben’ is the surge of
emotion. The language here is simple and direct. Let me again quote Erich Trunz:
Zu dem gemalten Band, dieser modischen Verbindlichkeit, paBt der leichte
Stil; auch wâhlt man fur ein GruBgedicht ein landliches junges Madchen nicht
einen Ton, der neu und befremdent ware. Aber der inhaltliche Ernst tritt in
Gegensatz zur Leichtfertigkeit der Anakreontik. Nicht Galanterie, sondem
Herzlichkeit, schlicht, volksmaBig.^^
The words ‘Einen KuB’ come as a request, as a desire, and as an imagining. And this
kiss is at the very central point of the poem; it represents a fundamental transition in
the work. There is physical contact. The poem hitherto was in a predominantly rococo
style. From the moment of the kiss, however, there is a profound change, one clearly
signalled by the imperfect rhyme of ‘jung’ with ‘genung’.
There is physical contact again in the final stanza: ‘Reich mir deine liebe
Hand!’. Once more this establishes more recondite bonds than does the ‘Rosen-Band’.
The final two stanzas twice directly negate the ‘Rose’ - and emphatically in their final
lines. On each occasion the compound nouns, ‘Rosen-Leben’, and ‘Rosen-Band’,
sound cumbersome; the suffixes, introduced on the line before, ‘LaB das Leben...’ and
‘Und das Band...’, carry greater emotional weight; and there are words of force,
‘Liebe’, and then ‘verbindet’. As an exuberant experience of love, this poem achieves
a completeness of sentimental feeling at this kiss. Such intense and flurrying thought
leaves a scarcity of experiential detail. It is an expressive and experiential intensity.
Little wonder, then, that the poet now exclaims: ‘Und ich bin belohnt genung’.
"Erich Trunz (ed.), Goethes Werke, Band I (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.460.
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In stanza four, the idea of life expresses transience. There is the sense
both of a love limited by mortality, and of a love even further limited, perhaps by
inconstancy. Furthermore, this third line carries the implicit statement ‘however long
this love may, or may not, be’. And this is underlined with the word ‘Triebe’ - an
urging, intense desire, perhaps not suited to timelessness. The wish is one rather more
for an intensity of mutual affection than for it to last indefinitely. At the very least, it
seems that the temporal duration of love is not necessarily in proportion to its
momentary intensity.
In short, this poem first creates and then rejects rococo spirit. Artifice is
parodied, in for example the cumbersome compound nouns of the final two stanzas,
and replaced by a language of emotional, sensual, and temporal immediacy - as with
the kiss. The poem is a thematisation of the rococo, a rejection of artifice, and an
establishing of an alternative, in the explosive immediacy in the closing stanzas.
********

As regards Goethe’s lyric output, it is (broadly speaking) true to say that
what emerges in the period of early (Sesenheim) creativity never leaves him. Which is
not, of course, to say that he does not evolve and change as a poet; he does. But,
somehow one has the impression that once he found his lyric voice, in the profound
sense of discovering poetry as a form of irreplaceably valid cognition of the human
capacity for experience, he (as it were) never lost it.
The mutual influence of self and the natural world is strongly present in
the Harzreise im Winter^^ (written in December 1777). Elements overlap, share
characteristics and exchange significance and meanings. But crucially they never fully
merge; poet and world move close, perhaps to the point of indistinguishability, but
ultimately remain separate. The first stanza provides an introduction to the coexisence of the concrete and the abstract within the entire poem:
Dem Geier gleich,
Der auf schweren Morgenwolken
Mit sanftem Fittich ruhend
Nach Beute schaut,
Schwebe mein Lied.
The opening image is drawn from the natural world: the bird of prey hovers,
effortlessly, at great heights to survey the surrounding landscape for food. It is a
^^Goethes Werke,

(Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, pp.50-52.
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simile (‘gleich’), and the stanza’s final line clarifies its resonance: the concrete
natural image is associated with a human construct as the link is made between the
bird and the poet’s song. It is important to stress that, while the two are seen to be
analogous, they are not identical: the link is expressed not as something already in
place, but as something to which the poet aspires (‘schwebe mein Lied’). It is, then, a
consonance that must be created, and in this way earned.
The poem moves swiftly between generalisations and specific concrete
affairs. The second stanza outlines a generalisation: the man who finds happiness and
fulfilment in the course of his life, and the man who finds only discontent, from
which death alone can ultimately free him. These two men embody two possible
attitudes towards life’s experiences. The generalisation, however, is made in one
sentence, within the one stanza, and then we return in the third stanza to concrete
affairs, to the behaviour of both man and animals in winter.
With the fourth stanza we return to the generality about the course of
human life: we are told that it is easy to follow Fortune’s chariot. And the initial
general statement is qualified by a further concrete image - that of people following
the prince’s arrival.
It is the ninth stanza that is central to the poem’s functioning as an
exploration of generally and specifically applied truth, and of concrete affairs and
abstract argument:
Aber den Einsamen hull’
In deine Goldwolken,
Umgib mit Wintergrim,
Bis die Rose wieder heranreift.
Die feuchten Haare,
O Liebe, deines Dichters!
‘Der Einsame’, refers at the beginning of the stanza to the unhappy man; but the
stanza ends with the poet, ‘der Dichter’. The words are stressed by the rhythm of the
verse, and create an elemental change of sense to the stanza as a whole. The poet is
seen as the lonely man. Furthermore, the words ‘deines Dichters’ modify the
reference of ‘die feuchten Haare’. The ‘Haare’, initially that of the unhappy man, is
now the hair of the poet. Ultimately, each of these men is described in equal measure.
In this stanza the poet and the unhappy man overlap without being
identical. Their isolation makes them analogous, but also differentiates them. For the
poet lives in a fruitful isolation - it yields poetry. And so the end product of the
isolation is something that relativises the isolation: the poet’s song does not arise out
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of emptiness; it has experiential intensity as its source, and it mediates between this
experience and those to whom it speaks (its readers).
The poem’s meaning derives from the constant interaction of two sets of
statements, pertaining to specific, concrete matters, and to general affairs. There are
particular references and general statements; there are concrete images and abstract
arguments. And we, as readers, are brought to react to and reflect upon each of these
expressive and intellectual layers of poetic statement.
Im Herbst (1775) (revised as Herbstgefiihl in 1789)^^ offers just such an
intensity of experience from its very first words: ‘Fetter grime du Laub’. Indeed this is
an opening line that is truly, and extraordinarily, direct. The first two words instantly
evoke rich and succulent growth; the next two words create an instant feeling of
intimacy with nature. And there is the driving force of the imperative. The imperative
is not, however, a command - leaves do not grow more vigorously upon request, if at
all in Autumn. Rather, the speaker is rapturously seconding nature in what she is
already doing, he is welcoming the process that is happening in front of his eyes,
asking for more of the same. It is an imperative of delighted assent, a highly
economical way of of silultaneously evoking the way things are, and expressing
pleasure in it.*"^ And it also avoids the need to say ‘I’, while still leaving the personal
standpoint absolutely clear. It is an expressive and emotional energy that infuses the
poem: ‘Fetter grüne’ is followed by other similar pairs, ‘Gedràngter quillet’ and ‘reifet
schneller und glanzend voiler’.
Yet the poem ends on the theme of unhappy love. Running through the
several influences that make the grapes grow, the speaker arrives at the fanciful
notion that the tears from his eyes are equally necessary to water them. And the final
suggestion is that love is a single great force (as indeed was the case in ‘Maifest’)
inherent in the growth of natural things, and that his individual experience is merely
one more channel for it.
The seventh line of the first stanza initiates a sentence that makes up the
whole second half of the poem. The repeated ‘Euch’ is the constant object of
successive verbs. The climactic ‘Ach!’ that ends the sequence ought also to mark a
turn towards misery. Part of autumn’s loveliness is the fhiition before parting: the
‘Scheideblick’ of the sun is linked with the pain suggested (‘ach!’) in the tears of
^^Goethes Werke,
(Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, pp. 103-4.
Reed (ed), Goethe Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 68.
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love.^^ And so the climax manages still to sound exhilarating: the lover’s individual
melancholy has made him aware of the great system of which he is part. It is this
awareness that formulates contemplative, reflective activity, and that accentuates the
passing moment: it makes the mood imperative. The knowledge that this experience
is momentary, transient, intensifies the experience rather than diminishes it.
The assimilation of self and world within the lyric form in this manner
requies the constant recognition of differences between elements, of the separate
existence of external reality. The communion with nature expressed throughout
Goethe’s early poetry carries a keen awareness of the sheer externality of physical
nature, and of the distance that is ultimately required in order to render nature
observable and thereby comprehensible. This distance may be physical, and indeed
temporal; more than anything else, it is often linguistic. (An example might be the
second line of Maifest, in which the self ['mir’] and the physical world ['Natur] are
separated, but close, and balanced by the intervening definite article, ‘die’.) Questions
of distance in this sense are raised in the poem Warum gabst du uns die tiefen Blicke^^
(1776).
The opening line is as much a complaint as it is a question: the ignorance
of the mass is a kind of happiness, true insight a sad superiority. The two people are
fated to know each other clear-sightedly. This clarity is spoken of in insistent
metaphors of seeing (‘Blicke’, ‘schaun’, ‘sehn’, ‘auszuspahn’, unversehen’, ‘lesen’).
The poet’s discomfort stems from the obscure sense of a happy previous existence, in
which he and the ‘du’ of the poem were brother and sister or man and wife. In
comparison, the present is necessarily painful (‘Und der neue Zustand wird ihm
Schmerz’). And that past is so distant emotionally that it becomes an imagined
previous incarnation. As the poet steadily objectivises and visualises himself in the
imagined past, the pronoun shifts from ‘mich’ (line 31) to ‘ihn’ (line 37); the return to
the present is a return also to the ‘wir’.
There are similar, and yet more pronounced, shifts of standpoint between
first-person and second-person narratives in Seefahrt^^ (1776). The poem begins in the
first-person, but by mid-way the voyager has become a third-person, ‘er’. It is only
possibly a switch to the standpoint of his watching friends, and, as T.J.Reed notes, the

‘^Martin Swales (ed), German Poetry, Cambridge University Press, 1987, pp. 153.
^^Goethes Werke, B a W / (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p. 122.
Goethes Werke, .ffanJ/(Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.49.
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inconsistency is formally hard to resolve, if not hard to understand.^* Put simply, it is
a means to see oneself objectively. The objectivising process steadily takes over as he
writes, and subjective emotion is expressed through the person of the voyager. The
successive references to a personal subject illustrate a widening gap - from ‘dir’
(line 10) to ‘ihn’ (line23). The distance created in this way - linguistically - is a means
better to observe the emotional self It is a process of projection of the self to such an
intellectual distance as to be able to view accurately, and to take stock.
And so there is an objectivity to be seen even in poems that make no
explicit mention of the objects and processes of nature, but only of the innermost
conditions of heart and mind. Wandrers Nachtlied^^ (1776) is a good example. In this
poem there is an unbearable tension of the soul that is not described by image or
analogy. It is, however, contained and expressed in the very structure of the verse.
Adjectival clauses are intertwined, and in this way the knottedness of feeling is
directly conveyed. The predominance of initial dental sounds enhances the effect.
And in the fifth line this pent language finds its release in an exclamation; ‘Ach! Ich
bin des Treibens müdel’ And in the sixth line, ‘Was soil all der Schmerz und Lust?’,
nouns of different gender are bound together by the single article ‘der’. The effect is
to establish a close relation between pain and pleasure - they are both manifestations
of the restless ‘Treiben’, from which the poet begs release. These emotions are
closely related, yet remain separate: the term ‘doppelt’, appearingjtwicein the poem,
requires a double cause for this misery. And so it is only after the establishment of
interrelations through linguistic and syntactical means that the the brief main clause is
at last pronounced, and the emotion, invoked throughout the poem, is finally called by
name: ‘Süsser Friede’.
The poem has achieved meaning through form. It is a prayer for peace
that is at first sight traditionally Christian. The long sentence that gives the poem its
structure [withholds the crucial information, that the Being addressed is not God but
Peace: the poem starts with complex relative clauses, delaying further with two
inteijected questions, and only then providing the answer. That builds up expectation
and gives a feeling of relief that matches the supplicant’s need. By then the familiar
atmosphere of devotion has long taken effect. By withholding the main clause Goethe
has communicated tension; and by the laying of adjectival clauses one on the other, he
has conveyed a complex of feeling.
18T.J. Reed (ed), Goethe Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p.75.

Goethes Werke, B aw // (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H Beck München, 1948, p. 142.
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The relations existing between emotions is a theme shared by the next
poem in this Chapter, An den Mond^^ written between 1776 and 1778. It sustains a
complex interplay between a present moment of contemplation ‘zwischen Freud und
Schmerz’ and memories of past experience that is now finished, but not forgotten.
There is the sense that the emotional state located ‘zwischen Freud und Schmerz’ is a
state free from emotional extreme (‘Freud’ and ‘Schmerz’ being at either end of the
same emotional line).
The river is the agency and symbol of transience, yet is also the melodious
accompaniment to the song that reflects on - and distills - experience.^^ Thus the
image bears meaning that is linguistically and experientially transmitted; and it
combines present and past experiences through the act of reflection. The last lines of
the poem concentrate on the spring that comes after winter and the requited love that
can turn its back on the world which brings these disasters:
[... ]sich vor der Welt
Ohne HaB verschliefit,
Einen Freund am Busen halt
Und mit dem genieBt,
Was, von Menschen nicht gewuBt
Oder nicht bedacht,
Durch das Labyrinth der Brust
Wandelt in der Nacht.
This night is both a temporal phrase, a time, and a night of the soul, just as ‘mein
Gefild’ in the second stanza refers simultaneously to physical nature and the poet’s
emotions. And the ability to turn one’s back on the world is a feat not of consciously
selective experience, but of a means of engagement with the world that is determined
by the innermost state of the poetic self. Once again we return to the totality of
experience as a composite, a negotiation of physical world and inner self. The
otherness of physical nature is respected, its presentation in the poetic form
objectively accurate; and yet in the way that the poetic self looks around, and notes
his similarities with things, that here winter, or night, may be felt in a way that is
symptomatic of the feeling self, and therby symbolic.
The symbolism that resounds between the world and experience, is
mirrored in the metaphor that lies intrinsic to the linguistic assimilation of events that
comprises Goethe’s lyric poetry. The above reading of Willkommen und Anschied, for
^^Goeihes Werke,
7 (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, pp. 128-130.
^‘Martin Swales (ed), German Poetry, Cambridge University Press, 1987, pp. 154-5.
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example, drew attention not only to the abundantly metaphorical language of the
poem’s first half, but in addition noted the movements into and away from metaphor
as in themselves an essential component of an expressive, poetic journey into
experience. The linguistic energy that relays the dynamic relations between
contemplation and spontanaity, emotional impact and idea-categories, is at its most
forceful in the instances of metaphor in Goethe’s lyric poetry.
The manifold relations between experience, reflection, and metaphor are
made explicit in the titles of several Goethe poems in this decade. Eis-Lebens Liecf^
(1776), for example, possesses a title that modifies the entire sense of the poem. In
the main body of the poem, the image of skating is used to capture the oscillations of
morale that underlie ambition and make self-confidence a struggle. The word ‘Leben’
of the title, by pointing beyond the concrete situation that the poem describes, makes
the poem an allegory of individual destiny. And there is a transition of sense involved
when Goethe changed the title for the 1789 edition, to Mut: the poem in this version is
a portrayal of changing emotions in a particular set of circumstances.
Der Abschied, discussed above, presents a concrete situation and a theme
initially established the poem’s title. And the title Willkommen und Abschied
introduces the two key temporal points of the poem’s narrative, just as it contains the
themes that arise. Im Herbst 1775 was revised as Herbstgefiihl in 1789: it is a change
that denotes the poem’s emotionally sensual depiction of Autumn, that indicates the
general application of the feelings invoked, and that is in the last analysis a
metaphorical description of transient fiuitfulness.
I wish now to look more closely at two poems that are in this way directed
by their titles: A if dem See (originally titled A if dem Ziircher See 1775) and Wandrers
Nachtlied II, which often bears the title Ein Gleiches because Goethe chose to print it
as the second of a pair of poems. I intend first to read Ein Gleiches, which speaks of a
rest and peace that resonate metaphorically with the dimension of death. And its title,
while clearly meaning ‘another one of the same’ - that is: another night song of the
wanderer - may perhaps also relate to the theme of the poem, to the human spirit’s
unquiet indwelling in the modes of knowingness, of metaphor, of likeness, of
‘Gleichnis’.^^

^^Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p. 131.
^^Martin Swales, ‘Image and Image Making in Goethe’, in Publications o f the English Goethe Society
New Series Vol. LXVI, 1996, p.48.
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Indeed Ein Gleiches enshrines perhaps Goethe’s most profound intimation
of singular and communicable poetic experience. It does this in the self-reflexive
exploration of cognitive experience.
Über allen Gipfeln
IstRuh,
In alien Wipfeln
Spürest du
Kaum einen Hauch;
Die Vogelein schweigen im Walde.
Warte nur, balde
Ruhest du auch.^"^
This poem is, to borrow the terms of John R. Williams, the quintessential expression
of the phenomenon of Abendstille, evoked in a dense accumulation of assonantal and
alliterative verbal effects.^^ There is a perfect union of sound and sense; in the long u
of ‘Ruh’ and in the ensuing pause we detect a profound stillness; the gentle expiration
of breath in ‘Hauch’, and in the echoing ‘auch’, has often been compared to that last
sighing of the wind as it dies away in the trees.^^ Certainly, there is a provisional
pause at ‘Hauch’, intensified by the suggestion of the birds falling silent;^^ and from
here comes the resolution of the poem in the poetic and subjective response of the last
two lines.
The poem starts in the mountains, and we pass to tree-tops, to birds, and
lastly to man with the ‘du’ of the final line. This is both a teleological and a material
progression (fi-om mineral, to vegetable, to animal, to man). The progression is also
evolutionary. Nature appears as a clear organisation. And yet there is no statement of
these profound and complex thoughts in conceptual form. It is a movement not
urgently willed, but unsolicited, a process as natural and as unhurried as the onset of
dusk itself.^* And sound encapsulates sense: ‘s’, ‘ch’ and ‘sch’ sounds evoke the
quiet; these, the ‘u’ sounds (Ruh/du), and the rhymes (auch/Hauch; Walde/balde)
resound with the self and nature, divulging a consonance between them. For this is not
just a pleasant musical assonance - though it is that too. E.M. Wilkinson goes as far as
to claim the following:
The idea of metamorphosis, the evolving of the animate out the inanimate, the
natural principle of infinite variety within an embracing unity, all this has
^'^Goeihes Werke,
7 (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p. 142.
^^John R. Williams, The Life o f Goethe, Oxford, 1998,
p.81.
^^.M.Wilkinson and L.A|WilloughbyGoc//?c Poet and Thinker, London, 1962, p.22.
^^John R. Williams, The Life o f Goethe, Oxford, 1998,
p.81.
^*John R. Williams, The Life o f Goethe, Oxford, 1998,
p.81.
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moved here out of the orbit of mere intellectual knowledge into that of the
poetic imagination, has been so completely ‘imagined’ by the poetic mind that
language itself, the poet’s medium, has taken on this very form.^^
And she goes on to say:
A poem such as “ Über alien Gipfeln” has clearly been organised at the
deepest levels of the mind. The proof of this is not that it sprang spontaneously
to the poet’s lips....The proof lies rather in the complete assimilation of
experience into language without the intervention of conceptual thought. At
the deepest level of Goethe’s thought the subjective and objective modes are
quite evidently harmonized. One and the same poetic formulation can give
expression to both the subjective feeling of the human heart and the objective
knowledge of the human mind.^°
That the poem’s intellectual structures are at once as given both by nature, and by the
poet’s creative, assimilative perception, is clear; less apparent, however, is the
omission of conceptual thought. It is surely the case that the immediately sensed and
the conceptual co-exist within the poem - not one at the expense of the other. This
reading will discuss the poem’s simultaneous presentation of objective natural
processes, and their subjective experience. The evocation of mood, the projection of
man’s longing for peace on to nature, the tenderness of the diminutive ‘Vogelein’
with its reminiscence of the folk-song, all these are entirely consistent with the
objective presentation of natural process.^^ It is all said at once: the appearances of
nature are rendered, but also the organic relation between them; man’s mind is shown
as the final link in the chain of creation.
The descending gaze sees a consistent modification of ‘Ruhe’. The first
sentence locates ‘Ruhe’ over the mountaintops, above the very highest peaks of a
mountainous landscape. It is, then, somewhat ethereal. ‘Ruhe’ here, quite simply, is; it
does not appear, does not seem to be produced, but is given. Above the tree-tops,
there is sensed a ‘Hauch’, even if only just (‘kaum’): thus the ‘Ruhe’ here is of a
different kind, it is less complete, less enveloping, and less intense. Amongst the
trees, the birds ‘schweigen’: there is a sense here perhaps that the quiet is temporary,
an activity currently engaged in (note the active verb). Alternatively, it is perhaps that
the silence here is inherent in the living activity of this level of animate nature - and

29

E.M. Wilkinson and L AWiXXou^cAsyjGoethe Poet cmd Thinker, London, 1962, p.24.
^®E.M.Wilkinson and L A )VilloughbyGog/Ag Poet and Thinker, London, 1962, p.25.
^^E.M.Wilkinson and Y.A'^XXXow^doyGoethe Poet and Thinker, London, 1962, p.24.
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here we arrive at a quite different meaning of ‘Ruhe’, one that is inward, of self
reflection and self-dialogue. Lastly, as we arrive at man, there is but the expectation
of quiet, it does not as yet exist here: human activity, it seems, is unquiet. There are
thus exhibited three grades of ‘Ruhe’, from absolute to its expectation; each is
assigned to a particular natural domain.^^
The quiet and calm is one that nature communicates to the self:
‘schweigen’ denotes activity; and the second line, ‘1st Ruh’, appears, reversed and
modified, in the last- ‘Ruhest’. T h e noun ‘Ruh’ becomes the verb ‘ruhen’ as human
existence brings the activity of quiet as imminent prospect. That man is
simultaneously the most active and the least quiet order of Nature is concisely stated
by Wulf Segebrecht:
Die Bewegung von der âuBersten Ruhe des Àthers bis bin zur noch
vorhandenen Unruhe des Menschen, die das Gedicht vorfuhrt, ordnet also die
Naturbereiche nach der Intensitat ihrer "Lebendigkeit" in den Kosmos ein. Der
Mensch wird deshalb in die unterste Stufe eingeordnet, weil er zugleich der
lebendigste und der unruhigste Teil der Natur ist.^"^
Man is not yet quiet, and the ‘balde’ of the penultimate line says as much. Man will
soon be, and is perhaps nearly, quiet. The poet is, of necessity, by the very order of the
poem, embraced within it (both nature and the poem), as the last link in the chain of
being.^^ The quiet of nature strikes a chord in the poet’s being; and yet there is
something between him and rest. This something is precisely the antithesis: it is
unrest, unquiet. It is Man’s capacity for self-address, for self-examination, and selfinterrogation.^^ There is no ‘ich’ in the poem - there is instead the ‘du’ of address, of
dialogue of the self with its own self.
The cognitive processes of Man show themselves in the last two lines’
future sense. They remain, as is the whole poem, in the grammatical present tense of
current statement and address. However, the penultimate line is the selfs urge to
think to the future, to assess and calculate forthcoming events. It is the consciousness.

^^Wulf Segebrecht, J. W.Goethe, 'Über alien Gipfeln ist Ruh Carl Hanser Verlag München Wien,
1978, pp. 164-165.
^^Martin Swales, ‘Image and Image Making in Goethe’, in Publications o f the English Goethe Society
New Series Vol. LXVI, 1996, p.47.
^"*Wulf Segebrecht, J. W.Goethe, 'Über allen Gipfeln ist Ruh ’, Carl Hanser Verlag München Wien,
1978, p.166.
^^E.M.Wilkinson and L.AjwilloughbyGoerAe Poet and Thinker, London, 1962, p.23.
■*^Martin Swales, ‘Image and Image Making in Goethe’, in Publications o f the English Goethe Society
New Series Vol. LXVI, 1996, pp.47-8.
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then, of transience, of progression, and of the selfs relation to the natural world. It is
also that which separates the self from the natural world: nature is quiet.
The poem, then, is a reflexive process. The self that perceives quiet in
nature perceives also the unquiet in himself, the human difference. This difference is
one of perception. It is a self able to perceive and contemplate, assimilate and order
(we see the progressive patterns of nature). Above all, it is a self able to postulate
future experience from current events, to examine its own state and to voice its
unquiet expression. In other words, the processes of self-examination and appraisal
are those which make man unquiet, unrestful. They are also those which in this poem
bring paradoxical wish for quiet. Man will never be quiet as long as he looks to the
future, as long as he wishes: in short, as long as he is man.
Es entsteht ein Mifiverhaltnis zwischen dem Text und seiner Deutung, wenn
man dem Gedicht den Charakter und Inhalt einer Predigt über Tod und
Erlosung zuschreibt. Allerdings ist andererseits nicht von der Hand zu weisen,
dafi das Gedicht auch den Gedanken an den Tod nicht ausschliefit, sondem
nahelegt.^^
The future sense of the last lines give metaphorical meaning to ‘Ruh’ and ‘ruhesf : the
quiet of nature, and the quiet of un-self-consciousness. The state of quiet referred to in
the last line is, in a metaphorical sense, that of un-self-consciousness, and hence of
death. I wish to quote from Martin Swales again, from an essay which has informed
much of the above:
I am not arguing that the poem is about death. But I am suggesting that the rest
and peace of which it speaks resonate metaphorically with the dimension of
death; and this is the case because the poem reflects on human reflectivity, on
that territory of our lives in which we constantly transfer our experience,
metaphorically, from one area to another. I sometimes wonder if the poem
does not suggest as much in its title - "Ein Gleiches". Of course, the title
means ‘another one of the same’ - that is: another night song of the wanderer.
But perhaps it might also (‘auch’) relate to the theme of the poem: to the
human spirit’s unquiet indwelling in the modes of knowingness, of metaphor,
of likeness, o f ‘Gleichnis’, hence, ‘Ein Gleiches’.^*

^^Wulf Segebrecht, J. W Goethe, 'Über alien Gipfeln ist Ruh \ Carl Hanser Verlag München Wien,
1978, p.68.
^*Martin Swales, ‘Image and Image Making in Goethe’, in Publications o f the English Goethe Society
New Series Vol. LXVI, 1996, p.48.
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The idea that the title is a metaphor and a thematisation of a poem was one which
influenced the reading of Willkommen tmd Abschied. It is one also which will
influence the reading of the next poem in this chapter, Aitf dem See.
It is with the closing ‘auch’ that the future peace of man is accomplished,
and we hear as much in the sound, the hushing ‘ch’ echoing the sounds of the whole
poem. It is in similarity with nature, then, in the absence of self-reflexion, that man,
too, will be quiet. These final lines are thus a powerful assertion of the selfs
difference from nature. At the same time, they are an acknowledgement of the natural
state of man, who indeed finds his place within the natural order displayed within the
poem:
Seine [des Menschen] Unruhe ist "natürlich" (weil sie Bedingung seines
Lebens und Grund seiner Position im Ganzen der Natur ist) und "unnaturlich"
zugleich (weil sie dem übergreifenden Gesetz der Natur zuwiderlauft).^^
The consonance and commerce between man and nature is not a merging of
identities: it is a complex association of both similarity and dissimilarity.
********

AUF DEM SEE. (Spatere Fassung.)
Und frische Nahrung, neues Blut
Saug’ ich aus freier Welt;
Wie ist Natur so hold und gut.
Die mich am Busen halt!
Die Welle wieget unsem Kahn
Im Rudertakt hinauf,
Und Berge, wolkig himmelan,
Begegnen unserm Lauf.
Aug’, mein Aug’, was sinkst du nieder?
Goldne Traume, kommt ihr wieder?
Weg, du Traum, so gold du bist.
Hier auch Lieb’ und Leben ist.

^ ^ u lf Segebrecht, J. W.Goethe, 'Über allen Gipfeln ist Ruh Carl Hanser Verlag München Wien,
1978, pp. 166-167.
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Auf der Welle blinken
Tausend schwebende Sterne,
Weiche Nebel trinken
Rings die türmende Feme,
Morgenwind umflügelt
Die beschattete Bucht,
Und im See bespiegelt
Sich die reifende Fmcht."^®
It is worth remembering that this poem was originally entitled Atrf dem
Ziircher See 1775, and later became Aicf dem See. The change to the poem’s title
highlights the relations that exist between general and specific statements. The quite
physically and temporally specific journey suggested by the earlier title, has become a
more generally defined situation of a boat-trip.[rhe poem itself connects specific and |
general images and ideas, while never sacrificing concreteness, specificity. And so the
Tch’ is an oarsman, the lake is physically and temporally present; but at the same
time, the ‘ich’ comes to stand for mankind, and the journey across the lake for the
journey through life. And the title is itself an image that refers us to a concrete
situation and physical activity, as well as to an image of general meaning, and indeed
metaphor.
The opening stanza finds the poet in a boat, on a lake. Its very first lines
present the poetic self and nature as a mother and child, a metaphor denoting
closeness, reliance, nourishment, and nurturing. There are physical elements to the
scene in the second half of this stanza: the waves that rock the boat, and mountains
that meet the boaters’ path. These are recurring phenomena, metronomic occasions of
time’s passing.
The concrete particulars of the scene (wave, boat) sustain the mother and
child image - there are notions of rocking, of water, of primal fluids. And the ‘neues
Blut’ suggests umbilical linkage. The ‘unser’ of the second half of the first stanza is
perhaps of the poet and companions in the boat; but grammatically it is also that of
the poet and nature: there is a sense of human dependence on nature. The waves’
rocking motion is in time with the oars’ movement: the implied relation of cause and
effect has the waves keeping time with the oars, rather than the other way around.
Man and nature are in tandem; there is an accordance of nature with Man, a nature
syncopated with human endeavour. In this first stanza, the self is established in the
role of an active recipient.
40

Goethes Werke,

(Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, pp. 102-3.
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The syntactical structure of the first stanza is a train of emphases that
complement the metaphor. From the outset, there is a poetic unity of scene and event:
in the alliteration of the first line, for example, and the assonance of the third and
fourth, ‘gut...Natur...Busen’ (with ‘Natur’ echoing the alliteration of line one); there
is the alliteration of ‘Welle wieget’, echoed with the ‘wolkig’ of line seven, and the
repetition of ‘die’ at the opening of lines four and five. Aside from notions of
interrelation (in for example the central lines of the stanza, where the repeated ‘die’
marks the passage from nature as a whole to the boat on the waves), there is the
creation of a linguistic harmony akin to the metaphorical harmony. The sense of a
perfect alignment between the components of nature, and between the poet and
nature, is underlined in the form of these frequent markers of interrelation.
‘Saug” conveys vigour and active energy: this is a physical extraction
and the preposition, ‘aus’, is of an almost uncomfortable physical energy. The present
tense brings expressive present-ness, expressed also with the very first word, ‘Und’.
‘Und’ is an initial intake of breath, a sense of absorption in intense experience. It is
also a connective word: it suggests a flow of expression, and points towards what is to
come, and what has gone before. The journey is less a particular experience than a
metaphor for transitional experience. And it is both physical and temporal, as John R.
Williams asserts:
The steady beat of oars pulls the boat towards the horizon - or the future - as
if only now, in the freedom of the grandiose Swiss scenery, can the poet’s
vision free itself and move forwards. But even here, towering mountains block
the onward perspective..
In the third line, the essential force of ‘wie’ is the exclamatory ‘how’. It is not that
nature is ‘hold und gut’ which is paramount, but rather the manner, the reasons, and
the energetic likeness of this relationship which so necessarily involves and
invigorates the poet. It is perhaps by virtue of an intertextual echo of Maifest, and
because of the intense kinship between human self and nature asserted in the first four
lines, that one also hears ‘wie’ as also expressive of likeness. In Maifest, ‘wie’ was
intensified, impacted, and honed over the course of the poem, reaching harmony with
the poem as a whole. The word itself became a driving force behind the poem’s
linguistic and cognitive developments: the ‘wie’ intonation altered in accordance with
the poem’s cognitive progressions; and the word itself, with each recurrence, rendered
a slightly modified expression of ideas. Language arrived at fuller (expressive)
'*^John R. W ^ams, The Life o f Goethe, Oxford, 1998, p.72.
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exactitude in parallel with ideas: the emergence of language and idea were
inseparable, inter-dependent, and mutually influential.
Recalling the opening stanza of Maifest, we may hear a twofold resonance
in the ‘wie’ of line three - that of intensity, and that of kinship or similitude. The
notion of intensely explicative force, with the sense of questioning inherent in the
word suggests the quest for a more precise definition, of terminology as well as of
understanding, for nature. The closing lines of the opening stanza see the poetic gaze
widen in immediate focus to encompass the mountains. And the conception of
movement

in

the

last

four

lines

is

underscored

by

their

endings:

‘hinauf. himmelan...Lauf. There is an ‘upward’ tendency. In the final stanza, entities
above the earth, ‘Sterne’, ‘Feme’, ‘Morgenwind’ come down to meet the earth. The
relations between the self and nature in these first eight lines are complex. The self is
in time with nature, in the waves’ rocking motion; he is within nature, in the
suggestion of the umbilical cord; he is an external part of nature, sucking on the
breast; he is surrounded by nature; he is dependent on nature, as is a child on its
mother; he is other than nature, separate and autonomous in the facility to
contemplate and to observe.
The second stanza opens with exclamatory force. The first two lines
present questions, (poetic) self-questions. The remaining two lines of the stanza put
this questioning to rest, with an insistence of the importance of the immediately
present. The energetic rhythm of the first stanza is intermpted; the journey is similarly
arrested. Here, there is urgency apparent in the repetition of abbreviated word
(‘Aug’’); there are the questions; and there is the momentary loss of concentration
upon the surroundings. The mood is uneasy, with the quick pulse of self-questioning.
The second stanza is precisely half the length of the first, and half that of
the last. As such, it is set as something of an interlude. The rhyme-scheme is altered,
to an A,A,B,B pattern. The cognitive stream is broken, and with it the course of the
journey.
The assertion of a complete concentration of poetic energies upon the self
is evident from the outset, with ‘Aug’, mein Aug’,’ as the first words. The focus is
thus the gaze of the poet. The effect is one also of incantation-the poet calls upon his
own visual scope. The following line refers to ‘goldne Traume’; line three calls for
their banishment.
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The invasion of thoughts from outside the immediate sphere of the
joumey-experience is at once seen to be at the expense of poetic perception of the
actual. The poet’s eyes sink, signalling the loss of attention towards palpable nature
and the current events. In place of immediate alertness come ‘goldne Traume’. The
second line, a question, is an initial recognition of the arrival of alien thoughtsperhaps first diagnosis of the early symptoms of daydream. It would seem that the
poet is at this instant himself a little unsure: there is first the realisation of a
wandering of attention from the immediate, with the cause not yet fully known, hence
the question. The second line suspects the cause, although it is still a question. It is at
the third line that we arrive at full recognition of the cause, and this certainty takes
form in the rejection of the dream - ‘Weg, du Traum’. It is in this way that we are
witness to the processes of thought. We see first the poet’s apprehension that there is
something amiss; we see next an emerging suspicion as to the root of the change; and
finally, in the third line of the stanza, we witness the immediate rebuttal of the
daydream upon its first definite recognition within the stanza. The movement from
the plural form ‘Traume’ to ‘Traum’ perhaps signifies the full determination of the
particular dream in progress. We have arrived at line three with a full identification of
the daydream (‘du Traum’), as perhaps one of a collection of recurring dreams
(‘Traume... wieder’).
The correction of poetic stance within this second stanza is of a composite
nature. There is firstly the seeking for a true, uninterrupted visual and experiential
connection with nature and events within the poem; secondly, the casting off of the
‘golden dreams’ represents also the renewal of direct poetic intent, towards the more
immediate traffic of nature-experience. That these two elements are seen to be quite
simultaneously addressed within the poem, as witnessed in the complex appropriation
of ‘hier’, points towards their interdependence displayed within the work: for the
current poetic experience to gain in objective experiential display of nature there is
required the opening of eyes to the reality of natural events surrounding the self, while
the poetic self must also seek to ally such reality of experiential backdrop to the sum
of perceptual, emotional, poetic experience contemporary to the very poetic act itself.
What is it, then, that brings about this break in the journey? The answer
would seem to lie in the turning inwards upon the self, and memories of former times
- ‘Goldne Traume, kommt ihr wieder?’ It is, in other words, the independence and
autonomy of the self, that ‘otherness’ which was distinct within the first stanza, which
threatens to supplant the dynamic relationship between the self and nature. It is a
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reflexivity necessary within this dynamic. It is therefore by an act of self-will that the
poet turns his eyes back to nature in the third stanza.
The third and final stanza is, as was the first, of eight lines. Goethe here
strains at the limits of the permissible: within twenty short lines we are twice jolted,
not merely by a shift in tempo or cadence, but by a breaking of the very vessel of the
verse - the metre and stanzaic pattern. The violence of these linguistic and intellectual
jolts leads Burckhardt"^^ to consider not primarily the feelings which these metres
express (for this would be a ‘slippery business’'^^), but the meaning of the metrical
shifts themselves. We are, he claims, brought to respond to the meter as such:
Goethe forces us to attend to it [the metre] as having, at one level, a meaning
of its own, transcending the verbal meanings and feelings which are variously
clothed in it. That is to say, he uses metre figuratively, as a metaphor. Like any
good structural metaphor, it accommodates and illumines the meaning of
every part, yet has, beyond that, a meaning which defines the whole...through
the metrical jolts we are made aware that metre in this poem is more than it
usually is, that it operates on two levels of meaning, and that the second of
these, the figurative one, is likely to be also that of the whole."^
And Burckhardt outlines the rhythmic effects brought about by the switches in metre:
From the iambs of [stanza] I and the trochees of n, fi’om the “ rising” beat of
hinaitf, and the “ falling” beat of nieder, there emerges in EH a meter which
combines these two into something new and distinct. Stanza m is not merely a
return to one; it is also fireighted with cargo fi*om H. It is basically trochaic;
that it sounds so different is due in large measure to the dactyls. And these
dactyls are no mere insertions; they force us to “ switch beat,” though without
the last break, firom trochee to iamb: “ reifende Frucht” (x x x x). What we
have here, is the birth of the dactyl fi’om iamb and trochee; the poem, which
threatened to harden, first in iambic routine, then in trochaic protest, is
liberated by this union."^^
Treating metre as a body of its own, as pure scansion, leads Burckhardt to consider
the overall shape and rhythms of the poem as one of its ‘binding metaphors’."^And it
'‘^Sigurd Burckhardt,
^^^Sigurd Burckhardt,
"*^Sigurd Burckhardt,
pp.37-38.
'‘^Sigurd Burckhardt,
'’^Sigurd Burckhardt,

‘The Metaphorical Structure of Goethe’s “ Auf demSee’” , in GR31 (1956), p.37.
‘The Metaphorical Structure of Goethe’s “ Auf demSee’” , in GR31 (1956), p.37.
‘The Metaphorical Structure of Goethe’s “ Auf demSee’” , in GR31(1956),
‘The Metaphorical Structure of Goethe’s “ Auf demSee’” , in GR31 (1956), p.38.
‘The Metaphorical Structure of Goethe’s “ Auf demSee’” , in GR31 (1956), p.38.
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is a birth metaphor, helping to define the meaning of the whole as the genesis of a
new apprehension of the world, a new shaping of experience.
The third stanza views nature, as did the first. There is the reflection of
stars on the waves, then the mists in the distance, the morning wind around the boat,
and finally the reflection of ripening fruit in the water. The physically present
affirmed once more, and the journey resumed, nature is perceived with a greater
clarity and objectivity. The ‘ich’ is no longer the subject of clauses, as was the case in
the opening stanza; nature is now the grammatical subject. The language is of a less
impassioned self-involvement, though of a no less impassioned involvement with
nature, the images conveyed of a more immediately pictorial, visual specificity. The
ripening fruit of the final line establishes a metaphorical self-contemplation in the
light of a nature precisely outlined.
The final stanza brings a greater level of objectivity to palpable nature.
Nature is everywhere seen to be active, and autonomously so - the ‘schwebende
Sterne’, the drinking mists, the ‘türmende Feme’, ‘Morgenwind umflügelt’, and so
forth. There are stars, the bay is shaded. The poetic gaze is thus hindered, but the
vigour of nature is unabated - even the distance, ‘die Feme’, in mist, is towering.
Stanza one is verb-, stanza two noun-dominated; the words which give this stanza its
own character are the verbal adjectives. Burckhardt offers the following commentary:
...‘schwebende’, ‘türmende’, ‘beschattete’, ‘reifende’. With the exception of
the first, which states the theme, as it were, for the following, they are alike in
being participles of noun-derived verbs. The quality of completely stable
suspension, which makes the stanza what it is, is given it by these literally
pivotal words, which transform the dead nouns of II into action and stabilize
the aimless action of I."^^
The penultimate line makes a retum to the language of the first stanza with its
opening ‘und’. This conjunction reads once again with a composite inference: it
denotes on the one hand the apparently random succession of impressions of nature;
on the other, it reads as a conclusion - this being the final impression of the poem and as a ‘therefore’, as a final, climactic realisation with which the poem is to close.
In this final stanza, nature is seen with greater clarity; it is also perceived
as a process in its own right. It is a more profound vision of nature, freed of personal
needs. The elements of stanza I retum - wave, mists, mountain; but the ich has
47 ,

Sigurd Burckhardt, ‘The Metaphorical Structure of Goethe’s “ Auf dem See’” , in GR31 (1956), p.45.
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disappeared, and with its disappearance has come a new feeling, expressed in the
lightened, dancing rhythms and the greater softness of the images."^*
The key images of ‘saugen’ and ‘Busen’ recur in the third stanza as
‘trinken’ and ‘Bucht’: this is human growth. With the closing two lines, nature is seen
also as a metaphor for this human growth: with the reflection of ripening fruit nature
is, literally, imaged. The fhiit is mirrored in the surface of the lake, in the very depths
from which dreams of the past had surfaced to disturb the idyll (in the second stanza,
the eye had been ‘sunk’ downwards - into the water?). It is precisely in the vision of
this ripening fruit, and in the very process of this fruit’s ripening, that we see
illustrated the dynamic goodness, the ‘hold und gut’, of the nature from which the
poet draws creative refreshment. The poem ends poised between past, present and
future: the reflected fhiit is ripening, but not yet ripe, and future is only implied as a
possible future state."^^ And the birth of this reflexive ‘sich’, the pronoun that reflects,
which contains both object and subject, is the climactic result of this poem. The
poetic self sees itself, within its own literary and creative process: it is conscious of,
within and through its own creative act.
In a sense the poem is about a moment of growth and transition, all
rendered within the linear, present temporality of poetic articulation. It is, in other
words, a passage, and a journey. And it is this that is referred to with the title of the
poem. There is the notion of an actual journey; and there is the metaphorical
description of a cognitive journey and progression.
********

In the decade 1770-80 we find Goethe learning, through the practice of his
art, certain fundamental truths by which he was to live - and think - for the rest of his
life: that art is a fusion of the most earthy and the most spiritual; that the artist is one
who sees the universal in the particular, and the ideal in the real, who endows external
objects with a life from within and tells of his inner world in terms of the outer, so
that in seeming to speak only to himself he yet symbolises the secret life of us all. The
powerful movement of his mind towards unification first becomes clearly articulate in
the emphatic ‘eins’ of his letter to Herder of July 1772: ‘das ist allés, und doch muss
das Allés eins sein’. Ideas, for Goethe, were symbolised by phenomena.
'‘^Sigurd Burckhardt, ‘The Metaphorical Structure of Goethe’s “ Auf dem See’” , in GR31 (1956), p.44.
'‘^John R. Williams, The Life o f Goethe, Oxford, 1998, p.72.
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And so I wish now to look forward to some of Goethe’s later poems, in
the belief that here also we may perceive degrees of elemental correspondence in
approach with his earlier lyrics.
Mignon^^ a poem written perhaps in 1783, is a song sung by the girl of
the same name, the girl-child who accompanies the wandering harper in the novel
Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre. The only thing in their tragic past that has a bearing on
the song is that they have come from Italy.^^
The poem is remarkable for the intensity of colour made apparent in the
first stanza, the terms employed are strongly visual:
... die Citronen blühn,
Im dunklen Laub die Gold-Orangen glühn
Ein sanfter Wind vom blauen Himmel weht.
And in the second stanza, the house is complete with marble statues, the third stanza
describes mountain passes on the route over the Alps. It is a poem of yearning, to be
somewhere else. It is a yearning made startlingly concrete, as emotion is almost
wholly absorbed in the named objects and sights. The imagined physical world speaks
its meaning to the girl at the centre of the poem, and indeed even the statues look at
her, ‘sehn mich an’. As a consequence, the urgently repeated ‘Dahin! Dahin’ is a
gestural indication towards a physical world.
The establishment of such concrete embodiments of desire is mirrored in
the rhythms of the verse. The opening line introduces the poem and its vision in a
natural speech rhythm, before the regular metre of the stanzas takes hold. And this
almost colloquial turn of phrase reappears - ‘Kennst du es wohl?’ - thereby creating a
refi-ain that marks a shift from visions of Italy to the immediately personal, and
everyday, language of urgent appeal: ‘Mocht’ ich mit dir . ziehn’ at the close of the
first two stanzas, ‘Geht unser Weg! O Vater, laB uns ziehnl’ at the end of the third.
Such easy movement into poetic imagination, symbolism, abstraction, and
personal appeal is commensurate with the rooting of emotional experience in
particular physical circumstances. One senses sensual physical experience at the core
of the poem, and the urgency and familiarity of a self urgently in dialogue with itself.
The relations between sensual experience, reflection, and symbolism
transform the metaphor of love and fire in the ninth of the Romische Elegien^^ (1788).
Goethes Werke, Band VII (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p. 145.
^‘T.J. Reed (ed), Goethe Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p.81.
^^Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H Beck München, 1948, p. 163.
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The lovers’ night is described by following the activity of a real fire in the room. The
physical reality of this fire is central to the expressive operation of the poem: it is a
part of the scene, providing warmth, and yet the phases of the fire imply quite directly
actions of love. In this way the fire is no metaphor, but rather a symbol: it is an
independently existing reality that, in the creative process of the poem, becomes
imbued with meaning. It is the world viewed through the prism of the self, in the
context of other events, and the scene of which it is part. It is only at the very close of
the poem - ‘wie zu Asche versank’ - that a metaphor is established, as love and the
fire lie almost spent. And yet the possibility of re-ignition (of the fire and the
passions) - ‘Freude zu wecken’ - implies the future retum to activity and its symbolic
expression.
Metamorphose der Tierep circa 1798, is a ‘scientific’ poem, and asserts a
poet’s belief in controlling order and harmony. It illustrates Goethes conception of the
natural order, in which creatures are able to evolve, but only within certain borders
(‘Grenzen’). Therse borders are founded, it seems, in two criteria: firstly, there is that
of efficient survival - ‘denn alle lebendgen Glieder/ Widersprechen sich nie und
wirken all zum Leben’; secondly, there is that of aesthetic beauty - ‘AlleSchone der
Form und alle reine Bewegung’. We sense here a strong aesthetic element to form and
function. Cmcially, it is these aesthetic foundations that link poetic with scientific
thinking, and so it is the Muse who vouchsafes these scientific insights: ‘und nimm
vom Munde der Muse/ DaB du schauest... die liebliche voile GewiBheit’.
It takes poetic imagination to conceive the workings of a harmonious
order; it takes mindfulness and knowledge of self, world, and their relations; and it
takes linguistic creativity (for this poem is more than only the stenography of a
scientific theory) truthfully to perceive the world.
The simultaneous emergence of argument, experience, and images is a
central feature of Dauer im Wechsef^ (1803). The poem has already been touched
upon in this thesis, at the start of Chapter Four, Sesenheimer Lieder. Here I wish to
consider the relations expressed between argument and images. The line of argument
is clear and is combined with remarkably evocative images of the pleasures and losses
of life. Transience is the inescapable law of human life, and the poem begins from a
Goethes Werke,
^^Goethes Werke,

7 (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.201.
7 (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.247.
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Specific moment that illustrates the point, the brevity of blossom. The first two
stanzas review the seasons, with no sense of constancy to be found, as each phase dies
to make way for the next.
At the close of stanza two, impermanence and mutability are confirmed in
the assertion that one may never swim in the same river twice - not only because it is
different water, but, as the third and fourth stanzas make clear, because you, the
swimmer, have changed in each of your parts.
The final stanza, however, brings intense elation to the argument’s close.
For there is great comfort in impermanence, and a piercing heightening of momentary
experience. It is an intellectual and emotional state brought about by awareness of this
very transience which is in this way ‘overcome’. Beginning and end are known to be
brought together: ‘LaB den Anfang mit dem Ende/ Sich in eins zusammenziehn! ’ And
it is a unity attained within Man’s soul, consciousness: ‘die Form in deinem Geist.’
While the pace of transience may in this way appear to be quickened (‘Schneller... ’),
within the human context of persistent experience and reflection, it resounds with our
internal being, and thereby brings an exhilaration of experience that is at once of the
moment, and at the same time the result of time and reflection. In this way it is the
necessary transience of experience that results, through the self-conscious human
condition, in the arrival at ecstatic and repeated perceived union of self and world.
The occasional moments of serene contemplation within momentary
intellectual and sensual union with natural phenomena, in line with Leibnizian
monadic theory, informed the readings of other poems in this thesis, and in particular
Maifest. Desire can meet with fulfilment only for a moment, as the monad emerges
from solitude and finds its identity confirmed by its meeting with another like itself.
Such confirmation brings a sense of fixity, solidity, and truth in life - and here
transience is met and celebrated, as it can only be momentary, for the state that is
glimpsed is contradictory of the process that leads up to it. What can be hoped for is
repeated occurrence of such moments, to move us towards a sustainable duration of
unified experiences - as perceived in the closing lines of Maifest, in the call for
repeated (‘ewig’) love-experience.
Suleika^^ (1815) is another poem that puts us in mind of Maifest, in the
first instance for its expressed assimilation of human emotion and nature. In the

^^Goethes Werke, .Sûtk///(Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.41.
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second stanza, for example, ‘Augen’ is placed amongst natural phenomena in the
third line; and the stanza’s closing line mingles tears with rain:
Die Bewegung deiner Fliigel
Weckt im Busen stilles Sehnen;
Blumen, Augen, Wald und Hügel
Stehn bei deinem Hauch in Trânen.
But it is in the poem’s final stanza that we arrive at ideas that resound fully with
Maifest'. in the more intense feeling of both love and life when near to a beloved.
Sag’ ihm, aber sag’s bescheiden:
Seine Liebe sei mein Leben,
Freudiges Gefuhl von beiden
Wird mir seine Nâhe geben.
The arrival at a single feeling from a dual source, his love and her life, leads to a
sensation of emotional proximity, a companionship brought about through a sense of
reciprocal love and dependence. Goethe’s poetry distils both the concrete immediacy
of living and the fact that that immediacy is not weakened but intensified by the
presence of all manner of generalising interpretative responses. In the above poem,
just as in Maifest before it, it is the experiential context provided by the knowledge
and emotional sensations of perceived companionship that strengthens the immediate
sensual and intellectual experiences of life.
Um Mittemach^^ was, according to Goethe’s diary entry, written on the
13* February, 1818. The Tch’ of the poem is looking back over many years to a series
of experiences, the first in childhood, the second in young manhood, the third in
maturity. All three experiences are at midnight, and as such are experiences of
transitions, as well as moments of reflective questioning. The poem is concerned with
the thinking process, but it also presents the immediacy of experiences: there is, for
example, the lost little boy in the first stanza who feels himself to be a ‘klein, kleiner
Knabe’. And in old age, thought embraces the present moment as one poised between
‘Vergangnes’ and ‘Künftiges’.^^
The poem re-creates experiences, and it does this within a fictional
construct; in this way it presents experiences in the context of, and to a scale relative
to, the poetic self. This fictional construct is a means both to present and to discuss
human experience; it encompasses the experience as well as the interpretative
response to that experience. The poem is in this sense both immediate and reflective.

^^Goethes Werke, jBawf / (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.372.
^^Martin Swales (ed), Gennan Poetry, Cambridge University Press, 1987, p. 156.
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Um Mitternacht is about moments when the human self not only
experiences but is at the same time brought to seek meaning and interpretative
context for that experience. And when the self takes stock in this way, it is mindful of
variety and abundance, and of patterns and purpose. It perceives coherence and
meaning; it is aware of unity within variety, and of continuity within change. It acts
and reflects at the same time. For Goethe, the human activity of acquiring knowledge
and insight, is a process of constant interaction between mind and concrete world in
which each helps to shape and define the other. It is a process that accounts for much
of the poetry read in this thesis, and most notably the dynamic relations of self and
world displayed in Willkommen imd Abschied and Maifest.
Dammerung senkte sich von oben^^ a poem from 1827, is untitled, and
known by its first line. It is most clearly characteristic of Goethe for its rendering a
process, here the coming into being of evening. The order is the order of the natural
phenomena themselves. First, there is a plain statement; Dusk descended from above
(we are reminded of the opening lines of Willkommen und Abschied, and Maifest,
amongst others). The last two lines are characteristic of Goethe’s relation to the world
outside:
Und durchs Auge schleicht die Kühle,
Sanfrigend ins Herz hinein.
His role is both active and submissive: his heart and mind submit themselves to the
objects of the outer world, to know them as they are and to be transmuted by them.
And here, again, we see the processes of nature are transposed into
analogous processes of language. The first four lines’ swift sequence of tenses preterite, present, no tense at all (omission of any finite verb with ‘emporgehoben’) creates a linguistic semblance of the passage of time being suddenly halted in the
timelessness of a significant moment.
When Goethe, in this poem, speaks of the willows teasing the water, or in
the opening stanzas of Willkommen und Abschied when the natural landscape rushes
past the rider, he is using human terms, but he is not thereby violating natural process
and fact. The nature of the willow is respected here. At the same time, there is a hint
of the greater darkness that threatens old age, offset by the comfort of moonlight. But,
as in the delicate symbolism of Chinese lyrics, this is at most suggested, not asserted^^
^^Goethes Werke,
/ (Hamburger Ausgabe), C.H.Beck München, 1948, p.389.
^^T.J. Reed (ed), Goethe Selected Poems, Bristol Classical Press, 1999, p. 103.
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(this poem is one of fourteen comprising the Chinesisch-deutsche Jahres- und
Tageszeiten).
Such a simultaneous emergence of experience and allegory suggests an
observable pattern to ongoing experiences. The tension between these two concurs
with a spontaneous surrender to momentary experience and an insistent sense of
purpose, and informs the expression of manifold and recurring possibilities within
human affairs.
**************************************
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Chapter Nine
Connecting Forces and Unifying Factors
in Goethe’s Early Creativity.

I am aware that in this thesis I have subjected a very small number of
poems to very close reading. I hope the process has not proved intolerably wearisome;
but in my view, two of the poems at issue (M r schlug das Herz, and Maifest) are
absolute masterpieces. And I felt that to lavish a great deal of critical attention on
masterpieces would be time and energy well spent.
Moreover, both poems pose a particular problem for the critic paradoxically because they seem to be (and ultimately are) so unproblematic. That is
to say: both poems are wonderfully immediate; they are instantly, urgently expressive.
On first sight they do not look demanding or ‘difficult’. But they are profound. And
what I have sought to do is to spell out the profundity inherent in that immediacy and the immediacy that is omnipresent in the profundity. To this end I adopted the
strategy of a kind of ‘three-fold reading’ in order to acknowledge the first, quickening
impact of the poems - and then to reflect on that initial excitement not so much in
tranquillity as in a series of cognitive soundings. That is what Goethe gives to us in
the finest of the Sesenheim poetry. And it has lost none of its power to move us (in
both spatial and emotional senses) today.
As a poet he seeks constant and various interactions with the world
around, and reality, in the sense of an acknowledged world exterior and separate to
the self, is a strong connecting force in Goethe’s writing. It is but one of the aspects
that points towards a unified image of Goethe the poet within the immense profusion
of his work. For in order to arrive at a sense of overall consistency in Goethes poetry,
we must ourselves undertake a process of careful assimilation. As does the poetry, we
must attend to continuities within change, to unity within diversity, in both linguistic
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and intellectual senses. There are unifying factors at work; they are located within an
immense variety that mirrors the intellectual and expressive diversity of the poet
himself. And so it is a fascinating and instructive exercise to look across the period of
Goethe’s early creativity (the mid-1770’s): one registers that the insights vouchsafed
by the Sesenheim poetry occur elsewhere in his oeuvre at the time.
The interrelations, mutual influences, and kinships expressed in Goethe’s
lyric poetry are brought into sharp focus when we read the following lines, from an
essay. Von der Physiognomik überhaupt, of January 1775.
Was den Menschen umgibt, wirkt nicht allein auf ihn, es wirkt auch wieder
zuriick auf selbiges, und indem er sich modifizieren laBt, modifiziert er wieder
rings um sich her.^°
These lines describe a process, a complex series of interactions and effects between
Man and the world. There is a dynamic of mutual influence: there is an ongoing
change of self and world brought about by relation and interaction; and these changes
in turn alter the relations that bring them about. The processes of change described
here are intricate: there is the sense that to miss any one detail, any one event, is to
fail fully to grasp the nature and consequences of the ongoing change. Put simply,
each event modifies the process, the formula of change so to speak; as such, there is
an importance to events founded in their inevitable consequences.
One senses that this intricacy and delicacy of constant flux was on
occasion all but overwhelming in its interpretative possibility. There is an
acknowledgement of such difficulty in the following excerpt, taken from the same
essay:
Ich hoffe, es wird niemand sein, der mir verdenken wird, dafi ich das Gebiet
des Phyiognomisten also erweitere. Teils geht ihn jedes Verhaltnis des
Menschen an, teils ist auch sein Untemehmen so schwer, dafi man ihm nicht
verargen muB, wenn er allés ergreift, was ihn schneller und leichter zu seinem
groBen Zwecke fuhren kann.
These are the words of a man increasingly convinced of the rightness of natural
processes, and of the ongoing growth of his understanding of them. There are
glimpses of profound understanding, when the scope of one’s vision is broad enough
to account for a whole series of relations, in context and to scale. It seems, however,
that the search for interpretative context, through a breadth of understanding, involves
®°Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schqffens. Miinchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985fif, p.458.
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the physiognomist in a series of isolated facts and observations that must, by
deduction or even faith, be brought within a larger framework of understanding.
There are echoes here of the poem above. Die Freuden. The joy and
pleasure inherent in observed nature lie in a series of related events that go to form a
strong impression and emotional reaction within the poet. The single, isolated object
(here the butterfly) inevitably disappoints when not seen within the envelope of
overall experience. This wholeness of impression is brought about by being in turn
analytical, and intuitive, as appropriate. Goethe possessed a simply remarkable
flexibility of response. Unity, in this sense of a combination of impressions and
interpretative means or approaches, is created over a period of time, and through a
variety of responses to the world. The young Goethe, the maker of Willkommen und
Abschied and Maifest, knew this with every fibre of his being. It was a knowledge that
he formulated much later in a famous note:
Urphanomen: Ideal-real-symbolisch-identisch.
Ideal, als das letzte Erkennbare;
Real, als erkannt;
Symbolisch, weil es allé Fàlle begreift;
Identisch, mit allen Fallen.^*
It is important to note that this is a changeability of appearance rather than of kind. It
is sustained by the consistency of Goethe’s endeavour, and the clear awareness that
rapid alternation of view-point and approach is the means to appreciate the manifold
aspects of nature, as well as the various capacities of the mind. That is to say: he can
conceive of one and the same reality under different attributes.
We see here a source of the immense flexibility of language apparent
throughout Goethe’s lyric poetry. His lyric poetry employs symbolism in myriad
forms, attentive on each occasion to the precise relation each has to reality. Reality
and symbolism retain their separate coherence, while symbolism builds, richly and
truly, on our perception of reality.
Symbolism in Goethe’s lyric poetry describes a world of dynamically
patterned organic processes and experiences. It is, however, no easy, simple harmony;
there is, quite simply, the differentiation of natural elements and processes at all
levels to consider. It is a harmony based on the fullest recognition of differences. The
various modes of thought, and the different kinds of knowledge, have to be
^^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: ‘Maximen und Reflexionen’, in Samtliche Werke, Jubilaums-Ausgabe,
Stuttgart and Berlin, vol.39, p. 112.
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understood each in their separateness before any comparison of their relative
achievement and value can begin. It is a task of almost bewildering enormity.
The impressive magnitude of the totality of relations and their experience
leads to the following statement, in the essay Von den oft nur scheinbaren
Fehlschiissen des Physiognomisten, also from the January of 1775:
Keinem Menschen kaim die Allgemeinheit zugestanden werden, sie wird
keinem zugestanden.........
A point to which I shall return below is that the reality of relations in the world is
intuited, and felt in a series of experiences and reflections. The role, purpose, and
sheer difficulty of the scientific observer is outlined in the next extract, from the essay
Einige Griinde der Verachtimg und Verspottung der Physiognomik of 1775. And is
there even a note of self-irony in the assertion that it is as well that there are only few
bom to observe in this scientific sense?
Es ist ein Gluck fur die Welt, dafi die wenigsten Menschen zu Beobachtem
geboren sind. Die gutige Vorsehung hat jedem einen gewissen Trieb gegeben,
so Oder anders zu handeln, der derm auch einem jeden durch die Welt hilft.
Eben dieser innere Trieb kombiniert auch mehr oder weniger die Erfahrungen,
die der Mensch macht, ohne dafi er sich dessen gewissermafien selbst bewufit
ist. Jeder hat seinen eigenen Kreis von Wirksamkeit, jeder seine eigene Freude
und Leid, da er denn durch eine gewisse Anzahl von Erfahrungen bemerkt,
was ihm analog ist, und so wird er er nach und nach im Lieben und Hassen auf
das festeste bestatigt. Und so ist sein Bedürfhis erfullt, er empfindet auf das
deutlichste, was die Dinge fur ein Verhaltnis zu ihm haben, und daher kann es
ihm einerlei sein, was fur ein Verhaltnis sie unter einander haben mogen. Er
fuhlt, dafi dies und jenes so oder so auf ihn wirkt, und er fragt nicht, warum es
so auf ihn wirkt, vielmehr lafit er sich dadurch auf ein oder die andre Weise
bestimmen. Und so begierig der Mensch zu sein scheint, die wahre
Beschaffenheit eines Dings, und die Ursachen seiner Wirkungen zu erkennen,
so selten wird’s dochbei ihm unûberwindliches Bedürfhis...
What is striking about this description of man’s experiential awareness is that the
inner subjectivity may have an unconscious effect upon his view of the world. And
self-knowledge is attainable through a series of comparative experiences and
Johann Wolfgang Goethe; Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schqffens. Miinchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985ff, p.463.
^^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schaffens. Miinchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985ff, p. 461.
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interactions with the world, whereby the self comes to know what is analogous to it.
Knowledge of self and world are thus mutually informative; and each person views
the world in a manner that is peculiarly his.
And so objectivity, the ability to perceive external reality in a truthful
way, requires in the first instance self-knowledge. Also needed is the ability to be
alive to our immediate reactions to objects; we must not impose ourselves upon them,
shape them falsely, or mentally negotiate them in their absence. Goethe’s lyric poetry
outlines and enacts not only the activity of mind at all levels, from the simplest senseperception upwards - that takes place, the above extract asserts, involuntarily and
unconsciously in all of us. But what is remarkable is the continuing presence of sense
even in the highest generalisations of which the mind is capable, the sensuousness of
his ideas.
Reality for Goethe is neither in the subject nor in the object but in the
activity and relations that exist between them. Hence his poetry is itself an intellectual
management of those activities and relations. Rather than omit personal positions,
true objectivity must include not only knowledge of the object but knowledge of one’s
self in relation to the object: each requires the other in this way. This intellectual
commerce is inevitably complex, as Goethe asserted in 1775:
Der Mensch kennt nur sich selbst, insofem er die Welt kennt, die er nur in sich
und sich nur in ihr gewahr wird. Jeder neue Gegenstand, wohl beschaut,
schliesst ein neues Organ in uns auf.^
The immense complexity of interrelations between the self and his world leads to a
sensed urgency in Goethe’s poetry that conveys an imperative force. It is as though
each detail and effect must be seen lest he fail to grasp the overall and meaningful
process. We may think of Maifest, in particular its exultant opening, setting a pace
that scarcely lets up until the poem’s close. Or there is the pressing spontanaity of the
opening lines of Willkommen und Abschied, tripping a series of observations at
galloping speed, each gaze imbued as fully with a sense of self as with visual realism.
And this driving pace of momentary experiential fullness that represents
the unity of being and reflection, accounts, I believe, for the tone of so much Goethe
poetry: it is remarkable for its everyday, at times colloquial, energy. It has the urgency
and intimacy of a man engaged in dialogue with himself. There is the sense that
poems are written in order to find clarity, and not the stenography of a previous event
^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schaffens. Münchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985ff, p. 137.
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or insight. The utterance takes shape and finds direction by being made. And so
Goethe’s poetry, even at its most thoughtful and inward, is never excessively abstract:
it is always rooted in the energy of concrete experience.
At the same time, Goethe was all too aware of the sheer magnitude and
complexity of his undertaking to perceive and understand his relations with the world
around him. All that may be possible are occasional moments of clarity through the
attainment of momentary intellectual and sensual union with natural phenomena. It is
only for a moment that desire can meet with fulfilment; for a moment, the monad can
emerge fi"om solitude and find its identity confirmed by its meeting with another like
itself; for a moment, the busy activity of interpretation can give way to the serene
contemplation of truth. Such confirmation that there is fixity, solidity, and truth in life
can only be momentary, for the state that is glimpsed is contradictory of the process
that leads up to it.^^
But the overwhelming sense of purpose - and ‘Trieb’ is a term empoyed
by Goethe above to describe his calling to observe the world - is maintained in the
steadfast belief that, ultimately, he is moving closer towards complete understanding,
even if that completeness of vision be impossible for man. These lines appear in the
essay Von den oft nur scheinbaren Fehlschiissen des Physiognomisten, 1775:
Allés wirkt verhaltnismaBig in der Welt, das werden wir noch oft zu
wiederholen haben. Das allgemeine Verhaltnis erkennet nur Gott; deswegen
allés menschliche, philosophische und so auch physiognomische Sinnen und
Trachten am Ende auf ein bloBes Stottem hinauslaufl. Und wenn zugestanden
ist: dab in der Dinge Reihe viel miBlingt, warum sollte man von einer Reihe
dargestellter Beobachtungen viel harmonische Konsistenz erwarten?^
The acknowledgement of human fallibility is perhaps a comfort, then, to the striving
scientist. The sense of purpose remains noticeably undiminished, however: with our
failings justified, we may move on without hesitation in the knowledge that our
efforts bring us ever greater understanding. And the abilities to perceive relations in
the world and to express them are interdependent. Hence the result of our perceptual
and linguistic inadequacies is a mere ‘Stottem’, just as comprehension is inextricably
both a sensual and a linguistic process.

^^icholas Boyle, Goethe, the Poet and the Age, Oxford University Press, 1992, p, 110.
^^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schaffens. Münchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985fif, p. 464.
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This last point is discussed directly in the following poem. ‘Stottem’
appears in it, as a verb, and is again used to express the hesitations and inarticulacies
that come between the poet and understanding. The poem expresses the hard work
involved, and most interestingly, the directions that this work should take and from
what foundation:
Beschiuss
Lied eines phvsiognomischen Zeichners
Ach dab die innre Schopfungskraft
Durch meinen Sinn erscholle!
Dab eine Bildung voiler Saft
Aus meinen Fingem quolle!
Ich zittre nur und stottre nur
Und kann es doch nicht lassen;
Ich führ ich kenne dich, Natur,
Und so mub ich dich fassen.
Wenn ich bedenk’ wie manches Jahr
Sich schon mein Sinn erschliebet,
Wie er, wo dürre Heide war.
Nun Freudenquell geniebet;
Da ahnd’ ich ganz Natur nach dir,
Dich frei und lieb zu fuhlen,
Ein lust’ger Springbrunn wirst du mir
Aus tausend Rohren spielen;
Wirst alle meine Krafle mir
In meinem Sinn erweitem,
Und dieses enge Dasein hier
Zur Ewigkeit erwehem.
Den 19. April M ls!’’’
This poem describes the nature of poetic creativity. It opens with a plea for creativity
to flow, to enable the poet to produce language that forms a visceral connection with
the world it seeks to embody. The images are to be ‘voiler SafT, alive with the very
stuff and energy of life. And yet the moment brings only fhistration: he trembles and
stutters as words evade him. And then, at the close of the first stanza, are two lines
that encapsulate the relations of creative self and the natural world. Nature is felt to
be known. The meaning here is ambigous: in one sense, the poet cannot be sure that
he does indeed know nature, although he suspects (‘fuhlen’), it is likely, that he does.

^^Johann Wolfgang Goethe: Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schaffens. Münchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985fiF, pp. 470471.
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These are the sentiments perhaps of the scientist, indeed ‘eines physiognomischen
Zeichners’, in the conscious movement towards truth; it is notable that the verb to
know’ here is ‘kennen’, and not ‘verstehen’. In another sense, the verb ‘fuhlen’ draws
upon physical and emotional spheres: nature is known by one’s feeling, touching and
experiencing of the world; and it is known by the sentiments that it invokes. The
connection with the stanza’s final line, ‘Und so’, also carries a complex of meaning.
On the one hand, these are words that express cause and result. The poet seeks to
capture nature as a consequence of his knowing it: the one follows inextricably from
the other. There is the indication here of a sense of purpose, even of |an impulse
(‘Trieb’). On the other hand, ‘und so’ can mean ‘in this way’: it expresses similarity
or kinship of activity. And so nature may be poetically grasped in the same way that it
is felt: it is the impressions and sentiments that it creates that may be caught. And this
is in any event how we come to know nature, by our senses, feelings, and emotional
experiences; and these are not only recordable, but graspable (‘fassen’) within the
poetic form. It must be remembered that to grasp nature is to perceive and relay its
complex mutability and dynamic relations: there is here such a remarkable assurance
of the self as the sole arbiter of experience; and this accounts for Goethe’s uniting of
opposites within the lyric form.
The unities of Goethe’s poetry - amongst them those of momentary
experience and reflection, of the concrete and the abstract, and of subjective feeling
and the physical world - are attainable within the forms of poetry precisely because of
Goethe’s supreme ability to transpose the process of nature into analogous processes
of language. They are expressed unities, and one senses that it is in this very
expression that a view of the world is formed. The poem can be the processes of
reflection and decision themselves, rather than their stenography after the event. And
crucial within this poetic movement towards understanding is the knowledge that self
and world are interactive with one another on equal terms, and that the relations of
self and world are in a constant state of change both within themselves and with
regard to one another.
The way in which Goethe looks out onto the world is therefore conscious
of tangibility, mutability, and interrelation: these are attributes equally of the physical
world and of the self. This dynamic connection of self and world is succinctly
expressed in the following lines, written under a silhouette of Charlotte von Stein in
1775:
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Es ware ein herrliches Schauspiel zu sehen, wie die Welt sich in dieser Seele
spiegelt. Sie sieht die Welt wie sie ist, und doch durchs Medium der Liebe. So
ist auch SanAheit der Allgmeinere Eindruck.^^
Just as the individual soul mirrors the world (and here we must surely think of
Leibniz), so is one’s view of the world personalised. And this joint influence of
subjective and objective, of the created and the given, is inherent in the ambiguity of
the pronoun ‘wie sie ist’. It refers to the world, or indeed to Charlotte von Stein;
ultimately, I sense that it refers in equal measure to each of these. The world is seen
through the prism of the self. To observe the processes of nature was, for Goethe, a
negotiation of self and world, subjective feeling and tangible fact, in which mutual
influence brought kinship, intensity of feeling, and ultimate harmony.
**************************************

^^Johaim Wolfgang Goethe; Samtliche Werke nach Epochen seines Schaffens. Miinchner Ausgabe. Karl
Richter (ed.) with Herbert G. Gopfert, Norbert Miller, and Gerhard Sauder. Munich, 1985fF, p. 490.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis has been to examine the expressive means by
which Goethe communicates thoughts and experiences within poetry, in the belief
that to attend carefully to the intellectual and linguistic movements of the poems
themselves brings us closer exposure to the intense energies that his poetry comprises.
The process of reading Goethe’s poetry has been a lengthy one, and, I hope, not too
burdensome for the reader. But I believe that the Goethe poems in this thesis - and in
particular the two great masterpieces, Willkommen und Abschied and Maifest - merit
the most meticulous attention, and amply reward repeated visits.
There is everywhere in Goethe’s poetry the ultimately harmonious
meeting of opposites as expressed unions: the specific and the general, language and
experience, the momentary and reflection, subjective and objective. These forceful
meetings exist within a world of perceived meanings and patterns, of sound and sense.
One and the same poetic formulation can give expression to both the subjective
feeling of the human heart and the objective knowledge of the human mind, to
momentarily fleeting events and to philosophy, to immediate experience and to
metaphor. The ability to observe patterns is allied closely with the ability to
contextualise experiences, to see momentary experiences in relation to one another,
and in relation to the self. And in this way we arrive at what may be termed Goethe’s
sense of purpose. Put simply, Goethe is a man who seeks understanding, of self and of
the world, through poetic creation. He is above all a man who writes.
In examining Goethe’s poetic writing, I have sought to be mindful of his
style, the images he chooses, his recurrent turns of phrase, the structure of his syntax,
and the order he adopts within poems. All these things reveal the poetic self to us
unmistakably. And in the poetic form are represented the myriad relations and
interactions between self and world. Reality for Goethe is neither in the subject nor in
the object but in the activity and relations that exist between them, and his poetry is
itself an intellectual management of those activities and relations. In this sense the
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language of Goethe’s lyic is dynamic: the energies of the natural world are allied with
the energies of the poetic creative process.
There were three reasons why I made the decision to write about Goethe’s
poetry. The first was a desire to hone my understanding of poems that, as printed
words, spoke to me in a way that I continue to find disarmingly direct. Secondly, I
was unable to find a commentary on his poetry which fully corresponded with my
own reactions. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, so much of his poetry has a
rare quality that places it alongside all truly great literature: its colours, energies, and
profound resonance with human experience do not pall with long acquaintance; on
the contrary, they reveal themselves only gradually to us, negotiate and in turn
amplify and energise our increasing understanding.
**************************************
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